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Abstract

Apocryphal Plato: The Problematic of the Subject in Plato's

? Mimetology

This thesis considers how the problematic of the subject relates to certain problems which are

inherent in Plato's conception of mimesis. A careful study of Plato's mimetology reveals that

the boundaries between original and copy, presentation and representation are never entirely

unequivocal. His mimetology involves an understanding of mimesis within an eidetic relation,

that is, Plato sees mimesis only in terms of 'X being a representation or a copy of the

intelligible eidos. Plato however is unable to sustain such a conception of mimesis, and I try

to illustrate in this thesis how the heterogeneous and equivocal nature of mimesis is

inextricably bound to the "mimetician", that is, the mimetic subject.

In addition this thesis attempts to elucidate how mimesis can be eidetically determined

when it accounts for the visual arts. However when the thesis proceeds to an examination of

the literary arts a paradox emerges in the way Plato accounts for the mimetic subject's

linguistic practice, the subject's logos in general. In Plato's understanding the most pernicious

form of logos is that which resorts to formal mimetic traits, and the poetic, rhapsodic and

sophistic subjects' linguistic practice presents a fundamental perversion of truth. Essentially

the logos or discourse of the subject disrupts the relationship of adequation that Plato tries to

sustain in his mimetology. Mimetic logoi undermine the original and the copy in a deceptive

way, and it is for this reason that Plato is critical of the mimesis that involves apocryphy and

dissimulation, because it leads to the deconstitution and withdrawal of the subject in his/her

mimetic deliveries.
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The problematic of the subject is principally tied to an effect that inevitably reveals the

mimetic paradox. The subject's mimetic logos involves the proliferation of meaning which

supplants the eidos as truth—as it no longer refers to it—and as a consequence it involves a

subjectal deconstitution and withdrawal. This thesis seeks to follow the manner in which

Plato constitutes the subject and conceives subjectivity by banishing mimesis altogether or

establishing its homoiological sense, in order to overcome the problematic of the subject and

to ensure it works in the service of truth.

i

In the four Platonic dialogues considered in this thesis- Republic, Ion, Cratylus, Sophist - 1

examine Plato's understanding of mimesis and his decision to ensure the proper constitution

of the subject and its logos. The thesis concludes by situating this exploration of Plato's

treatment of mimesis in relation to the Platonic constructs of subjectivity, and by highlighting

the way this treatment is inevitably undermined by the possibilities opened up by mimesis

itself. Mimesis ultimately remains equivocal and an aporia of sorts because Plato's

rnimetology concerns itself only with representation and falls short of addressing directly the

subject of representation.
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Chapter One

Introduction:

1 ?
s

4- Plato's Mimetology

"No work of mine exists on such philosophic topics, and none ever will,

for there is no way of putting them into words like other studies

EUOV ye 7iepi atixdav sail cruyypa^a ot)5e jur

yeviycar yap oi)5a|Lico<; eoriv ax; dXA.a (ia9r|(iaTa]."

Seventh Epistle 34Ic4-6

1.1 The Platonic Schema of Mimesis

Within the history of scholarship on Plato, which inadvertedly implies the history of

Platonism; the question of mimesis presents itself ab initio} Mimesis remains a

fundamentally unresolved idea in terms of its meaning, its concept as well as its manifest

discursive determinations insofar as it implicates so many other aspects of Plato's dialogues.

If there has been a fundamental lack in the treatment of mimesis within the tradition of studies

In many respects the question of representation as it is presented in the history of philosophy

manifests itself as a primary issue since Kant. The Kantian manifestation of the problem of

representation in many respects incipiently informs this study as the distinction between presentation

(JDarstellung) which relates to sensibly present objects, or the objectively real and representation

(Vorstellung) which refers to objects that exist separately from any sensible or supposedly "objective"

presentation is treated as problematic, even as it becomes the basis of Kant's treatment of cognition in

the Critique of Pure Reason. See Heifer 1996.
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on Plato, even as scholars have attempted to tackle the question head on, the lack presupposes

a delimiting effect of the potential of mimesis and the problems it generates. This delimiting

factor has much to do with the manner of approach to the problem which is almost always

oriented toward philological concerns, determining its etymology, its origins and its first

appearance in the literature. This ultimately underscores the epistemological motivations

which fundamentally re-inscribe mimesis to the Platonic schema where everything presents

itself as something other or as something else; a copy, a reproduction and more commonly a

representation.

I embark on this study knowing too well the shortfalls of approaching Plato's

treatment of mimesis in such a restrictive fashion and thus I return to a consideration of the

Platonic schema of mimesis beyond its restrictive, though legitimate, philological

delimitations. In the four chosen dialogues, what left an impression upon me was that the

question of mimesis presupposes something altogether ignored by scholars and through the

work of Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, I endeavor to properly address this discursive lacuna by

attending to the question of mimesis in the context of a broader and more challenging

problem. The problematic of the subject, that is, the subject of representation and as it

presents itself inversely the representation of the subject, is openly addressed. It is by

investigating the relationship between mimesis and subjectivity that I hope to shed light on

the idea of subjectal2 representation as it appears in Plato as loss, as withdrawal, as

apocryphy; as the ultimate descent into the world of shadows and as the famous allegory of

the cave in the Republic illustrates, it also promises a new constitution of the subject, as Plato

attempts to devise the roadmap for the ascension and subsequent redemption of the subject.

Certainly the work of Lacoue-Labarthe and Jacques Derrida guides and in many

respects influences my approach to the four chosen dialogues which I will be investigating in

this thesis. One question I will return to time and again is in what way this subjectal loss or

apocryphal withdrawal occurs in Plato. I will consider how this loss within mimesis manifests

See Derrida 1994: 275.1 here follow Derrida when using the noun "subject" in its adjectival form.



itself and in what way does it challenge or critically undermine the Platonic schema of

mimesis.

However it is imperative to ask before considering the idea of mimesis in relation to

the problematic of the subject, what is the Platonic schema of mimesis? What encompasses

this logos on mimesis, what orients its conceptual and ontological orientations? The Platonic

schema of mimesis implies a particular conception of mimesis that is not at all contrary to the

schema that many scholars orient their own work on mimesis. It is fundamentally the eidetic

orientation of mimesis that sustains the mimetology, it is by understanding mimesis in terms

of the eidos that Plato is able to ingeniously engineer a criticism of mimesis.

! \

Because a thoroughgoing examination of the history of mimesis in Western

philosophy and literature is not possible here, as it is outside the scope of my thetic

deliberations, I will be confining the question to Plato's writings. It is nonetheless important

to reiterate that the question of mimesis is continuously confronted by all philosophical

writing.2 However it has never preoccupied any philosopher more than Plato, at least not until

Immanuel Kant's appraisal of the problem in the first Critique. The ambit of the problematic

is confined to Plato's work in an integral way, as it is so rigorously tied to his conception of

the eidos, or what is known discursively as the "theory of forms",3 Mimesis essentially is

2 Walter Benjamin succinctly summed up the philosophical exigency of the question concerning

mimesis that "it is characteristic of philosophical writing that it must continually confront the question

of representation." Benjamin 1998: 27.
3 As a momentary digression, I would like to highlight that it is not intended in this thesis nor is its

primary objective, to elucidate the "theory" in its contradictory and versional differences. The scope of

this thesis does not allow for such an investigation, suffice to say that my understanding of the "theory

of forms" will remain consistent to the idea of it being ev ISeav thus singular and one, and most

fundamentally a transcendental concept, thus remaining consistent to its metaphysical postulations.

Aristotle argued that the Platonic eidos is developed in his theory as non-sensible, separated

(transcendental) forms. See Aristotle's comments in Metaph. 987 a32-blO; 1078 b 12-1079 a4; 1086

a37- b l l . That the eidos is "unchanging" see Plato Phaed. 78 clO-e4; Rep. 495 aiO-b3; 508 d4-9; 518

e8-9; 525 b5-6; 534 a2-3. For a more detailed discussion on the "theory of forms" see Irwin 1999 and

Ross 1951.
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understood in relation to truth or the eidos. It is understood as the representation of "what is",

and thus it is held by the ontological question in such a way that it proffers a formal ization of

the question of truth. To achieve this Plato has mimetic practices in general delimited to a

repetition of a prior presentation. What is of interest for Plato is that, if his philosophical

system (and subsequently his mimetology which holds this system together) is to work, then

the logical priority of the eidos has to be maintained and consolidated within this schema. In

sustaining the eidetic determination of mimesis Plato redresses one of the most foreboding

issues that permeates the literary tradition he comes out of; the issue concerning the

singularity of beings, the fixed conception of the human subject as one and singular, not only

in relation to the "self but also, in relation to the engagement of things mediated in the world.

1.2 The Delimitation of Mimesis in Plato's Mimetology

The main argument linking mimesis and subjectivity and the problems it proposes to the

mimetology at issue, requires us first and foremost to consider in what way the delimitation of

mimesis is stimulated within an elaborate mimetological undertaking in Plato's dialogues.

Certainly one aspect of Plato's mimetology that has, in many respects, delimited previous

studies on Plato's concept of mimesis is that it has been approached precisely as concept.

Though in its delimitation mimesis can be broached conceptually it is only possible because it

is oriented towards Plato's conception of the eidos. Any delimitation of mimesis as concept is

only made possible by ensuring an eidetic orientation is consolidated. Before considering

some of the most notable readings of mimesis in the literature on Plato's concept of mimesis,

I would like to consider how the mimetology presents itself schematically and thus consider

the exemplary theoretical position it takes within Plato's philosophy. Before considering the

effect of this schematic delimitation of mimesis, I would like to first quote Jacques Derrida's

formalization of Plato's concept of mimesis:



" 1 . Mimesis produces the thing's double. If the double is faithful and

perfectly like, no qualitative difference separates it from the model. Three

consequences of this: (a) The double- the imitator- is nothing, is worth

nothing in itself, (b) Since the imitator's value comes only from its model,

the imitator is good when the model is good, and bad when the model is

bad. In itself it is neutral and transparent, (c) If mimesis is nothing and

worth nothing in itself, then it is nothing in value and being- it is in itself

negative. Therefore it is an evil: to imitate is bad in itself and not just

when what is imitated is bad. 2. Whether like or unlike, the imitator is

something, since mimesis and likeness do exist. Therefore this non-being

does 'exist' in some way (The Sophist). Hence: (a) in adding to the model,

the imitator comes as a supplement and ceases to be a nothing or a

nonvalue. (b) In adding to the 'existing' model, the imitator is not the

same thing, and even if the resemblance were absolute, the resemblance is

never absolute (The Cratylus). And hence never absolutely true, (c) As a

supplement that can take the model's place but never its equal, the imitator

is in essence inferior even at the moment it replaces the model and is thus

'promoted'. This schema (two propositions and six possible consequences)

forms a kind of logical machine; it programs the prototypes of all the

propositions inscribed in Plato's discourse as well as those of the whole

tradition. According to a complex but implacable law, this machine deals

out all the cliches of criticism to come."4

n

What is of interest in the Platonic schema which Derrida describes as a kind of "logical

machine", is that this schema of mimesis can only be maintained if one apprehends mimesis

or mimetic practices in view of the eidos or originary idea or model. It furthermore shows that

Derrida 1981a: 187,n.l4.
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the Platonic schema fails to account for mimetic practices in general, so it is predictable that

all subsequent doctrines of mimesis (and indeed Plato's own) will in some sense always be

escaping its terms. Plato's own discourse, the very structure of his dialogical discourse,

escapes the hold of this logical machine. Moreover it escapes the pertinence or authority of

the eidos. The Platonic schema is disrupted by the potentialities of mimesis. The logical

"mimetic" machine cannot contain the potentialities of reference, be it as reference to "idea"

in the Republic, "other texts" in the Ion, "linguistic references" in the Cratylus or in the most

profound ontological questioning, "being in general" in the Sophist. What I want to contest in

this thesis is that the potential of mimesis can thwart the truth or any proper referral to the

truth. As a consequence what eventuates in the dialogues considered in this thesis is that the

Platonic schema, the "logical machine" ultimately showcases the alluring possibilities of the

differential structure of mimesis. This is certainly a climatic moment in the Sophist where the

proliferation of mimesis suggests that in the eidolon (the copy of a copy) the schema no

longer refers us back to any eidos or primordial model; it "is no longer referred to any

ontology or even to any dialectic".5

However what I will be arguing shortly, after a brief consideration of the various

scholarly approaches to Plato's concept of mimesis, is that Plato's challenge within his

ingeniously engineered mimetological program is not to discount what (copies- eikons or

images-e/do/tf) is produced by the subject-mimetician, but consider who the mimetician is.

This is primarily what is disregarded by the literature to date. Any engagement with Plato's

concept of mimesis is confined to epistemological prejudices and has been unable to proceed

to explicitly or implicitly reinterpret the notion of the subject.

I

1.2.1 The Question of Mimesis Before and After Plato

It might be said that any reconsideration of the history of mimesis ultimately leads any

investigation to contradictions and confusion regarding the origin of the word and its

Derrida 1981a: 235.

W
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contextual usage.6 In describing mimesis, Willamowitz-Moellondorf referred to it as

"disastrous word" (ein verhangnisvolles wort) and did so recognising its equivocal nature

within the mythopoetic and philosophical tradition.8

I begin however here, by addressing Gerald Else's original and thorough investigation

of the history of mimesis and its subsequent influence on the context by which the question of

mimesis has been generally received. Certainly Else addresses two possibilities of the

meaning of the verb mimeisthai by considering the validity of Herman Koller's argument9

that mimesis, prior to Plato's appropriation of the term, referred to the expressive power of

music and thus in musical mimesis it denoted a form of expression. Koller's conception of

mimesis seems to be to some extent a romantic reconfiguration of Darstellung where it is

treated in terms of pure presentation, that is, mimesis in dance and music takes on a figural

and purely expressive quality thus it does not refer to any prior model. Else in many respects

focuses on the development of the word, its usage within various contexts of the literature of

the fifth century, however he is primarily guided by a determination of the historical moment

when it did come to mean "representation" pure and proper. Though he contests some of

Koller's arguments regarding the expressive quality of mimesis, it is only because the concept

of imitation per se is not dealt with rigorously by Koller as he overlooks a formal designation

of its representational qualities.10 J.Tate similarly questions Koller for making secondary to

his study the sense of mimesis that sees it involving "imitation" and "copying" simple and

proper
11

6 For other general readings of the concept of mimesis in antiquity see Melberg 1995; McKeon

1936 and Moraux 1955.
7 Willamowitz-Moellondorf 1892: 479.
8 Versenyi correctly recognised the equivocal nature of mimesis describing it as a "protean word". See

Versenyi 1970-71:30.
9 Koller 1954.
10 Else 1958: 73.
11 Tate 1955.
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Gerald Else's conclusion that mimesis is not a theoretical formulation in the fifth

century but much more "a bundle of interrelated, concrete word usages"12 does lead him,

however, to acknowledge that its true mimological sense originally denoting "a miming or

mimicking of a person or animal by means of voice and /or gesture"13 was prevalent and this

is not at all inconsistent to Plato's use of the term in books two and three of the Republic.

What is of interest is that the original mimological sense of mimeisthai finds itself translated

to the making of images and thus denoting the idea of mimesis as making a copy; a mimema.

Else correctly asserts that out of these strands of meaning Plato was able to develop an

exclusive and complex conception of mimesis in general.

What Else has certainly identified in this complex conception of mimesis is what

Derrida identified as the schema of mimesis, and given its propositions and consequences in

many respects explains the differential treatment of the question. One problem that notably

comes out of Plato's treatment of mimesis in the Republic is determining its twofold sense.

The fact that there is a good and bad mimesis has inevitably captured the thinking of many

scholars and Tate most notably investigated the two senses of mimesis and its cognates in two

short articles14 to clarify and moreover resolve inherent etymological and philological

problems. The postulation of a value-laden conception of mimesis attempted to resolve the

different treatment of mimesis by Plato in the earlier books of the Republic and the

reappraisal of the mimesis question in book ten. In Tate's work the question of the subject is

implicitly alluded to given what is deemed as good mimesis is a mode that resorts to a

12 Else 1958:87.
13 Else suggests that the mimological sense of the verb mimeisthai originated from the Sicilian "mime"

which infiltrated the Ionic-Attic sphere in the latter third of the fifth century. Else 1958: 87.
14 Tate 1932: 161-169. and 1928: 16-23. Others who have embraced Tate's thesis and maintain the idea

of two senses of imitation include, Oates 1972 and Verdenius 1962. Alexander Nehamas argues that

Republic 394-97 does not generate two senses of imitation (50), and though he argues that all Plato

allows in terms of what Tate refers to as good mimesis is not so much an appropriate mimetic mode but

rather an appropriate mimetic object. Nehamas 1988: 50



nominative style where the subject of enunciation speaks in his own name and moreover

represents the eidos truly and accurately.

f

1
If

This Platonic concern, has more recently been taken up as an issue in Elizabeth

Belfiore's work on mimesis in Plato's Republic who also considers, like Tate, the idea that the

question of falsehood, equivocity and veridical errors are at issue in Plato' treatment of

mimesis.15 Alexander Nehamas' lengthy study of the mimesis question in the Republic arrives

at similar conclusions. However, with Belfiore, we note a consideration for the first time of

the effect mimesis has on the constitution of the subject. The limitation in Belfiore's

argument, however, is that the subject considered is not the mimetician but the audience.16

Nehamas however tries to approach the problematic of the subject by attempting to consider

the contrast between "being an imitator" (mimetes) and "being imitative" (mimetikos).

Nehamas argues that it is not imitation that is excluded "but all poetry that involves

17
imitativeness". However what this conclusion fails to account for is the subversion of

presence which mimesis effects, and in many ways this subversion has been cloaked by the

marginalisation of the problem as it appears in Plato's work given that the eidos, regardless if

one is imitating it or imitative of things "like" the eidos, delimits all mimetic practices. In

essence, what I am surmising here is that for Plato the verbal and nominative characterisations

of the subject-mimetician does not preclude the subject from the problem of his or her

complete subreption, withdrawal and loss. The acceptance of what Nehamas refers to as the

mimetes at the exclusion and banishment of the mimetikos does not resolve the Platonic

project for a stable subject. For if we as°-*rt the line that Plato wanted to ensure the theoretical

15 According to Belfiore there are two senses of falsehood that preoccupy Plato when passing

judgement on mimesis in the Republic; 1. It being a copy,image, not original in the ontological sense

and 2. Mimetic productions do not contain a general truth (of a moral, historical and scientific kind)

that is, in the veridical sense See Belfiore 1983: 40.
16 Plato's greatest accusation according to E. Belfiore is the appeal to the childlike and foolish element

in a soul subject who is divided against itself, that is, mimesis impresses upon the "affective part of the

soul". See Belfiore 1983: 61.
17 Nehamas 1998: 240; Ferrari 1989: 92-148
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elimination of the false imitator or bad imitator and thus protect the subjectivity of the "true"

imitator, the mimetes, (which in the context of Plato's work presents itself as a monstrous

oxymoron) this will undoubtedly come up against a defeat already inscribed in the original

decision to banish the apocryphal mimetic subject.

Before outlining the final steps of my argument with regard to the literary tradition

which engaged with the issue of mimesis in Plato's works, it seems imperative to assert that

Plato had to come to a decision regarding mimesis and its relationship to the subject, in order

to ensure the logical priority of the eidos. The abovementioned studies have failed to

explicitly address the importance of linking mimesis to the problematic of the subject,

perhaps, because the issue enters a distinctive philosophical terrain and thus remains invisible

and outside the economy and scope of many scholars' concerns.

Nevertheless the problematic of the subject cannot be ignored. The Platonic treatment

of mimesis cannot be properly appraised without rigorously addressing the relationship

between mimesis and subjectal representation in Plato's work. It seems imperative if we are

to account for the problems, ambiguities and inconsistencies within Plato's mimetology that

we elucidate the way in which mimesis becomes problematic, because what is at stake is not

an ontological prevarication concerning the issue of misrepresentation and falsehood, but the

inescapable link to subjectal dissimulation and apocryphal withdrawal resulting from mimetic

practices. Ultimately, Plato seeks to determine the manner or method that any form of

subjectal constitution and preservation can be assured. If this involves the banishment of

mimesis, which in his eyes presents the most pernicious tendencies of the subject, then this

banishment is the decision that constitutes the subject, whether it be the philosopher-guardian

or the human subject in general.

What I want to avoid is the risk of vastly oversimplifying Plato's deliberations on

iSj since in failing to read a presumption of subjectivity into Plato's dialogues we fail to

concede in what way the ontological question delimits our investigative orientations. There is

•. v»
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what seems to me to be a persistent exclusion of the problematic of the subject from the

philosophical apprehension of the mimetology, however, this excludes the briefly hedged

qualification and nuance in Nehamas' most recent article. Addressing the issue from the

vantage point of the problematic elucidated here, is to allow my work in many respects to be

guided by Lacoue-Labarthe's primary and foremost issue concerning Plato, that the subject

cannot ever exhibit a subjectivity that is true, "authentic" without remaining indebted or held

by mimesis in general.

1.3 Elucidating the Problematic of the Subject: Mimesis and

Subjectivity

Though the problematic of the subject can be discussed with all rigor and philosophical

accuracy in its Kantian manifestation, in Plato the notion of subjectivity is implicitly

interpreted and in many respects constructed in the Republic as Plato prescribes a new

constitution of the subject in the figure of the Philosopher-guardian. Certainly the problematic

of the subject presents itself as a more complicated issue when we consider its pre-Kantian

reference. It is certainly referred to in its most logical and grammatical context by Aristotle in

the Metaphysics, as designating something that might be predicated on and certainly in the

context of my discussions on the Cratylus this characterization of "subject" as a grammatical

feature distinct from a predicate sheds an interesting light on the question of mimesis as it is

in

treated in terms of language. This Aristotelian formulation of the subject as hypokeimenon

18 Aristotle uses a single word to establish the idea of an ultimate subject; hypokeimenon. In its use

Aristotle refers to being as hypokeimenon ("that which lies beneath") because they are "not predicated

of anything else (i.e subject) but everything else is predicated of them". Obviously the essentialism

implied by the hypokeimenon (which refers to a grammatical subject and an ultimate subject in the

ontological sense) is of interest as the connection explains the Latin translation of hypokeimenon as

substantia and subjectum to encompass the two possibilities of subjectal reference that the term

hypokeimenon encompasses. See Aristotle Metaphysics 1017bl3. The hypokeimenon is characterised

by its substantiality, it being self-subsistent (1028a23) and definite (1028a27). In Aristotle's doctrine of

ousia things are depended on the hypokeimenon, they are because they are 'in' a subjectum.

• H
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ii in essence grounds what Plato understood as the eidos because the subject grounds all

appearances, relativises all phenomenal things. Subjectivity may be foreign in the Greek

formulation, that is, if we account for its Cartesian manifestation and Kantian treatment where

it refers to the human subject as subjectum but nonetheless it appears in Plato,19 as I would

like to argue, as the ultimate and underlying project in the Republic and this in many respects

motivates the treatment of all other dialogues considered in this thesis. The Sophist is

undoubtedly the most profound example of Plato's attempt to fix the identity of the subject (a

subject which remains in contradistinction to its mimed double) where the philosopher-

subject is clearly differentiated from the sophistic subject, a boundary that is incessantly

blurred throughout the dialogue. As early as the Ion, Plato again is preoccupied by notions of

subjectal loss that leads to a unique conception of the subject as a singular being, substantially

speaking. In terms of this substantiality, the rhapsode in the Ion, the sophistic subject in the

Sophist, as is the poet and painter in the Republic are all represented as multifarious and in the

extreme sense miscellaneous beings in their self-projection, as they have no fixed identity.

Their engagement in mimetic practices effects their sense of propriety, given they do not only

engage in many technai, which explains the Platonic criticism of polytechny, but invariably

embody many properties, which explains their protean character. It is for this reason the

question of mimesis has been postulated by Derrida as "an economic problem"2 as it effects

19 In Piatonic eidos and Aristotelian hypokeimenon subjectivity is understood in terms of substance or

substantiality, however it is to take a clearly Heideggerian line to understand them in terms of Being

(Dasein). It is clear that the connection of substance to the human subject is a development of the

modern age, but insofar as the Greek manifestation is concerned its connection to logos, eidos et al.

suggests a connection to the servant of this logocentrism, the philosopher himself, the philosopher as

subject; the Socratic subject being the "subject" par excellence.
20 Jacques Derrida, in an essay on Kant's third Critique, has called the proxomity of mimesis and

oikonomia "economimesis", he identifies a "systematic link" between the two. Having identified an

exchange between the artist's genius and nature, the economy of imitation and how it can be

distinguished from economy in general, reveals a "transeconomy" that lets the work of economimesis

unfold itself to infinity. See Derrida 1981b.

sir
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the proliferation of images and subjects. However in locating the problematic at issue in my

thesis, I quote Lacoue-Labarthe, who states this matter succinctly,

"The historical entry of mimesis, in the Republic, in fact paves the way

form an entire pedagogical debate (the famous education of the guardians)

wherein the haunting preoccupation with the economic will find its reason

in the problematic of mimetism- a problematic that is not, as is repeated

endlessly, principally a problematic of the lie, but instead the problematic

of the subject (one can scarcely see what other word to use), and of the

subject in its relation to language.,,22

M

The problematic of the subject, ultimately is tied to the fact that in every mimetic act,

the subject is seeking to close a gap between the original and his or her representation of the

original object, thought or idea. This invariably opens the gap between the original thing

presented and that which represents it. In bridging this gap, the subject finds him or herself

lost within this spacing, as he or she can never assure true presence of the thing represented.

As a consequence all subjectal representation is not accorded with the prio^ty and

experiential efficacy of the original referent object, thing or idea. The subject is lost within its

mimetic representations; the subject is lost within mimesis. That Plato noted the most

pernicious sense of the mimetic in its mimological presentations is consistent to this

understanding of loss within mimesis as any pretension assumed by taking on another's

persona, voice and actions involves a form of loss and withdrawal that prevents the proper

constitution of the subject, as the subject becomes other to him or herself; he or she becomes

other. In this thesis, I will attempt to respond to and extend this insight into subjectivity

keeping within view Plato's mimetology. Broadly speaking, the self that becomes other, the

self-as-other which has emerged as my rubric for describing the subject and its relation to

21 Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe's work on mimesis and most notably "Typography" is a springboard to my

argument in this thesis. The influence of his work cannot go unstated as it inspired the investigation of

the relationship between mimesis and subjectal representation in Plato's writings.
22 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 125.
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mimesis in Plato constitutes an account of subjectivity that in the four chosen dialogues

threatens the very stabilization of the subject Plato wants to consolidate, whether it be the

rhapsode, poet, painter, sophist or actor and in many respects the philosopher as such is

implicated in this problematic.

1.4 Apocryphal Plato: The Question Of the Authorial Subject

A notable feature of Plato's writings is that Plato himself resorts to the forms of apocryphal

withdrawal that he is critical of throughout the Republic, Ion and the Sophist. Though I do not

want to address the issue with any kind of privilege, suffice to say that it forms the backdrop

to the very effect his texts have on the whole question regarding mimesis and its relation to

the problematic of the subject. Plato's dialogues work on a fundamentally mimetic level

given that Plato does not hesitate to speak through the Socratic prosopon, and yet he does so

condemning the very authorial dissimulation and apocryphality that legitimises his criticism

of mimesis and its ultimate expulsion from, not only the polls, but moreover all generic forms

of discursive and artistic expression.

as.

'•hi

This undecidabiiity regarding who speaks and for whom, is inextricably bound to

general concerns running throughout this thesis. The idea of an apocryphal textuality, of

masking, of ventriloquy, very much determines the nature of this undecidabiiity regarding

who speaks, whose ideas are posed in the dialogues. This is undoubtedly bound to a

philological problem pertaining to the status of the "historical Socrates". When reading

Plato's dialogues one is embroiled in a double reading , a constant shifting between narrator

and dialogician, writer and speaker, outside and inside the text, distance and intimate

proximity to the dialogical context. Essentially the two figures which embody all these

oppositions are simply Plato and Socrates.

23

For a more detailed consideration of the issue regarding the apocryphal character of Plato's

discourse see Edelstein 1962: 1-22; Plass 1964:254-278; Kosman 1992.
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Without accusing Plato of any form of naivety in his resort to such apocryphal

dimensions I would like, however to extrapolate in what way this paradox in Plato's writings

plays itself out at the scene of his critical agenda and the ironical problem it presents. In

inaugurating the character Socrates as the spokesperson of his philosophy, Plato attempts to

develop a subjectal constitution more original than that founded in the discursive tradition he

denounces. In Socrates the subject par excellence is presented, a subject more original than all

subjectal representations. The shortfall of this exemplarity of subjectivity founded in the

figure of Socrates is that for Plato it inevitably presents a reopening of the abyss of endless

mimetic effects. Part of the problem encountered in every consideration of Plato's writings is

the question of who is speaking, whose thoughts are being postulated in these writings. The

paradoxical confusion inherent in Plato's dialogues are inherent in Platonism as such. The

periodic taxonomization of Plato's dialogues seems not to necessarily resolve the issue

regarding the authorial propriety of certain concepts and ideas. However in arguing that this

mimetic structure of the dialogues proposes a fundamental paradox is only to suggest that

Plato, as authorial subject, fails to fix himself as himself precisely because his writing

becomes structurally implicated in the subjectal loss which his apocryphality effects; it

becomes a writing of dissimulation. To the extent that Plato's writings are a requisite medium

for a traditional form of literature, namely "tragedy", implicates the expectation of authorial

loss and absence.

pi

But is there a possibility that Plato's writings are not implicated in the denounced

medium of tragedy, in the mimetic diegesis that Plato condemns in book three of the

Republic1? Certainly, Plato's emphasis on a unique subject, Socrates, sometimes falls on the

side of noticing that his philosophy is a quest for a new constitution of the subject and thus

iA
ki
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does not within this inherent paradox, mark his own withdrawal and loss because Plato hopes

that he is beyond the reach of the equivocity that contaminates writing in general 24

I resort to an essay by Jacques Derrida titled "Khora"25 to better explicate how I

have endeavoured to approach Plato's writings. Derrida draws a fundamental distinction

between the "philosophy" of Plato (whish comes under the guise of "Platonism") and his

"text". "The philosophy of Plato," Derrida explains, is an abstraction and a simplification,

while the text from which it has been excised is complex and heterogeneous, a multiplex of

innumerable threads and layers. The text produces numerous "effects": semantic and

syntactical, constative and performative, stylistic and rhetorical, and what is apprehended as

the content of his text is expressed in the name of Platonism."26

"This will be called Platonism or the philosophy of Plato, which is neither

arbitrary nor illegitimate, since a certain force of thetic abstraction at work

in the heterogeneous text of Plato can recommend one to do

so..."Platonism" is thus certainly one of the effects of the text signed by

Plato, for a long time, and for necessary reasons, the dominant effect, but

this effect is always turned back against the text.

For Derrida, the logocentrisrn inherent in Platonism is the result of a certain process

of discursive legitimation and privileging of Plato's "philosophy" over the "text" he has

actually written. By investing in the heterogeneous elements in the text and adhering to the

various philosophemes and ideas that are engineered within its innumerable layers, I attempt

not to marginalise the basic tenets of Platonism but to determine in what way the paradox and

24 Derrida's focus in his "Plato's Pharmacy" is the equivocity of the sign rather than the instability

inherent in "reference" or representation of the object. The polyvalence of the "pharmakon" in Plato's

Phaednis reveals an economy of meaning beyond the intentions of the author. See Derrida 1981a.
25 Derr ida 1995.
26

27

Caputo 1998: 82.

Derr ida 1995: 120
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the problematic of the subject is a constituent feature of the text, always keeping within view

the distinction which Derrida describes and which has informed Western philosophy since

Plato.

ffl

1.5 The Structure of My Thesis

The thesis is structured in such a way as to determine to some extent a development of the

argument concerning the problematic of the subject and the inherent problems in Plato's

mimetology. It attempts to move f m the simplest conceptions of Plato's mimetology in the

Republic and Ion to the more profoundly difficult formulation of the problems inherent in

Plato's schema of mimesis in the Cratylus and the Sophist. For this reason the thesis

encapsulates this development by identifying four sections.

The first and second sections of the thesis involves a consideration of the Republic and

the Ion respectively, where the purpose is to identify the subjectal withdrawal and loss in

mimesis, that is, the subjectal withdrawal attending mimes vs. The Republic elicits the manner

in which every act of mimesis or every mimetic activity involves the complete subreption of

the subject; the dissimulation of the subject. Plato's attempt to arrive at the decision to banish

mimesis from the polis—the mimetic expressions and artifacts of actors and painters

respectively—presupposes the problems of subjectal dissimulation. The Republic is motivated

by the decision to provide a new constitution of the subject, in the figure of the philosopher-

guardian. What I will attempt to illustrate is that the decision of any philosophical constitution

of the subject is made possible only by way of dismissing its mimetic doubles. This dismissal

of mimesis is only possible if Plato maintains an eidetic relation for all mimetic productions

and finally to repress the question of subjectal representation in the Republic. The argument in

the Ion canvasses the problem at issue by addressing subjectal dissimulation and withdrawal

in terms of the rhapsodic and hypocritic subject. Plato again attempts to consolidate a

conception of the subject that is consistent to the demands of the Republic. It is a criticism of

the subject, who engages in theatrical mimesis in order to withdraw from his or her theatrical
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persona and so formally figures a split in the subject. Here again, I argue, that the ambiguity

of the hermeneutic models referred to in the dialogue as appropriate within discourse

contributes to the undecidability of the rhapsodic subject, who consolidates his/her subjectal

presence during a performance yet paradoxically is held by his/her representative persona

hence resulting in the loss of self.

In the third and fourth sections of the thesis, I take up the task of considering both the

Cratylus and the Sophist in light of the argument developed in sections one and two. In these

sections I seek to expound on Plato's awareness of the inherent equivocity of discourse and

determine in what way this equivocity is ineradicably built into language. Whether the

Cratylus makes that decisive step to thwart equivocity insofar as language is concerned,

where the grammatical subject is secured by again reassuring the priority of the eidos, it is

made possible by the theoretical elimination of falsehood and thus protecting the subjectivity

of the subject, by ridding language of its inherent ambivalence. Still, it will be argued that the

Sophist is implicitly caught up in the problems of the Cratylus. The question of the dual place

adopted by the sophistic subject and Plato's way of exposing the sophist as a subjectivity

without a subjectum is done in terms of a constantly generated self-difference. I will attempt

to argue that the sophistic subject who is sought for is presented as a substitute for the

philosopher, taking identity from that designation and yet radically escaping that designation.

In the context of the Sophist I will elucidate in what way the sophistic subject presents him or

herself as a self-erased subject deconstituted by his or her difference to the philosophic

subject, but ultimately I seek to determine in what way the sophistic subject mimes the

philosopher thus exposing in what way the philosophical subject is also bedeviled by

mimesis.
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The abbreviations used for ancient philosophical texts in the footnotes follow the
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system of the second edition of the Oxford Classical Dictionary. The only exception to this

is the Republic which is abbreviated as Rep. as opposed to the abbreviation of its Latin title

Resp. for RespubUca. Translations that have been provided are those of noted scholars in the

field and translations that are my own are indicated by footnote. On occasion a direct

translation is not given where the context of my preceding cr following discussion makes the

sense and meaning of the Greek clear. Greeks words that have been transliterated generally

appear in italics. The exceptions to this are "mimesis", "logos", "mythos" "episteme",

"techne", "poiesis", "diegesis", "pseudos", "hermeneia", "dynamis", "dianoia", "onoma",

"genos", "schema", "onomastic", "physis", "aporia" and "diaeresis". The latter appear

without italics because of their consistent and special usage throughout the thesis. Moreover

their discursive currency and regular usage in academic philosophy and classical studies are

acknowledged. For Pfoto's writings, I have throughout followed the Loeb translations unless

otherwise indicated by footnote. Some of my own translations have been used for specific

passages especially when the ambiguity of certain words are not accounted for in the received

translations and will be again be indicated by footnote.

H

28 Hammond and Scullard 1970: ix-xxii.
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hapter Two

Typologies:
Mythopoetic Typos

I

li

"Most excellent of strangers, we ourselves, to the best of our ability, are the authors of

a tragedy at once superlatively fair and good; at least all our polity is fran/<ed as a

representation of the fairest and best life \y\\C\v fj rcoXiteia uijm,0T|<;

TO\) Ka^iaxoa) Kai dpiaxov picu] which is in reality, as we assert, the truest tragedy

[eivaitpaycpSiav Trjv dXT|0eaxdTT|v]. Thus we are composers of the same things as

ourselves, rivals of yours as artists and actors of the fairest drama

dvxixexvoi xe Kai dvxaycoviaxat xo\) KaXMaxou opdfiaxoc;]."

Laws. \U, $17 b2-6

2.1 The Poet's "sidoq Xoycov"

r

f

I

It is well known that what Plato inaugurates in the Republic as a principle theme, namely the

discourse on Justice (rcepi 5iKaioi)), leads to a kind of philosophical predestination to the

question of poetics and more fundamentally that of mimesis. Certainly the discourse on

dikaiosyne has established or predetermined the context for the discussion of the traditional

pedagogy insofar as the mythopoetic discourses (i.e. tragedy or epic) have subsumed this

classical thematic.

What unfolds as a major Socratic concern, above everything else, is the kind of language

or discourse [e'iSoq Xoycov] used by the poets on the question of justice and injustice

i 5iicaio(x6vr|<; xe Kai dSiKiaq, 363 e9-9.ll. Before pursuing this concern, we would have to
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be in a position to understand how the derivation of the ei&oq of poetic discourse effects the

deliberations on the question of justice.

To begin to formulate our concern, at least provisionally, we must ask: What can be said

about poetry's £i8og Axryoov especially when it touches upon or attempts to extemporarily

thematize questions of the just or injust? Essentially, the question posed here is that of poetic

discourse, especially as the subsequent discourse in book two attempts to determine poetry's

authenticity, tropic guilelessness and logical veracity.

It goes without saying that the poet's logos reflects on the question of justice in ways

which ensures a certain distortion of truth. And it is certain that the question of poetic logos, its

themes and subjects, can scarcely be a simple matter. For it is not simply that poetic logos falls

out of the possibilities and efficiencies of philosophy as such, or even finally that it is supposed

to present itself or assume philosophical veracity. The problem diagnosed is that of its

predilection to lie, misrepresent and distort truth. It is subsequently a matter of its "content" and

this is the content of the question if one may say so. The strangest of speeches, according to

Socrates, concern "what the poets say about the gods and virtue

[TOUTCOV 5e Ttrivxwv oi rcepi Gecov TE X,6yoi Kcci&peTfj*; Ga\)(iaaicoxaxoi Xsyovxai, 364 b3]." That

is to say, the "content" of the poet's exposition, that is, everything that concerns his logos is that

it subverts theological and moral prescriptions. These prescriptions, as I will attempt to illustrate,

presuppose a typos (pattern or type) that constitutes the ineluctable truths concerning the gods

and morality.

However what Glaucon recognizes (and Socrates here remains silently skeptical) is that

the witness (the overseer, the signatory) the martyr as of these logoi cited by the layperson is "the

poet" [xoiq Xoyoic; jidprupac; rcovnrdq ercdyoviai, 364 c8]. The "poet" is the figure here

considered, the martyras of the gods. And it is his traditionally prodigious role as martyras (the

one who bears witness and testimony regarding the nature of the gods) that Socrates considers
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morally sinister. Socrates will make certain precautions, though he does not admit it so early in

the dialogue, he will be obliged to do so by Glaucon/Thrasymachus in its ensuing moments.

"And they produce a bushel of books [Pif&cov 6e 6|ia5ov] of Musaeus and

Orpheus, the offspring of the Moon and of the Muses, as they affirm, and

these books they use in their ritual, and make not only ordinary men but states

believe that there really are remissions of sins and purifications for deeds of

injustice [coqdpa Maeic; TE Kai Ka6apuoi d5iKrpdTCGv], by means of

sacrifice and pleasant pia.y [5id GOXTICDV KCU naididq] for the living and that

there are special rights for the defunct, which they call functions, that deliver

us from evils in that other world, while terrible things await those who have

neglected to sacrifice." l

There is certainly an urgent need for a critical ablution of the nature of poetic language

and a philosophical rectification of the poet's £i5oq ôycov as such. Certainly what is deemed

dangerous in the poets' "bushel of books" [Piptaov SE 6u,aSov], is its pernicious polylogical

structure. The noise, din, hubbub, the babel [6u.a5ov] made by the many voices permeating or

emanating from the poet's text brings about onerous confusion regarding the discourse on the

gods. It is this dissimulation of voices and figures of discourse that certainly will inaugurate

Socrates' epistasis of poetry by the end of the second book. Moreover, the epistatic redress of

the poet's eiboq Xoycov though it involves reinstating this logos within truth and moreover entails

detecting and expiating the lies about the gods, which involves a critical remission of sorts, this

epistasis is rather more fundamentally concerned about the way the poet dissimulates and fictions

himself, speaks in many tongues, "babelizes"2 in his discourse, appropriates and dissimulates

Rep. 364 e3 - 365 a2
2 In "Des Tours de Babel" Derricia addresses the problem caused by translation, accounting for the

confusion of'iait^uage and its potentialities of meanings by using the example of the biblical story of Babel.

See Derrida 1985: 165-207
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himself with other voices. Socrates deplores his pernicious influence on ordinary men and the

state [i5i£0Ta(;...Kai nolziq, 364 e7) because it involves the duplicity of the subject, it involves

the withdrawal of the subject.

r -.

As I will attempt to illustrate this criticism of the "content" of traditional mythopoetic

discourse is the most sedulous and exhaustive critical exercise and it is the case only because it

preempts the criticism of the "form" or lexis of the poet's discourse. In fact, the critique of the

poetic discourse or logos in book two, measures itself constantly against the question of justice

and certainly Glaucon commits himself to the pretensions of the poet who in his or her poetry

improperly describes the 'just5 individual. The poet's characters generally maintain "an opinion

or ungrounded belief of being 'just' [86£av SiKaiocuvriq 7iapaaTceuaaau£vcp, 365 b9]."What is

more important is that this doxic or opinionated propriety of being "just" leads Glaucon to the

presumption that the "seeming [TO SOKEIV]"3 in the case of the poet "governs or masters the

reality [icuptov £\)5ainovia<;]" and subsequently "overpowers the truth [xctv dtaxGeiav piaxai]."

Socrates will commit to this judgment in his critique even as Glaucon devotes himself to the

poet's pretense of "being just" without any reservations [erci wmo 5f| xpeTCTeov oXcoq, 365 cl-

3]." Ultimately what concerns Plato is the deception and pretension of the subject as a "just

being" and the most pernicious example of this deception is founded in the duplicity exhibited by

the subject of poetry.

There is in Giaucon's doxological determination of "justice", that is, this pretension to

being just, an element of secrecy. That behind this presentment of virtue therein lies an element

of deceit. Moreover, this specious ostentation of arete almost certainly never touches upon the

secret. We find here that the mythopoetic discourse already, in the manner it presents these

%

3 The word 56^a derives from 5OK8GO, thus the "seeming" is close to the idea of "opinion and belief as

opposed to truth or knowledge. The entire philosophical program in Republic is essentially the positing of

truth (as a greater virtue and philosophically "just") as opposed to what is critically determined as the

"seeming" aspect, non-truth basis of poetry.
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philosophical themes, forms the explicit critique of "the poets" en ahyme on the issues. These are

questions and matters that exclusively belong to philosophy as such; it is a fundamental

philosophical propriety. Glaucon however declares himself, at least "seemingly", to hide behind

the shadowy facade of the virtuous and just man. As Glaucon explains,

"For a front and show I must draw about myself a shadow-outline of virtue

K-UKAXO rcepl ejiawov aKiaypacjjiav d[np60i)pa uev Kai

7repiypa7CT8ov], but trail behind me the fox of the most sage Archilochus,

shifty and bent on again. You may say it is not easy for a wrongdoer always to

lie hid [ov pdSiov del XavGdveiv KCXKOV ovxa]. Neither is any other big thing

facile we shall reply. But all the same if we expect to be happy, we must

pursue the path to which the footprints of our argument point.»4

Obviously in a very general way the terminology that will introduce the problem of

mimesis appears in the context of Glaucon's bent towards the dissimulation of the ethical. The

term (JKiaypac()iav (shadow writing) and its meaningful filiation to all that suggests falsehood

and duplicity preempts the ontological determination of mimesis, in so far as it produces the pure

outward shadowy appearance of "the thing itself. Glaucon suggests he will schematically sketch

»\ 5around himself a cnaaypa<j>iav dpexfjq ("the shadowy-appearance of virtue"). This deception of

the shadow will not only return in subsequent moments in the dialogue, as it does in the cave

allegory in book seven, but does so in an explicit critical manner in the dialogue's final moment

when the question of mimesis is reappraised in view of the "theory of forms".

4 Rep. 365 c3-6
5 Glaucon at 365 b2 re-asks Pindar's question "Is it by justice or by crooked deceit that I the higher tower

shall scale and so live my life out in fenced and guarded security?" (365b2), he answers the question,

considering the moral order of the mythopoetic tradition, "by crooked deceit" drcaiaic;).
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What has already been discussed on the question of the "just" is preinscribed within

the discourse which will inaugurate the criticism of the logos of the poets, of poetic discourse in

general. Already the question of apate (deceit), falsehood and the lie, has in a monolithic way

anticipated the censure of poetic logos. Moreover it involves the exile of the principal proponent

of this discourse, the poet himself. Though I may seem somewhat precipitous here, exposing this

critical scene, the question that presents itself as almost an exigency for the philosopher is, at

least from Glaucon's standpoint, whether the poet's facile tales could conceal or ensconce the

unjust man or the evil being [^av6dveiv KCXKOV OVTCX, 365 c9]. The "footprints" or the traces of

the present logos [id i%vr| TCOV koycov] suggests that an incorrect typology has marked the current

discourse, for though Glaucon suggests that it is "with a view to lying hid"

[eni ydp TO taxvGdveiv, 365 d3], that is: through dissimulation and subjectal withdrawal, that

they will organize societies and political factions through the help of teachers of cajolery, the

imitative genos, it moreover forecasts the criticism of this false typos which has marked the

logos. Though this ethic of deceit and dissimulation may elude the observation of the gods or can

be expiated by sacrifices and offerings to the gods,6 the context has been conceived for Socrates'

critical intervention, for it is the philosopher who will be able to show "the falsity f\j/£<u5fj] of

these arguments."7

p

The criticism of the poets is unavoidable, and it may be considered self-evident. How

will Socrates overcome the traditional ethical paradigm founded by the poets? Adeimantus, in

part, repudiates an anticipated rejoinder to his eulogy of justice and the just individual in the first

book and rather calls on Socrates to freely proceed and not decline the apologetic response to the

question of justice that will supersede Glaucon's logos.

6 Rep. 365 el-4
7 Rep. 366 c3
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2.2 The Arehe-Politic: The Architechtonics of the Polis

In foregrounding this scene of the politics of poetry, as it has been recounted by Glaucon, I am

hoping to orient the discussion toward Plato's ethico-political criticism of traditional poetics. In

order to anticipate the adversaries (i.e. the philosophers) of the criticism of traditional

mythopoetic discourse in books two and three, I would like to note how Plato plays the poet

against the philosopher. Though I would like to remain cautious and avoid speaking of a

"politics" here, I would like to consider at least the political implications of the logos at hand,

that is to say, to consider how Plato opens the community of poets* soothsayers, rhapsodes,

actors and sophists (this bastard genos) to that of the philosopher, who supposedly carries an

irrepressible political exigency to maintain "truth."8 The philosophical transcription of the arche-

:• 9politic presents a political demand to critique the community of dissimulators and imitators. It is

precisely this critique that makes book two the writing and making of a new community. Its

clandestine project is that which ultimately involves, as I will illustrate in the ensuing chapters of

this thesis, the writing of a new subject who will reemerge at the scene of its deceitful

withdrawal and loss.

V: It is important to note that in this context we would need to understand the political not

in its restricted sense but in the broader sense, that is, as fundamentally theoretical. The arche-

politic is organized on the basis of a fundamental theoretical design, that is, on the essential

knowledge of dike or justice. Following Heidegger, the enquiry into art or mythopoiesis in

general is political to the extent it arises in theoretical connection to the Republic. In essence, the

question of the political or of politics in general, is the question of truth. 10

8 This stand in the name of truth is in an exemplary manner presented in the Apology, where Socrates is

depicted as a martyr as of truth.
9 See Rep. 369 c8
10 See Heidegger 1979: 64-166. "Hence if one still wants to say that Plato is here inquiring politically into

art, it csn only meaning that he evaluates art, with reference to its position in the state, upon the essence and

M
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Socrates will proceed to define this community, the community that will be governed by

the guardian-subject, who is presented in the Republic as the exemplary typos of the subject. The

Republic, as in the case of all the dialogues considered in this thesis, seeks to establish an

appropriate conception of subjectivity. At 369c8 Socrates suggests to his interlocutors that "we

create a city from the beginning in our discourse [xco Xoyco s% ctpxife TTOIQJIEV TCOXIV]." The logos

of the philosopher will create [TIOICOJIEV] the arche-polis and certainly what this presupposes is a

pattern or an archetype of the body politic11 which will be written into the logos. That it is

written and founded "first" [e£ ctoxfy suggests a premeditated deparure in the logos [TCO X6

at hand. It is for this reason the Republic becomes the discursive blueprint or arche-typos of not

only the ideal polis but that of the guardian and citizen subject.

The philosopher, as we will further see and yet in many ways can already anticipate, will

be the guardian of logos, of the nature of communication and discourse as such. After covering

what could be considered as a major diversion in the critique,12 an important question of the work

is raised. Socrates wants to determine whether it is better for a man to be "working in many tasks

or one [eiq cov noKkaq T£%vac; epya^ojievoq, r\ oxav uiav eiq, 370 b3]." Again as in many of the

dialogues, the polytechnicai ability of the subject is questioned and it is made clear subsequently

that "it is impossible to do the work of many arts well [d5'6vaTOv eva noXkaq Kalwq epyd^eaGai

Texvaq, 374 a7]." The polytechny is a concern throughout Plato's writings as it is an ability

bedeviled by the economy of mimesis in general. The polytechnician lacks singularity as he is

adept in many technai, thus he has propriety in many things and everything thus becomes his

property. The problem of mimesis coincides with, and perhaps explains, this ability of the

sustaining grounds of the state, upon knowledge of truth. Such inquiry into art is "theoretical" in the highest

degree, the distinction between political and theoretical inquiry no longer makes any sense at all."

Heidegger 1979: 166.

1 ] At Rep. 314 SL6 it is argued that Socrates and his interlocutors are "molding" a polls [e7i>.dtTou.ev ify

7t6Xiv]. The idea of molding suggests creating an archetype .
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polytechnician, as he is able to feign possessing knowledge of many technai. The concern

moreover translates as an economic one, as the polytechnician is able to proliferate and

reproduce erroneously counterfeit and mimetically determined knowledge.

w
'/•€•
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Indications throughout the early part of book two permit us to preempt the critique of

mimesis. The mimetician or imitator, before even the critique of his logos or work as such

begins, exceeds the requirements of the proscribed polis. The entire class of huntsmen and

mimeticians [01 u.iu.T|Tai] exceed the requirements of necessity in the politeia.13 This criticism

further includes "the poets and their assistants, rhapsodists, actors, chorus-dancers, contractors-

and the manufacturers of all kinds of articles, especially those that have to do with women's

adornment."14 And certainly what was considered useful or %peia in the original outline of the

polis determines in many ways how the work or arts of the mimetic genos is considered

"unnecessary [o\)K£Ti xov dvccyKaioi), 373 b4]."15

2.2.1 The Arche-typos of Subjectivity: The Guardian as Subject

The schema of the polis is seen to be untenable here, without considering "the work of the

guardian [xo5v <jn)AxiKcov epyov, 374 el] ." What is deemed necessary is the incarnation of the

tyvXa.^ of the archepolis given the unappeasable problematic of the subject has to be superseded.

Socrates adds to the traditional constitution of the ^XaKa, that is, in addition to the traditional

qualities of "his high-spirited nature his strength [ioxopoc;] and quickness

16uq, 376 c4]16 a more essential quality. Socrates seeks to assure that he carries a philosophical

disposition, or more correctly, he must have the "philosopher" within him. This point refers to

12 Rep. 370c-373d.

15 Though, for Plato, the genos is not anagkaion it is not yet excluded from the arche-polis.
16 Such qualities are recognizable in the heroic ethos promulgated by the traditional mythopoetic tradition

from Homer to Aeschylus.
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the lack of a "philosophical nature [exi TcpocrYeveaGai <jnl6ao([>o<; rnv (jmcnv, 375 e9]" in the

17guardians fashioned by the mythopoetic tradition. Already here the guardian subject is

distinguished from the subject of dissimulation, pretension and polytechny. The guardian is

represented as a subject that is to be fashioned in a manner that he bears resemblance to the

philosopher. Plato has thus already conceived subjectivity in terms of philosophical physis, in

doing this he is able to assert a new constitution of the subject in the figure of the guardian.

Whatever the interest accorded to the guardian, and this remains, despite politics, an

altogether philosophical interest, we need to consider to what extent this interest emerges out of a

philosophical exigency or uneasiness. This is certainly a matter we shall return to since the

question of pedagogy reveals a fundamental disjunction and theoretical conflict, as the traditional

18form of pedagogy is set against the tropos of philosophical education.

In this rapid presentation of Plato's development of the archepolis, the central concern

being metaphysical as it considers the arche-typos of subjectivity, and in trying to point out a

radical disjunction between the traditional pedagogy and that which Socrates forcefully puts in

place, it seems important to begin to understand what this radical differentiation, or more

appropriately, disjunction, suggests within the philosophical presupposition of the new

pedagogy.

L!
Socrates asks, after mature consideration of the poet's eidos logon and its political and

pedagogical ramifications,

M

17 Plato undoubtedly has the traditional Homeric hero or basileus in mind. This is consistent given the

discussion at hand but moreover it preempts the Homeric examples that are later appraised and censured.

. 376 c9
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ov etipeTv peA-tico Tfjq vnb xov KOXKOV xpovoi) eu

"What, then, is our education?" [Tiq o\)v r\ 7cat5eia;] Or is it hard to find

better than that which long time has been discovered?

w

Obviously we can see that this question carries a fundamental philosophical

presupposition. To further the argument is almost to answer the second question in the negative,

that is, that traditional pedagogy is not found to be peA/tico (or better) and moreover has not stood

the test of time; it has proved maleficent to members of the traditional polis. Certainly Plato's

emphasis upon the pedagogic essence of the mythopoetic tradition and its predominance in the

education of the polite or citizen is a fundamental concern, for the problem, as I will illustrate,

takes on one fundamental name; "mimesis." This amounts to the potential problems that

inherently are generated when accounting for the relation between rni IMSL? ?nd subjectivity.

Ultimately it is the relationship between the two that foregrounds the fundamental question

concerning the relationship between philosophy and all other discursive forms banished and

condemned in Plato's dialogues.

2.3 Generic Differentiations: Mousike and Logos

Socrates has now stressed the centrality of the question of pedagogy in book two and in

particular part of the question presents a regard for the generic classification of traditional

pedagogics. Gymnastics and Music are considered to be the fundamental subjects for the body

and soul respectively. In order to understand the relation between them and discern what it is

they delimit, Socrates necessarily needs to maintain that the question of pedagogy is a question

of theoria. Theory is the arche and telos of pedagogics. It is for this reason the question of

gymnastics is subordinated to the question of uoi)o*iKr| which in essence encapsulates the

"theoretical".

19 For a parallel discussion on the question ofpaedagogics see Pol. 300b and Laws 844A.
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The entire discussion on pedagogy is organized around two conceptions (a) a prototypal

design (the archepolis), that is, the theoretical schema of the philosopher's polis and (b) a new

conception of subjectivity which involves the presentation of the subject that is conceived from

the theoretical schema of the typology in books two and three. The education in mousike is

prioritized in its deliberation, one, because it quite simply precedes and begins at an earlier age

,20
[rcpoxepov dp2;6u£0a 7cai5e"uovxa^ 376 e7] and by way of suggestion the education in mousike

expropriates a philosophical responsibility, an education "for the soul [ini \|n>xtl, 376 e6]."

What is revealed subsequently is that a fundamental eidos belongs to mousike, in that its

logos is an originary condition of pedagogics and more broadly ethics. However this propriety

of mousike, logos as its primary educational tool, is forthwith questioned, since in the diaeresis

there are "two kinds of logos [Aoycov 5e 8m6v eiSoc;, 376s 8]," two aspects or "forms" of

discourse, namely, the true [TO d̂ TiGeq] and the false [\|/£\>5o<;].21 One inevitably questions this

bipartiiion in the formal musicology and asks what legitimately prompts the idea of the pseudos

logos as essentially pertaining to falsehood or the "untrue".22

If Plato passes over the geneology of the mythopoetic tradition, the development of the

mythopoetic logos and its discursive mode, it is rather to set up a metaphysical opposition

between two kinds of logos by way of fashioning an order of subordination. The logos v , : . ; •>. I S

.23
classified as \|/£\)5oc; involves its inscription in the metaphysical order that the Republic as a

whole attempts to establish, that which ultimately presumes the eidos or Idea. The pseudos logos

20 See Rep. 377a 5.
21 See Hes iod ' s Theog. 27-28.
22 According to Belfiore the basis of Plato's attack of the mythopoetic tradition is conditioned on the fact

that there is a vindication of the lie of falsehood. Hesiodic mythoi "speak lies like truth" and the pseudea of

the mythopoetic tradition is based on an incorrect typology. Plato according to Belfiore condones the

pseudea that resemble truth as long as they follow the prescribed typology of books three, 389b and 414b-c.

See Belfiore 1985: 50.
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will be elaborately treated only in terms of logos ahfieq. However, doss Plato's pseudology, the

discourse on the lie or the fictional, subsume the metaphysics of the dialogue or does it maintain

itself below or beyond metaphysical oppositions? This question we shall return to shortly, it

seems necessary to consider how Plato *:^m the traditional pedagogical system.

2.4 Typographic Metaphor: On the Maternal Logos

"Do you not know, then that the beginning in every task is the chief thing

[OTJKOUV oic0' oxi dp%T) Tcavxoq epyoi) uiyioxov], especially for any creature that is

young and lender? For it is then that it is best molded and takes the impression one

wishes to stamp upon it [uataaxa yap 8f| xoxe rctaxxxetcu m i evo-oexca

, 6v dv

,25The density of these metaphors of "impressions" and "moldings" interests us because

the entire pedagogical debate is oriented around the effects of a particular logos on the young and

the arche \z significant in so far as impressions are permanently made. Socrates determines there

are two phases to the pedagogic metaphor; (a) a preparation of ground which involves a type of

"molding" of the subject and (b) the marking of the typos of one's discourse or logos on this

subjectal ground.

23 Rep. 376 e9
24 Rep. 311 a8-b3
25 See Sling 1988. 4 1 . Sling points out that there are t w o distinct metaphors here: the first 7iXdxTexai is that

o f molding in shape (377 c5-6) and the second evSuexa i t iko<; o f imprinting an impression upon it. Also

see Theaet. 191d 6-7 for a similar use of the metaphor , where it is suggested that the mind receives

sensations and impressions (perceptions) like a b lock of wax s tamped with the impress ions o f signet r ings

(oSorcep 5aKi\)Xicov crnueia evoTmaivop.evo\)<;). Also in the Laws 789e mothers a re told to mold their

infants like wax (7ttaxTT£iv...oiov Kfipiov). A further example of the "molding me taphor" see . Ale. 121d 6-7

?oa) yevo[ievo'u...ava7cXdxxovxa(; xa \3iZkx\ xoi)
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The traditional pedagogy is presented as a pernicious presentiment of the maternal or

the feminine as such. The maternal discourse, the pedagogy of mothers and nurses, does not take

into account the prematuration of the child's psyche and Socrates recognizes in it its absolute

26
passivity. The metaphors of "moldings" and "receiving impressions" concerns itself with the

passive being of the child-subject and finds fundamentally pernicious the psychological

inclination and passive reception of the mother's recitation of fables and stories. From here it is a

short step to assure that the concern further encapsulates the effects, impressions of the maternal

logos which in essence shows itself to be primordial, that is to say, it precedes or comes before

the discourse of philosophy.

2.4.1 Typography, Mimesis and the Feminine

Certainly the premature child is essentially predisposed to the effects of the maternal logos; the

effects which are deemed to be perniciously mimetic. The typographic metaphor illustrates the

effect of mimesis and how the mimetic is necessarily inherent in the maternal logos. This could

be considered an abrupt introduction to the problem of mimesis however it presupposes the

problem of the affective character of mimesis, it attests to the vulnerability and utter passivity of

the subject. Though it is the child-subject that is screened from a mimetic affectation, it is most

certainly the philosopher-guardian that this critique remains pertinent to. The critique of the

primordial logos of the mother is predisposed to molding, fashioning, sculpting the figure of the

guardian subject. Stated more rigorously, philosophy in its pedagogical supposition is, perhaps,

engendering a new conception of subjectivity in the example of the guardian-subject (the

phylaka) by drawing upon the typographic and essentially mimetic effects of the maternal logos.

26 On the discussion of the passivity of the subject which the metaphors imply and its mimetic effects see

Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: n. 26. 126. Lacoue-Labarthe makes much of the typographic metaphor in his

Typography explaining, "Mimesis is the effect of the typo-graphy and of the fundamental "in-semination"

which at bottom define the essence oipaideia (of formation or ofBildung)" Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 127.

T-.i
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As we will see in due course, Plato's conception of the guardian subject entails the "fictioning",

"figuration" of the subject; it involves a fundamental mimetic predilection.

Questions of course persist, which might in the end defeat the possibility of the subject

in the Republic. Thus, how would it be possible to elaborate the content of this subject without

admitting the problems that arise from its relationship to mimesis? Might the subject somehow

precede mimesis by giving us something that mimetic events then regenerate as replicas? Or, if

this is too thoroughly to gainsay Plato's pedagogical and typological prescriptions, could it

perhaps, under an opposite description, be a subject that is consequent upon mimetic

duplication? Or even, might this subject finally exhibit a subjectivity that is "true" in the specific

sense of being free from remaining in fee to mimesis?

fig
<

One necessarily has to concur with Lacoue-Labarthe on this point that the problem of

»27
pedagogy is not simply "the problem of the lie," of the pseudos logos, which Socrates will

castigate and censor in the ensuing moments of the dialogue. Instead it is oriented around the

problem of the "subject"28 especially in its passive relation to or more appropriately its passive

reception of the maternal logoi, which already implies a subordinate relation.

Behind a thematic still largely dependent on traditional pedagogics, that is, the maternal

logos, we can draw from this critical moment an uneasiness regarding the origins of these mythoi

recited by mothers and nurses. It is certain that Socrates had already had an idea of the fortuitous,

constitution of the traditional mythology. Even if Socrates constructs an entirely new

mythology29 it would be one that will be foundational for the polis, which in essence will

formulate the fundamental structure of subjectivity. Socrates rerognizes the originary

differentiation of these mythoi recited by mothers and nurses and moreover alludes to their

27 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 125.
28 Lacoue-Labar the 1989: 125.
29 Segal 1978: 315-335 .

M
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obscure origins and derivation, their doubtful authorship and chance pedagogues. Socrates

explains,

"Shall we then, thus lightly suffer our children to listen to any chance stories

[xcov erciTOxovTcov u/uGoix;] fashioned by any chance teachers and so take into

their minds/souls [Xajx(3dv8iv ev talc; \|/Dxai<;] for the most part contrary to

those that we shall think it desirable for them to hold when they grow up?

The child's natural submission to these mythoi, devised and authenticated fortuitously,

preoccupies Socrates precisely because it already entangles the child in a psychological

affectation, as these mythoi leave their "impression" on the soul. The child essentially is

engendered by these impromptu recitative mythoi. The question of pedagogy, though it already

subordinates the question of poiesis as poesy or as mimetic, is refocused or redirected by way of

concerning itself with truth which already presupposes its relation to the mimetic in general.

2.5 Pseudology: The Censure of the Pseudos

"We must begin, then it seems, by a censorship over our storymakers

[emoxaxrjxeov xoi<; u/o0o7coiol<;] and what they do well we must pass

[icai 6V jiev dv KCCXOV rcovnacoaiv, eyicpixeov] and what not, reject

[6v 5' dv jin, ctTTOKpueov]. And the stories on the accepted list we will induce

nurses and mothers to tell to the children [xo-bq 5 eyKpiGvxaq Tceiao|iev xdq

xpo(|>o\)(; xe icai urixepaq ^eyeiv xoiq natal] and so shape their souls by these

stories [icai rcAxxxxeiv mq V^X^^ cmtaiv xoic; |ru0oi<;]far rather than their

bodies by their hands [%oXv [iciXkov f\ xd acouma xaic; xepaiv]. But most of

30 /tep.377b4-7.
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the stories they now tell we must reject [(5v Sew 'keyouai xovq noXkoix;

The censorship program adopted here attempts to respond to the problematic of the subject and

more implicitly the maternal influence on the subject. Socrates explains that an epistasis, a

"censorship over the mythopoets [eTtiaxaTnxeov tote; UA)0O7CQIOI<;]" is necessary and this overall

necessitates the implementation of a mythology that in essence can theorize its own conception

and origin. It is almost certain that the diverse figures and denomination of mythoi, the accidental

and "chance" circulation of tales and stories, must be redressed. The recognizably heterogeneous

and dissociated origins of the traditional mythology lead the enquiry to the urgent rectification of

traditional pedagogics. This entails a purification of its language and moreover, as we shall

subsequently see, its content and form. This philosophical epistasis, as I would like to refer to it,

does not merely redress the problem of the feminine alone, a problem which will be restated in

the beginning of the third book of the Republic, but moreover overhauls the problem of mimesis

in general In the name of philosophy or under the pressure of something that exclusively has

proffered philosophy its right, namely dike, the mythology is interrogated and censured in view

of something other than its pedagogical influence; namely mimesis, that is, the inscription of the

subject by a typos inappropriate to it.

Such an epistasis deems to suppress the pseudologic quality of the traditional

mythology yet, on the other hand, it attempts to conserve in its proper presentation a logos

alethes, that is, a logos which is a likely presentation of truth. For though most of the stories

[TOIC; u.i)9oiq] that are "told by nurses and mothers [x&<; Tpo<j>ot><; xe Kai uri-repac; XE are

answered to and thus "rejected [arcoKpiTEov]," it is all mythoi that do not appeal to beauty

OV] and are not made or "poeticized well [dv KQX,6V Ttoi^acooiv]" that are relentlessly

31 Rep.377 b9-c6.
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castigated. Socrates explains that after such an apokrisis, a peremptory separation of all stories

that involves the bipartition of the true and false mythoi, that he and his interlocutors will

mandate mothers and nurses to shape "their children's souls {rcXmxeiv xaq \|n)%&<;]" with selected

or philosophically appropriate or "approved [xo-ug eyKpi9evxa<;]" stories. Mythoi will be

consecrated as philosophy and more ominously, through philosophy. The mythoi that are deemed

xovq eyKpi0£vxaq, that is, all mythoi that are considered to be "appropriate" are those that

heretofore comprise of the "truth."

It is on the grounds of truth that most of the stories are thrown away, cast out or

"rejected [xoxtq noXkovq eKptaixeovJ." This all begins necessarily through an act of censure, by a

censorship over the storymakers, the mythopoets. As we will soon determine, from book three

Plato regulates his entire critique of the mythopoetic tradition through what may be called an

epistatic program. It involves a scrupulous expurgation of the traditional mythology and thus

inaugurates the fictioning of the theoretical polity and most importantly the constitution and re-

inscription of the citizen subject.

The motive and interest in the traditional mythology is not sufficiently circumscribed in

the second book of the Republic. What is certain, in any case, is that a theoretical containment,

the implementation of a great example of mythology, the endorsement of paradigmatic mythoi, is

necessary for there to be an effective critique and a proper or justifiable epistasis. Indeed, it is the

heterogeneous and diverse forms of mythoi, which moreover implies the "accidental" forms of

the traditional mythology, that presents a critical and more explicitly a "theoretical" problem.

"The example of the greater stories [ev xoi<; uei^oorv jiuGoiq] will show us

the lesser to [6\j/6ue0a Kai xoix; EXOLXTOXX;]. For surely the pattern must be the

32 The form content criticism is not formerly introduced (Rep. 377b9-c6) here however it is inaugurated in a

clandestine manner and not in a formal philosophical way. This has much to do with the fact no conception

of the eidos has at this stage been formulated.
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same [xov OUTOV xmov eivat] and the greater and the less must have a like

tendency [icai xawov 5waa8ai xovq xe u.ei£otx; K^i iohq eAxx

Certainly, in the example of the greater stories [xoiq jiei^oatv JLL-U0OÎ ] Socrates has

discovered a typos, a pattern or schema, that precedes all these differentiations and mythic

derivations that encompass the non-originary character of mythos proper. Certainly this typology

will lead the way for the critique of mythopoiesis, that is, the making, fashioning or constitution

of mythoi in their traditional presentation. Socrates discovers the mythopoetic typos in the

mythoi of Hesiod and Homer; he argues that therewith lies the great paradigm of the traditional

mythoi, Socrates goes on to say,

"Those that Hesiod and Homer and the other poets related to us

[Oik; Hcrio56<; T£...Kai'Our|po(; fpTv e Kai oi aXkoi Ttcvryral]. These,

composed false stories which they told and still tell to mankind

[OIJTOI ydp Ttoo) \ix>Bovq xoiq dv9pakoi<; avvTiGevxeq eteyov TB Kai

Xeyo\)Giv] one ought first to chiefly blame, especially if the lie has no beauty

in it [edv TK; jif ye'65T|Tai]...Iike when anyone images (represents)

badly in his speech the true nature of gods and heroes

'[Otav eiKd^T] TIC: KaKcoq tcp ta)yq> Tiepi 0ec5v xe Kai Tjpcocov oioi eioiv], like a

painter whose portraits bear no resemblance to his models [cocrrcep

oK
T n </

ypdĉ cav oiq dv 6\ioia fjypd\j/ai], 5,34

33 Rep. 377c7-dl.
24 Rep. 377d3-e4
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We would have to say that here the question of the pseudos emerges and forms the

basis of Plato's criticism not only of traditional mythopoiesis but of mimesis in general. He

pursues the critical path of the initial constellation of the pseudos in the maternal logos as lie,

equivocation and more ambiguously "fiction". The pseudos emerges as a systematic link to

mimesis; it forms the basis for an unremitting mimetological undertaking. It is no accident that in

the closing moments of the Republic Plato delivers a paradigmatic self-regulated typos for

mythopoiesis. A mythological model regulated by Plato's philosophical typology is conceived in

,36
the example of the "Myth of Er" which is presented as the foundational myth of the dialogue

itself. The irony of the Republic is that Plato himself advances the deep-seated fictionality of

every enunciative act. He himself advances this mimesis he thus far is critical of. It is for this

reason that the Republic could be read as the mimetic event par excellence.

It is to be noted that because the pseudos precludes the proper pedagogy that the

guardian subject would undertake, it is fundamentally because it is associated with the feminine

as it is conceived from within the maternal microcosm, the domestic world.37 The origin of the

35 See Liddell-Scott 1989: 901. \J/EIJ8G> (root H'YA)-1 to cheat by lies, to beguile. II. of statements, to be

untrue. III. in Plat, fiction (see Cornford's Republic). "The words 'fiction', 'fictitious', are used to represent

the Greek pseudos, which has a much wider sense than our ' l ie ' : it covers any statement describing events

which never in fact occurred, and so applies to all works of imagination, all fictitious narratives ( 'stories') in

myth or allegory, fable or parable, poetry or romance. As Plato does not confuse fiction with falsehood or

identity truth with literal statements of fact, pseudos should be rendered by 'fiction' or 'falsehood'

according to the context, and sometimes by ' l ie ' . It can also mean 'error ' when it corresponds to the passive

verb epseusthai ' to be deceived' or 'mistaken' {Rep. 382b and 535e). See Cornford 1945: 68. The position I

take with regards to the meaning of pseudos is that it is within the pseudology of book two and three bound

to the lie and "fiction" is falsehood or a form of lying insofar as it does not represent or recount the truth.
36 Rep. 614 b
37 Its the repression of a maternal influence as far as possible, and any influence should be based on the

telling of stories which have been philosophically deemed kalon, beautiful, this epistasis (as we will

recognize Plato's entire poetics is essentially an epistasis) is regulated by what one could call a 'moral

aestheticism', to kalon. Plato is very much haunted by the impressive (T"u7io<;...8vaeu£vac9at, II.377b), the

typographic effect of the mythopoetic tradition (a Dionysianism possibly, if we think of Nietzsche), a
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pseudos, which refers to both the lie and fiction, is the feminine itself; moreover it refers to the

mimetic character of the feminine.

2.5,1 The Twofold Sense of the Pseudos: On Mimetic Fictions and Lies

From this point, and Plato has barely entered into the pseudological assignation of mimesis* the

pseudos is related to mimesis.38 In stating vhat the mythopoets "don't lie beautifully

[u,fi KaXak; yevbrytai]," that is, that they don't make lies that resemble the "truth", suggests that

the typos, the schema of all mythoi subsume the mimetic. Mimesis is hidden in its depths. When

the mythopoet makes "bad representations or eikons [̂ KCt̂ U TI<; KQKWC;]" like "a painter whose

portraits bear no resemblance to his models [coarcep ypafyevq \ir\5ev eoiKoxa yp#cov olq dv

6}xoia poi)A,ri0fj ypdyai, 377 el-4]," mimesis is already, by implication a bad representation and

the pseudos is falsehood. Moreover, that which is not hornoiological, that is, like its model, thus

adequately correct, is judged to be pseudos.

39 •
One can now ascertain two meanings of the pseudos either the meaning of the "lie",

40
of enunciative statements deemed to be "untrue", which in essence clarifies the analogy to the

distinct form of feminine discourse (since it is mothers and nurses who first tell theses stories, mythoi)

which he wants to overcome, for it is without doubt, the "shaping of the soul" (.. .platteift tas psychas) that

preoccupies his philosophical program, for it insures the purity of the soul, the "polity" of the soul as such,

thus Plato recognizes that there is a discourse of the feminine and this is not the discourse of truth, of

philosophy as such.
38 Elizabeth Belfiore argues that the question of pseudos is to be considered independently from the

question of mimesis, however that is to ignore in what way the pseudology of book II a l ready presupposes

mimesis as that which is not (as pseudos). The mythopoet ' s pseudos logos is analogically related to the

painter 's bad representation (which is not hornoiological) at 3 7 ? e2-4 which anticipates in ftiany respects the

criticism of mimesis . T h e theoretical correlation between t he Pseudos and mimesis is a l ready presupposed

by Belfiore 1985: 49-50.
39 In his translation and notes on the Republic Cornford explains that "as Plato does not confuse fiction with

falsehood or identity truth with literal statements of fact, pseudos should be rendered b y 'f iction' or

'falsehood' according to the context, and sometimes by l ie" See Cornford 1945: 68 . Though that may be the
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ypatyeix; or "fiction" which alludes to the poetic creations of the mythopoet. However the

pseudos is determined in its linguistic application and meaning by the mimetology of the

dialogue, as the lie is intricately bound to fiction and inversely the fictional necessarily

encompasses the lie. The analogy to the "zoographer" is motivated by a similar determination or

mimetic relation which Plato reappraises in book ten. Plato seeks to determine that the problem

of the pseudos is related to the fact that it is a false representation. This formally or generically

suggests prevarication of the pseudos given it inherently need not subscribe to the order of truth.

Ultimately any understanding of the pseudos would account for a number of its senses, including

that it involves "deception", that is, it beguiles or deceives by way of "lying". Most importantly,

in the context of the Republic, the pseudos encompasses the epistemological "error". All

possibilities of the pseudos appear fundamental in this context given that in many respects it

presupposes the mimetic as such.

Socrates proceeds to efface the pseudos, given that it has been determined that the

pseudos is not placed henceforth in the service of what is deemed kalon, that is, it does not

embody "beauty" in its essence and "truth" in its eidos. The example raised by Socrates

regarding the myth of Ouranos' castration by Chronos, as it is told in Hesiod's Jlteogony, and the

entire history of parricidal references in this myth is considered to be not only "an inelegant

deception, lie or fiction [oi> KaXok; exj/etiaaio, 377 e8]" but moreover morally adjudged "the

greatest of lies [TO jxEyiaxov \|/e\)8oc;]." In this context the two possibilities of the pseudos are

denoted.

case, that context determines the meaning of pseudos its oscillation of meaning is of great interest especially

insofar as Plato seeks to assign it as falsehood when using the analogy to the painter. In the broad context of

the Republic where the "true" and the "false" is ultimately at issue, then the pseudos has a particular

Platonic determination where the fiction as pseudos ultimately is fiction as bad representation thus

fundamentally a lie.
40 See Page 1991: 1-33
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2.5,2 The Mimesis of Castration as Epistatic Ritual

A description of a ritualized censure of the traditional mythoi is founded at this stage of the

dialogue. Lacoue-Labaithe explains "it cannot be wholly an accident that the first "example" of

fiction that Plato proposes for censure is the Hesiodic myth of the castration of Uranus?"41

Though there is no theoretical way that Plato is able to contain within certain limits all forms of

bad "fictioning" and the fabrication of immoral "lies", it is only by way of employing the figure

of castration, which is already referenced within a recognizable mythic scene, that Plato is able to

repress and silence the traditional mythology.

Thus it is the scene of sacrifice [0\)aajj.evo\)(;] which inaugurates the re-telling, the

repetition of such mythoi under a pledge of secrecy. They are unfit to be spoken of as they are

nefarious and for this sole reason they must remain secret [8i* d7coppn.Tcov]. This ritualized

censorship imposes a silencing of sorts, it literally buries in "silence [oiydaGai, 378 a4]" the

horrific mythoi recounted and referred to in the traditional mythology. This bringing to silence

paradoxically though allows for a recitative repetition of these mythoi to a select few, which

implies the philosopher's genos. Though these mythoi are bound to a re-telling or re-citation they

are assured their preservation at the scene of sacrifice. Socrates details the ritual explaining that

that they are to sacrifice "not a pig, but some great and unprocurable, or more appropriately, an

arbitrary victim [0t>aajievo\)q OTJ %oipov, aXXd n jieya Kal drcopov Qv\xa 378 a5-6]."42 This

epistatic ritual shows a concernment that apprehends or seizes the mythoi from free circulation to

the public, especially to all children, naive and vulnerable persons. One can thus see that these

mythoi are silenced through what could be deemed a naive repetition, that is, through a mimesis

of castration. This moment of sacrifice is without doubt an immense apotropy; an apotropaic

contrivance which involves turning away from the threat of castration. The sacrificial scene only

41 Lacoue Labarthe 1989: 130-1.
42 1 translated drcopov as "arbitrary" given the clandestine nature of the sacrifice.
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allows for repetition, it warrants only mimesis, it codifies by way of a repetition of the recitation

and retelling of the mythoi within a ritualized context. What it ultimately achieves is the general

epistatic effacement of the myth of origins.

"Even if they were true I should not think that they out to be thus lightly told

to thoughtless young persons [o\)5' dv ei r\v akr)Qr\, cou/nv Seiv pg8tco(;

omco }AyzoQai npoq d^povdq xe Kai veoix;]. But the best way would be to

bury them in silence [aXka n-dtaaxa uev mydoOai], and if there were some

necessity for relating them [ei 5e dvdyKri xic; T|V Acyeiv], that only a small

audience should be admitted under pledge of secrecy

[5i' drcopprixcov ctxcueiv aw; otayiaxouq], and after sacrificing not a pig, but

some huge and arbitrary victim [Guaau-evo-og oi) %oipov, aXkd xi u.eya

Kai drcopov 9i3jia]5 to the end that only few as possible should have heard

these tales jorccoq 6 xi eXaxtaxoiqa-ove(3r| dKoi)aai]...They are not to be told

nor is it to be said in the

hearing of a young man [O\)5B XEKXEOV veco OKCUOVXI] that in doing the

utmost wrong he would do nothing to surprise anybody [a><; dSiKcov xd

in our city [Kai oi) teicxeoi... EV rrj r^rixe

o\>8ev dv Ga-ujnaoxov TIOIOI] nor again in punishing his father's

wrongdoing to the limit [o\)S' a\> d6iK0\)vxa rcaxepa KoA,d£cov ?tavxi

xpo7icp], but would only be following the example of the first and greatest of

the gods [ d ^ d Spcorj dv orcep 0ec5v oi Tipcoxoi xe Kai u^ »43

Thus it is fear of repetition, of mimesis, of "imitating" the first and greatest gods. The

fear of a young man admonishing his father's wrongful acts by the most extreme ways

Tcavxi xporcco] discloses the simulated character of this tropos, that "castration" can be
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repeated by way of "imitating" the paradigm. It is in this way that mimesis is indelibly tied to the

idea of tropos, the manner and the ways of action or praxis, something Aristotle considered

fundamental to mimesis and immediately here, we think of the drama, of tragedy.44

r?

What is really involved here, when certain mythoi are prohibited in being cited and

recited to the guardian subject? Simply a corpus of mythoi are censured precisely because they

could inspire a form of imitation, it could legitimize the mimetic tropos which Plato finds the

most pernicious example of subjectal depropriation. Thus it attempts, above all, to prohibit the

influence of the formidable mimetic effect of the traditional and archaic mythology precisely

because it illustrates the tropos of imitation and the precarious possibility of repetition. This

unprincipled aspect of mimesis, its original mimological sense, is eventually considered in book

three, that is, the mimesis that involves the imitation of others' actions and voices. This already

subsumes serious ethological questions, that is, it intimates a predisposition of the subject's

"imitation" of particular characters [rfir\] or mythic "subjects".

Whatever we might make of what has turned out to be a "psychology" of the child-

subject, the lesson, with respect to the traditional mythology, is extremely clear: the more these

mythoi are identified with, the greater the mimetic desire to repeat its lessons, imitate its

examples. Socrates adds, which essentially indicates the fundamental problem of the mimetic

disposition, since it takes literally or at face value the meaning of these mythoi, that "we must not

admit into our city [ox> 7capa5eKxeov ziq xr\v rcoAiv] mythoi either wrought in allegory or

without allegory [om ev amovoiai<; 7i£7iovn,jieva<; ome dvei) \movotc5v], for the young are not

able to distinguish what is and what is not allegory [6 yap veoq o\)% oioq xe Kpiveiv 6 xi xe

wtovoia Kai 6 \ir\, 378d 5-9].

43/te/?.378a2-b5
44 In defining tragedy Aristotle explains that it is "an imitation of an action [̂ li iq rcpd^eax;]". See Poet.

1449b VL7; Poet. VI.2 and VI.5.
45 For further consideration on Plato's understanding of allegory see Tate 1929.
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Socrates develops a psychology of the subject that leaves nothing unanswered and

recognizes the effect of the mimetic impression on the subject who listens to these tales. Without

a proper hermeneutic understanding, the competency and skill to read by way of iimovoia there

is a threat of being indelibly and unalterably marked by these mythoi. This said, it would also not

be too difficult to detect, running beneath this pedagogical debate, the guiding and constant

preoccupation with the hermeneutic or philosophical propensity to discern not merely the real

meaning or hidden thought of a mythos, moreover it is to exhibit the philosophical aptitude to

perceive the hidden dangers of the traditional mythology as a whole. As a consequence, it is

indeed mimesis that is at bottom averred because it is deemed absolutely pernicious to the young

who would naturally submit to it.47

Now to suggest, as Socrates does, that the essence of this epistatic program is the

absolute refusal of any form of mimesis is clearly to say that if there is to be a model, a typos, a

paradigm or pattern to "imitate" they have to be ones which "bring the fairest * mythoi ogi zing' of

iLLeiruGoXoyrmeva Tipoc; dpernv dKcueiv, 378e 2]." Itarete or virtue to their ears [6 xi Kd

is on this basis the first stories should be composed, that is, bearing in mind the proper typos

which will assist composition or the poetic process. This is a preliminary declaration in which

Socrates unequivocally directs the discussion to the question of typos, that is, to the typology

inherent in mythopoiesis.

2.6 Theologemes: Typology of the Divine

Now that Plato has sketched out the inherent problems in the traditional mythology, he returns to

the thematic announced at the outset. Plato has Socrates consider the fundamental ^seudological

structures and the abhorrent mimetisrn of the traditional mythoi and thus by necessity

46 For a discussion of Plato's conception of huponoia see Tate 1929: 142-154.
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contemplates the manner by which he can critically delimit the inherent problems of traditional

mythopoiesis. The importance of considering properly and rigorously the typology of the

traditional mythoi leads to establishing a typos which prefigures poetry and the composition of

mythoi in general.

<

Socrates considers Adeimantus and himself as founders of a polis and it is clearly stated

that they "are not poets [owe ecruev rconycat]." According to Socrates

"They are the founders of the models, [oiKiaxaic; 6e xovq jaev ivnovq

ei5evai] on which poets must compose their myths [ev oi<; Set

iv xovq Konyidq] and from which their poems must not be allowed

to deviate [Ttap1 ovq eav rcoiaknv o\)K e

They are oiictaTaig, that is to say, "founders" and more appropriately "builders,

constructors" of the proper typoi for all forms of mythopoiesis. This self-nomination of being

oiKiatai(; in itself suggests an anti-mimetic or non-poetic disposition. It evokes a demiurgic

disposition which involves a pure act of production. Socrates is careful to separate his demiurgic

role of "founding" proper typoi, which is an originative activity, from the poet who will "make"

imitations, that isv pure reproductions based on the proffered typology. This differentiation is

consolidated further when Socrates states that "the founders are not required themselves to

compose fables [OTJ UTJV amoiq ye 7toir|Teov fruGoix;, 379 a7]."

47 See Aristotle Poet. 1448b IV 5 who explains this natural disposition toward mimesis in humans. "For it is

an instinct of human beings, from childhood, to engage in mimesis [TO xe yap fiijieiaBai cruvcjruxov

dvGpcojtoiq EK 7tai5cov eatt]. '

48/?e/>.379 al-4.
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2.6.1 First Typos of mythopoiesis: The Proper Physis of the Gods49

The decisive philosophical criticism is now produced, more or less according to the need for a

proper typos. Adeimantus asks what would be "the patterns or types of logos concerning the gods

or of 'theology' as such [oi ximoi Ttepi OeoXoyiaq, 379a5]." Socrates replies that "the true

quality of god" be attributed to him, that is, that "god is good in reality [dyctGoq 6 0e6<; xco ovxi,

379a6]." The poet's lexis would have to represent that and for this reason whatever form of

poetry is employed, whether epic, melic or tragic verse, that is, regardless of the poetic genre,

this necessarily must be the embodied typos in any poem.

The fact that a moral thematic is identifiably that which prefigures the first typos, it in

many respects, down to the last book of the dialogue and in its final signature, works through the

idea of the agathon as a noble object of the philosopher, a thematic which the mythopoets

effectively discount and omit, at least in its philosophical thematization.50 Now whether there is

essentially an ontological identification of god and the eidos of the 'Good', as it is elaborated in

book six, is certainly contentious. That it preempts the philosophical discussions on the 'Good'

and the "Theory of Forms" in the Republic is very much apparent. The first typos is that god "w

good" and the "cause of the good". Certainly Plato puts forth an appropriate theological typos or

theologeme which bearing in mind its typos and represenation establishes a proper conception of

god.

n

"This then will be one of the laws and patterns concerning the gods

[xa>v Ttepi Geoix; VOJICOV xe Kai TUTCCOV] to which speakers and poets will

be required to conform [sv cp 6ef|aei xoix; A^yovxaq Xeyeiv Kai xoix;

49 Rep. 379a 9-3 80c 7
50 The "Good" is discussed in book seven Rep. 507 b- 509 c and in many respects preempts the final

banishment of mimesis in the final book of the dialogue.
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noiovvxaq rcoieiv], that god is not the cause of all things, but only of the good

[u.fj TcdvTcov aiTiov xov 8eov alka xcov dyaGcov]."51

4

How does what we might call this philosophical (onto-theological) typology of the

divine (what has been determined as the typos of the divine) operate in terms of the traditional or

archaic (Homeric and Hesiodic) representation of the divine? How does such a prescription of a

law or a nomos of theological types reply to the problems and the conditions of the traditional

theology? There is what could be described as a representational disproportion or dissymetry

between the divine typos (prescribed by this philosophical typology) and the representation of the

divine which does not subscribe to any particular typos. One can conceive of this disproportion

by declaring the problematic of mimesis. Without going ahead of ourselves here, since this

problematic will more overtly be dealt with in the third book, a typology of the divine, designs

the nomothetic presuppositions of what would be considered a proper form of mimesis. If

mimesis is a problem, that is, pernicious in its mythic representations and poetic initiations, then

a typology prescribed by philosophical "law" organizes, regulates, governs (assuming the laws

just now decreed) all mimetic operations. We ought not ignore the fact that it is the nomothetic

foundations of this typology that decrees and structurally corresponds to the schema of the

second typos.

2.6.2 Second Typos of Mythopoiesis: The Single Eidos of the Gods52

"Do you think that god is a wizard and capable of manifesting himself by

design [apex yorjxa TOV Oeovoiei eivai Kai oiov e£ enifio

<))avTd^ea9ai] now in one aspect, now in another, at one time himself

changing and altering his shape in many transformations, [oXkoxe ev aXkaiq

i5eaic;, xoxe jiev amov yiyvojuevov Kai 6Xkdxxo\xa TO amoi) sidoq

Rep380c6-9
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eiq noXkaq jxop^dg] and at another deceiving us and causing us to believe

fi

such things about him [TOTE 8e fpdg dTcaxcovxct icai rcoiouvxa rcepi awo\)

xoiama SoKetv;] or that he is simple and less likely than anything else to

depart from his own form? [r\ anXovv xe eivcci KQI rcdvxcov fjKiaxa xfjc;

eocuxou i5ea<; eKpaiveiv],»53

\ I

What troubles Plato in the last section of book two regarding the logoi about the gods

Drepi QeoXoyiaq] is that the gods are represented as "polymorphic" by nature, that is, they

assume "many forms [noXkaq u.op<j>d<;]." They are represented as diverting and abandoning their

proper "form", their essential nature or eidos. By never assuming "his own form

[xfjq ectwoi) i8eac;]," the god is described as yoiiTot;, a juggler, a wizard and in essence a

dissimulator. The yorixog is designated in the critical vocabulary as a term Plato employs in his

55

A4,

description of the mimetician.

Socrates arrests the idea of the gods betraying an ideal theic form, which is simple

381c 8] and perfect. The dissymmetry in a god's form, this disproportion which is the

effect or etiologically related to a change in theic form is denounced. The |i£Ta|3o^r| in the proper

eidos of god is censured as an unfeasible condition of representation and moreover it is

considered etiologically improbable. 56 As Socrates explains, "that which is in the best state by

nature or art or both admits least alteration by something else [TO KaTSq e%ov fi $v>aei f\ T8%VTJ

U*

S2Rep. 380dl-383c7
53 Rep. 380dl-7
54 See Rep. 381c9 where it is argued that god would not want to alter himself or change form (that is to say,

divert from his essential nature [A5x)vaxov...0ecp eOeXeiv omxov dMxnouv] but rather perfectly and in the

fairest sense abides simply in his own form [KdAAicrax; Kai dpiaxoq cov eiq xo 5\)vatov eicaaxoc; auxcov

fievei d e i anXux; ev xfi cruxoi) fiop<)>TJ]. The example of Proteus is also raised (who is known to be

pantodapos. See /te/?.381d 2.
55 See Rep. 598b where the painter (the zoographer) is described as yoTixoq.
56 At Rep. 381b4 Socrates explains, "it is least of all likely that there would be many forms in (a

polymorhic) god.
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f\ a\i$oxspoiq £ 57u.£TaPoA,fyv im aXkov evSexexai, 381 a9-b2]. The mythopoetic

tradition is criticized for it has its gods transforming themselves, and changing themselves into

anonymous, strange "polymorphic" figures. It is thus necessary for Plato that this lexicon (this

type of fictionalized theology) is expunged from the ideal polis and that the proper typos is

assumed and recounted in every discourse.

2.7 The Pseudos as Truth: The Preinscription of the Fictional "Lie"

That there is in the logoi concerning the gods a type of logos which is identifiably fictional and

bound to the lie, has already been predetermined. The pseudos, the lying or fictioning in "words"

by way of logos [To ev TOI<; , 382 C5] involves the diminution of truth, insofar as

1 4
iixi

the mythopoetic logos attempts to resemble truth [6 ax; dXrjGcog \|/e-D5oq, 382a 3]. That the

traditional theology is essentially pseudological suggests that for ev xolq Xoyoic; \|/e\)5o<; actually

translates as "the falsehood [To \|/e\)5o<;] in words, in discourse [ev ," that is to say,

it refers to the"fictional" in general. So again, Plato's theological typos is one which opposes

itself to the execrating fictioning accounts of Hesiodic and Homeric mythoi.

The pseudos logos is essentially, in this context, what we understand as "fiction" or the

"fictional" discourse. From the formal point of view, there is the fact that "fiction" is considered

to be a form of logos bound to the lie as it can feign truth or simulate it. The exact mode of the

fictional logos is unimportant at this stage, as it will certainly be considered in the third book, it

is however sufficient for us to see in what way the content of this logos, that is, "the lie like the

iv,

\i

57 The soul or the psyche is also considered to least susceptible to changes and alterations as opposed to the

body see Rep. 381a 1-2 and discussions on the division of the soul in book four.
58 Much is made of 6 ox; d^Gd*; \j/ei)5o<; at Rep.382a. 3 in the scholia. Shorey translates it as "veritable lie"

(Shorey 1930) and Belflore translates it as "true lie" which in Plato's account would present itself as an

oxymoron. (Belfiore 1985). Discussion of the use of ox; as preposition or adverb. See Murray 1995: 149.
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truth" elicits fundamental hermeneutical problems, that is, insofar as the reception of this kind of

logos is concerned.

"Pseudos (which resembles the truth or feigns truth) - ignorance namely in the

soul of the man deceived [xouxo (bq dtaiGcog yevSoq, yeuSoc; Kcxtauxo,

fjEvrrj \j/t>xfi dyvoiaf^Toi)8\|/e'ua|ievo'u']. For the falsehood in words is a

copy of the affectation in the soul [eTcei xo ye ev xoig Xoyoic; uiur||id xi

xou ev xfj \j/'uxtj ECU 7ca07]fiaxo<;], an after-rising image of it [iced tiaxepov

yeyovoq e'iSco^ov] and not an altogether unmixed falsehood [ov nvv

\j;e^5o<;]."59

Thus the pseudos logos leaves an indelible impression on "the soul of the man deceived

[ev if] \|/\>xfi... TOT3 e\|/eDGu.evot>]," its an inscription which comes into view essentially as a copy.

It is a mimema of the affectation, the pathema in the soul, an ei5o)^ov, a supervening image

which comes temporally after the event ['uaxepov yeyovd*;] of its account. The pathema thus

involves affective or passive emotional response to the pseudos logos whether it is the experience

of fear [phobos 382 El] or madness [manian 382 E2] that is provoked. It is described as a

atypographical impression that permanently marks the subject. Thus mimesis here appears as

psychological projection in or o/the psyche. The pathema appears as a copy in reflection, the

subject reflects upon an eidolon, a mark on the soul that could only appear as a redoubtable

image of the pathema. The subject equally as an experiencing self and object, is marked by an

impressed mimema, a phantasm which remains marked on the psyche.

Socrates does warn us again about the influence of the maternal logos and explains that

mothers must not "under the influence of such poets terrify their children with harmful tales

[|ir|5' av \)7io XOTJXCDV dvcmeiBouim ai \ir\xepeq xd TiaiSia eKSeijKxxoiJvxcov, Xeyoixjai xoix;

59 Rep. 382 b6-cl
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\LVQOVC, Kcncdk;]" that represent certain gods as apparitions that haunt the night in the likeness of

many strangers from all manner of lands [co<; dpa 6eot Tive<; Tiepiexovxai vuKxcop

7io>Aoi<; £evoi<; Kai TcavxoSarcoTq ivSa^6u,evoi, 381 el-3]. In effect, the dissimulation of the

gods is questioned again. Obviously in dissimulation there is something troublesome and

dangerous particularly as it establishes a relationship of fear and misunderstanding in the subject.

"Then god is altogether simple and true in deed and word [6 6eoq dn'kovv

i dA,r|0e(; ev xe epycp Kai ev taSycp] and neither changes himself nor

deceives [Kai owe amoq u,e9iaxaxai ouxe dXkovq e^arcaxa] others by

visions or words or the sending of signs [owe Kaxd c()avxaaia<; owe Kaxd

A-oyoax; ovxe Kaxd crrijieicov TiojiTcdq] in waking or in dreams [coG1 \37iap

oi)x' ovap].

It is from this point in book two that mimesis will be subjected to truth or at least thr

question of mimesis will be (to use Derrida's terms) "commanded by the process of truth".61 The

poet subsequently will be subjected to the law and types appropriate when referring to the gods,

62in their logos.o/ We mustn't forget Plato lays down another typos of theological discourse which

overrides the Homeric and Hesiodic typoi, another type of discourse and "an appropriate form of

legein, and poiesis in general [rcepi QecSv KCCI Xiyeiv Kai TCOIEIV, 383 A3-4]." There is here, a

prescription of a typos with its imposed philosophical limits.

2.8 Homeric Thanatology: First Epistasis

In the third book Socrates proposes a type, a typos, a form of writing or discourse which will

expunge, overwrite or literally 'write through' [e^aXeiycojiev 386 c3, 5iaypd<(>a)U£v 387 b3] the

various maniacal references within works of poetry particularly those of the epos, that is, the

Rep. 382e7-383al

Derrida 1981a: 193.
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works associated with the Homeric tradition as such. Explaining that an "opposite type"

[xov evavxiov xwcov] is what must be required "in speech and in verse" [Aiicxeov Kai

7coiTjT8ov, 387 c8]. Plato has Socrates not only prescribe a censorship on the redoubtable

character and nature of Homeric verse and mythopoetics in general but moreover clears the way

for the development of what is deemed a truth oriented aletheic discourse on the gods, that is, he

imposes a proper theological typos.

One needs to ask what is the nature of this epistatic program, "this censorship of

mythic tales [emaxaxeiv Kai Ttepi xomcov xcov u/uGcov, 386 b7-8]?" Where does philosophy or

the philosopher for that matter emerge as the arbitrator of logos in general? Book three begins

with the question of death, ton thanaton, and its representation in poetry. The concern is that it is

apprehended with fear [xov Gavdxov 8eSievai] and the required epi stasis involves the practice of

repression. The subsequent books of the Republic delineates a philosophical epistasis that is

nothing other than a repressive mechanism, a silencing of all that evades ontological

understanding. The Homeric verses are a form of writing which propose a typos which incarnates

a redoubtable thanatology, a linguistic ruse which is motivated by the very will to represent what

by its nature evades man (mortals, heroes) and language itself (the epos, the word), namely, the

subject of death.

One can begin by considering the Socratic citation of Homer's thanatological references

and the general anomalous description of Hades, or as Socrates would argue, "this dispraising of

life in Hades, X,i5opeiv...xd ev' Ai8o\>, 386 b9],"

r w

"Ah, then, it is true that something of us does survive even in the Halls of

Hades, but with no intellect at all, only the ghost and semblance of a man

[(5 Tiorcoi, rj pd xic; ecm Kai eiv Ai8ao 86jioicn yo%r\ Kai e'i

62 c6-7
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dxap typeveq oi)K evi Tid

"Unto him (Teiresias) was granted intelligence even after death, but the rest

of them are flittering shadows (or shadowy phantoms), [o'icp 7i£7cvi)a0ai,

xai 8e aiaai a

"Under the earth like vapour vanished the gibbering soul, KQT&

KCLKVOC,, c

Plato's disquietude with reference to Homer's thanatology is specifically directed

towards the representation of non-being and the shadow worlds that the Republic seeks to ascend

from. The threat of a form of subjectal loss reflected in the loss of one's intellect oi)K]

after death, impels his philosophical epistasis, which yet again reveals a concern regarding the

subject's constitution. In every respect, such superintendence, such epistatic control actually

seeks to manage the economy of the pseudos logos. Plato's epistasis is a denial of thanatos as a

radical negativity,66 it essentially reviews the tropics of negativity as it is determined traditionally

within a general economy as a loss of being, of rationality, of the life forms. Homer's

thanatology undercuts the ontological status of the "subject" in general whether it refers to the

epic hero Odysseus or the subject partaking in these recited mythoi about Odysseus.

There are certain consoling illusions regarding death that Plato would like to upraise,

however the epistasis over Homer asserts that there is something more fundamental at stake,

something which installs philosophical autonomy, something which safeguards its very economy;

63 Homer//.xxiii. 103
64 Homer O/.X.495
65 Homer / / .xxi i i . \Q0
66 This is qui te overt in the thanatological thematic (the thanatography) of the Phaedo where Plato employs

what Der r ida descr ibes as a "rhetoric o f borders" to enter into the metaphysics o f " immortal i ty o f the soul" ,

which in essence is overt ly thematized at the end o f book ten. See Rep. 608c until the dia logues end. See

Derrida 1993:3
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the transcendentality of being, of philosophical being, which escapes presenting itself mise en

abyme, within the abyss of Hades, within what is abysmally thanatographical. Plato necessarily

questions Homer on the basis of a certain conceptualization of death, that is, in terms of this

radical negativity, its purported general economy? What seemingly is the exacerbation of life in

Homer, leads Plato to an impromptu deliberation of the enigmatic, abysmal typos founded in

poietike itself. He can pave the way and subsequently see through this entire epistatic program

and superintend the works of the mythopoets.

Thus Plato's epistasis involves placing under erasure the Homeric vocabulary and this actually

entails covering over, wiping out, obliterating [e v, 386 c3], overwriting, or writing

through [8iaypd(j)CD|xev, 387 b3], throwing away, discarding, rejecting the entire mythopoetic

lexicon as such. The actual act of logically excluding or erasing "the entire vocabulary of terror

and fear [xd 7repv xcmxa ovou-ora Tidvxa xd 5eivd xe Kai c[)opepd ana$h\x&ay 387 b8-9]" and

moreover negate, deduct, that is, through aphairesis [d<t>aipexea, 387 ell] every reference or

onoma, which will undermine the piety of reason involves a complete subreption of the pseudos

that accompanies every act of poiesis.

What is involved in this overturning and censorship of the Homeric vocabulary

[xd rcepi xauxct ovouaxa, 387 b8]?68 In the first instance it concerns itself with the possibility that

the subject will be traversed by this lexicon and these tales in such a way that it will effect a

disquieting instability on their subject sense. Socrates explains,

H
67 The words 5iaypd<j)cô ev and e£atei\|/ouev could refer to a process whereby the traditional lexicon of the

mythopoets is placed "under erasure" (sous rapture). The lexicon is cancelled out but not really rejected

given certain words are recirculated by Plato in terms of a new metaphysical and eidetic conception within

the mimetology. In many respects Plato is metaphorically pointing out the absence of any definitive

meaning and value in the traditional lexicon of the mythopoets and in recirculating them and apprehending

them in terms of the eidos there is in a sense an attempt to consolidate and assign to them their correct value

and meaning. See Derrida 1974: 19 and 60.
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"We are in fear for our guardians lest the habit of such thrills make them more

sensitive and soft. 8B mep xcov <j>vtaxKcov a, u.f] EKXTJC;

xoiauxrn; <j>piKT|<; Gepuoxepoi Kai jic&aKokepoi xov 5BOVXO<; yevcovxai

fpiv]."69

s *5

Thus in this critique, there is a recognized risk of the deconstitution of the subject in their

affective appropriation of the language inscribed in the pseudos logos. This consequence is

astutely recognized by Lacoue-Labarthe explaining that "mimesis is always related to the

preinscription of the subject in language" and thus it is no surprise that this potential

preinscription relates not only to the guardian subject but to the citizen subject in general, for

time and again, the effect of this is related to those who listen to these terrifying mythic

references; the listening subject [xoix; dKoi>ovxa<;, 387 c3] who is attendant to these mythoi.

I *

Hidden in this concern is the manner Plato regulates and controls this sinuous poetic

lexicon. Does it involve a simple discarding and negation or does it moreover attend to the

process of mimetic appropriation of the mythopoetic vocabulary which will later aid Plato's

critique of mimetike in general. This generalized appropriation of the Homeric vocabulary,

actually assures that mimesis can be conceived in these terms, for these onomata, such as

ei5(oXov, aKiai d iaaowi refer to images, shadows, phantoms and thus actually founds the

vocabulary of Plato's mimetology. For Plato since these onomata will be circulated within the

developed mimetology as contrary to philosophy's lexicon, it is most Interesting that the

appropriation and regulation of the mythopoetic lexicon will define the schema in which they

will be apprehended. A mimetological vocabulary will be apprehended in contradistinction to the

68 In one respect the reference to the onomata circulated within mythopoiesis preempts the concerns that

will most certainly guide the enquiry in the Cratylus.
69 Rep. 387 c5-6
70 Lacoue Labarthe 1989: 42
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fa

eidos and, if we consider the allegory of the cave.71 it will form the terms of Plato's own

mythological and mimetological constructions. Thus this appropriation of the lexicon begins to

'fix' mimesis, its meaning, its concept, given mimesis will always be described by the vocabulary

appropriated by Plato. This philosophical vocabulary thus ultimately doubles, mirrors Homer's.

The references to shadows (skiai) and phantoms (eidolon) in the Homeric thanatology are

appropriated, 'made appropriate' insofar as they elucidate Plato's mimetology.72

Though from this, it is clear that what Plato wishes to absolve with regards 10 such

references to death, that is, within the locus of mythopoiesis as such, is fear itself [5£5ievai], he

nonetheless prescribes to include in his model polis "sayings that will make the guardian subject

least likely to fear death [ap' o\) xawa XE XEKXEOV Kcti oia ai)xo\)<; 7coifjaai f|Kiaxa TOV

6dvaxov 5£5ievai, 386 a7-bl]." It is clear that Homeric mythoi seem to treat death more in terms

of negativity and the fear it instills in the subject is the question of concern. And it is for this

reason, according to the nomothetically prescribed typology of the second book, "the opposite

typos will be required in speech and in verse [Tov §E Evavxiov ximov XOTJXOK; XEKXEOV X£ KCCI

7tornx£ov, 387 c8]."

Obviously, the whole epistatic operation presupposes that pseudos couid only involve

absolute vicariousness and the infinite circulation of "lies" and that in essence "liken the false to

the true [d^ojuoio'uvTec; TCO d?iT|9ei TO \|/e\)6o(;, 382 d4]." We are forewarned, in the beginning of

the third book, just before the closure of the topic of logos73 that the more "poetic" a mythos is

[OGCO rcoiTjTiKcoTepa] they should be deemed less suited to the ears of boys and men.74 There is in

this, as we have seen, the question of the guardian's subject sense and his preinscription in the

11 See Rep. 514a-521b
72 Thus mimesis appears at the scene of death, in the cavern or spelea. It legitimates Plato's epistasis and

the theoretical vigilance to create a new foundation myth. The "Myth of Er" (Rep.6\3 e ff) becomes the

epilogical testament of the soul's immortality.
nRep.392c6
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symbolic order of the proscribed typology. This presents itself as a "psychological" proposition

which assumes the reducibility of the subject's ethos or character to ths typos which is deemed

philosophically appropriate.

K

m

i
it

Now the same typological presuppositions concerning the content of mythopoiesis will

in effect be reemphasized in the discussion concerning "poetic" diction or style of speech

75[TO ?Le£eco<;, 392 c7]. As I will attempt to show, the onto-typology of the third book is

intricately bound to the decision that is meant to establish subjectivity. Plato is undoubtedly

seeking to secure subjectivity by ensuring that all forms of misrepresentation and equivocity is

eschewed from mythopoiesis. The problematic of the subject is inevitably adjudged in terms of a

decision regarding the mimetic typos that has infiltrated the stories and tales of the mythopoetic

tradition. Any consideration, from here on, concerning the question of lexis elicits inherently

pernicious effects on the subject of enunciation and moreover the multifarious consequences of

inherent forms of subjectal representation.

ii

II 1

7ARep.3S7b3
75 For usage of lexf* as referring to the manner or style of speech in Plato cf. Ap. 17d 3. "I am therefore an

utter foreigner to the manner of speech (Xe^eox;) here (i.e. the courts)."
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Chapter Three

Philosophical Poetics

! • •

Socrates: Pray, then, if we strip any kind of poetry of its melody, its rhythm and its

metre, we get mere speeches as the residue, do we not?

[...ei xiq TcepieXot xfjc; rcoiriaeox; na<yr\<; TO TE \iekoc, Kai TOV pvG^ov KQI TO fieTpov, a

XXo TI r\ Xoyoi yiyvovTat TO A.ei7c6|X8vov]

Callicles: That must be so.

Socrates: And those speeches are spoken to a great crowd of people?

Callicles: Yes

Socrates: Hence poetry is a kind of public speaking.

[Arjurr/opia dpa TI<; eaTtv TI ftoiTymcfi]

Callicles: Apparently.

Scorates: Then it must be a rhetorical kind of speaking

[OIJKOOV pr|TopiKTi 5riu.Tr/opia av eui]; or do you not think that the poets use rhetoric

in the theaters? [r\ ov pTixope-oeiv SOKOVCJI aoi oi TtouiTcti ev TOII;

Gorgias 502 c4-dl
.1

3.1 The Question of "Form" or Lexis

We have progressed toward a fundamental debate which in its classic form appears early in the

dialogue as the classic diaphora, difference or opposition between philosophy and poetry or

literature in general. The development of the debate is so little modeled upon a notion of generic

differentiation at this stage and it is for this reason that the third book introduces the matter of

i

5
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/s1 or poetic diction in general [TO Se ̂ e toq, 392 c7] that is to say, the "style" or mode of

speech or discourse as such.1

The whole question now is consequently whether or not the question of lexis reveals the

problem of philosophy's own "style" and moreover of Platonic lexis. For we have to ask what

does the question of lexis presuppose? The matter of logos presupposes a priori a privileged

consideration in the second book of the Republic. The priority ofdXeKTeov ("the matter of

speech"), its discussion prior to cos; teiaeov ("the manner of speech") certainly is a philosophical

privilege and interest as it is pertinently of theoretical interest, a matter of theoria. It is,

moreover, a deliberate avoidance of the fundamental question concerning the "subject"

mimetician, a question that resurfaces with every attempt to delimit mimesis. Certainly the

construction of the subordination of lexis, obviously involves repressing the gaping chasm that

stresses the difference. However the question of lexis seems not only to advance, in the manner

in which it projects itself, the problem of enunciative practice or the manner of speech, of

discourse as such, but it also advances the problem of the subject in general; the subject of

enunciation. The Republic presents, for Plato a fundamental challenge that involves not only

discounting what the mimetician produces, but also describing who the mimetician is.3

h
1:4

It is reasonable to ask where in the dialogue can we situate this strange proximity

between the & XEKTEOV and the cog AEKTEOV? Is it in the performance of the Platonic text that has

already, if we consider the problems of the dialogical form or philosophy's lexis, become part of

the problem? Or does Plato's dialogism or his lexis already propose a model for discourse? Is the

V?

13

1 See Ap. 17d 3 where Socrates claims to be unfamiliar with the "style of speech" used in the law courts.
2 Certainly lexis becomes a theoretical preoccupation in rhetoric in Aristotle Peri Rhetorikes.

See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 125
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Platonic dialogue the preliminary paradeigma of discourse?4 This is a fundamental question

when considering what is at stake in the Platonic dialogue, bearing in mind that Plato ultimately

condemns the mimetic practice that he himself practices.5

3.2 On Acfyq: the Modes of Enunciation

4

i

1 H

We must clarify, first and foremost, why there is an appraisal of the question of lexis? Is it

strictly a "formal" object in its thematic evaluation in the third book? In some respects, the mode

4 Plato cannot really condemn those being dismissed as mimeticians in the first exclusion in book three, as

they are themselves being dismissed by mimeticians in the dialogue in general.
5 Thus the entire problem of mimesis in the Republic, is centered upon his literary criticism, the cogency of

an irreconcilable contrariety between what is understood as Plato's hefyq, that is, the manner, the form of his

text and what is generally understood as the X&yoq, that is, its very content, its system of meaning. It seems

that Plato's lexis, the dialogical form raises the fundamental difficulty of philosophy's distance to the ruses

of mimesis. The mimetic structure of the dialogues (what can be referred to as its logomimetic structure)

undoes Plato's epistemological inquiry on the matter of poetry. It collapses at the point where mimesis can

only appear as presentation, as a form of presence identifiable within a textual matrix. Plato's lexis

probiematizes his logos, his mimetology. In Plato's lexis there is a temporal distancing (since we are

reading the representations or retelling of'historical' dialogues) arising out of a fundamental mimesis which

undoes what is deemed absolute in the diegetic presentation of a dialogue. Plato's dialogues are structurally

representational in its structure, given its enunciative mode and thus mimetic in terms of its lexis. Though

the problem of mimesis is not peculiarly an exterior problem (external to the discourse), an object for

philosophical inquiry, it is philosophy's parasite. Mimesis essentially has a parasitic relationship to

'discourse in general' (all enunciative and linguistic practices) which does not necessarily mitigate

philosophical discourse, that is, that form of discourse which is deemed philosophical in essence, that is,

according to its mode of discourse, enunciation, exposition which defines its logical essence. Mimesis

essentially subverts the presence of such an essence, contaminates (as it is a trope of contaminatio, as we

observe it generically in 'parody' or comedy e.g. in Aristophanes and Terence) what is understood as a

primordial philosophical essence, which is a question of propriety, property, pertains to the proper as such

insofar as the discourse of philosophy within a western tradition has delimited such an essence, that is, a

non-mimetic essence. It seemingly presents itself as a discourse or enunciative practice which claims a sense

of self-possession, self-presence of the philosophical "subject". It thus alludes to what Derrida understands

as the "metaphysics of the proper," which essentially holds the primacy of the 'subject', the enunciative

(speaking) subject; Socrates.
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of /ex/s is merely a question of style, of syntax, but does it moreover involve regulating the

manner or form of composition or of discoursing as such? The moral logos, which is represented

as an example of the second book, is problematically embroiled in the problem of lexis and its

explicit philosophical thematization is seemingly just as necessary.6 The poet's logos is not only

deemed to be problematic but so is the manner of poetic expression. What we discern in the

ensuing discussion of the third book is that the logos, the content or subject matter, of the

mythopoet is not only morally erroneous so is the manner of his discourse, his own enunciative

practices. Lexis is further embroiled in the moral/philosophical criticism that Plato pursues. It

will be formalized and disciplined especially since the "morality" of the mythopoetic tradition

will remain inarticulable and unrepresented in the newly constituted polis.

From this long critique of the content of mythopoiesis, Socrates moves to a criticism of

lexis only in an attempt to discern the mimetic power and influence of mythopoiesis. When

providing an explanation for this critical regression, this movement from the content to the

statement, from the logos to the question of enunciation or lexis, it might be argued that it is from

this point forward that the question of subjectivity is broached. The question is theoretically

entwined with the question of mimesis or representation.

Lacoue-Labarthe first elicits insightfully the link for Plato between mimesis and

subjectivity. He notices that Plato's expulsion of mimesis is tied to the critical consideration of

what is properly called lexis, the mode or manner of logos or to use his terms "enunciation"

proper.7 No doubt the proscriptive and prescriptive logos of the second book prepares the critical

appraisal of the poetic modes. Mimesis is consequently grounded in this original determination

of the subject of speech, of lexis. It becomes a question of the fundamental depropriation of the

6 The question of the exboq AxSycov raised again Rep. 392 a 5 has now been prescribed bearing in mind the

criticism of the poet's £i5o<; Xoycov treated in book two.
7 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 132-133.
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speaking subject, of the mythopoet who was critically derided in the second book. What is

distinct about the mode of mythopoiesis? As we shall see, Plato insists on this all the more in that

the lie, fiction or the pseudos is assumed by the question of lexis.

What emerges as the question of style resurfaces here as nothing other than the problem

of mimesis in its most general postulations. As we shall soon determine, it is a form of mimesis

which is variable in its expressive mode; a mimesis or a mimetic mode which appeals to the

theatre, to the actor; a mimesis which undoubtedly appeals to its original mimological sense that

Plato takes issue to. At 393d Socrates identifies three modes of lexis within the mythopoetic

example. One where the poet proceeds by "pure narration [d7tXfj 8iT|yf^aei],"8 another by

narrative that is effected "through representation or imitation [5id uiu-fpecoc;]" and one which

"employs both modes [f\ 5i' d|i<j>oxepCGv jcepaivoDcav]."9 What we are dealing with here is not

the phenomenon of logos but the poetically expressive and rhetorical nature of legein, the

manner of logos; of enunciative practice in general. Lexis is undoubtedly only a consequence of

mimesis. Moreover, the effect produced is the effect of the mask, it is an ethological concern, a

question of character or T|9o<;5
10 which involves assuming another persona, since the narration

8 In Poetics 1448a 20-4, Aristotle makes this distinction stating that the poet "narrates as himself

[anayyeXo\xa...(k; xov oroxov Kai \ir\ nexapdAAovxa] or by a mode of apocryphy, where one "becomes

other" [exepov xi yiyvo^ievov].
9 Rep. 393 d6-8
10 Aristotle described rj0o<; as one of the six important features that constitute the performance of tragedy.

Modern scholars have warned against the assumption that classical notions of ethos (character) can be

regarded as synonymous as those of our own. See Baldry 1971: 99-100. I treat ethos as a representational

entity which pertains to the idea of the mask or rcpoaomov, of a persona which is represented within a

metafictive theatrical space by the hypocrites (the actor). Thus I try not to draw it away from its essential

connection to the tragic stage and the hypocritic subject's propriety. Thus ethos is intrinsically linked to the

persona or mask. Certainly in Poetics XV 1-12, Aristotle's ethological description refers to characteristics

in men's natures however he sees them as projected, by way of the prosopon, onto the stage, by way of the

actors. So Aristotle's ethos acts to determine the qualities of the actors who represent and perform the
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6id \ii\xr\ae(oq involves the poet's appropriation or dissimulating appropriation of a character's

voice. Far from being a concern of recounting another's logos, it is the appropriation of the

other's voice, general being and ethos which remains disturbing for Socrates. It is a question that

concerns itself with the withdrawal and loss of the subject through mimesis. The narration

5i& \LI\IX\GEW; propels a performative moment in which the status of the poet as autos, as an

autonomous self or subject constantly vacillates.11

3.3 Mimetic Diegesis and the Splitting of the Authorial Subject.

We are dealing, then, with a phenomenon of mimesis that involves the splitting of the speaking

subject, the schizophrenic status of the poet, a phenomenon that in the Ion is presented as a

modicum of rhapsodic practice. This 'split' in the subject signifies the appropriation and

mastering reappropriation of another's voice, another subject or being. Homer speaking as

Chryses represents a moment in which the status of the authorial subject vacillates, from diegesis

to mimesis and back; from the self to the other and back.

fa

"The poet himself is the speaker and does not even attempt to suggest to us

that anyone but himself is speaking. But what follows he delivers as if he

were himself Chryses and tries as far as may be to make us feel that not

u

action. See Aristotle Poet. 1450a VI. 4-5; "Character is that in virtue of which we ascribe certain qualities

to the agents [ict 5e fl6r\, Kot6' 6 Ttotouq xivaq eivai <j>ajiev xovq Tcpaxrovxa^]."
11 Murray 1996: 170 correctly suggests that the question of lexis is not strictly an "aesthetic phenomenon"

that is, it does not bear entirely on an elaboration of a "poetics" (i.e. a theorisation of poiesis) but rather it

has ethical implications (and I add more specifically ethological considerations- of being other). For further

comment on the "ethical" concerns regarding the consideration of mimetic mode in book three see Ferrari

1989: 114-118 and Havelock 1963: 21-22.
12 Stanford considers the commentary on lexis as a fundamental criticism of "mimicry" (and especially its

onomatopoeic mode since it critically involves "the abandonment of one's identity." Stanford 1973: 190.
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Homer is the speaker, but the priest, an old man.

[Xsyei xe amoq 6 noirytr\(; Kai oi)5' e XTJV Sidvoiav aXkooe

xperceiv, ax; aXkoq xi<; 6 Aiycov r\ ainoq xd 5e [lexd xaxixa coarcep awbq cov 6

i Kai rceipdxai fjjidg oxi udtaaxa rcoifjaai]."13

?

Mimetic diegesis or narration "through or by way of mimesis [5id uxu/naeox;]," that is,

by employing a mimetic narrational mode, involves a process of subjectal withdrawal, that is a

movement between two identities. This is evident in the structure of the narrative and especially

in its performative display. It seems, then, to be a fundamentally critical concern, as the critique

of mimetic diegesis addresses the vacillation of authorial voice, the splitting of the authorial

subject. The subject becomes double or presents him or herself as a double being, being two.

What is involved in the mimetic mode of diegesis is an indecision between two beings,

two subjects. Moreover it testifies to the dynamics of subjectal withdrawal, where the original

self withdraws or is lost in an other. This form of mimetic diegesis, according to Plato, is

pernicious as it undermines the singularity of the subject since any form of subjectal withdrawal

involves the authorial subject wavering between two different figures, two voices, two subjects.

Apocryphy, and its modal mimetic rendition, involves an interposed fictional subject (or

"figure"), who mimetically is carried by this subjectal vacillation. This involves a double

movement in the diegetic performance, in the enunciation of voices. This makes every disgesis

essentially mimetic in essence, as the subject's recitation involves becoming other and

subsequently becoming double.

Given the nature of mimetic diegesis we can observe that we are not far removed from

the drama, from the theatre and the rhapsodic techne. In the diegetic mode that is presented "by

way of mimesis" we recognize the hypocritic operation of the mask or the prosopon. The dual
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m
place of the subject, to which Plato has ingeniously called attention here, is a phenomenon which

in all the considered dialogues is known to bedevil mimesis.

"It is narration, is it not, both when he presents the several speeches and the

matter between the speeches? [Oi)Koi)v SnyyrjaK; uiv eaxi Kal oxav xdq

emaxoxe XEyrj KCCI oxav xd \iexa^v xd>v pr^aecov]".. ."But when he

delivers a speech as if he were someone else, shall we not say that he then

assimilates thereby his own diction as far as possible to that of the person to

whom he announces as about to speak? [AXX oxav ye xiva Xiyrj pfjaiv

cog xig aXkoq cov, dp oi) xoxe ouoiouv awov §T\OO[IEV 6 xi \iakioxa xfjv a\)xo\)

i

eKaaxcp, 6v dv 7cpoei7CT| coq epowxa;]

"And is not likening one's self to another in speech or bodily bearing an

imitation of him to whom one likens one's self?

[O\)KO\)V xo ye ouoiotiv eawov aXK® f\ Kctxa <()(ovfiv f\ Kaxd a^fjua

eaxiv EKeivov co dv %iq ouoioi;]

"In such a case then he and the other poets effect their narration through

imitation. [Ev 5f] xcp xoiomco, coq eoiKev, cuxot; xe Kai oi dXkoi TcoiTjxai

5id xfrv 7coio\)vxai].

13

Certainly we come to understand in 8td jiijiriaeox; xf̂ v 8ir^yr|aiv 7coio\)vxai that the

poiesis sets up diegesis in a particular way, it presents it in a way that involves another tropos.

The semantic inflexion of poiesis brings us closer to mimesis, but even more so to the apocryphy

that this mimetic mode implies. The apocryphal character of representation as it is implied by the

practice of "likening oneself to another [ouoiow eamov d?iXxo]" illustrates that "by way o f

Rep. 393 a6-b3
14 Rep. 393 b7-dl
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mimesis, that is, 8i& uiuTjaecoc;, a movement of withdrawal or loss of the subject occurs. And

here we must not ignore what is on the one hand the critique of mythopoiesis; its "style", its lexis,

and on the other, the articulation of the question in its most restricted sense, the question of

poiesis or "poesy", the art of the word, of language, of poetic discourse.15 And yet this question

of poiesis in general is subordinated to something more fundamental, that is, the subject that is

involved in mimesis. It can easily be shown that, mutatis mutandis, there is in any text or episode

of reported speech, this dual positioning of the authorial subject, both inside and outside the

event. There is thus already, in this identification or imitation of another's words or discourse

[rr\v aucoi) Ai:£iv], a dual-subject or a "being double" whenever anything is enunciated. What

becomes of interest though is what effect does this diegetic mimesis have on the subject? What is

at stake when the subject becomes like another [dSq nq cLU.oq cov]? These questions are intimately

bound to Plato's critical motivation which has as much to do with arriving at some kind of

determination or hermeneutic delimitation of mimesis as well as assuring the proper constitution

of the subject.

3.4 Haple Diegesis: The Constitution of the Subject of Enunciation

What has thus far lacked articulation or commentary is the distinct themes of books two and

three. Whereas the typology of book two presupposes political and let us add ontological

cogitations. Book three is essentially poetological, that is to say, it takes up the question of

poiesis in a prolusory way, in the form of an announcement and in anticipation of the

rnimetology which circumscribes or delimits poiesis as fundamentally mimetic in the final book

of the Republic. Certainly there is the "bringing to decision"16 the question of poiesis and

15 According to Heidegger poetic art [Dichtkunst] "testifies to the primacy of such art within Greek culture

as a whole...Therefore it is not accidental that when Plato brings to speech and decision the relationship of

art and truth he deals primarily and predominantly with poetic creation and the poet. Heidegger 1991: 165
16 Heidegger speaks of the zur Entscheidung bringen "bringing to decision" of the status of art or its

essence (starting at book III) but acknowledges that it is in traversing the seventh book (the discussion of
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certainly more overtly in the final book, the decision about mimesis. Of course, this decision or

this "bringing to decision", besides it anticipating a normative hermeneutic exigency (a decision

based on "interpreting" pure and simple mimesis as such) requires setting up the problem of

poiesis as such, and especially its mode or lexis, since it sketches out the mimetological

presuppositions of the entire dialogue. This question is certainly raised only to better access the

ontological implications of the critique of apocryphy; the overt critique of the subject who

practices mimesis and the manner by which it is overhauled by a new constitution of the subject.

3.4.1 The "Trope of Apocrypty" as Subjectal Withdrawal

"But if the poet should conceal himself nowhere, then his entire poetizing and

narration would have been accomplished without imitation

[Ei 8e ye in\da[iox) eavcov drcoKpwcoixo 6 , Ttdaa av auxcp

avei) rcoirjcric; xe Kai SniyriaK; yeyovma eirj].'

The mimetic poet is criticized for "concealing himself [eauxov arcoKpmxoixo 6 7toiTyrn<;]'? at

the moment of his representation. The Platonic indictment of mimesis is in Jean Luc Nancy's and

Lacoue-Labarthe's terms an "indictment of apocrypty, the dissimulation or dispersion of the

author (or the subject cf discourse) behind the figures (characters or mouthpieces) of dialogical

.18narration." What is essentially the modal quality of diegesis "by way of mimesis", as Lacoue-

"19Labarthe explains, is that it is "indirect and apocryphal."19 It is appropriate to take this brief

the essence of truth, based on the Allegory of the Cave) that the possibility of deciding upon art (and for

Lacoue-Labarthe deciding upon mimesis) is made possible in the tenth book. This is certainly a point which

we shall return to and nonetheless it is "in anticipation" that one makes an account of it. See Heidegger

1991. 168-169. See also Lacoue-Labarthe's commentary on this passage in 1989: 75-77. Similarly Lacoue-

Labarthe is guided by the exigency of the decision concerning mimesis and the subject in the Republic.
11 Rep. 393d3-8
18 Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy. 1988: 87
19 See Lacoue-Labarthe 1986: 273, "indirecte et apocryphe"
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reference to the idea of apocryphy by Nancy and Lacoue-Labarthe and carry forward its tropic

sense, especially in terms of how it manifests itself as trope. This moreover elicits how Plato's

lexis, his manner, his style, the presentation of his own discourse, or formally speaking, his

dialogues submits itself to the dramatico-mimetic order, that is, the model he himself condemns.

The critique as we have so far determined is of the subject mentally withdrawing from the 'self

that is his or her character during poiesis, remaining as detached or withdrawn subject. The 'self

that is before the audience, that is, during the performance, is then no subject, but as it were an

"emptied self," as site of pure mimetic action. To reappraise the typological metaphor introduced

as a criticism or suspicion of mimesis in book two, the subject is open to be marked, affected by

an other (i.e character), by an external identity that marks {typtein) the soul in the act of

performative poiesis.

x\

This of course raises a fundamental question given the context of Plato's criticism of

mimesis. Who is the subject who delivers the words and actions of a character, if these come

from an apocryphal subject, that is, if these words and actions come from a self that is not a

subject? What is the ontological status of the emptied self always already mimetically marked by

the characters he or she represents? In turn, this question yet again raises a prior question

concerning Plato as such, the author of this criticism of apocrypty. Who announces this

criticism? Is it really Plato or his mimos> Socrates? All this I hope will sharpen my thetic

concerns regarding the distinction and or interplay between two forms of apocrypty that will

consistently be canvassed in this thesis. The first now obtains, as a figure of philosophical will,

namdy Plato, who withdraws, detaches or distances himself from his own work, yet still

becomes represented through it, by way of the figure of Socrates.

Though Plato can only be apprehended as the authorial figure external to the work he

still is a figure represented en abyme within it, by way of the Socratic prosopon or mask. The

intriguing fact regarding Plato, and he certainly does not naively commit to this, is that in every
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As I will reiterate throughout this paper, the figuring of subjectal withdrawal becomes interesting

when one observes that what is threatened under this apocryphality or mimetic operation is the

distinction between literature (encompassing, poetry, drama etc) and philosophy and their

respective subjects. This distinction or difference between two logoi that Plato want to preserve

in the final book of the Republic as a diaphora. The refusal of the authorial subject to appear,

whose thoughts, I might add, cannot exist independently of the text that frames it, corresponds to

the non-arrival of the subject of philosophy.

So when "the poet does not conceal himself [uvn,5a|j.o\) eavcov dTtoKpwcxoiTO 6

55237toir|Tfi<;]" .or does not assume an other's prosopon or is not "playing the other," he achieves

diegesis "without mimesis [dveDuiUT|cjeco(;]." In the example on the passage from the Iliad

diegesis would be achieved avev UX|IT|G£CG(;. If Homer spoke as himself, "as Homer

[(bq'Ourjpog]" and "not as Chryses [pi] (bq Xpwrjq]" then he would be adopting a proper non-

mimetic mode of diegesis.24 Mimesis is even more formidable here for its apocryphal dimension

insinuates the subject hides, conceals him or herself, it thus participates in a paradoxical

ontological situation, A diegesis that resorts to mimesis ultimately necessitates the poet's

apocryphy. One might say that we are simply dealing with the fact of enunciation in general, that

is5 that the lexis of apocryphality prescribes the position of the poet in relation to mimicry.

20 There is only one dialogue that the historical Plato is notably present and that presence in the work is at

the scene of Socrates ' death that is at the discarding of the Socratic prosopon. It is interesting to note that

the only appearance of the Platonic prosopon is at the scene of the death of Socrates, this subsequently

assigns the power of authorial presence at the scene of the death of the father as it involves a discarding of

the Socratic mask. See Apology.
21 See Rep. 607 b5
22 Else points out how Plato finds in the poet ' s "apocryphy" an unethical deception which moreover carries

through the ethical concerns of the dialogue particularly in the ensuing middle books. See Else 1986. 2 5 .
23 For the dramatic implications of the prosopopeiology in tragedy see Zeitlin 1996.
24 See Rep. 393 d3-4.
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Mimesis thus determines the poetic effect of the "trope of apocrypty." The mimological

dimension of apocryphal enunciative practices, that is, its most primitive modality involves a

complete subreption of subjectivity as it involves the enunciation of a fictional voice, the

appropriation of another's prosopon or "figure". However what I want to emphasize here is that

apocryphy, which describes the poetic trope that is dependent upon a diegesis through mimesis,

involves the fundamental paradox of enunciation, of being double or of being two.25

We are dealing, then, not with the problem of diegesis but that of mimesis or of a

paradox of enunciation. From here it is a short step to introduce, after the legitimation of

J 5iriYr|G£i , that is, of narration "without mimesis", the genres of the drama as diegetic

modes which involve mimesis. However a mimesis that presupposes the theatrical presentation

of the mask, of apocryphal lexis, suggests a pernicious diegetic mode given it assumes the

performative display of subjectal withdrawal. Before any such consideration it is important to

ask what is it in subjectal apocryphy that Plato finds so pernicious, and in terms of appropriate

diegetic modes of discourse, why is it that "simple" or "pure" diegesis is privileged and

moreover, in what way does it eradicate the equivocity that apocryphal presentations supposedly

deliver?

!

25 Lacoue-Labarthe in his discussion of Diderot's "Paradox of the Actor" makes much of Diderot's relation

as author to his text, that is, that he occupies "two incompatible places", that is, he is author and character or

fictional prosopon. Beyond authorial control this leads Lacoue-Labarthe to consider the problem of

enunciation in a more limited scope, that is in relation of this paradox of being two, one as general

enunciator (author) and also in an act of segregation of setting himself apart from the author to constitute

himself as character simultaneously. See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 250-251.
26 The example of anlf\ bir\yr\a\q (simple and pure narration) is also stated/achieved "without metre

[dveu uetpoi)]" Socrates quickly qualifies "he is not a poet [ov ydp eiui
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3.4.2 Eradicating Subjectal Apocryphy: Equivocity of Discourse

We have to again proceed with an exposition of Plato's decision to expel mimesis from the

polis and rescind it from the citizen subject in general. One point that needs to be re-stated, since

we are reiterating what Lacoue-Labarthe has already elicited, is that the initial expulsion of

mimesis, the first decision to expel mimesis is oriented towards a decision distinguishing

27between two diegetic modes, that is, hapli diegesis and mimetic diegesis. The privilege and

acceptance of "simple" diegesis derives from the fact that the narrator or authorial subject

remains himself or herself in the act of poiesis, rather than adopting another mimetic prosopon.

Certainly in the context of Plato's own diegesis it seems legitimate to ask whether this is a

sustainable distinction, whether haple diegesis is not in any way bedeviled by mimesis. When is

it that Plato is himself and Socrates a dramatic prosoponl Is not Socrates nothing other than

Plato's mimetic persona. In addressing this concern, I do not want to accuse Plato of critical

naivety. Plato seems to recognize the difficulties in the prosopopoiesis subsumed by all diegetic

mo-des. It is possible that all Plato concerns himself with is the consistency of authorial voice and

the unpretentiousness of the subject, even if it seems subjectivity becomes less connected or

related to an "original self. Plato is cautious when approaching a mimetic diegesis which

involves a vacillation of authorial voice and the temptation of adopting a series of prosopa. How

does then Plato invoke the problem of subjectivity given our admission that "simple" diegesis

does not necessarily assure that on the occasion of enunciation the speaker does not entirely

remain himself or herself, given that in this purest and uncontammated form of diegesis one

inevitably adopts another prosopon.

27 There is the "mixed" diegetic mode which I deliberately left out in my discussion as Plato's decision to

accept only "simple" diegesis suggests that Plato saw that the "mixed" mode as essentially mimetic.
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Lacoue-Labarthe certainly explores this decision concerning subjectivity and mimesis

in a resounding way. He asserts that the problematic of subjectivity is dealt with or explored by

Plato in terms of what he calls "the problematic of the lie."28 Plato is seeking to secure a form of

speech that encompasses a sense of propriety and thus remains unequivocal. It involves securing

subjectivity by ensuring that when we speak, we speak as ourselves. Our v/ords should not be

heard as the words of others. As Lacoue-Labarthe correctly asserts, "this is why the origin of

lying, of fiction, has to be sought actually in the direction of what is properly called enunciation.

It must be shown that the "mythic lie" proceeds essentially from poetic irresponsibility, that is,

from a fundamental perversion of poetic practice, indeed—ultimately—of linguistic practice in

general. It is because they put themselves out of reach and do not come to answer for their

discourse, it is because they do not assist or attend their productions but instead do everything to

give them the appearance of autonomy (of truth), it is because, finally, the author in them

disappears and thus gives free reign to the circulation of language, that poets "lie" and "show"

29themselves to be incapable of decision before natural equivocity of discourse."

So what seems to fundamentally concern Plato is, what Lacoue-Labarthe correctly

observes to be the "equivocity of discourse", that is, the ability of words to conceal the identity

of the speaker and thus present themselves as illicit citations, as is trie case with the rhapsode and

actor. Plato's decision to expel mimesis has as its aim the ending of this equivocity; it is a

decision motivated by the potential ineffability of words and the identity of the enunciator of

these words. However if this is the reason that motivates the Platonic decision to expel mimesis

is this decision ultimately directed against the rhapsode and actor—the hypocrites, the

declaimer—the subject that plays the other? More importantly, does Plato face in what has been

discerned as the inherent "equivocity of discourse" a more fundamental problem inherent in

28 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 129.
29 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 132. Lacoue-Labarthe's emphases.
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discourse in general? Is not this "equivocity" permanently built into discourse (speech/oral or

,30
writing/literary)? Does not Plato's decision to expel mimesis—since it presents all things

equivocally—point towards an unending equivocity in his own dialogues, his own writing? Can

the decision to expel mimesis be made? Answering this will be the task of the succeeding

chapter, at this stage it seems necessary to determine in what way does this equivocity manifest

itself in the hypocritic subject, the subject Plato now turns his criticism to.

3.5 Hypocritical The Critique of Dramatic Lexis

"There is one kind of poetry and tale-telling which works wholly through

u,ev 5I& uiu/naeox; 6Xovimitation [oxi xfjq TroiTJaecoq xe icon

eaxiv] as you remarked, tragedy and comedy [dSarcep a\) ^yeiQ, xpaycoSia

xe Kcti KcojicpSia] and another which employs the recital of the poet himself,

best exemplified, I presume, in the dithyramb [fi 5e 5i' dTtcryyeXiag auTo\)

xov Ttornxoi)' eupoK; 8' dv aikfiv [idXioxa nov ev 8i8\)pd|ipoi<;' ] and there is

again that which employs both, in epic poetry [t] 5' av 5t' du.<t>oxepcov ev xe

xfj xcov £7ia>v Tcoifjaei]."31

It may not be sustainable to simply assert that the "theatre" or the "drama" is conceived out of

the diegesis that occurs 5id jiiu/naecix;, however it is certain that Plato discerns in dramatic lexis

32
not only an opposite mode, a mode that is in opposition, critically speaking, to the sanctioned

30 Certainly at this point I am alluding to the movement of Derrida's notion of differance and though I do

not address it directly it certainly lingers in the background of this thesis. Essentially the equivocity of

discourse highlights in what way meaning is temporally deferred and yet in what way it supplies the loss of

meaning. The equivocity as such refers to the semiotic workings of difference and the constant deferral of

self-present intelligible meaning. See Derrida 1982.
31 Rep. 394 b9-c5

Rep. 394 b3. Opposite of simpfe narration occurs [evavxia yiyvexai] in the drama when we have simply

the alternation of speeches.
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and "politically" exempt mode of ankf\ 5iT|yf|aei, but a mode which removes or effaces the

subject altogether. As Socrates explains "when one removes the words of the poet between and

leaves the alternation of speeches [oxav xiq xd xov rcovnxoi) xd ucxa^i) xcov pfjaecov e^aipcov xd

iTiT], 394 b4]" a mode of lexis peculiar to the drama is described. Essentially

the mode of lexis referred to "is what happens in tragedy [oxi eaxi TO flept xdq xpayq>5ia<;

xoio-Oxov]." It is a mode of lexis that admittedly "works entirely or wholly through imitation

[5id ofa) eaxiv, 394 cl]."

w

As regards the poet's dissimulation, the splitting of enunciation, as it has been

illustrated in the Homeric example and having accounted for the lexical or generic properties of

epic poetry, we now recognize something more explicit in drama's entirely mimetic mode. It

involves the complete subreption of the authorial subject, the subjective or authorial effacement

of the subject responsible for the logos. This is in contrast to the dithyramb, where authorial

voice is not only distinguishable but present, it is "a recitation or a "messaging" which comes

entirely from the poet or authorial subject [fj 5e 8i' dmyyeXiac; a\)io\) xov nonycox)]. In other

words in the dithyramb Plato discerns that when the subject speaks, he or she speaks as him or

herself. In the dithyramb there is a generically inherent consistency of authorial voice and the

subject. The drama —tragedy, comedy, rhapsody—is not regulated by the model of a true or

proper diegetic mode when the author is in some way present or presents himself. This

consistency of authorial voice is, according to Plato, undermined by the hypocritical techne.

It is for this reason Plato now pursues the most pernicious forms of mimesis, that is,

tragic mimesis, especially its exaggerated ethologico-mimetic elements. Tragedy and Comedy are

"wholly" mimetic, however it is a mimesis that entirely derives from a hypocritic efficacy; it is a

mimesis entirely of the mask or the prosopon. The actor or hypokrites not only declaims and thus

33 Aristotle in the Poetics describes tragedy as being performed ov 5i' d iaq (Poet. 1449 b2-6)
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effaces the poet-author, he or she also displaces the author. If we consider it from the perspective

of the poet-author or tragodidaskalos, the subject of enunciation or the speaker, namely the actor,

can never be made to coincide with the creative subject (i.e. the poet or author). In principle,

tragic mimesis or the "wholly" mimetic mode, can never guarantee or assure such an agreement

or a poetological relation. And moreover, the hypocritic subject (the actor) can never properly

even coincide with him or herself; the actor is psychologically split, he is always already

fabricated as other, he or she assumes the prosopon by discarding the self and thus never takes

responsibility for the things said nor does he or she make any proprietal claims, in terms of

owning or laying autonomous claim to his or her enunciative acts.34

How is it then that Plato, even in this critical pursuance of the consideration of lexis, he

35does not speak one word of philosophical discourse as such, the mode or style of philosophy?

What can we gather from such a serious critical omission? What of philosophy's lexisl What is

being performed or enacted in the very dialogue that concerns us? What does the Republic bring

to decision or more precisely what does it seek to decide upon? If the "wholly" mimetic mode

involves purely "the alternation of speeches [id nexa^u TG5V pf^aecov]," the mode discussed is

essentially that of the "dialogue" or the "dialogical form" [xd duxupala]36 and Plato's writings

are implicated in this criticism of mimetic diegesis but what Plato also achieves in resorting to

the very tropes he seeks to banish from all forms of subjectal exemplarities is the critical distance

from the equivocity inherent in discourse, in language and in writing.

34 Havelock 1963: 21 argues that Plato is not concerned with genre differences but ra ther at tempts to treat

"poetry as a whole" (that is, he is concerned with "poet ics" pure and simple) however the turn to theatrical

(tragic) mimesis is a significant moment in the discussion of mimesis and it is more likely that Plato is

concerned (as the ensuing discussion on the guardian 's ethological models is concerned) with the

ethologico-mimetic effects o f a most pernicious diegetic m o d e (which employs the dialogue as such) that is,

the theatre or the drama as such and its effect on the subject in general and more specifically later on the

guardian as political (citizen) or philosophical "subject".
35 T d d u o i p a i a in this passage refers to the "dialogue form". See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 192.

§
8
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Having said this, a critical decision has to be made, and a first attempt is made in the

early books of the Republic which I have thus far considered. Ultimately the decision regarding

mimesis has to be made because it has to take place if Plato is to assure that an exemplary form

of subjectivity is constructed, a subject which always coincides with itself.

"Are we to suffer our poets to narrate as imitators or in part as imitators and

in part not, and what sort of things in each case, or not allow them to imitate

at all [rcoxepov edoojxev xoix; 7totT|xdq fujiouuxvo'Dg f]|iiv xaq 3n\yr\oe\q

7ioieia6ai, r\ xa uev

a6ai].

evo'u, xd 6e ur|, KCCI orcola emxepa, T\ oi)5e

This is not only a decision regarding mimesis and subjectivity that concerns itself with

the poets but most importantly the guardian-subject that Plato is attempting to exemplarily

construct in his ideal polis. Plato has Socrates ask a question that ultimately elucidates the

ostensible theoretical purpose of the decision concerning mimesis, "Do we wish our guardians to

be good mimics or not? [...|xi|iT^xiKo^fiuIv5eieivaixo'i)(;(()<6X(aKa(;'r|O'u; 394e2]." Ultimately

this decision regarding mimesis is a decision regarding the subject. Reflecting for a moment, it

is imperative to ask, has the decision regarding mimesis, which ultimately becomes the decision

regarding the subject, been made, has it been delivered?

37 Rep.3O4 d2-5
38 Plato at this point also warns that the subject is not represented equivocally given his concerns regarding

polytechnic abilities of the subject. The subject who engages in many things ultimately engages with

mimesis and subsequently presents him or herself as multifarious being. See Rep. 394 e6
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3.6 Deferral of the Mimetic Decision

Though mimesis thus far has been read as a disfigurement of the truth and has thus been

associated to the lie, falsehood and diverse forms of pretension, Plato has Socrates return to a

consideration of the constitution of the guardian; the exemplary subject. Socrates goes on to

explain,

"And does not the same rule hold for imitation, that the same man is not able

to imitate many things well as he can one? [OVKCUV KQI Tiepi |4.ip.r)OEco<; 6

amoq tayyoq, o n KOXXJQI 6 amoq |iiueia9ca ei) tionep ev OV 5\)vaxog;].-.1 "39

The subject "cannot imitate many things [TCOAAO 6 cruxoc uijieiaGai]," the logic of this

claim suggests that the subject becomes other, diversifies him or herself and thus this possibility

of polytechincal mimesis does not assure a healthy constitution of the subject. Undoubtedly if

Plato wants to assure the proper "installation" or constitution of the subject then the guardian

subject must be "incapable of imitating many things [dSuvato*; eivai TtoXXa KataSq

uijaeigOai, 395 b5]." Most interesting is that a paradox of production is introduced, in the first

instance the guardian-subject is prescribed with the role of demiurge of civil liberty

[eivai 5r|uio\)pYO'i)<; eXeuOepiac; xx\q TCOXEOX;] and thus as demiurg "should not imitate anything

else [o\)8ev bi\ 8eoi &v avxoi)q aXko Tipdixeiv o\)5e jii|ieio"0ai, 395 cl-5]." As demiurg, there is

an originative productive ability consigned to the guardian-subject and by not partaking in any

form of mimetic activity Plato is able to exclude mimesis from the subject's productive

constitution. Presenting the demiurgic quality of the guardian-subject tends toward the protection

of the self-identity appropriate to the subject. However by implicitly considering the

psychological impression of mimesis Plato seems to cancel out the demiurgic necessity of the

39 Rep. 394 e8-9
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subject by having Socrates explain that "if they imitate they should from childhood up imitate

what is appropriate to them [edv 5e u,iu.d>vxai, |iuxeicr0ai id xowoic; rcpoarjKovxa e.vQvq EK

7cai5cov, 395c4j."

Paradoxically there is an admission of mimesis in the subject's constitution and

consequently there again is some kind of delay in the decision concerning mimesis even as the

exigency for delivering the decision is acknowledged thus far. Is it because Plato recognizes that

the subject that demiurgically creates a truth is inevitably incommensurate to it? Is the finitude of

subjectal representation a concern given that without having formally embarked upon an

investigation of the eidos, which is transcendental in its Platonic formulations that no proper

account can be made of the mimetic allowance, of the potentiality of mimetic investure.

Plato is undoubtedly aware of the mimetic ramifications on any potential constitution

of the subject (and polls) given that the concern regarding mimesis and subjectivity is that the

guardian "may imbibe the reality that come out of his or her mimetic investments [...'ivct \xi\ EK

xfjq uiu/naecoq IOV eivai drcoA.ct'uacGaiv, 395 c9-dl]." Socrates states clearly the effects on the

subject,

"Or have you not observed that imitations, if continued from youth far into

life, settle down into habits and second nature in the body, the speech, and the

thought? [...oxi a i \I\\IT\OEK;, edv EK vecov Tcoppco 5iaTeXiaoaiv,

ei<; e0T| t e Kai <|>t>aiv KaGiaxavxai Kai Kaxd oc5|j.a Kai <j)cova<; KCti Kaxd xfjv 5

idvoiav;].»40

Here, clearly defined in this context, the guardian subject who engages in mimesis

becomes the thing or reality he or she represents and a different perception of subjectivity

emerges which sees the guardian as fundamentally a mimetic subject and not a demiurgic

40 Rep395 dl-4
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subject. Most significantly the effect of mimesis is wide-ranging given if they settle and become

part of the nature of the subject it is externalized mimetically "in the body, the voice or speech

and thought [KOI KCITCC awjxa Kai <j>cova<; Kal Kara xf|v 8idvoiav]"of the subject in question.

Pteto's main task now is to consider, above all, how he may clear the path to allow for

some mimetic practices knowing too well that such a predisposition will ultimately undermine

the very constitution of the subject that he wants to establish. Given there is no absolute

banishment of mimesis thus far, even bearing in mind the criticism propelled throughout books

two and three, how is it that the guardian-subject, given the acceptability of some mimetic

practices [eav 8e UAU.COVTCXI, 395c4] discriminates between what is derived or degenerate and

what is original or authentic? How is proper or improper mimesis or, for that matter, good or bad

mimesis differentiated in every mimetic investure?

One could hardly assert more strongly the paradox inherent in the critique of mimesis

thus far and it seems with what follows out of the early appraisal of the mimesis question that

Plato is aware of the critical and theoretical shortfalls in the critique thus far. An irrevocable step

forward can only be made if the critique is thoroughly based on a conception of the eidos. The

subjectal constitution is deferred at this point and it cannot stand as the inaugural and

conditioning point of its legitimate ground. Mimesis is now suspended upon an indiscernible

understanding of the subject who practices mimesis. And in order to understand "who" is the

subject of mimesis Plato finds it necessary to consider a proper philosophical formulation of the

eidos and thus illustrate in what way the subject can be conceived in relation to the eidos, that is,

how it could be eidetically conceived. To consider the subject (the subject who imitates, who

wills, who acts, who produces, who creates) outside of any eidetic conception makes no sense in

the context of Plato's mimetology. To ensure the singularization of the subject, Plato is well

aware that there must be a complete dismissal of mimesis given a partial mimetic engagement

sets off a multiplicity of mimetic investments and possibilities. But the challenge now is to
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determine how Plato can achieve this process of singularization and subjectal reconstitution

without risking another return of mimesis. Certainly, I will try, aided by Lacoue-Labarthe's

reading, to explain the repetition of the decision which consequently will elucidate the overall

treatment of mimesis in its most general terms and whether this successfully v/arrants the

constitution of the subject of the Platonic politeia.
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Chapter Four

Mimetology

"Let us further say to her (muses) [rcpoaeiflco îEV §e onrrfj],

lest she condemn us for harshness and rusticity, that there is from

old a quarrel between philosophy and poetry

[OTI naXcLia u£v ziq 8ia<))opd <|>iA£>ao<|>io: te KCCI

Rep. 607b4-5

4.1 Reiterations: Reappraising the Mimesis Question

One principal concern that forms the backdrop to the Republic especially as it evolves in the

"cave allegory" in book seven, is the question of subjectal loss, the loss of the subject of

philosophy in mimesis. Certainly in view of the division of the soul and "cave allegory"1 the

return to the question of mimesis in the final book of the Republic is an attempt to save the

subject, to recoup this sense of loss that mimesis is attendant to. It is a decision regarding the

subject, a decision for subjectivity2 that is at stake in the Republic and book ten attempts to

gather and reformulate the questions broached in the previous books.

Socrates in the final book's opening vigilantly repeats the argument regarding the

necessary exclusion of all mimetic arts explaining that "in refusing to admit at all so much of it

1 Rep. 5I4a-521b
2 Lacoue-Labarthe approached Plato's philosophy and its Heideggerian interpretation by regarding both

alike as attempting to secure subjectivity by a decision which protects and produces the "subject". Lacoue-

Labarthe 1989: 43-138.
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j napade%Eodai a\mj oan. UIUVTIXIKTI ] " for that it is certainly not to beas is imitative; [To

received is, I think, still more plainly apparent now that we have distinguished the several parts

of the soul [xd xfj<; fj eiSrj]." The exclusion of mimesis, its repeated dismissal has become

more apparent, more transparent if we bear in mind the philosophical importance of the division

of the soul in book four <*nd the cave allegory in book seven.3 By determining xd rrjc; fe ££I8TI

and the two worlds of the 'cave allegory' it intimates that the mimetic dismissal is deemed

necessary.

However this dismissal does not occur without some expressions of reverence to the

tragic poets and Homer, without involving a philosophical apologia to "the first teacher"

[npmoc, diSaoKokoq], Homer.5 However the failed exclusion of mimesis we discovered in book

three, which anticipates the tripartite 'division of the soul' in book four, is oriented towards the

protection of the self-identity of the subject. Socrates appraises similar concerns investigated in

the earlier books, again identifying poetry as the cause of subjectal dispossession, and indicating

that the art of tragic poets and other imitators to be "a corruption of the mind of all listeners who

do not possess as an antidote a knowledge of its real nature [AX6[3T| EOIKEV eivai rcdvxa xd

xoiama xfjq xc5v CKODOVXCOV 5iavoiai;, oaoi \xr\ exovon <|>dp|iaKov xo eiSevai awd oia xvyxdvei

ovxa.]."6 Plato interestingly refers to the need of a pharmakon to things of the mimetic kind

which corrupts the dianoia (mind, thought, judgement) of listeners. For the mimetic poison that

corrupts dianoia Socrates signals the need for an antidote. This antidote, Socrates refers to, is

3 I will proceed here assuming the reader is aware of the references being made in the other books of the

Republic. Any detailed discussion of the "division of the soul" and the "cave allegory" is beyond the scope

of this thesis. The expectation is that the generally accepted interpretative readings of the philosophical

statements made concerning the "psychology" in book four (Rep. 434d-441c) and the "speleology" in book

seven (Rep. 514a-521b) are acknowledged in the context of my discussion.
4 According to Nehamas it is with the division of the soul (book 8) that the banishment of mimesis is made

possible. Nehamas 1988: 52
5 Rep. 595cl-c4
6 Rep. 595 b3-b7
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knowledge of the real nature of things [TO eiSevai airax oia ruyxdvei OVTOC] and it undoubtedly

refers to the blindness to the real in the cave allegory.7

What is problematic here is that the oral dismissal of book three, where the dianoia of

listeners is at issue, does not escape the implications of the "specular" pharmakon. The

"undecidability" of t\\Q pharmakon Derrida likens to the reversibility which constitutes the ''trick

of the mirror"8 or less literally the trick of mimesis. Socrates asks Adeimantus, though in this

case in its generality; "what imitation is in general [Miuricnv oXox;...]"9 and in approaching it as

such, in its generality, is able to approach it differently, steering away from its oral or

10
mimological theorizations in book three. Following their customary procedure (i.e dialectics)n

the demiurge is considered in view of how he or she posits "a single Idea [ei5o<;...ev]."12 How his

or her demiurgic act adheres to the transparent order of forms and ideas. What is posited as an

is within view, it is "seen". Socrates explains, "...the demiurge who produces either of

them (i.e. couch/table) fixes his eyes13 on the idea or Form [6 6rmio\)pyoc... npoqthv I5eav

(&e7tcov, 10.596b4-b5]." What is interesting here is that we have a specular or visual precondition

in all demiurgic activity. The demiurge npbq TT\V ISecxv pXerccov. The demiurge views, or keeps

within view the form or the idea of the thing produced, it concedes that any demiurgic production

tends toward an eidetic orientation.

7 Rep. 515c 1-2 The prisoners in the Cave are said to believe that "the truth is nothing but the shadows of

artifacts [xdq xcov aKe'oao'rav aicuaq]."
8 Derrida 1981a: 157-8.
9Rep.595c6
10 Commentators have argued that there is a definitional difference between mimesis in book three which

they understand as referring to "impersonation" and book ten where it comes to refer to "representation" in

general. See Brownson 1920: 92-93; Cornford 1941: 324 note I; Havelock 1963: 20-26.
u Rep. 596 a5
12

13

Rep. 596 a6

See Crat. 389 a-b.

l i
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Let us however clarify this, the demiurge who orients his vision 7cpo<; vr\v ISeav, does

not in actual fact look upon the forms or the eidos in its most abstract sense. He looks upon the

phenomenal presentation of the eidos, the outline the general idea. This specular engagement is

confined to seeing, to the visual.14 Before presenting the "sun analogy"15 Socrates states clearly

that with regard to the "many" and the "one", "the former are seen [op&aGat] but not intellected

fvoeia0ai], while the ideas are intellected but not seen."16 So the demiurge is confined to a

specular engagement with the eidos and not a dianoetic engagement. In other words, the

demiurgic act does not necessarily involve any intellection as such and thus restricted to a

phenomenal and eikastic orientation.

The demiurge thus "is not only able to make [rcoifjaai] all implements, but he produces

[Ttoiei] all plants and animals, including himself, and there to earth and heaven and in Hades

under the earth [596 c]."17 The demiurgic act is essentially a poetic activity, that is, in its

simplest form is considered to be creative or more accurately, "productive". But what the

demiurge produces is the phenomenal; what is within view. But why is it that Adeimantus

describes the demiurge, incredulously maybe, as "a most marvelous sophist

14 Heidegger certainly attends to the conception of the eidos as the which gives itself "in seeing", in i8eiv.

Heidegger 2002: 36.

15 Rep.50&b~c The dva^oyia presented asserts the idea that the Good is founded or conceived in "the

intelligible region" [ev xco vorycq) TOKCG] with respect to intelligence [voti*;] and the sun is "in the visual

region" [ev tco opaxco]", that is, with respect to sight and what is seen".
16 Rep. 507b
17 Harold Cherniss legitimately addresses the question regarding whether "god created the Ideas" (since

Plotinus, the Neoplatonic tradition has accepted the premise). According to Cherniss, "God is imitative"

(Cherniss 1932; 240). However Chemiss does explain that God's imitation is different to the artist's

imitation and as he points out divine imitation is ignored by Plato (Cherniss 1932: 242) This is not the case

in terms of the Sophist, however Cherniss highlights an ambiguity re: nature of divine imitation in the

Republic.

4
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[Gcrujiacrcov ao^iarriv, 596 dl]."18 Certainly the relation to sophistics is deliberate and pre-empts

the classic problematic of the subject as it is presented in the Sophist, but the relation is assumed

because the demiurgic act involves in essence not true poiesisr creativity and production but

rather it is considered to be reproductive, it duplicates or reproduces what phenomenally is,

which is precisely why the sophist Is suspect.

4.2 Heliotropism: The Specialization of Mimesis 19

"But it is something that the craftsman can make everywhere and quickly.

You could do it most quickly if you should choose to take a mirror and carry

it about everywhere [ei 6etet<; XaPcbv Kaxajitpov 7cepict)£;peiv Tcavtaxfj]. You

will speedily produce the sun (/fftiov rcovnaeic] and all the things in the sky,

and speedily the earth and yourself [camov] and the other animals and

implements and plants and all the objects of which we just now spoke.",20

A creator of all things [djcdvxcov 7ioir|Tri<;, 596 d4] would be able to produce all things by way

of mirroring them, but mirroring is confirmed as being itself mimetic for what is produced is the

"apperance [<j>aiv6|i£va]" of things not the "reality [ovxa]" and the "truth [d^rjGeig]."21 The

figure of the mirror determines the nature of a particular form of mimesis not entirely thematised

in book three, what is at issue in book ten is "specular" mimesis. What do we understand about

the mimetic now? Mimesis is now incipiently 'pure' reflection. By interpreting mimesis as

"mirroring", by confining mimesis to a "specular" or visual interpretation assures the mimetic

18 Prior t o t he divine demiurge being described a 9a<ofiaat6v...ao<J)iaTf|v, wha t seemingly presents

him/herself as the demiurge in 596c2 is descr ibed as 8a\)fiaai;6v dv5pa .
19 S p e c i a l i z a t i o n o f mimesis essentially refers to the process in book ten whereby mimesis is unders tood in

terms o f phi losophical eidos, it is conceived only within an eidetic relation. Tha t is it assumes a mimesis

that creates icons and phantasms.
20 Rep. 596 d9-e4
21 Rep. 596 e4
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confinement of the subject to the world of the cave, of shadows. Mimesis is now irrevocably

22
determined by the speleology of book seven.

Obviously the idea of a form and its copy is used now as an example [TO-UTCOV

"to determine the nature of the imitator [...tov uiuryrnv xomov, tig not' eativ; 597 bl~2 ]." The

paradigm of the mirror introduced in book ten, is already embryonically present in book seven.

The failed attempt to dismiss oral mimesis provides an explanation for the philosophical

investigations in the sections concerning the "Divided Line"23 and the "Cave allegory".24 It

necessitates the repetition of dismissing mimesis and it can only be achieved by way of mimetic

repetition; the dismissal is itself mimetic. What could not establish itself in the form of a decision

concerning the mimetic expulsion nevertheless has been trapped, in a philosophical way, in the

specular or visual realm. It, in essence, has been "trapped in view" within the cave, the

underworld, the world of delusory shadows and phantasms.

25Socrates is clear when considering the productive activity of the demiurgic craftsman

that he or she does not make or produce TO OV ("being", "the real'*). Concluding that "if he does

not make that which really is, he could not be said to make real being but something that

resembles real being but is not that [Q\)KOI)V ei \ix\ 6 ecm Ttoiei, o\)K dv TO 6V TCOICI, aXka n

xounkov oiov TO 6v, 6v 8e o\)," 597 a4]." So the craftsman does "not make real being

[o\)K dv TO 6v TCOIOI]," his productive import tends to that which "is not [6v..o-u]." Therefore, in

22 Derrida describes the "cave allegory" of book seven as the "speleology.'' See Derrida 1981a: 192.
23 See Rep. 509d-51 l e and 521c-535a. Images and reflections are said to be the object o f the mental state of

eikasia (conjecture) See Paton 1921: 69-104.
24 See Rep. 7 .514a-521b. It is important to note in what way these Socratic •* e ^ p h o r s are implicated in a

series of metaphors. The cave allegory is explicitly related to the line (517a-b) and as John Sallis correctly

observes "it takes over the images of light and the sun from the earlier analogy". Sallis 1975: 4 4 5 .
25 The zoographer or painter is first compared in this example.



the Socratic example, the craftsman "does not make "the couch in itself, the eidos of the couch

26[oi) to eiSoq noiel, 597a2]" but a particular couch.

It proves to be quite contentious to introduce the theory of forms to the logos

concerning mimesis. Many have been the academic debates concerning the place of the theory in

any mimetology or theorization of mimesis. Alexander Nehamas argues that the appeal to the

theory of Forms in seeking a definition of imitation at 595c7 is "strange" suggesting that it is a

peculiar version of the theory that is introduced in book ten, an argument that implies the

27extraneous character of the mimetology in the final book. Nehamas suggests that any

description of the "three removes from reality" or the "one over many argument" as a

legitimization of any theory that suggests there are forms of artifacts is not necessarily required

29
to make the argument work. However the vocabulary of the mimetology developed in the

Republic suggests otherwise, for the argument sets to demonstrate that any poetic activity, and I

mean that in its broadest "demiurgic" sense, always simply copies, represents "what is"

[xi eaxiv;]; it copies the eidos. Reiterating the question of mimesis in the context of book ten is a

necessary consequence of what has been determined in book seven. It is with the elucidation of

the eidos (the truth or aletheia) that the truth of mimesis can be decided. Something that by

26 Prior to the allegory being introduced Socrates does assert the significance of re-introducing within their

logos the question about the eide. See Rep. 507b. As John Sallis correctly points out it is an assertion that

occurs by way of logos. Sallis 1975: 402-3. Socrates says that they refer the many "to the one idea, of each

as though the idea were one; and we address it as that which is [6 eaxiv]."

There is no intention here to consider whether the theory of forms should be extended to include artifacts

(as "beds" are treated in the painter analogy) suffice to say that I will argue that any extension of the theory

of forms only serves to enter mimesis within its specular determination, its confinement within the eide tic.

Some notable commentators have not taken the paradigmatic references to the theory of forms.

I.M.Crombie believes Plato "overstates his case" in book ten arguing that the choice of beds and tables is

"derisory". Crombie 1962: 147. Others commentators who similarly see problems with the existence of

forms of artifacta include Grube 1974: 241 n.4; Cornford 1945: 315-16; Woozley and Cross 1964.
28

29

Rep. 596a

Nehamas 1988: 54

i
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necessity needs to be pointed out has yet to be decided. Book three delivered but a deferral of the

decision concerning mimesis "in general".

Book ten comprises a steady and intricate relation with the speleology of book seven.

Its aim is to keep in view what Lacoue-Labarthe calls, after Derrida, heliotropism: "the motif of

light" which has been "from the start constitutive of the discourse of philosophy upon its object:

the metaphysical."30 Any presumption of an illumination of the eidos inevitably ensures the

proper constitution of the subject. The idea of 'heliotropism' is oriented around the following

objective; it is designed to constitute the subject of philosophy. Within this heliotropic

perspective, might something "here or there...intrude or occur which would be completely

foreign to the metaphysical assumption of sight and the unbroken coercion of the theoretical?"31

Ultimately Plato identifies this something to be the mutual cancellation by which the motifs of

the sensible and intelligible worlds, encompassed by the heliotropical myth of the cave in book

seven, in an obscure way, interact each other. Certainly the one thing that can ultimately be

responsible for this negation or cancellation is mimesis as such.

nq by 597e3. ThisIt is in this way that the demiurge comes to be called a

nominative substitution is within the logocentric movements of book ten the critical mechanism

used to see in any demiurgic act the mimetic as such. The image in the allegory of the cave is

reproduced in a highly theoretical formulation when considering the demiurge as |iiuvr|Tf|<; or

mimetician since Socrates clearly states that "the producer of the product three removes from

nature you call the imitator?[TOv xo\) Tpiwu ctpct yevvTuiatoq drco Tfjq cjwaeax; u\ijjLT|Tnv

The movement of the logos in book ten undoubtedly repeats or replicates the

movements of ascent and descent that the speleology of book seven illustrates. That the

30 Lacoue-Labarthe 1993: 73.
31 Lacoue-Labarthe 1993: 73
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mimetician is IOV xpito-u y£vvr(u.ai:og suggests a degenerate offspring, however it also alludes to

the subjective confinement to darkness and the world of appearances and shadows. The

mimetician is a subject lost in this world, a subject who withdraws in the theatre of shadows.

Ultimately it is the fact that the mimetician is three removes from nature that he is a subject lost.

If this subjectal loss describes the mimetician, it is important to note that the subject as self is

lost, according to Plato, only in the demiurgic or poetic act as such. For in the forgetting of the

forms there is a forgetting of the nature of things and, in the theatre of shadows, it is also a

forgetting of this loss of the self.

So il is significant for Plato to include under th*3 name of 32iq the tragedian and

not only the craftsman. Moreover it is also convenient to include under this nomination the

painter or zoographer as well, who in an archetypal way typifies the mimetic. Any agreement

about the nature of the imitator at 597e8 occurs by way of noting a resemblance between all

imitators. Plato equates mimetic poetry to the work of a painter, and the painter's ergon, in turn,

to the holding up of a mirror before nature.

4.3 The Painter and Poet Analogy: Establishing the eidetic orientation.

Many scholars have pointed out a lacuna in regard to the elements of the analogy presented

between the painter and the poet. Julia Annas believes that the analogy between painting and

.33
poetry is inappropriate that the concern regarding painting does not carry over to poetry and

"the whole point of the assimilation of poetry to painting, the source of the charges of triviality

5^34
brought against it, is the denial of it of any creativity." So the poet like the painter engages in a

32 Rep. 597 e5. '"This, then, will apply to the maker of tragedies also, if he is an imitator and is in his nature

three removes from the king and the truth, as are all other imitators." [Tovx' &pa eaxai Kai 6

xpayq)5o7coi6q, eircep

7tdvTeq oi akkoi
33 Annas 1988: 7
34 Annas 1988: 22

eaxi, xpixoQ xt<; anb paaiXecoq Kai xfjq aXr\Qeia<; 7ie(|)\)Kc6q, Kai
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purely mimetic act; it involves mere "copying" and for this reason .ends toward a triviliazation of

poetry.

Alexander Nehamas, on the other hand, argues that "painting is not denunciated

even though a series of analogies are used between painting and poetry in book ten. Though he

acknowledges that Plato's argument against poetry depends on a series f*f analogies with

36
painting based on this analogy Nehamas argues many commentators mistakenly maintained that

Plato intended to outlaw painting as well as poetry. However it is important, at this point, to ask

37
what are the motivations for this analogical presentation especially since book ten incipiently

expounds the link between the essence of demiurgic poiesis - mimesis in general - and the eidos.

For as Heidegger has pointed out, in order to clarify Plato's intentions, "it is only after the

elucidation of truth, in book seven, that the essence of mimesis, the 'truth' of mimesis, can be

decided."38

The analogy between the painter's and a poet's production certainly raises more

questions; than it answers, especially as there is a further analogy that posits the specularisation

of mimesis in book ten, that is, the paradigm of the mirror. The paradigm of the mirror leads

Plato to a realization that a specularisation of mimesis would be immediately, if not theoretically,

problematic. If the demiurg in general is the mirror, the analogy fails to reveal the dimension of

ai/to-presentation that attends every praxis of artistic mimesis for, as Lacoue-Labarthe correctly

35 Nehamas 1998: 281 Also see Nehamas 1988: 47 "Plato's argument against poetry depends on a series of

analogies with painting." According to Nehamas many commentators mistakenly maintained that Plato

intended to outlaw painting (not only poetry).
36 Nehamas 1988:47
37 Julia Annas for example acknowledges poetry is censored in book III but does not ask why it is banished

in book X. The significance of the analogy is intricately tied to the heliotropical myths and analogies of

book VI and VII. Annas 1988: 8-9
38 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 77. Heidegger argues that Plato intended an effective separation of art from

truth- truth as aletheia as Unverstellheit- in terms of which it has been characterized, is thus deferred to this

later book.
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asks, "Where have we ever seen mirrors reflect themselves?"39 The analogy fails if the painter as

demiurg essentially uses the mirror as creative organon. If the demiurg holds up the mirror, is he

engaging in demiurgy proper? Does he not recreate the eidos as eidolon!

4.4 Mimetic Proximities: the non-eidetic orientation of Mimesis

So far what has been determined is that the craftsman as demiurg orients his vision "toward the

idea", that is, his demiurgic activity has an eidetic orientation. However the problem that presents

itself in what seemingly is an unworkable analogy is that the painter's orientation is toward

something else altogether. Socrates asks Adeimantus,

"To which is painting directed in every case, to the imitation of reality as it is

[npbq TO 6v] or of appearance as it appears

b<; TO <j>aiv6|i£vov, co<; ((xxivexcu]?

"Is it eri imitation of a phantasm or of the truth?

[<|>avTda|.iaTo<; i\ ahfieiac oixja jiiur|CTiq;].

"Of a phantasm."

"Then the mimetic art is far removed from truth, and this, it seems, is the

reason why it can produce everything [FIoppco dpa HOD TQ\J akr\Qovq

f| ECU Kai, cô  EOIKE, 5ia TOVCO JtdvTcx d because it

touches or lays hold of only a small part of the object arid that a phantom

[on auAKpov Ti eKdaToi) e<j>d7ix£Tai, Kai xowo si§coXov;]"40

The criticism of mimesis is one grounded by the question of proximity, that is, of

contiguity in terms of truth, the immediacy or intimacy of mimetic production in terms of truth.41

39

40

Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 88.

Rep. 5v3 b2-c4
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Iloppco dpa nov TOT) akrfiovq f\ uajrr|TiKTi eon, mimesis is understood, more specifically, in

terms of its distance from the truth, it being literally "far off' or "far away", as if to say, removed

from, or not at home with" the truth. Is Plato then telling us that mimesis deceives (efyxnaxei)

only from a distance? Is distance, in fact, the very element that produces the mimetic effect, or

the dynamis of mimesis? Furthermore is Plato telling us to keep mimesis at a distance?42 Or to

keep one's own distance from its affective deception, that is, from its drcaxfj? It seems that Plato

inexorably carries mimesis in the direction of the ineffable eidolon and in the eidological*3 the

notion of proximity is exposed to the idea of manifest eidola as mimetic productions. Is Plato's

only concern, as Elizabeth Belfiore argues that of making "veridical mistakes",44 that is, of

mistaking images for realities? In short, what is of interest here is a representation of a subject

who, in the theatre of shadows, consciously figures itself affected by the apparent, a subject who

ultimately is deceived by eidola.45

A particular logic of relation is considered here, for though it is determined that by

imposing a mimetic proximity "a painter would be able to deceive [efymaz&l children and

foolish men with his picture [ypdij/aq] by exhibiting at a distance [7c6ppo>0ev erct^eiKvix;],"46 the

mimetic production considered here, that which is produced by way of a certain proximity or

41 This notion of mimetic proximity is again referred to at 605b8-c4. "...the mimetic poet

[...UI|LIT|TIK6V rcoiT|xf|v...] sets up in each individual soul a vicious constitution by fashioning phantoms far

removed from reality .. .[e'iScoXa eiScoXojtoiouvxa, xov Se 6Xri9o\)<; Tioppco Ttdvu d^eaxarax].
42 See Heidegger 1991.
43 This is developed further in the Sophist involving a considerat ion o f eikastic and eidologic producat ions

of mimesis .
44 Belfiore 1983: 42
45 With special reference to Rep. 605 e6-8, Belfiore argues that there is a theory of audience psychology

(Belfiore 1983:40) and this manifests itself as the fundamental concern of book ten. The greatest accusation

against poetry is its "appeal to childlike and foolish element in a soul divided against i t s e l f (Belfiore 1983:

61) that is, its appeal to the "affective part of the soul" (dM.oxpia n&Qvi). If, as Belfiore argues, Plato "is

concerned with defending us against an uncritical acceptance of the pleasure A of imitative poetry" (Belfiore

1983: 62) then it is precisely because of this sense of subjectal loss that is at issue.

46 Rep. 598 c3
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spacing, turns to the subversion of presence which the eidolon effects. It also shows how this

subversion has been itself cloaked by the heliotropical myth in the Republic. Certainly all

demiurgic erga invoke the play of this distance and it sees the presumptions of both essence and

eidetic presence is undone by the irreducible distance assumed by a certain mimetic proximity

between the eidos and the eidolon.

It seems the mimetology ultimately takes Plato beyond himself, for as Socrates argued

in book seven the eidos precedes and is "above" all things; including nature itself, all artifacts,

shadows and reflections in water. It could be radically argued that that the eidos itself might be

regarded as an absent product of the language and discourse in the Republic that reports its

presence. The logos in essence is mythos and it is mimetically determined. When logos is

understood as mythos it assumes a certain proximity or distance between the writer Plato and its

speaker Socrates. In the Republic, as in all the dialogues considered in the ensuing chapters of

this dissertation, mimesis has meaning, never on its own terms, say as "auto-production", but

always in relation to an original adequation which allows truth, or more appropriately, the eidos

to stand in relation to all things. Now this adequation can only be established if the mimetology

facilitates and maintains the eidetic orientation of all mimetic acts.

4.5 The Question of Mimetic Poetry: The Eidolon and Poetic Language

' "Do you suppose, then, that if a man were able to produce both the exemplar

and the semblance [TO T£ |ii^T|9T|a6|ievov Kat TO eiScoXov], he would be eager

to abandon himself to the fashioning of a phantom [em rrj TG>V siSco

5'niiio'upyia eaurdv] and set this in the forefront of his life as the best thing

he had?

47 Rep. 599a7
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For Plato, the demiurgic subject is lost within the acts that mediate poiesis to the eidos.

One mark in this loss in every demiurgic deed is losing sight of the eidcs. An object that is

inevitably exterior to it accompanies the subject. However the nature of any production is

inevitably determined by its eidetic adequation. Socrates in referring to the demiurgy of the

subject refers to two types of poetic productions; "the exemplar or the copy

[TO |iip.T]9Tja6jievov]5' and "the eidolon [TO etScoXov]." The difference between the two is

significant in the context of the poet-painter analogy previously referred to. The mimetic nature

of TO uiur|9r|a6u£vov is reduced to a simple copy in description and bears a proper relation of

adequation to the eidos. On the other hand, the e'i5coAx)v is determined to have an inadequate

relation to truth and in essence refers to a non-eidetic production. But who is the demiurge that

produces eidolal Is it all demiurges or does Plato want to identify a particular tribe or class of

demiurges?

The class of demiurge who engages in eidologic productions is not identified at this

point, however Socrates hints towards the subject "who knows all the crafts

[naoaq eTucrcaiievcp Tag 5r|uio'opYiac; m i xaKka rcdvTa]," a subject who is confirmed to be a

~i 48
magician [yoTjTi] and imitator [uiurycfj]. The demiurge that engages in mimesis "produces

»49phantoms, not realities [c|>avTdGu.aTa yap, ctXk' OUK OVTCX rcoioixyiv]. What is suggested here is

that all productions by a polytechnical demiurge are phantasmatic in essence, they tend toward a

non-eidetic orientation. The eidos is no longer kept within view and so the eidolon, as phantasma

or phantasmatic in essence, presents itself as an excrescence of truth, a supplement of the eidos.

Most importantly the eidos is no longer a carried presence in the eidolon, but something exterior,

something that precedes the eidolon. In many respects the eidolon as phantasma "supersedes" the

eidos.

48

49

Rep. 598 d4

Rep. 599 a3
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Socrates again, as he did in books two and three, re-introduces the Homeric example.

He asks whether or not the poet foi dya0oi Ttovnxai] knows the thing [TOO dvxij about which he

speaks. Does the poet have the proper dianoetic relation to its object and most importantly in

speaking about it does he "represent it" appropriately or to be more precise "adequately". This

certainly presents itself as a fundamental question in the Ion where the dianoetic competency of

the poet is questioned under the heading of the question of hermeneia.

According to Plato mimesis relates to objects which exist in secondary form, separately

from any correlative sensible object or thing and doubly separated from any absolute form or

eidos. Conversely, the eidos relates to things in an intelligible way, and bearing in mind the

image of the divided line and the supplementary image of the speleology of book seven, it

problematically is related to absolute subjective noesis, the purest form of cognition. In the

Republic this is obviously presented in a way that is not foreign to its own criticism, it is

presented in the logos at hand. When Plato employs images or resorts to obvious analogical

presentations, he does so by way of mimesis. In other words, the eidos does not present itself in

the way of pure or absolute presence. The logos relates to the eidos by way of mimesis, it re-

presents it in a secondary or supplementary manner, even though it is argued that it is first

presented as an immediate presentation in noesis. The issue here is that it is thereafter

represented in logos. Inevitably, the problem bestowed on Plato is that the eidos itself as it is

referred to noesis (intellection) and moreover logos (dialectic), is a representation, not a

"presentation" pure and proper. In its reference it is irreducibly an eidolon.

This brings me to the mimetic logos that Plato sees poetry is derived of. Homer is

introduced to highlight that he is no "physician" that he cannot discuss matters concerning

physiology or medicine, but in any reference to a logos that concerns medicine, the poet is

50merely an "imitator of physician's talk [uiuiyrfic; fiovov iaxpiKcov Xoycov] " Overall, as he does

50 Rep. 599c2
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M51in the Ion, the poet has no competence in regard to the logos concerning "the other arts.

However Plato does not want to confine his criticism to concerns regarding technical logos but

wants to extend it to the philosophical concerns pursued in books six and seven, that is, on the

logos concerning "the greatest and finest things [rcepi 5e cov jieyicraDv te KCCI

The turn from logos concerning technai to a fundamental philosophical context is a

significant one, as the choice to pursue "the greatest and finest things" is offered as a

philosophical and logocentric necessity. An intriguing space is opened here between the notions

of the eidolon and its relation to the eidos and in what way or manner it manifests itself in logos.

One might ask: what finally is the difference between poetic logos and the logos peculiar to

philosophy? Can we associate philosophical logos with the eidolologic character of all poetic

ergal Can the Republic as the exemplary or paradigmatic logos, which in its movement attends

to the eide as eide, be redescribed in its claim to philosophical immediacy and vividness as a

logos which escapes totalizing presence? Can the logos in this very dialogue, be conceived only

outside the totalizing metaphysical notion of presence? Isn't the Republic, in its movement, in the

experience of its logos, a representation, a mimetic logos mediating what is absolute (eidos) in its

own writing? All this however, will be predicated upon establishing firstly a generalized

description of poetry as archetypally a mimetic logos.

Mimesis is determined to be a falsity by virtue of its not letting the eidos present itself

as itself in the logoi that represent it. The mimetic logos of the poet has meaning for Plato only in

relation to the eidos, never on its own terms. For this reason the poet, and more specifically

oq, 599d4]" and in that respect Homer, andHomer, is a "creator of phantoms [ei5(6^o\)

one could surmise poetry as such, is of "no public service [u/n Srinoaia]" in the political mythos

of the Republic and Socrates consequently adds that there is "no Homeric way of life

[piov iv, 600bl]." What is peculiar is that the poet not only engages in a demiurgic

51 See Rep. 599c7-9 for the question concerning Homer's competence in the other arts or technai

ss?



mimesis which is foreign to the demiurge (eg. Carpenter)* on the level of logos it is doubly

foreign to the philosopher's work. The mimetic logos of the poet presents an eidolon, a

representation of an image, that is, it represents what is already a sensible presentation as we

have seen in the distinctive character of to uxjiTjOriGGjjievov, the "first image". In the eidolon a

duplication of the image presents itself, it is doubly removed from the eidos in which truth

emerges truly. Though I do not agree with Nehamas that the painter or zoographer (the painter of

living "sensible" things) is not excluded or dismissed in book ten, I do see in what way Plato may

have seen poetry to be considered the more pernicious of the mimetic arts as it involves in its

ethological transcription a form of subjectai withdrawal. This provides sufficient reason to

dismiss "the class of poets [TOi)(;TCoiT|TiKO\)(;̂ ip.Tii;d(;]" or the "poetic tribe" from the mythic

State.

'"Shall we, then, lay it down that all the poetic tribe, beginning with Homer,

are imitators of images of excellence and of the other things that they create

and do not hold on truth?

[O'UKO'Ov TiGcojiev anb' O\ii\pov dp^auivcuq ndvxaq

xovq 7ioir|TiKo\)q uijirixdg ei5c6Xxov dpetfjc; eivai Kai xcov * r
Tiepi CO 71010

\)cn, xfjc; 8e d ux cmieaGai;]."52

As in the Sophist, it is a class or genos that is to be dismissed and what is most

poignant about this criticism is that the challenge for Plato is not primarily how to discount what

the poet produces, as if to suggest that poiesis is only at issue here, rather it is to discount the

poet as mimetician. That Plato abandons the question of the subject and its intricate relation to

mimesis in book three and embarks upon the vivid poetoiogical criticism in book ten, whereby

the what of representation is at issue, seems to reveal in what way establishing the distinction

52 Rep 600e4-7
53 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 89-90
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between originals and mimetic copies is significant and may explain the reason for this

revisitation of the very question that inspired the philosophical seriousness of the middle books.

Book three insofar as it identifies the relationship between representation (mimesis in general)

and subjectivity also showed up the mimetic enquiry. It showed how fragile the distinction

upheld and critically maintained in book ten is; it leads towards an abyss in which originals (or

the eidos as such) can no longer be sighted for endless or perpetual mimesis. By metaphorically

relating the poetic to the techne of the painter54 what Plato does do is twofold, in the first

instance, poetry is represented within the eidetic example as a specular manifestation, however in

the second instance it represents poetry mimetically by way of analogy or metaphorical relation.

"We shall say that the poet himself, knowing nothing but how to imitate, lays

on with words and phrases the colors of the several arts in such fashion that

others equally ignorant, who see things only through words, will deem his

words most excellent, whether he speak in rhythm, metre and harmony about

cobbling or generalship or anything whatever. So mighty is the spell that

these adornments naturally exercise; though when they are stripped bare of

their musical coloring and taken by themselves, I think you know what sort of

a showing these sayings of the poets make."

[.. .Kai xov TIOITJXIKOV <|)fjcofj.£v xpcojxax dxxa eicdaxcov xoov xexvcov xoiq

ovojiaai KCCI p-njiacnv auxov o\)K ercatovxa akX r\

, okrce exepoit; xoiowoiq EK XCOV Xoycov Gecopcuai 5oKelv, edv xe

rcepi <jKi)xoxo}iia<; xxq 7&yr\ ev p.expco Kai p\)9p.co Kai d , navv e\>

8oKe!v XeyeaBai, edv xe 7cepi axpaxriyiaq edv xe rcepi d oxouoftv oikco

axna xama jxeyd^riv xivd KrjArjatv e%eiv. ercei yujivcoGevxa ye xcov xfjc;

xpco îdxcov xct xcov Ttoirjtiov, a w d e<|> avxcov Xeyojieva, oi^ai ae

54 For a comparison of the poet to the painter, see Rep, 600 e8-601a2
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£t5evai oia <j>aiveTai]:.55

It seems necessary to ask what this description of poetry presupposes. What is implied

by the ornamental nature of poetic mimesis? In many respects, it presupposes in an obvious way

another subaltern concern, that is, how dees what is present in poetry distinguish or singularise

itself, how does it appear as itself; that is to say, does it in essence conceal "what is" and

subsequently present itself deceptively? If poetry is taken by itself, apprehended in its own right,

by way of "stripping bare" its formal and thus exterior adornments, is it something other than

what it seems, as suggested by the passage above? What of "the poet's technical application of

musical coloration [TTJQ uxnxjiKfj*; xptojxdtcGv xa TGOV JCOITJKOV]" is this to be considered as

something technically adjunct? Is musical coloration strictly an act of jiiu.eTa9ai?

Plato obviously sees in the poet's demiurgic acts a superimposing and extraneous

mimetic activity which fundamentally reduces poetry to something other than what its logos

endeavors to represent. This undoubtedly revisits the critical insistence of a form of lexis that

reduces discourse to its "simplest" form. It is oriented toward distinguishing a "simple narrative

or diegetic form" (haple diegesis) from mimesis. Thus when Plato sees in this act of u-uaeTcrOai

the activities of musical coloration and lexical adornment, he is again attempting to hold up an

unsustainable distinction. In what way does this simple discourse, a discourse stripped of its

adornments and lexical and generic idiosyncrasies in actual fact present something as it really w?

Does any discourse in any way absolve itself of mimesis? Is it reasonable to postulate an

occasion of discourse that presents something, as it is, the eidos in its full presence? Isn't the

intelligible eidos at the origin always already a representation mediated by words or language in

general? This however suggests approaching the nexus of subjectal presentation and mimesis in a

way that soon will issue why there is in book ten this Platonic insistence on approaching what is

represented, rather than engaging < ubjectal representation.

55 Rep. 601 a4-b3
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4.6 Eidolopoiesis: Mimetic Exchange in the production of eidola

In broaching the notion of the eidolopoietic, that is, the poetic production or creation of eidola,

it is useful to begin with the following observation. For Plato, it seems, the eidolon elicits the

eidos as a "doubling" of the eidetic representation. In fact eidolopoetic doubling presents the

eidolon and the eidos as symmetrical opposites rather than equivalents. The eidolon thus is a

representation of something exterior, it is a mimetic excess attended to in eidolopoetics. What

does Socrates mean when he says that "the creator of the phantom [6 xov £i8c6Xo'u Ttouynfe], the

imitator [6 u.iur|xf|<;] knows nothing of the reality but only the appearance

[xou jaev ovxog ...xou 6e <j>aivou£vo'u]."56 Doubling refers to the loss or concealment of the eidos

through a mimetic excess. What is represented is not the eidos itself but the copy of the eidos, the

57eidetic representation. So the "apparent" is represented in such a way that the representation is

excessive, superfluous and for this reason Socrates determines that "mimesis is concerned with

the third remove from truth [TO 5e 5f] i xpi i dno fjxouxo oi) rcepi xpixov u,ev xi eoxiv dno xfj<;

CQ

iac;]." However this mimetic proximity, this distance from the truth or the eidos itself

56

57

Rep. 601 bl2

suggests that the representation as excess, this hyperbolic mimesis as representation of the

apparent or phenomenal, is precisely what is considered to be most pernicious according to the

philosopher. Does mimesis in book ten allow the eidolon to be overdetermined as eidos, display

itself as a nonpresentable idea? Might there be a notion of the eidolon as an excess of

representation, an excess that defies representation?

See Rep. 601 d2-3. "...three arts..."[xp£i<; xe%vag]; the user's art, the maker's and the imitator's

îevTiv - 7tovr|coi)aav - UIHT|GOU£VTIV]. "Now do not the excellence, the beauty, the Tightness of every

implement, living thing, and action refer solely to the use [xfiv xpetev eaxi] for which is made or by nature

adapted."
58 Rep. 602 cl
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"The imitator knows nothing worth mentioning of the things he imitates, but

that imitation is a form of play [eivoti rcaiSidv], not to be taken seriously

[OTJ O7to\)6f|v TTJV uiurjorv], and that those who attempt tragic poetry, whether

in iambics or heroic verse, are all together imitators [navtaq eivai

uiu.TyriKO'uc;].»59

Book ten in effect begins with Plato's attempt to extend previous notions of mimesis as

it has been developed in books two and three. Certainly what presents itself, which is of great

interest here, is that the subject who engages in this hyperbolic or excessive mimesis, the

representation of the phenomenal as an excessive eidetic projection, is lost in his production. The

"three removes" theorization or this proximal distancing displays a dialectic of displacement of

the imitator by the imitated and vice versa. In terms that I have used hitherto, the question is

whether the eidolon as such marks subjcctal absence or loss.

The characteristic form of the eidolopoetic in evidence in all these modes is, in

Platonic terms, the interaction between mimesis and its object eidos; mimesis disappears as the

eidolon, as supplementation of the eidos appears. If for mimesis we read "representation" in the

general sense, the eidolopoetic here yields the following in its productive import: the eidolon

disappears as the eidos appears. And conversely, the eidos disappears as the eidolon appears.

4.6.1 The eidolon as supplement.

If eidolopoiesis involves "the creation of phantasms and not real being

[<l>avTdau.aTa yap, aXk' o\)K ovxa rcoiovaiv]" then it establishes itself non-eidetically, it creates a

non-eidetic manifestation and suggests that in producing phantasmata or eidola, representation

disappears. In other words, there is a supplanting of the original by the eidolopoetic production

and it annuls its secondary status. But with a fuller description of eidolopoiesis what we have is

59 Rep. 602b5-10
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an exchange of representations. Under this mimetic exchange, any representation passes into its

opposite. In other words, as the eidolon appears its status as representation disappears, for it is in

60some way yet it is not in terms of the referential eidos. But this mimetic exchange also involves

the eidolon disappearing into representation; it takes on its secondariness in terms of representing

the eidos. There is more to add however, for it is the "three removes" theory that defines this

mimetic exchange, since the eidolon is "copy of a copy", it already is a "representation of a

representation" and thus in one way, according to the logic of the mimetic exchange, the eidolon

presents itself as an on in its own right by way of supplanting the original and simultaneously

presents itself as an irrevocable supplement, an add on.61

What I have tried to illustrate is that mimesis in general, or the form of mimesis that

operated in its full and most general sense in book ten, effects what I call the "mimetic

exchange." What book ten allows, bearing in mind the heliotropical myths of the previous books,

is the incessant confusion of mimetic productions, whether they be described as eidola,

phantasmata etc. It cannot 5<in general" confine mimesis to the non-eidetic or the eidetic pure and

simple. The "three removes" theory allows for a temporal succession of eidola, the eidolopoetic

effect illustrates how the eidolon is a triumph of the non-eidetic through a "generalized" and

"sustained" mimetic exchange. Plato's criticism of eidolopoiesis is bound to the fact that it opens

the gap between the eidolon and the eidos and given mimesis in general cannot close this gap it is

60 This presents itself as one of the most disconcerting issues in the Sophist and will be dealt with in more

detail in chapters eleven and twelve of this thesis.
61 Derrida appropriates this term from Rousseau, who saw a supplement as "an inessential extra added to

something complete in itself." Derrida argues that what is complete "in itself cannot be added to, and so

there is a supplement only if there is an originary lack. In any binarism or oppositional set of terms, the

second term can be argued to exist in order to fill in an originary lack in the first. This chiasmatic

relationship, in which one term secretly resides in another and initiates a movement that constitutes and

deconstitutes the limit of a closure, Derrida calls imagination. See Derrida 1974.
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62thus tied to "the work of spacing". What is ultimately pernicious about eidolopoiesis is that the

eidolon substitutes for the eidos within the mimetic exchange.

The eidolon traps its own reflection, by identifying the mimetic representation of

mimesis as a mise-en-abyme an artistic production the matter of which comprises infinite self-

63reference. So by placing itself en abyme, the eidolon can succeed in depicting itself as it is, in

its own right, since when the eidolon appears in mimesis, it disappears, occurring as

representation and then appears, and so on. By extending previous notions of mimesis, Plato has

found that the only way to confine and define mimesis, is by way of generalizing it. Book ten

embarks on a description of the eidolon as manifesting the essential absence of the eidos. I

emphasize "essential" so as not to circumvent the philosophical underpinnings of the "eidetic

relation" in any theorization of mimesis.

4.7 Mimesis and the Philosophical Eidos

Having determined the equivocal nature of mimesis, it is important now to consider

how the question of mimesis has been generalized in terms of its meaning giving it an

epistemological ground. As early as Tate's deliberation with the question of mimesis in Plato's

' • 6 4
Republic and recently in Elizabeth Belfiore's article "A Theory of Imitation in Plato's

Republic"*5 there have been attempts to reconcile the various meanings of mimesis, its form, its

concept and this is the most prominent issue in the scholarship; it's the double deployment of

62Derridal974:48
63

Barbara Johnson explains "(en abyme is) now used whenever some part of a whole can be seen as a

representation of that whole, often ad infinitum, as in the Quaker oats box on which a man holds up a

Quaker oats box on which a man etc." in Derrida 1981a: 265.
64 Tate 1928 and 1932.
65Belfiorel984.
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. 66
mimesis in book three and book ten of Plato's Republic. An attempt is made to synthetically

relate what is obviously contentious within a rigorous epistemology, by resorting to a

hermeneutic -and one must say that the problem of mimesis is rather a problem of its

interpretation, that is, of hermeneutics - which would fix, stabilize the meaning of mimesis

within a critical context. Philologists have failed to ascertain the ontological problematic, that is,

they have failed to consider in what way the question of mimesis is forced to correspond to the

question of subjectivity. It is simply necessary to point out that subjectivity needs to be

understood as a structural necessity of formally representational experience. Such a

correspondence actually undermines the stabilization of what is understood within a regionalized

understanding in Plato as mimetike and what is understood as mimesis in general. One of the

inherent problems in Plato's mimetology is that whether it is the subject of enunciation

(Socrates) or the subject of writing (Plato) both find themselves in a representational structure

which separate the "I" from its mimetic investments.

Plato's entire mimetology recognizes the epistemological problematic, the innate

complexities in any attempted epistemic determination of mimesis. The relation to poietike69 is a

relation by determination, that is, to determine the substitution of one by (or for) the other, their

orientation within a similar economy. One necessarily is required to play out the relation between

66 The repetition of the treatment of mimesis actually traps mimesis within the epistemological net weaved

in Plato's metaphysical elaboration of his theory of Forms in book seven. By book ten mimesis is eidetically

determined.
67 "...the -ike forms of mimeisthai refer only to imitation of many things and that this helps to reconcile the

account of Republic 3 with that of Republic!®". Essentially all 4ke words designate an art or science.

Belfiore, argues that the "theoretical treatment of mimesis in Republic 3 and 10, however obscurely

presented, at least much more consistent and coherent that has often been thought". See Belfiore 1984: 146.

Moreover Belfiore argues that a technical vocabulary is used for a particular kind of mimesis that is

attacked in both book 3 and 10. Mimetike is attacked as a particular kind of imitation "the Imitation of many

things". See Belfiore 1984: 145
68

69

See Rep. 595 c6

The question of mimesis is again raised in book ten and considered in terms to poetry. See Rep, 595 a3.
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mimesis and subjectivity for any engagement with the relation between the imitation and the

imitated in Plato's Republic. For what now is maintained in the second mimetic appraisal in book

ten is the absolute discemability of the eidos and the eidolon. There is an opportunity to bring

about the return of the subject by safeguarding mimesis from its litigious repetition. This

absolute discemability is maintained by way of presenting the theory of forms and in maintaining

the distinction between the representation and what is represented and the priority of what is

represented to its representation. The decision to again dismiss mimesis will assure subjectal

return as the decision contrasts the subject with what is "external" to the subject. Mimesis in

book ten is articulated upon the theory of forms and the paradigmatic reference to the theory

corresponds to a return of the subject, concurrent with every manifestation of its loss. The

introduction of the theory of forms and what follows as the second mimetic appraisal cannot be

coincidence nor moreover can it be considered nugatory and trivial as most serious commentators

of the Republic claim.70

Mimesis thus is treated in terms of a "generalized" conception dependent entirely on its

eidetic orientation. In book three it is conceived in terms of dramatic lexis, it is confined to its

theatrical meaning and mimological connotations. However it is conceived as such only because

7s

70 The discussion raised in book ten according to most commentators of the Republic is considered to be

"not serious"; this essentially is surmised because the introduction of technico-aesthetic concerns effects a

disorientation of the serious philosophical concerns appraised between books four to nine. See Crombie,

1962. G.M.A. Grube in his translation of the Republic argues "The painter is here (in book ten) used as an

illustration and if we take details too seriously they involve many difficulties, such as an existence of forms

of artifacta, that the forms are created by the gods, which they are nowhere else in Plato, and that the

carpenter imitates the Form directly" in Grube 1961: 241, n.4. W.J.Oates argues that in book ten Plato is

attacking the poets with "the crudest and most nai've form of the theory of Ideas". See Oates 1972: 39. Other

commentators who similarly question the purpose and problems introduced in book ten include Cornford

1961: 315-16; Woozley and Cross 1964: 284-85.
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the eidetic relation is not established, at least not in its rigorous philosophical postulations.71

However Elizabeth Belfiore sees that mimesis is consistently treated in the earlier and later

books, explaining that "what Plato consistently means in Republic 3 and 10 is that to imitate is to

make one thing (or person) similar to another thing (or person) in sound or shape." So Belfiore

argues that Plato consigns himself to a "vocabulary of similarity" in order to develop a theoiy of

mimesis. However this is to engage a consistency that completely ignores an essentially

fundamental concern for Plato. In book ten Plato establishes the eidetic relation of mimesis, that

is, mimesis is read as a disfigurement of the eidos by producing eidola. Book ten yields an

assimilation of mimesis to the theory of forms. Having been assimilated as such, no alternative

figure is available with which to describe mimetic fictioning or fashioning.

As I have stated earlier, mimesis has meaning never on its own terms but always in

relation to an original adequation. But bearing in mind what Belfiore suggests, especially as she

argues that it is by way of introducing "...the -ike forms of mimeisthai", by presenting it as an

"art" or techne, that allows Plato "to reconcile the account of Republic 3 with that of Republic

10."73 This type of interpretation misses the real point of Plato's treatment of mimesis in the

Republic. In book ten, after having established the eidetic relation of mimesis, Plato restricts his

mimetology to a dismissal and discounting of what the mimetician produces and thus ignoring

the subjectal question of who the mimetician is? What this problem appraises is a failure to

recognize and account for the dynamic involving Plato's two dismissals of mimesis from the

politeia. This is a matter I will soon return to and consider in greater detail.

71 Scholars who accept that mimesis means "impersonation" in book three and "representation" in book ten.

See Brownson 1920: 92-93; Cornford 1941: 324 n.l; Havelock 1963: 20-26; Tate argues that "tenth book

of the Republic as supplementary to, and consistent with, the second and third". See Tate 1932: 163 n.l
72

73

Belfiore 1984: 126.

Belfiore 1984: 145-6
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4.8 The Visual and Acoustic Patterns of Mimesis

Returning to the poet as the archetypal mimetician, Plato proceeds with his criticism by

establishing the poet's analogous relationship to the painter or zoographer. Invoking the elements

of a non-eidetic mimesis, Plato suggests a resemblance with a difference. The eidetic

undoubtedly is oriented in its simplest form to the visual, to the visibly apprehended. Yet in

referring to the errors of vision [ifj<; oyecoq] caused by zoographic mimesis and the confusion it

~i 74causes "in our souls" [ev xfj V|n)%fj], Plato's presentation of truth or "reality" is entirely eidetic

in its orientation. This "error of vision" constitutes the non-eidetic essence of the eidolon given

what is represented is not real or, simply put, is false. The eidos in any visual representation of it,

in every zoographic demiurgia, is essentially other than the "real" which goes unpresented in the

eidolon. In other words, any visual apprehension is not eidetic in essence, as the eidos is

essentially hidden, lost, nonpresentable, concealed in the eidolon. And yet, in book ten, this

representation of the eidolon as non-eidetic is ambiguously inscribed since it emerges only in

interplay with the eidos and this is implicit when Plato treats mimesis under the rubric of the

eidetic metaphor.

In the terms I have already broached, what is subsequently being developed here is the

seed of a pathological description of mimesis,75 what Elizabeth Belfiore determines to be the

76greatest accusation against mimetic poetry based on a theory of audience psychology, that is,

the "appeal to childlike and foolish element, in a soul divided against itself," the "affective part

of the soul" (aXkoxpia 7ia0fj). The mimetic "associates with a part in us that is remote from

74 Rep. 602cl0-d3
75 Versenyi broaches the question of methexis as a fundamental concern for Plato as in any consideration of

mimesis would have to consider "the pathology of the audience at the performance of poetry". See Versenyi

1970-1:26
76 Belfiore 1983: 40
77 Belfiore 1983: 61
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intelligence [Ttoppco 6' cro <j>povf|aeco<; ovti TCO ev rpxv 7CpoaouiA£l]"78 and for this reason this

"distance" or "remoteness" from phronesis involves again a description of subjectal loss. This

"loss of the subject" is of a different order as it is characterized by the notion of mimesis as

poetry. Though the relation to the zoographic and skiagraphic visual technai is referred to, Plato

wants to pursue the elements of subjectal loss implied by the poetic. It is more pernicious

fundamentally because this criticism does not "hold only for vision [Ttyv 6\jnv], it applies also to

hearing [Kaxd TTJV ctKorjv] and to what we call poetry.»79

What is at issue here is the effacement of the graphic arts (i.e zoography and its related

artistic mode, skiagraphy or shadow painting). The exposition has thus brought us to the mimetic

mode which analogically invokes poetry explicitly. The analogy of painting [EK Tfjq ypa<j)iKfj<;] is

abandoned at 603 b8, as it is decided by Socrates that it can no longer be applied to the mimetic

mode that pertains to "hearing" [Kara TTJV cncorjv], a mode of mimesis that in its most

fundamental sense pertains to the non-visual oir more appropriately, its non-eidetic forms.

At this point, the dismissal of mimesis and as a consequence poetry is more seriously at

80
issue. Lacoue-Labarthe directs his attention at explaining this repetition as a failed

"installation" of the subject. What is discovered in Plato's exploration of mimesis is the

theoretical and, more significantly, ontological connection to subjectivity. Mimesis, in fact, is

oriented towards the question of the subject, even as it is developed in book three and especially

in book ten as the protection and preservation of the self-identity of the subject.

n Rep. 603 alO
79 Rep 603 b5
80 At this point I concur with Alexander Nehamas who argues that though poetry is "controlled" in book

three, in book ten "it is not to be admitted" with the division of the soul in book eight the banishment is

made possible. Poetry creates a "bad constitution" (KCOCTIV TtoXueiav, 605 b7-8) in the soul. See Nehamas

1988. 52.

I
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Certainly, this preservation of the subject involves a hiatus or break between the

various psychological categories broached in book four with the division of the soul.81 Socrates is

concerned about the "appeal" or the affectivity of mimetic poetry, the impressions it leaves on

the subject. Socrates turns to the psychological affectation that mimetic poetry effects, seeking to

determine very clearly, "that part of the mind to which mimetic poetry [rcoiTiaeax; UXUTJTIKTI]

appeals" in order to "see whether it is inferior or the nobly serious part."82 To date, Socrates

explored mimesis in terms of the subject of mimesis, "producer" of a mimetic work, the mimesis

of the demiurge. Now the subject attendant to all mimetic productions is not limited to the agent

or demiurge, that is, the mimetician pure and simply, however it is attendant to by the listener,

the spectator who listens and observes the performance. The spectator is also displaced or

dispersed as subject by his act of listening, by attending to mimesis much in the same way as the

mimetician as demiurgic agent is displaced by his or her mimetic acts.

Plato has Socrates quickly return to a consideration of the representational mode which

involves language, poetic mimesis as such. This return seeks to determine the structure of

mimesis which effectively disperses the authorial subject. Poetic mimesis appears to be about a

pre-existent subject which, under the description presented in book three, only exists as a result

of mimesis. Plato inevitably returns to the criticism of poetry in the final book of the Republic in

order to reconstitute his poetics in terms of subjectal truth. Socrates explains in what way

subjectal representation occurs and goes on to consider the nature of the subjectal subversion

which poetic mimesis instigates.

81 Though Nehamas argues that by Book 10 poetry "is not to be admitted" and that with the division of the

soul in book 8 the banishment of poetry is consequently made possible, I would like to defer whether Plato

has successfully established this condition of possibility, especially after a consideration of the affectivity of

mimetic poetry. Nehamas 1988: 52
82 Rep. 603 c2-3
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"Mimetic poetry...imitates human beings acting under compulsion or

voluntarily, and as a result of their actions supposing themselves to have fared

well or ill and in all this feeling either grief or joy

[rcpdxxovxaq, <j>ap.£v, dvBpcoTtoix; fiijielxat fj UXUIITIKTI piaioix; f\

eKcuaiaq Tipd^eiq, Kai ex xcu 7tpdxxeiv r\ ev oiojxevoq fi KaK<»q

TieTipayevai, Kai ev XOVXOK; 5f| rcdaiv f\ Xxmoviievovq r\ xaipovxaq]

Returning to places where Plato canvasses the potential subversion of subjectal

representation in book three, in reconsidering the question of poetry or more accurately "poetic

mimesis" what is again reappraised is the question of the subject. That "mimetic poetry

represents human beings' actions [rcpdxxovxa<;...dv0pcD7co'u<; u.i^eixat TJ jii|ar|xiKfi]"84 does not

simply refer to the formal dramatic and theatrical nature of mimesis, its most primitive and

simple manifestation but ultimately refers to an originary and constitutive loss of the self. For

Socrates there is a subject who manifests itself as originary, in that it is a subject not installed by

mimesis.

"And does not the fretful part of us present many and varied occasions for

imitation, while the intelligent and temperate disposition, always at one with

itself [7iapa7cXr|cnov...a\)xc5t] is neither easy to imitate [omw pgt8iov

jjiu.Tlcxxa0ai] nor to be understood when imitated [owe

eq KaxajiaBeiv], especially by a nondescript mob assembled in the

theatre f...ei

Socrates' claim seeks to remain subtly but clearly distinct from that which is subject to

mimesis. Thus for Plato the subject presents itself in terms of sameness, it is unvarying and

83 Rep. 603 c4
84 See Aristotle Poet 1449b VI. 7.
85

Rep. 604 el ore2
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inimitable; it is "always at one with itself [TOpa7t^oaov...aw<5i]." The above passage refers to a

proper conception of the subject given that it achieves presence in its resistance "to imitate". It

presents a subject that is "inimitable", a subject that is not "easy to imitate

[OUTGO pd5iov uiuriaaaGai]." Again the mode of mimesis considered is that related to the theatre

however more poignantly it addresses the spectator who is attendant to dramatic performances.

Plato believes what becomes present in the subject's affectation and this subjectal

identification with varying and multiple representations is the loss of the subject. Within the

mimetic performance, in the theatre, the subject is that which is lost in mimesis. This mimetic

identification is irrriucible to any unvarying or constitutive notion of subjectivity, signifying

radical and irremediable absence of the self through mimesis. Mimetic poets, in light of the

86division of the soul, "destroy the rational part of the soul [aKoXhxn TO ̂ oyiaxiKov, 605b5]."

Mimesis is determined as falsity and as such corrupts by virtue of its not letting the subject

present itself in its singularity and sameness. As the mimetician is not inclined to the

v, that element in the soul which remains irreducible to mimesis, he attends to or tends

toward that which is pleasing and "easy to imitate [etiiiiuriTov elvai]."

The ascent from the world of shadows and the subject's reconciliation with the rational

part of the soul is stalled and desisted by mimetic productions that range from the zoographic and

more perniciously its poetic formulations. What poetry does, by virtue of its mimetic nature, is

demonstrate the subversion of the substantiality or identity of the subject.

4.9 Thaumafopoetics: Two Modes of Subjectal Representation

"This consideration, then, makes it right for us to proceed to lay hold of him

and set him down as the counterpart of the painter [...TiGet̂ iev &vTicrcpo<|>ov

86 That is on the basis of which the tripartite division of the soul was postulated at 603d3-7 in the

"psychology" of book 4.
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a\)xov TCO £coypd<|)cp]; for he resembles him in that his creations are inferior in

respect of reality; and the fact that his appeal is to the inferior part of the soul

and not to the best part is another point of resemblance."87

It is important to note that Plato cannot abandon the eidetic metaphor, even though it

seems that painting, as Nehamas argues, is not ultimately at issue in book ten. If that is the case

then one should ask why the "poet" becomes the counterpart or in essence is presented "as

corresponding to" the painter or zoographer. Why is the example of painting or the example of

specular mimesis presented as the antistrophe of the audible or oral mimetic mode? Can the

decision regarding the dismissal of mimesis ever take place without assuring the specularization

of mimesis in its eidetic determination?

It seems that in book ten the exposition of mimesis can only be taken as a

demonstration of how the structure of subjectivity reiterates itself. In this light, what presents

itself before us is the decision that constitutes the subject, whether it be the subject of

enunciation (the poet) or the subject of painting (the painter). This decision is constantly deferred

and yet reappraised as a necessity for the philosopher. It is a decision about the subject that

occurs primarily to eradicate any form of equivocity that on one level the subject produces by

way of mimesis and the equivocity that affects and confuses the subject attendant to mimesis,

which in turn is mimetically affected.
88

"And so scene-painting in its exploitation of this weakness of our nature falls

nothing short of witchcraft, and so do jugglery and many other such

contrivances."[(5 5fi f||icov TOO rfjq cjwaecoc; r\ OKiaypa<|)ia

87 Rep. 605a6-b2
88 At Rep. 605a, Socrates is very clear to what extent mimesis appeals to the mob, essentially referencing

the cave dwellers who are beset from within by a power of loss, having identified (by way of an

irremediable affectation) by mimetic shadows and the like.
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87ci0e(X8vr| o\)8ev ano'kE.inEi Kai fj Bax>\mioKoua Kai a i aAAai nollm

xai

Observations such as the thaumatopoetic nature of mimesis, admittedly pertain to

representationally mediated experience of the subject, or at least the "affective" experience as it

becomes cast representationally. Understood thus, affectivity can be expected formally to

manifest the subject, if not as presence, then as lack of presence, as the subject is an affect of

representation or mimesis in general. It is precisely for this reason that Socrates claims, "the

mimetic poet [...[iiu.Tyn.Kov 7iouycn,v...] sets up in each individual soul a vicious constitution by

fashioning phantoms far removed from reality [KotKfjv KoXxieiav i5ia eKacrcoi) TTJ \|n>xfi

5 a5e akrfiovq 7toppco rcdvo d

4.10 The Double Dismissal of Mimesis

There is notably an indecisive treatment of mimesis in the Republic as the last book revisits the

question of mimesis yet again. In book ten the second critique of mimesis presents itself as a

necessary repetition of the same problematic. This repetition emphatically affirms the

undecidable nature of mimesis, its ambivalent meaning or determinations.91 This reiteration of

the mimetic decision cannot concede to the very possibility of a mimetic sense or any

representation as such, there is no locus classicus of the very notion, it is essentially non-

conceptual. Does it escape the reserve of the Platonic eidos, particularly since Plato attempts to

determine it as concept schematically, that is, in relation to the eidos. There is a rigorous

delimitation of mimesis within a fundamental epistemology, an uncompromising mimetologism

pre-empted by the speleology of book seven. Perhaps, it is here, from within Plato's texts, that

89 Rep. 602d3
90 Rep. 605b8-c4
91 Versenyi like Havelock attests to the "ambivalence of mimesis" re: "what Plato means by mimesis.

(Versenyi 1970-1: 24) Others who argue that there is no coherent concept of mimesis include Atkins 1934.

48-51; Annas 1981: 336-44.
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92w€ will encounter the "strange mirror" which Derrida alludes to which reflects, duplicates and

multiplies those already supplementary marks or traces which oppose whatever maintains and

decides Plato's texts or even "Platonism" itself.

Plato repeats the dismissal of oral mimetic discourse in book three of the Republic with

another dismissal in book ten. Essentially what is involved in this second dismissal involves a

dismissal of the specular copying that already implies the eidos. The oral dismissal in book three

already is tainted by its own equivocity. Plato dismisses poets/mimeticians as mouthpieces

through a mouthpiece of his own, Socrates; he resorts to a fundamental mimetic trope of

apocryphal mimesis. There is no doubt Plato would have been aware of the inherent self-

contradiction in the apocryphal nature of the dialogues, that what presents itself in the mimetic

dismissal in book three is a monstrous oxymoron insofar as self-presentation or authorial

subjectivity is concerned. And this presents itself as fundamentally a Platonic concern.

4.10.1 The Mimetic Paradox in Plato's writings

Lacoue-Labarthe concurs that Plato would have been gravely aware of the fundamental

paradox proposed by the theoretical elimination of apocryphal mimesis given his own texts are

paradigmatically mimetic and apocryphal. As we noted earlier, Plato's focus is on oral mimesis,

because a speaker who speaks in his own name is there to be questioned as to whether he or she

is speaking as him or herself. Acknowledging this, the question of whether Socrates is speaking

for himself does not resonate outside the boundaries of the dialogue itself. Socrates denouncing

mimeticians does so as Socrates, as every enunciation is made in his own name and not

hypocritically. Plato, being the author rather than the enunciator, remains hidden, apocryphal and

as such outside this discursive economy. Reflecting on Plato we approach his thought as a

metaphysical subject; yet having said this, how is it that we can avoid consideration of the Plato

who writes, the "real" authorial subject who is, in essence, an apocryphal subject hidden in his

92 Derrida 1981a: 191.
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writing. Plato, as muck %s the sophist, poet and rhapsode, withdraws himself from the critical

scene.

Plato does, however, come to glimpse that the problem of mimesis cannot be so easily

contained. The problem of Plato's apocryphality is implicated in the fact he writes Socrates'

speech, Plato's voice comes inevitably to underlie Socrates' enunciations, so Socrates, bearing in

mind the definition of oral mimetic modes, ultimately becomes Plato's mouthpiece, he becomes

his mimos. As Lacoue-Labarthe correctly asserts "in reality Plato- and this is the height of the

paradox- does not speak one word of the philosophical discourse itself...But in the text it is

Socrates, 'his' mimos, the mimetic part of himself who speaks philosophically."93

So the decision to safeguard subjectivity is now referred to another decision, removing it

away from the theoretical dismissal of oral mimetic modes. The philosopher Socrates, as a

prosopon- an enunciating figure- echoes an external authorial will; there is the Platonic will

behind all his enunciations. Given Plato's authorial will is not represented directly in the

dialogue, but can be ascertained only through an act of ventriloquy, the entire event of the

dismissal of oral mimesis is established as being itself mimetic. Mimesis in book ten is

essentially a mode of mirorring, and the very decision to expel mimesis is itself mirrored, by the

inherent paradoxy of authorial will. As Lacoue-Labarthe suggests it presents a failed attempt to

dismiss mimesis.

"This operation has a mirror, a theoretical tra^- a "thaumatic" machine in it.

An extra one. And because of this everything is lost and swallowed in an

abyss".94

Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 135. Lacoue-Labarthe's emphases. In dealing with Plato we treat his thought as a

metaphysical subject; but how is it that we can avoid consideration of the Plato who writes, and who

remains an apocryphal figure in relation to his writing. Plato, as much as the sophist, poet and rhapsode,

withdraws himself from the critical scene
94 Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 134
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What does this "swallowing" into an abyss suggest in the context of Lacoue-Labarthe's

statement? Does it suggest or allude to the deferral of the decision regarding mimesis? Does it

suggest its mirroring effect, the repetition of the decision, that decides upon a mimesis that "rears

itself from the abyss"? The decision to exclude or dismiss mimesis is still found to be

ungrounded and in essence what we do have or remains a possibility for the decision to be

delivered is to structurally bring forth and present subjectivity.

This redoubled criticism of mimesis; this critical repetition to adjudge mimesis in book ten

in terms of its specular projection, by necessity leads to a fundamentally different consideration

of the question and its subject. Mimesis in book ten is re-interpreted, it is apprehended

differently as it attempts to aver the paradox of Plato's own apocryphy. Mimesis is apprehended

simply as "mirroring", which proffers an interpretation which suggests the specular, visual or

eidetic dimension because it orients the question regarding mimesis to a rigorous philosophical

conception of the eidos. But still the mimesi ;hat remains undecided on is the apocryphal and

oral mimetic mode considered in book three.

Thus the mode of mimesis that could not establish itself in book three of the Republic, that

is, the oral mimetic mode, k nevertheless trapped in the mirror of Plato's own writing, it is

reflected in the mirror that is Plato's "writing". It evidences that the dialogues represent an

"historical" authorial subject. "Plato"- the writing subject- is only self-possessed as subject by

wearing his Socratic prosopon. The author of the dialogues—of the texts ascribed to him, the

texts composed in his name—is mirrored as one who is "outside" the text who is beyond the

responsibilities of equivocity, such that will be identified in the Cratylus, that undermines oral

discourse or linguistic practices in general. What the text as "mirror" captures is a phantasma

(phantom, ghost, specter) of an authorial subject. If we distinguish the decision regarding

mimesis and its ostensible theoretical purpose, it seems necessary to consider why this repetition

or rather this philosophically taxing "doubling" of the decision, why reiterate the mimetic
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,95
decision? Does the decision regarding mimesis ever take place? Has the decision already been

made?

4.10.2 The Play of the Mimetic Decision

"The distinction between the two senses of imitation is in fact, as I have

argued, clearly, explicitly and deliberately made. The alleged contradiction

(of which commentators have made so much) between the earlier and later

discussion amounts to no more than a play upon words, and represents no real

inconsistency of thought.

There is nothing in the Republic one should and can subscribe an "alleged contradiction" to,

with reference to Plato's discussion on mimesis. In Tate's words, we do not have to go back on

this for there is "no real inconsistency of thought" and that what is allegedly contradictory about

Plato's treatment in books three and ten "amounts to no more than a play upon words". As one

would have surmised, the concern here, in our context, is the nature of this play, and whether it

emerges through a recognition of what, in our deliberations on mimesis, remains absolutely

irreducible to an epistemological ground. Is Plato's "play upon words" rather the manifest

dissolution of an epistemology which fails (recognizes, and thus 'playfully' eludes its failure) to

economize what is essentially inordinately in excess. Is mimesis in Derrida's understanding an

"undecidable"? Does it induce 'play', can it only be engaged with playfully? We have seen thus

far that mimesis warns of falling into the snares of metaphysical conceptualizations especially

given its orientations within Plato's mimetology. The Republic itself is organized around this

incredible "play upon words", a certain lugubrious playfulness, the play which is itself mimetic.

95 According to Lacoue-Labarthe "a subject never coincides with itself meaning that writing always

"hollows out" what it attempts to install and this suggests that writing does not infinitely reflect itself or

"place itself en abyme". For Lacoue-Labarthe the mimetic decision "never takes place". See Lacoue-

Labarthe 1989: 136-7.
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The entire thesis is possibly an adumbration of this "play" that is mimesis, it understands that

mimesis in Plato's Republic can only be approached via negations and tropic detours, which in

essence my own writing necessarily has to repeat, duplicate. This means to engage in a reading

which is hyperbolically mimetic in essence, it engages with it until it is misdirected, takes an

unexpected detour. What this ultimately suggests is that mimesis is difficult to decide upon, our

deliberations exhibit the impossibility of a decision.

Nonetheless we draw upon all the patient brilliance Plato has resorted to in order to

track mimesis and the possibility of a decision. Decision ultimately is what Lacoue-Labarthe

notices as the will by which mimesis is expelled. But is the "play upon words" Tate identifies in

Plato, the "form of play [elvai 7tai8tdv 602 b7]" that is mimesis, the play of mimesis that marks

the structure of Plato's text?

I have constant occasion to note various ramifications of this play and this detour and this

deferral of the decision concerning mimesis. It is therefore, for Plato, a matter of eidetically

determining mimesis and thus expel it not only from his ideal polis but from the individual's own

psyche. This stubborn permanence in the Republic to make a decision regarding mimesis is

underlined by a rigorous "onto-mimetology"97 as it is motivated by a more profound decision

Oft

concerning the subject; the philosopher-guardian. For certainly in Plato there is in this mimetic

reappraisal in book ten a serious philosophical demonstration of how the structure of subjectivity

reiterates itself as it is marked through a series of self-protective decidings, so much so, the

philosopher becomes ultimately the phylax, the guardian of the citizen subject in general. In book

96 Tate 1932: 161.
97

Derrida's describes Platonic apprehension of mimesis within the history of western metaphysics as "onto-

mimetology" (see Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 7) a term that attempts to demonstrate the loss of the subject in

mimesis. "Onto-mimetology" which is also "onto-typology" in Lacoue-Labarthe refers to a logic by which

the subject is cast as a figure of itself and thus lost as itself. See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 47-53.

i
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ten, it is the philosophical exigency of the decision that is of interest, as it has to be made in order

to assure a reconstitution of the subject. The decision ultimately seeks to salvage a conception of

the subject that is fashioned throughout the Republic in the philosopher's name. Over and above

the original motivation for the decision which rested on a hypothetical purpose in book three to

eradicate the equivocity of speech and writing, to dismiss the language of falsehood, of shadows

and mimetic typoi, it remains necessary to consider what should ultimately be made of this

decision and this unique constitution of the subject.

4.11 Plato's Speleology and the Eidetic Metaphor

As I have attempted to illustrate, mimesis in the Republic is already twice 'something', this is

the apparent contradiction inherent in book three which necessarily is abnegated in the second

treatment or critical reappraisal of mimesis in book ten. Mimesis is both good and bad, at once

99
lauded and condemned. It is here, that Plato finds himself in a logical predicament because by

book ten mimesis is treated epistemologically as it is brought within the visual realm. The

mimetology attempts to establish the eidetic correspondence of the mimetic following the

epistemology (the philosophy stricto senso) of books four to nine. This is the only way Plato is

able to epistemologically orient a consideration of mimesis in terms of the eidos. This is

fundamentally the structural and logical difference between the two critiques of mimesis, firstly

in books two and three and later again in book ten. The laborious and rigorous philosophical

ascent from book four established a conception of the eidos and the episteme that will aid in its

proper apprehension; dialectics.100 By establishing the priority of the eidos Plato is able to

facilely embark on the criticism of the zoographer and skiagrapher, who become the

98 In book five, Plato extends the notion of the subject to incorporate the philosophical nature that all

guardians must have innate within them. The guardian subject presents itself as a more complex constitution

of subjectivity as the philosopher paradoxically must be basileus or king {Rep. 471c-474b).
99 See Derrida 1981a: 189-193.
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paradigmatic mimeticians, but this criticism is undertaken to indirectly pursue a founding

criticism of the poietes (the poet) and poietike (poetry) in general. In this way Plato is able to

repudiate and banish the mimetic and bespelling investment of the poets on the polity (the

acclaimed politeia) and the polity of the philosopher-guardian's soul, by assuring their mimetic

productions are eidetically evaluated.

4.11.1 The Critique of "Affectivity" and the Endless Return of Mimesis

Paradoxically the whole eidetic orientation of mimesis is not sustained and the problem

identified is a problem that similarly marks the mimetology in the Sophist. Poetic mimesis, the

form of mimesis which employs language as its medium, is difficult to eidetically determine.

Inevitably Plato again refers to the mimological aspects appraised in the third book to better

confront poetic mimesis. It is by approaching the psychology of the audience101 and developing a

critique of affectivity that he, yet again, attempts to make a decision. The decision regarding

mimesis from this point on, without surprise, concerns itself with the subject who listens to

poetic recitations and who moreover witness their performative epideixis. The "affectivity" of the

subject concerns Plato greatly and it is for this reason that "the greatest accusation against poetic

mimesis [TO ye ueyiaxov KarnyopiiKaiiev ainrjg] is its power to corrupt" [iKavf]v elvai

, 605c6]." Socrates goes on to discuss the generative influence of mimesis,

"When we hear Homer or some other of the makers of tragedy imitating one

of the heroes who is in grief, and is delivering a long tirade in his

lamentations or chanting and beating his breast, feel pleasure, and abandon

ourselves and accompany the representation with sympathy and eagerness,

100 Dialectic is appraised in book seven and is expanded in terms of the speleology in order to adopt the

method for the proper apprehension of the eidos. See Rep. 531c-535a.
10! See Rep.605 a where Socrates transparently states that mimesis appeals in general to the multitude.

='-?;
&
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and we praise as an excellent poet the one who most strongly affects us in this

way.

OuT|pou f\ a TC5V

u.i(io\)u.evo\) xivd x<5v fjpcocov EV KEVQEI ovxa Kai u,aKpdv pfjaiv drcoxEivovxa

EV xoiq 65<upjioi<;, f\ Kai dSovxdq XE Kai KOTCXOUEVODC;, o ia0 ' oxi %aipou£v XE

Kai evSovxeq fpdq a\)xo\)<; £7c6u£:0a Kai ercaiv

hq dyaGov , 6q dv r\\iaq 6 xi u.d?aGxa oahco 5ia9fj].

1

Undoubtedly Plato leads us to a more pernicious claim for the subjectal loss involved

in witnessing and participating in mimetic performances. The subject "abandons" him or herself

by "accompanying" the representation, he or she is carried away and lost within the performance.

The subject who accompanies the performance is affected in an indelible way; they are

impressed [£\)U7ida%ovxe<;] by the performance. It is not surprising, yet again, that the critical

gesture that associated the traditional mythoi with the maternal, now associates the poetic with

the feminine and this most notably in the form of theatrical mimesis invoked by the criticism of

103
performance.IUJ Socrates explains in his criticism of performative mimesis that "what we were

praising in the theatre is that which pertains to woman [EKEIVO 5E yuvaiKoq]." It is necessary to

ask to what degree is Plato's critique of mimesis dependent upon what is discreetly feminine and

why this officious horror of all that is feminine, or whatever pertains to woman? Is what is

provoked from the outset what Plato understands as the deconstituting, depropriative aspect of

woman in general, the emotional and appetitive part of the soul. One recognizes here the basic

tenets of feminine discourse insofar as mimesis is concerned, though we need moreover to ask,

what is the relation of the feminine to mimesis? Is it an essentially maternal (or feminine)

motivation, an activity defined in terms of a reproductive ability?

102

103

Rep. 605c9-d5

Rep. 605el
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Froma Zeitlin peremptorily fixes the natural junction of the feminine and mimesis, she

explains, "Woman is the mimetic creature par excellence...Woman is perennially under

suspicion as the one who acts a part...but hides other thoughts and feelings, dangerous to men,

within herself and the house."104 On the tragic stage Zeitlin identifies the tragic figure on the

stage in terms of the power of mimesis,

"The feminine is a tragic figure on the stage; she is also the mistress of

mimesis, the heart and soul of the theatre. The feminine instructs the other

through her own example- that is, in her own name and under her own

experience- but also through her ability to teach the other to impersonate

her.

However this appropriation of mimesis by the feminine obscures the whole discussion

of mimesis, as it does not pose the question of mimesis in terms of the feminine in itself but

poses the question, yet again, in Plato's terms. Zeitlin is duplicating a Platonic gesture, only

insofar as she accepts the Platonic interpretation of mimesis, the epistemological grounding of

what essentially remains groundless; what unfixes such a ground within a problematization.

What precludes Zeitlin's "connection of the feminine and mimesis" is a complicity with the

Platonic interpretation of mimesis, thus virtually accepting what Plato castigated and here I need

to clarify that this does not necessarily subsume and assimilate the entire misogynistic

animadversion of the feminine as such. As Lacoue-Labarthe explains this complicity would

involve bringing "back what was condemned, namely (at least) a fixed (definite) interpretation of

mimesis, which is no doubt not only the platonic interpretation but which, since Plato, is

104

105

Zeitlin 1985: 85.

Zeitlin 1985. 80
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certainly the philosophical interpretation." So when Zeitlin associates mimesis with the

feminine, she associates woman with everything that beguiles, seduces or perverts the mastery of

philosophy. Woman is everywhere associated with the mimetic dynamis that insidiously destroys

the sovereignty of reason as if the capacity of "reason" is an impropriety of the feminine.107

Socrates can describe the mimetic art as "an inferior thing

given it cohabitates with an inferior and "engenders inferior offspring [̂ crutax yevvd TJ JIIUTITIKTJ,

603 b3-4]" and for this reason it is associated to the feminine as such. This argument works by

taking seriously the association of mimesis to the feminine given that the criticism of mimesis

1 C\Q

was inaugurated in books two and three by establishing the link to the maternal.

Foregoing the criticism of mimesis in terms of its eidetic determination has forced

Plato to come full circle and this foregoing becomes germane to the consideration of Plato's

discussion of mimesis in terms of its original moment in books two and three. The dismissal of

mimesis, even having traversed in the final book its schematic determination by apprehending it

in terms of the eidos, has forced Plato to concede that the dismissal has not taken place. It can be

argued that the very reach of the second dismissal of mimesis has been reduced to again

encounter the problem inherent in the first occurrent dismissal.

106 Lacoue-Labarthe 1986: 279. "...c'est reconduire ce qui etait la condamne, a savoir (au moins) une

interpretation determinee de la mimesis, qui n'est sans doutepas, settlement Vinterpretationplatonicienne

mais qui, depuis Platon, est assurement I 'interpretation philosophique>. " my translation.
107 Derrida has much to say about this association or assimilation of the feminine to the themes philosophy

marginalizes, such as metaphor, style and writing {mimesis in general) most notably in Nietzsche's writing.

However Derrida discerns a paradoxic in Nietzsche's metaphoric discourse that can be described as

generically feminine (given his style of logos or his lexis). Derrida finds in Nietzsche's text the

undecidability of all claims concerning woman and metaphor and similarly it presents itself as such in the

context of this thesis especially when woman is associated to mimesis. See Derrida 1979: 71.
108 Rep. 6 0 6 a 6 - 9 re fers t o t h e affectat ion o f t h e p la in t ive par t o f the soul [%ox> OpnvcoSoix;] a n d it is all

reference to dirges and lamentations that are debunked as they were previously in book two.
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4.11.2 The Palaia Diaphora between Poetry and Philosophy

Aware that the mimological and thus theatrical mimetic modes have again been considered in

the Socratic examples in order to better ascertain the effect on the subject who bears witness to

the recitation of mythoi, Socrates continues to proceed to not admit poetry into the ideal polis.109

But even this dismissal is desultory as there is again an exigent reappraisal or recalling of the

"topic of poetry" [avauvriaGeTcn, rcepi rcovrjaeax;, 607 bl] and it necessarily takes on an

apologetic character

call to the muse,

, 607 b2]. Socrates legitimizes this appraisal necessitating a

"Let us further say to her [7cpoaei7ccouev Se awfj], lest she condemn us for

harshness and rusticity, that there is from old a quarrel between philosophy

and poetry [...oxi rcataxid uev uq 8ia<j>opd <j)iXoao<t>icjt xe Kai TtornxiKfj].3 10

This can be seen from the provenance which Plato attaches to the inherited mythopoetic

tradition. Plato inherits the problem regarding the difference between philosophy and poetry.

Though the diaphora suggests a generic difference between the two, it presents itself in the form

of dismissal of mimesis as a polemic. But even in this polemical context, Socrates acknowledges

the spell poetry has over its subjects.

"Let it be declared that if the mimetic and dulcet poetry [r\ rcpoq fvSovfjv

fi Kai TJ uiuriaic;] can show any reason for her existence in a well-

governed state, we would gladly admit her, since we ourselves are very

conscious of her spell [... im crurfjq"]. But all the same it would

be impious to betray what we believe to be the truth.. .Do not you yourself

feel her spell [o\> KT\kEi m* amfjq Kai au] and especially when Homer is her

interpreter, [oxav 5r Onipou Becopfj; awnv;] then may she not justly return

109 Rep. 606el-607a9

it
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from this exile after she has pleaded her defence, whether in lyric or other

measure.'
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The potentiality of loss is, in the end, something in which philosophy must contest by

virtue of its complicity with poetic discourse. Plato concerns himself in his polemic with the loss

of subjectal power which poetry occasions, his contextualization of the problem, includes the

effect poetry has on the philosophical subject. Hence it is worth seeing how the decision

regarding mimesis and ultimately the subject is in essence unable to be made. The decision

becomes problematic precisely when Socrates decides to silence the muse, not allow her to plead

her defense. The muse is considered pernicious because of her faculty to put a spell on the

subject; possess the subject who attends her recitations. This is considered the only manner by

which to ensure that any project of subjectal salvage is fulfilled, that is, by repressing the spell

that poetry can cast on the subject. Evidently, poetry bears a property that is its own by virtue of

its mimetic character. Socrates in his final dismissive call also resorts to the charms of the muses.

CtlEven as men who have fallen in love, if they think that the love is not good

for them, hard though it be, nevertheless refrain, so we, owing to the love of

this kind of poetry inbred in us by our education in these fine polities of ours,

will gladly have the best possible case made out for her goodness and truth,

but as long as she is unable to make good her defense [anoXoyipaoQax] we

shall chant over to ourselves as we listen the reasons that we have given as a

counter-charm to her spell [&Kpoao6u£0' aut^c; eTtotSovxeq %iv amoiq

Toikov TOV tafyov, 6v Xeyouev, xai xaiknv rfjv erccpSiiv], to preserve us from

slipping back into the childish loves of the multitude, [e\)XxxPot)|ievoi naliv

110 Rep. 607 b5
U] Rep. 607c5-d2
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eiq TOV rcaiSiKov TB Kai TOV TCOV %oXk&v epcora] for we have come

to see that we must not take such poetry seriously, as a serious thing that lays

hold on truth, [ck; o\) OTtovSaaxeov enx rrj Toiaikn Ttotnaei ax; dXn.0£ia<;

xe d7CTOjxevrj Kai a7io\)8aio;] but that he who lends an ear to it must be on his

guard fearing for the polity in his soul and must believe what we have said

about poetry. [&XI e-u i tfj; mcaird\v T<5 dicpocou£vcp, rcepi tfj<; ev amco

iaq 5e5ioxi, Kai voixiaxea dnep eipT|Ka|iev KEpi 9)112

Obviously the decision has been presented and it is replete with criteria of subjectal

preservation. The second decision then, if it goes so far as attempting a theoretical elimination of

poetry and subsequently protects the subjectivity of the subject who is attendant to it, is likely to

come up against a defeat already inscribed in the original decision to banish mimesis. For the

mimesis that Plato again attempts to dispel, is the mimesis of the performance, of the theatre. It is

the mimesis interrogated in book three, that is, its primordial mimological manifestations.

Whether the arguments of the subsequent books which led to a reappraisal of the mimesis

question successfully leads to its banishment is questionable, given the actual dismissal of

mimesis is tainted by its own equivocity.

112 Rep. 607e8-bl
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Chapter Five

The Question of Hermeneia

"Whenever a poet is seated on the Muses Tripod, he is not hi his senses, but

resembles a fountain [TOTE OUK ejL<j>pcov ecrciv, oiov 5e KpTjvri] which gives

cause to the upward rush of water, and since his art consists in imitation

[Kai xi\q texvrj<; o$cni<; uî fitfeox;] he is compelled to contradict himself

[evavtia Xeyeiv] when he creates characters of contradictory moods; and he

knows not which of these contradictory utterances are true."

Laws IV. 719 c2-9

5.1 Rhapsody and Philosophy: The Hermeneutics of Difference

hi

In Plato's Ion, there is a fundamental question that permeates the entire dialogue and it orients

itself around the question of hermeneutics in general1 and more specifically the questioning of

rhapsodic hermeneia. Within the confounds of my own thetic concerns it manifests itself

otherwise as the problem of what is the proper form of discourse or more appropriately the

proper mode of enunciation. Again it considers some of the fundamental concerns thus far

considered regarding the mode of lexis that is appropriate to discourse in general.

1 According to Weineck, H. Flashar, in his afterword to the Tusculum edition of Ion, is one of its few

readers to identify the technique of interpretation as an important concern of the dialogue. Flashar, however,

concludes, in my opinion too hastily, that "principally, there can be no rhapsodic knowledge [in the sense of

techne]," and he proceeds traditionally to center his reading on Socrates' notion of poetry (Flashar

1963.56). See Weineck 1998: 27, n.14.

i
' • i s
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In the Ion, the rhapsodist is understood in relation to what Plato determines to be

something like the argument which runs throughout book three of the Republic, that is, what is a

proper lexis, a proper manner of speaking or an appropriate "enunciative mode".2 And this does

not exclude the question of a certain propriety in the Ion particularly as it is raised in relation to

hermeneutics or a proper interpretive practice. This seems to be the most palpable articulation of

Plato's criticism of rhapsodic hermeneutics, that it does not lend itself or orient itself around the

object of a thought, of dianoia.

Something altogether different organizes rhapsodic hermeneutics. Socrates certainly

states early his concern regarding the nature of rhapsodic herrneneia, explaining that the

rhapsode's role in the hermeneutic relation to the poet's ergon is one of "apprehending his

thought [tf|v TOWOD Siavoiav eicuavGdveiv, 530 d8]" and "not merely the words he says

[urj uovov id 87111, 530 cl]." It is obvious that for Plato hermeneia is a question of apprehending

dianoia, it is to acknowledge the immanence and presentness of authorial meaning, it is to seek

essence, foundation, origin of the ergon in the thought; in the conceptual or thematic orientations

promulgated by the author. Thus the hermeneut should "seek out" (literally eK^iav0dveiv),

comprehend and articulate dianoia, which etymologically amounts to the thought, purpose,

intention, and ultimately understanding "meaning" of the author's ergon.

However let us concentrate here on another possibility of hermeneutics, that of poetic

and particularly rhapsodic hermeneia which as I will attempt to elucidate disrupts philosophical

2 Lacoue-Labarthe considers the instability of the subject of enunciation most notably in view of Rep 307d.

See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 133. "The Ion confronts the reader with the same problem that it itself is

concerned with: the problem of finding the true rationale and the true function for the elocutionists, (the

rhapsode) the critic." Ranta 1967: 228. I suggest that if there is a true function of the rhapsode, it is not the

philosophical function or rationale, the understanding within the Jon of the enunciative subject, certainly

clarifies disparities m the nature and function of philosophical speech (and always in relation to the Socratic

subject) and that of rhapsodic speech (which is not subjective, rather divinely dispensed and invested).

i
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hermeneutics, it fractures the metaphysical closure of the hemieneutic program. It is in the

question of speech, the performative enunciation of the rhapsode where we could possibly locate

a certain difference, even a volatile dissension toward the philosophical hermeneutics which

Plato desires to put in place. This will be the organizing theme of my speculations on rhapsodic

hermeneia to see how it continually and interminably undermines such epistemic viability or

undoes hemieneutic (interpretive) closure. And it is in the context of the question of hermeneia

that the difference between philosophical hermeneutics and rhapsodic hermeneutics essentially

leads our subject to an elucidation of hermeneia; its divided or twofold possibility.

5.2 Enthusiasmos and the Lodestone Metaphor

Let us begin under the heading of our preliminary concerns and see how rhapsodic

hermeneutics according to Socrates, does not proceed from a legitimate epistemic origin but

rather from an altogether irrational, fallacious, and ungrounded performative moment. Socrates

denies Ion both episteme (knowledge) and techne (art) with regards to rhapsody, particularly as

he lacks proper hermeneutic ground. Subsequently he introduces a metaphor to illustrate the

dynamis (power) which is the origin and source of poetic and rhapsodic hermeneia. Socrates

explains:

"This is not an art in you, whereby you speak well on Homer, but a divi

power which moves you iike the stone which Euripides named a lodestone but

most people call "Heraclea stone". For this stone not only attracts iron rings,

but also imparts to them a power whereby they in turn are able to do the very

same thing as the stone and attract other rings so that sometimes there is

formed quite a long chain of bits of iron and rings, suspended one from

another, and they all depend for this power on that one stone. In the same

manner the Muse inspires men herself, and then by means of these inspired
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persons the inspiration spreads to others, and holds them in a connected chain.

For all the good epic poets utter all those fine poems not from art, but as

inspired and possessed, and the good lyric poets likewise."

ecu yap tomo te%rf\ pev QVK 6V napct coi rcepi Ouripoi) eo) Aiyeiv, 6 vuv 8

f| eleyov, 6eia 8e Suvaniq, r\ ae Kivei, cocmep ev xfj ^i0cp, f\v E\)pi7ii8r|<; |iev

Mayvfjxiv covojiaaev, oi i HpaicXeiav. Kai yap auxn, ̂  Xi0oc; o\)

liovov cuxoix; xohq SctKruAioix; dyei xovq ai5Tjpov<;, aXka Kai Stivauxv

evxi0T|ai idiq ioi(;, okrc' a\) 5t>vaa9ai xauxov xomo 7coielv OTiep f|

icov e% aX}jr\faav fjpxrixai- Tcaon 8e XOWOK; e^ EKeivr\q

iGoq, aXkovq dyeiv 8aKT\)Xio\)(;, oSax' evioxe 6pjia96q |iaicp6<; n&vv

ai8rjpicov Kai

rfjc; H8o\), T) Swajiiq avriprnxai. omco 8e Kai f] Movaa evGeovq t̂ev noiel

6pjuia96qa\)xf|, 8id Se xo5v ev6ecav xoikcov

e^apxdxai ndvxeq yap di xe xa>v e7ic5v TCOITI xai oi dya0oi OIJK EK xe

ev9eoi ovxeq Kai Kaxexojxevoi Tidvxa xama xd KaXd ^eyouai 7coif|jiaxa, Kai

i oi dya9oi coaa'uoi u,e

What we gather from the "lodestone metaphor" is that Socrates denies Ion both episteme

(knowledge) and techne (art)4 and proffers the divine dynamis as the origin and the source of

poetic creativity and composition. It is perhaps consistent with Plato to present a metaphor to

indicate the non-epistemic grounds and the absence of recognizable technical precepts to

illustrate the poetics of his day. Even as we attempt to determine the subject-genre which Plato

3 Ion. 533dl-e9
41 will upraise the problem of finding a suitable translation for the word techne, particularly in the context

of the Ion, in the latter part of this thesis. It suffices that we embark upon its determinative use in the context

of Plato's other dialogues and its Aristotelian determinations as art However this is in no way a peremptory

delimitation of the problem of its meaning, rather it needs an extensive treatment and one cannot improvise

or become to haste in giving forth an appropriate response.
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inaugurates in his own discourse, in the so-called "Socratic dialogues" [leoKpctxiKoi Xoyoi], he

essentially has to contend with the prominence of rhapsodic and sophistic logoi and discourses.

Such dynamis which the "lodestone metaphor" attempts to illustrate, puts into question

the propriety of the poet's creative genius and it would seem that the question of genius, the

natural gifts the poet brandishes (as Ion does throughout the dialogue) involves what Pindar

understood as the natural or inherent sophia of the poet.5 Later in Hellenistic literary criticism the

question of poetic sophia became a preponderate concern; the question of id jieyataxlrofj or the

question of "genius" in Pseudo-Longinus' nepi"Y\|/o'U(;6 and in Latin criticism the ingenium in

mI

Quintillian's Institutio Oratoria we note the very "nature" or natural ability Plato wants to

underwrite. That Ion would be one ring [5aKTuUoc;] among many within the chain [o

divests from him the very ability that he initially claimed; he is only granted the "divine

dynamis" [0eia dvvaiuc] which emanates from the Muse.

I

Certainly what the metaphor suggests is that such dispossession certainly challenges Ion

as "subject", as the metaphor alludes to a passivity that implies subjectal loss. However Ion does

not acquiesce in the notion of him "being mad" [icaid M-aviav], his epideictic desire (as we shall

see) to recite or perform Homer is an attempt to disprove a maniacal disposition.

Ion's denial of being Kcttd uaviav is overlooked by Socrates, however an entire strategy

is involved here, and it is seemingly necessary if the critical elucidation of rhapsodic

5 See Olympian 2, 83- 86. "Wise (sophos) is he who has much knowledge by birth/nature ((j>ud)'\ Thayer

clearly articulates this notion of sophia as divinely inspired or naturally inherent in the poets. Thayer 1975:

6-8.
6 See Pseudo-Longinus, On the Sublime (Flepi'Yyoix;) II: 1.
7 See Quintillian Institutio Oratoria, book X. 11:12. It is by nature, by the orator's natural gifts, according to

Quintillian, that true creativity and a proper imitatio can be achieved. So it is by way of naturae or the

ingenium that we can understand the true productive and formative force of the orator.
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hermeneutics is to effectively take place. Socrates argues that the possessed Ion (who is entheos)

is in a possessive trance, that madness or delirium has dispossessed the rhapsodic subject. Ton

* 8
entheon or possession, which leads to the breakdown of the ego, the deconstitution of the

"subject" allows Socrates to realize that it is by way of ton entheon (which literally implies a

possession of the god, being "full of the god", of being literally engodded9) that he can speak of

10
the dispossession of the subject or ego. Thus there is nothing self-propagating or originative in

terms of the poet's work. His ergon is essentially not his own, authorial propriety is impossible to

maintain. But we are left to consider how does this 'impossible propriety" measure up in terms

of an understanding of the subjectal withdrawal presented.

If what links Homer (the poet) to Ion (the rhapsode) is this divine dynamis (from the

Muse), this power which deconstitutes the personalities, the subject sense of Homer and Ion, then

Plato has succeeded in exposing this deconstitutive factor in what is referred to as TCOV evOecov.

Contrarily, the dialogue, the Ion itself as text, is the incarnation of the Socratic subject; it is

constitutive of philosophical subjectivism. In Plato's writings the Socratic prosopon (the figure

and the person) is "the prototype of the subject itself'11 in Plato's Dialogues. Through a self-

propelling dialectic the dialogue exemplifies the very constitution of the philosophical 'subject'

as opposed to its skepticism of a community of interlocutors which the philosophical subject is

measured against, the others whom Socrates ironically denigrates and disavows, namely, the

sophists, poets and rhapsodes alike. Plato inaugurates the dialogue because it establishes the

8 See Ion 533 e7

9 The translation of TCGV evOecov as "engodded" is possibly the most literal in the context of the Ion. See

translation in Famess 1991: 85.

10 Dodds, in reference to the notion of divine inspiration or possession argues for the early understanding that

"creative thinking is not the work of the ego" Dodds 1964: 81 or see chapter three: The Blessings of Madness,

64-81.

11 Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy 1988: 86.
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conditions of possibility of the speaking subject (Socrates), the beginning of the tradition of the

self-knowing subject, the genesis of the philosophical subject as such. Plato's rationale here (and

in all the dialogues considered in this thesis) serves to highlight the decision that constitutes the

subject.

The philosopher (as we note in the Republic) exiles, banishes philosophy's other, a

counterfeit logos which is identified with the dynamically inspired potts of the past who are

exposed to the apocalyptic trends of Socratic discourse. The Ion is thus the beginning of a debate

which is relayed throughout the entire Platonic corpus, it generates the exchange which

subsequently ascertains the authenticated, aletheic (truth-revealing) logos of philosophy. What is

sieved out of the exchange (that is, the exchange between Socrates and Ion) is the difference

between Socrates and others. It engages an opposition or diaphora (as Socrates implores in book

ten of the Republic), which gives rise to the ancient quarrel between poetry and philosophy

respectively. I have already pointed out the lacuna which this diaphora highlights and in many

respects, it is for this reason that the diaphora invites a return of the subject concurrent with

every manifestation of its loss.

The impossible propriety of the rhapsodic subject presupposes that Socrates occupies a

very singular place in the Platonic dialogue, that being the presentation of the "proper" subject.12

This role allows Socrates to dramatically convey an officious and critical power over Ion since

the dynamis which the "Lodestone metaphor" attempts to illustrate, puts into question the

12 Else suggests that the figure of Socrates in the "Dialogues", that is to say, "the Unvarying Man" serves

Plato as a "personal example" of the proper and exemplary non-mimetic subject. Else 1986: 32. Certainly,

he is dramatically juxtaposed (and consistently we might add) to the protean and mimetic subjects (poets,

sophists and the like). Socrates agonistically would identify and situate himself in relation to what in the

Timaeus was gensrically (or geneologically) identified as the mimetic genos, tribe or race.
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propriety of the poet-rhapsode's creative, epideictic and interpretive competence. Moreover the

metaphor shows how subjectivty is destablished.

Ion's hermeneutic praxis does not pertain to techne or imply a form of technical savoire

faire [ecm ydp xcuxo xe%vT| u.ev o\)K, 533 dl]. That Ion would be one ring among many within

the chain divests from him the very ability that he initially claimed; his hermeneutic praxis is

possible only because of the divine dynamis (theia dynamis) which emanates from the Muse. The

rhapsode's speech is invested or dispensed by divine power or dynamis,13 it is not properly the

rhapsode's utterance or speech but a dynamis divine in essence that allows for the moment of

enunciation, for the possibility of speech. Thus in every enunciative act it is not his own logos (in

the proprietary sense) that is heard, that is to say, it is not educed from the rhapsodic subject, or a

proper speaking subject who could claim what he says is his own. So who is speaking? And if

what is proper in speaking is indubitably a property of the philosophical subject, namely

Socrates, what is the nature of the rhapsodic subject? This certainly will be relayed as a critical

concern throughout this section insofar as it impinges upon not only a certain criticism of poetry

and rhapsody, a criticism of hermeneutic models hidden within the connotations of the question

of hermeneutics as it is presented by Plato, but more so the question concerning the subject of

enunciation.

5.3 Entheosis: Poetic Mania and the Deconstitution of the Subject

Unlike Shelley's apologetic reading of the Ionu as a positive account of divine inspiration in

poetry, which essentially presents the Ion as a model of romantic discourse and criticism, of

romanticism as such, is according to Pappas "a misunderstanding of the Ion," and explains that

13 Ion. 532 d3
14 Shelley 1965: 233-248.
15 Pappas1989:381
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I

"the claim of poetic madness is as derogatory as any other imputation of insanity... it looks like a

concession to poetry only because readers have underestimated the anti-poetic arguments in other

9)16
sections of the dialogue." The very acumen of Pappas' comment lies in what is discernibly a

criticism of poetry by promulgating the creative impotence of the rhapsodic subject, the lack of a

techne that regulates all epistemic endeavors.

17Plato sets his criticism against a poetry of enthusiasmos, of inspiration as such. It is a

criticism of the poet-rhapsode's mania or madness. As Taylor notes, what made a poet

"distinctive" was his technique, his craftsmanship, his resort to techne19, and in the Ion

something altogether novel and unconventional is ascribed to the poet. In the Ion, Plato certainly

denies the poet an architectonics, a technical ability with words.20

16 Nicholas Pappas does not elaborate any further on the question of poetic madness in the Ion, but does

later reconcile it, indirectly though, to the idea of perspectivism in poetry or the privileging of the notion of

perspective as opposed to the interests in universal in Plato's philosophical discourse. See Pappas 1989:

381
17 See Partee 1971: 2 for a consideration of how the question of inspiration influences Plato's literary

criticism.
18 Mania or madness is not intended to suggest a purely clinical or psychoanalytical determination, it is a

restricted form of madness, considered only in relation to "inspiration". For a more detailed study of the

relationship between the two see Pieper 1964.
19 See Taylor 1926: 38.
20 See Ap. 22b-c. Socrates seeking the wisest of men, concludes that the poets do not compose from

knowledge or wisdom [ot> crcxjuo; rcoieiv] but by nature because they were inspired

[aXXa (jwaei tivi Kai evOovoid^ovteq]. A.E. Taylor does reference inspiration by qualifying it as "non-

rational". Taylor 1926: 39. In the Phaedrus possession and poetic madness is said to derive from the Muses

[dt7co MODOODV KaxoKcoxTl te Kai uxcvia, Phdr. 245 a 1-2]. The psychological state of the poet at the moment

of poiesis is one of mania and Socrates states the precondition of possessive madness as the only possibility

for poiesis proper. At Phdr. 245a5-9 Socrates says, "he who without the divine madness [dvev p-Otviac;]

comes to the doors of the Muses confident that he will be a good poet by art [£K tt%\x\\ meets with no

success and the poetry of the sane man [xoi) aox|>povo\)VTO<;] vanishes into nothingness before that of the

inspired madmen [TOQV umvouevcov]".
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However, beyond the denial of Ion's techne, the charge of being Korea u.aviav is more at

issue because the implied return of mimesis in the dialogue ultimately is the madness that ends

subjectivity. What is precisely threatening about madness, as Lacoue-Labarthe alleges, is the

threat to the subject, to the authority the subject assumes, an authority which is philosophically

deemed, an authority which belongs to the philosopher, a monopoly which in all the extant

dialogues, in whatever is extant from the philosophical literature of the writer Plato, is the

monopoly (by means of dialectic, by a composed dialogism) which belongs to the speaker

Socrates, the essentially propitious example of the philosophical "subject". Insofar as the

discourse of philosophy is concerned, Lacoue-Labarthe is correct to state, that "the 'subject',

there is no other word, is still what remains in question.5921

Now with reference to the poet, or what is understood in poetic activity, Plato seizes

poiesis and differentiates it from the rational, thus philosophical by exposing the poet as one

"inspired and put out of his senses, and his mind is no longer with him [dv evGeoq xe yevt|xai

eK(|)po)v Kai 6 \ovq urpce'a ev aimo evfj, 534 b6-7]." Now it is precisely in the sense of being

frenzied, senseless, out of one's mind, literally eK<j)pcov, that the poet is differentiated from the

philosopher. The poet is without will or purpose, without phronesis, his is essentially a non-

rational and fallacious hermeneutic praxis as it is not dependent upon a techne or episteme.

Socrates is careful not to allow Ion to demonstrate his rhapsodic art, thus Ion's claim to techne is

immediately denied22 and the dialogue develops via the presentation of the "Lodestone

21 Lacoue-Labarthe 1993: 88.
22 Ion. 530 d5-531 al. Interesting to note that Socrates does claim that any performance (or exhibition,

epideixai as he literally states) will require a more appropriate time, a time of leisure to listen to him

[Ttoifjaoum oxipXfjv otKpodoGai]. This would be digressive, that it would actually disrupt the dialectical

progression and subsequent denunciation of Ion if any rhapsodic epideixai was allowed within the context of

the dialogue. Ion is twice denied an epideixis. See Ion. 530d9 and 536d8.
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Metaphor" into an assiduous critical analysis of the poet-rhapsode's mania, his state of entheosis;

the deconstitutive factor which infects the subject or otherwise a subjective deconstitution which

is described by way of being "carried out of himself [ê o> oawov yiyvrj, 535 b9].

23Does Plato offer a simple exclusion of madness and a reconstitution of the "subject" in

the Ion, a positing of the proper (Socratic) subject? Plato recognizes the pernicious nature of

madness to the subject and he discernibly recognizes it in the poets, rhapsodes and the like; there

is a discernment in the Ion (when considering "poetics" or "rhapsodies") of what we might call

poetic mania or furor poeticus2* If what is assured from the outset is a sense of dispossession,

disappropriation, a frenzied madness, then possibly it is what Nietzsche found in "Iogica!

Soeratism", an impossible Dionysianism ; its very exclusion, the folly of a mad discourse. But it

is to be reminded that Ion doss not acquiesce in the notion of him "being mad [iccrcd jiaviav];"

his epideictic desire (as we shall see later) to recite or perform Homer, to provide a performative

hermeneia, is an attempt to disprove a maniacal disposition and demonstrate an exclusive

hermeneutic ingenuity.

Plato is undoubtedly desirous of a rational discourse, which does not mire the self-

possessed philosopher with the madness of poetic recitation. Ion's rhapsodies endorses an

23 See Lacoue-Labarthe 1993. In the Section in Chapter 4: Obliteration, subtitled 'Exorcising Madness: The

Appropriation o f the Unthought', Lacoue-Labarthe poses the idea in Heidegger's reading o f Nietzsche o f the

"exclusion of madness" and the very possibility o f such an exclusion (and whether such an exclusion is only

possible through an act o f appropriation). Similarly it can be suggested that Socrates will have to resort to a

similar act of appropriation to determine the nature of the rhapsodic subject is. For an argument along these

lines see Wilcox 1987:158
24 As Penelope Murray suggests, there is a parallelism or analogy in the Ion which Plato wants to put into play,

that is* the parallelism or "old association" between poetry and prophecy and this in the context o f the dialogue

is relayed "in order to give credence to Plate s picture of the frenzied poet". See Murray, 1996: 118 and 1992:

32-33.
25 Nietzsche 1967: 88-89. Originally published in 1886.
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invidious discourse whose dynamic affection is the subject's dispossession. All of this is not

completely unrelated to Plato's later criticism of poiesis, one indeed has to acknowledge the

failure of an accordant poetics, a theory of poetry in Plato's works, for his criticism is lived in the

dialogues, there is no presentation of poetical dicta; there is rather what Hans-George Gadamer

correctly observes to be a presentation of philosophical values and originative moral concerns.26

Essentially the Ion is Plato's elaboration of a proper or more appropriate form of discourse, of

enunciative practice, of speaking and more specifically an alleged rational discourse, which is

paradeigmatically philosophical. One considers Plato's work insofar as it inaugurates a

philosophical moment and the program of philosophy as such. Now in terms of poetics it is more

likely that Plato allows for a form of poetic activity that is evidently concordant with a technical

savoir-faire that bases itself on some sort of epistemic justification or hermeneutic ground. This

new form of poetic discourse which Socrates essentially proffers, reads as something like the

organon of what philosophy inaugurates, something Plato effects, that is, a new rhapsody.27

Overcoming what can be described as the atechnical character of rhapsody, in the

exhaustive criticism of the poet-rhapsode's enthusiasmos (inspiration) or madness, attempts to

constitute an originative philosophical criticism by way of recasting the hermeneutic model of

the rhapsode within the dianoetic acumen of philosophy's neoteric hermeneutic model. Thus

because there is nothing self-propagating or originative in terms of the poet and rhapsode's

interpretative praxis, a new hermeneutic orientation is inevitably projected. But we are left to

consider how does this hermeneutic briefing measure up in terms of our understanding of

26 See Gadamer 1990: 7 0 - 7 2
27 Baltzly 1992 : 2 9 - 5 2 . Baltzly essentially argues that beneath Plato's apparent criticism of poetry (in all its

forms) there is essentially a systematic Platonic theory o f the interpretation o f poetry (in the hermeneutic

activity o f the rhapsode). Baltzly argues that within the Ion there is a Platonic literary criticism in process .

La Driere argues that the Ion is essentially oriented around the question whether there is "a scientific

me'hod" available for a "criticism o f the poetic art." S e e La Driere 1951: 2 6 .
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rhapsodic hermeneutics. The fact remains however, that one fundamental point Socrates instates

is that Ion occupies an ambiguous hermeneutic topes which as the "Lodestone Metaphor" asserts

divides him, makes him other to himself. Socrates explains,

"For not by art do they utter these things [ou yap le^fi rawa ^eyouaiv], but

by divine influence \aXhjct Geigt 5uvdu£i]; since, if they had fully learnt by art

to speak on one kind of theme, they would know how to speak on all. And for

this reason God takes away the mind of these men and uses them as his

ministers, just as he does soothsayers and godly seers, in order that we who

hear them may know that it is not they who utter these words of great price,

when they are out of their wits [o\q voik; fifj ndpeanv], but that it is god

himself who speaks and addresses us through them [6XK 6 9eo<; awoq ecmv

6 A^ycov, 8td tomcov 8e <j)Ge 7rpoqfi^a<;].

The "genesis" of poetic activity, the prototypical state of the poet, is the state of being

out of his senses and the ontological implication of this is certainly made manifest by Plato.

Socrates says the poet is "out of his senses [oik e^poveg OVTEC;, 534 a2-3]." Poets are always

29controlled, subdued, "held [Kaxexojievoi navm, 533 e8]" by the power of the Muses and the

distance recognized by Plato between poetry and philosophy is intrinsically related to the

30distance between mimesis and truth, and it is in this distance (a recognition of the archaism of

the mythopoetic tradition) that Plato detects a deviation in his own discourse, his own logos from

this archaic tradition. Plato sees in the tradition which the rhapsode Ion represents (whom at least

within the dialogue we accept to be the representative of this archaism) a sense of subjectal loss,

the frantic and possessed body of the poet (who compares to the Corybantian worshippers in

28

29

Ion. 534 c5-d5

Plato in the Laws (Nomoi, Book VII) develops similar notion of man being god's toy/plaything (rcaiytov).
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their state of madness, 534 al), the breakdown of phronesis, the engodded poet, the poet entheos,

through whom "God himself speaks [6XX 6 0ed<; amoq eaxiv 6 >v£ycov, 534 d3-4]." The poet's

"mind is not present [OK; vovq ur| rcdpeaxtv, 534 d3]," there is a displacement of his subject

sense, he has no sense of self, he is a divided or split "subject".31

Consequently, the Ion is the dialogue "about the subject". The Ion in its most formal

sense opened the path to the problematic of the subject implied by the idea of tc5v £v9ecov. The

idea cannot but resound when we take into account the "the Dialogues", that is, the dialogical

32form as we understand it, its generic essence, is the "genre" of the subject par excellence. The

dialogue (this genre form which belonged to the dramatic poets) is more correctly the eponymous

33
genre of the Socratic subject, whatever it is in the person and character that invests itself into

the literary devices Plato employs for his inaugurated philosophical program, the founding of a

new discourse, that is, philosophy which breaks from the archaism, the "irrationality" to use

34Dodds terminology of the mythopoetic tradition.

30 See Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 78-86.
31 See Tigerstedt 1970; 164 who argues that the idea of poetical inspiration in terms of its manic view. \t

being linked to a state of madness is not evident in Homer, though there are signs of it in Hesiod and Pindar.

Tigerstedt essentially formulates in a historical analysis of the nGtion of enthousiasmos the view that it takes

on the manic and frenzied sense only in Plato's work. See also Tigerstedt 1969: 7-13.

See Lacoue-LabaruV ?md Nancy 1988: 86. Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, in their elaboration on the

Dialogue understand it as the fulfillment of the "moral genre of the fragm^i" in German romanticism

(Schlegei) and the formation >f a "subjective literature" in general. Both acknowledge its origin, in terms of

the extemporization of subjectivities (of speaking subjects) in Plato's examples.
33 Sokratikoi logoi in Aristotle possibly does not only refer to Plato's dialogues whose main spokesperson is

Socrates, there are examples of other such logoi, such as Xenophon. According to David Sider the term

Socratikos logos also refers to literary dialogues, thus it often refers to a * genre' of the dialogue, that is, a

literature v̂ -i-ch employs the dialogical form. See Sider 1981: 15-19. In this context though, T want to

consider why Plato privileges the "genre" of the dialogue to promulgate his philosophy.
34 See Dodds 1945: 16-25.
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5.4 Mimesis and Inspiration

As a point of departure, one should essentially consider what thematic connection there is

between mimesis and inspiration described in the lodestone metaphor. This question certainly

lies behind a thematic largely dependent upon Gerald Else's scholarly contribution on Greek

poetics, for he discerns that "many of the fuller, more substantial expositions in Plato treat poetry

under the headings either of inspiration [evQovciaa\i6q] or of imitation [uiurioig], but these two

concepts always appear separately. One might be tempted to take them as positive and negative

indicators respectively, but the facts turn out to be less simple. Inspiration is not necessarily a

term of praise, and imitation by itself doe^ $ yt necessarily convey dispraise".99 35

The impossible propriety that Plato identifies with the mythopoetic tradition essentially

.36
is bound to Plato's criticism of mimesis and all discourses —the sophistic, poetic and rhapsodic

logoi—which are mimetically invested. Socrates explains that it is "not an art in" Ion

[TOWO xê vTi jiev OVK 6V rcapd aoi, 533 62] rather "a divine power" [Geia Suvajiu;, 533 62]

37
which permits his logos. What is the poetic power or energy invested in the poet-rhapsode? It is

obviously this claim that allows Plato to not accommodate techne-episteme within the sphere of

35 My thetic position regarding the so-called texts which deal with "imitat ion" and those which treat

"inspiration" as it will be consequently proven accepts E lse ' s stand that it would be "inefficient and

misleading" to divide the Platonic corpus to these two generic types (i.e "inspiration texts and imitation

texts"). Else 1986: 5
36 Penelope Murray discusses the Ion by considering the question of mimesis and appraising that the

criticism of inspiration in the Ion preempts the denunciation of poetic mimesis as the implacable law

determining the poe t ' s praxis. Murray argues "mimesis and inspiration are identical" {Murray 1992: 46) ,

however their is a problem in securing the logic o f this parallelism, in so far as the paradox of mimesis

elicits the possibility o f a virile or creative element, an active sense which undermines the passivity o f the

poet-rhapsode in the moment of entheosis (inspiration).

We will return later to the question o f the multiplication of the divine logos in the activity of hermeneusis

into logoi.

4
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mimetic praxis in the later Dialogues, and in the Ion similar denials are made. "It is not an art in"

Ion, in other words, it is by recognizing a lack, an impropriety that Plato has Socrates expose the

utter passivity of the poet-rhapsode who is moved by a divine power, a dynamis (which if we

recount the metaphor) is mimetic in terms of its contammative effect, its ability to reproduce

itself and replicate its effect, the very fact that it surpasses human ingenuity. Is it here that the

poet's "great nature", his ia, resides as the Pseudo-Longinus would later argue? Or

should we be asking whether Plato-Socrates denies the poet-rhapsode this precocity, for he has

no technical ability, no techne as a creative resource and subsequently no true episteme, that is,

no knowledge or understanding of his poetic praxis?

The dynamism which infects the poet, reproduces itself in the poet and consequently

possesses him [KctTe%ei] is mimetic39 in essence, because mimesis is effectively at play in the

reproduction and duplication of this dynamis. As one might gather when considering the

metaphor, dynamis implies true reproduction. This dynamis is disseminated mimetically by the

"magnet stone" [Mayvfjxiv...Xi0o<;] that imparts this dynamis to other "rings" [tolq SOKTOUOK;].

As the metaphor images this, the Muse imparts this Geia 5iuvaui<; to the poets and rhapsodes

alike, that is, it has the power to create or more correctly do what the stone creates and does

38 Pseudo Longinus, Perilpsous XXXIII, 4. The Pseudo-Longinus also speaks of the poet's "great nature"

[uEydtoi <jnkn.<;, IX, 11].
39 Spariosu's argument that the concept of mimesis is fundamental to the criticism of poetry in the Ion seems

to be considerably difficult to maintain throughout this particular text, though I do accept that what I call the

mimetic dynamism which pervades the entire tradition of mythopoiesis presents itself within the context of

the metaphor of the Lodestone, insofar as the whole question of replication or reproduction of a source

dynamis is implied. The Ion is possibly the working through (within Plato's philosophic criticism) the

concept of mimesis which resides within the critical appraisal of the mythopoetic tradition in the later text,

the Republic. See Spariosu 1991: 13-26.
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.-^.40
[QSQT' ecu 5i3vao6ai TOIL>T6V TOVCO noieiv orcep f| TdQoq, 533 d9-el]. Iloieiv in this context

means more than "making" or "production"; it is essentially oriented towards mimesis, that is, to

the mimetic replication of the dynamis imparted by the Muse. Poiesis is subsequently related to

this dynamis, though for Plato it is important to illustrate that the poet proceeds 'in composition'

after being inspired and enthused, thus possessed and held by this dynamis, and that he never

proceeds from techne. The dynamis disseminated from the experience of entheosis (possession

by the god) becomes a precondition of any creative act for the poet and rhapsode. We can

nevertheless begin to discern what is at stake in the Ion, at least mark out a number of motifs

which highlight the agon in Plato's work insofar as the opposition between philosophy and

poetry is concerned. We can now ask, what in fact is the relationship between entheosis

(possession, this deconstitution of the subject) and the subject of madness? To what degree is

this relationship organized by the notion of mimesis, or at least its interpretation? In the criticism

of rhapsodic herrneneutics is there an implied criticism of mimesis as such?

It is imperative at this point to reiterate that the general problematic of hermeneia, the

two potential meanings the word carries, is an extension of the problem of the subject, that is, in

what I have discerned to be the entheosis of the poet and rhapsode (bearing in mind the

implications of the "lodestone metaphor"). The problem can further be condensed to account for

the relation between theia dynamis and mimetics as such. Such dynamism allows for a

replication of this dynamis, this capacity of the poet, and subsequently in his interpreter; the

40 Penelope Murray makes a valid point regarding the paradox or terminological contradiction in Plato's use

of poiein in this context. Where an utter passivity is illustrated (an inability to create, make, compose as an

intentional praxis) in the metaphor, the word poiein appears as a contradicting this lack of authorial

intention. Murray looks at 534a2 [OI>K efi<j>pove<;...7coiOT3<jiv] stating this is a "contradiction in terms, since

poiein and its cognates when used of poetry generally refer to the craft aspects of poetic composition". See

Murray 1992: 29. However, this is how Aristotle can relate poiesis to mimesis and what is crucial for Plato
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rhapsode. It is a dynamic quality, invested or "put into" [5i>vauAV evxi^rjai, 533 67] the poet, it is

essentially invested power, a reproduced dynamis. If dynamis within a linguistic context also

refers to the power of signification, or meaning in general, thus it becomes apparent that the

dynamis imparted by the Muse, is the dynamis of speech, of enunciation (as in the case of the

"fresh-voiced daughters of Zeus" who invested the power of speech in Hesiod in the Hieogony41)

but also in extension the dynamis to project meaning to words, meaning to every utterance, a

semantic possibility. However, in the context of the Ion, this remains a hermeneutic problem and

it is difficult to determine whether theia dynamis involves the communication of meaning as

such. It perhaps involves communication proper, rather than the transmission of some allegorical

content which the poet and rhapsode as hermenes has to reveal in the fmitude of an interpretive

act, of an hermeneia. This problem we shall return to later, whereby the hermeneutic problem is

properly appraised.

5.4.1 The Question of Authorial Propriety

In relation to ancient Greek poetics, one problem has emerged, above all, as a rudiment

questioning of the relation between imitation (mimesis) and inspiration (entheosis) which

endlessly recalls the question of the artist's activity in terms of the idea of authorial propriety,

that is, insofar as we understand how the poet owns his actions, his thoughts, his very creation.

in the context of the Ion is that poiesis is not always technical, that is, it is not guided by a techne; there is

no proper technical operation of the poetic (creative) act.
41 See Hesiod, Theogony 33-35, "...And breathed a sacred voice into my mouth, with which to celebrate the

things to come and things which were before".
42 See G.F.Else's rev iew o f W.J.Verdenius' Plato's Doctrine of Artistic Imitation and its Meaning to Us,

(Else 1953: 263). Else does present the relation between imitation and inspiration as an unresolved "thorny

problem" which possibly any insight on this relation could implicate Plato in his own criticisms, if one can

determine a relation; it can never properly be strictly a logical one. The Pseudo-Longinus similarly

considers the relation between mimesis and inspiration in his Perilpsous, section 13:2.
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The question of authorial propriety in the Ion is one that questions the intentional and authorized

praxis of the poet.

"For a poet is a light and winged and sacred thing, and is unable to ever indite

until he has been inspired and put out of his senses, and his mind is no longer

in him. [Ko\k|>ov yap xpfpa noxryvfe eaxi Kai rcxrjvov Kai iepov, Kai o\)

Ttpoxepov oioc; XE rcoietv, rcpiv ctv evGeoq ZE yevTixai Kai £K<t>pcov Kai 6 vovq

[IT\KEU ev atrao evfj']."43

What manifests itself as poetry is never realized prior [ov rcpoxepov] to inspiration, that

moment of "being engodded" [ev0eoq XE yevrjxai]. Creation or xo rcoieiv is never considered the

willed act of the author. Plato puts into question the notion of subjective (authorial) control, and

entheosis certainly undermines the intentions of the poet, a creative intentionality as such. If we

followed attentively this section of the text, the poet is understood by a sense of loss, subjective

loss, what is more properly a subjective displacement (that is, a displacement of himself, of being

outside of himself) for he is ekphron ('out of mind' ek-phron or more literally his mind is "out

of, or "outside" what is in the corporeal sense, his body, thus effectively other to himself,

divided) and also his nous "is no longer in him" [6 vow; UTIKEXI EV crux© EVTJ]. Essentially (and

possibly ideally) god or the divine enters in him, possesses him, he becomes entheos, he becomes

engodded if we are to consider the ontological implications of the word genetai.

Still more precisely, such a creative ability at the most originative moment, regulates

poiesis to divine authorial assurance. In terms of poiesis, the activity of composition, creativity as

such, there is a powerlessness that Plato recognizes in the poet's creative ability if he has not

experienced entheosis. Thus xcav EVOECOV, this engodded aspect, is identified as a treasure, a

43 Ion. 534 b4-7
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possession [icxfpa, 534 b8] even as it possesses, without which the poet cannot create, or engage

in poiesis [5' dv xovxi E%T\ TO Kxfjua, ctdvvaxoq naq noielv, 534 b7-8]. Plato essentially

dislodges the poet's poiesis from all creative and authorial autonomy. Notwithstanding, all this

is not totally unrelated to the poet's resort to something which can be defined as techne, he

composes without artistic ability or knowledge [oi> xe^vri noiovvxec^ 534 b9], something which

Aristotle m his Poetics does not deny the poet, that is, a certain technic essence in rcoieiv or

"production". Poiein for Plato designates an operation that essentially refers to mimesis, that is,

to the mimetic replication of the dynamis imparted by the Muse. If poiein is related to this divine

dynamis and illustrates that the poet proceeds 'in composition5 only after being inspired and

enthused, affected by, possessed and held by this dynamis, Plato's criticism of the poets and

rhapsodes will be critically endorsed, as techne does not precede composition. In a sense, behind

this criticism resides a criticism of a feminine aesthetism because for Plato it is purely passive,

not virile or "really creative". Such a determination of poetics and rhapsodies as essentially a

"passive" disposition constantly solicits Plato's philosophic criticism. At any rate this is what

explains Plato's treatment of rhapsodic hermeneutics, that it essentially remains a hermeneutic

problem. The problem of interpretation as such is certainly at issue here, as it becomes a question

of what is being "reproduced" in every act of hermeneia.

It remains fundamentally difficult to determine whether divine dynamis involves the

communication of some divine message (a transcendental signified) or simply communication

proper. Ion's logos is reduced to a fundamental liermeneutic practice, which excludes any form

of inventio, of an improvised reflexivity in relation to the Homeric narratives which he recites.

44 See Aristotle Peri Poietikes. We here approach a kind of turning point in ancient Greek literary criticism,

since for Aristotle poiesis corresponds to, or is a strict correlate of techne. Aristotle's theory of poiesis

involves recognizing certain technical precepts which are essentially prescribed in his theory of poetry,

essentially techne is poiesis.

i
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Ion or one must say, the rhapsode in general is an interpreter three times removed from the

original logos, since rhapsodes are "interpreters of interpreters" [&p|iTjvecov epjrnvfjg yiyveoQe,

535 a8],45 that is to say, interpreters of the poets themselves.46 One cannot help but return to this

for there is a redoubled criticism in the Ion, one of the poets and a criticism of those who show

utmost fidelity to their logos, namely, the rhapsodes. This could shed light on the nature of the

Platonic enterprise, that Us, of the criticism of rhapsody and its peculiar hermeneutic model that it

alters the scheme of henneneutics so as to better clarify the philosophical (dialectical) orientation

that it presupposes. The hermeneutic presupposition involves the "interpretation" of a work or

poem according to its eidos or authorial idea which is essentially divinely bestowed upon the

work. It is by now well clear that the propositions of the Ion seem to be ordered by this double

determination of herrneneia.

However, what I want to discern is in what way the rhapsode exhibits a different

hermeneutic relation and whether in effect it undermines Socrates' description of the rhapsode as

a subject who is deconstituted by the logos he or she exhibits. It will be shown in the ensuing

chapter that the rhapsodic subject is not a passive mediator of poetic language or logos, the

performative character of the rhapsode's hermeneia attests to a fundamentally more radical

conception of hermeneutics in so far as it preempts the fundamental problematic of the subject

which the thesis addresses.

45 The question of the rhapsodes being epunvecov epurjvijq is a logical manifestation of the concept of

mimesis as it presents itself in book ten of the Republic. Even though Socrates never mentions the word

mimesis, the entire discussion on poetry in the Ion presupposes it. Plato is very early on aware of the

dynamis of poetry, what he recognizes (I must add) a certain life and creative value of the poet, his being

disposed towards mimesis. For a comparative reading of inspiration "in relation to" and "in terms o f

mimesis, see Murray 1992.
46 This argument can be compared to the one that runs throughout book ten of Republic where the painter's

mimetic productions (and subsequently the poet by analogy) is "three times removed from truth or the

eidos"
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Chapter Six

Rhapsodic Hermeneutics

"Then we shall be right in calling those divine of whom we spoke just now as

soothsayers and prophets and all of the poetic turn: and especially we can say of the

statesmen that they are divine and enraptured, as being inspired and possessed of god

when they succeed in speaking many great things while knowing nothing of what they

say."

' Op6coc, dp' dv KaXoifiev Qeiovq xe, oSc, vvvdr\ eXeyojiev xpilo*UG>§oi)<; Kai udvxei<; Ka

i xovq 7COIT|TIKO\)<; anavxaq Kai xoix; KOXIXIKOXX; oi)% Tfcioxa xovxcov (Jjaiuev dv 8eio\)

<; te eivai Kai ev9ovaid£eiv, eniKvoxx; 6vxa<; Kai Kaxexojievoxx; EK xoti 8eo-u, oxav

Xeyovxeq TZOXXOL Kai \ieyaXa npay\iaxct, ari5ev ei56xe<; c5v Xeyouoiv.

Gorgias 99 e9-d5

6.1 Divine Heurema: Theological Poetics

What are the implications of the relegation of poetic-rhapsodic praxis to a hermeneutic

translation or interpretation of the divine logos? What are the hermeneutic networks and

connections between the human (or anthropological) and the divine (or theological)? Does the

thematization of this hermeneutic relation to the divine logos inform this systematically

organized criticism of the poet-rhapsode as enthused, maniacal, dispossessed subject? Is the

rhapsodic subject who is essentially limited to the maniacal effects caused by his entheosis,

strictly limited in its value by that passive form of relation to the divine?

It is almost as if the determination of the rhapsodic subject as enthused and maniacal

inhibited any theoretical breakthrough regarding the exact nature of rhapsodic hermeneutics. In
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short, the determination of rhapsodic hermeneutics cannot be made determinate unless a

"psychology" of the subject is written. As will become clear, we shall pass close to a humanistic

(philosophical) determination of the subject which resurfaces here as nothing other than the

propitious philosophical example, Socrates. It happens that in the Ion, the question of the subject

is recapitulated in the immediate certitude of the self-present (self-knowing) Socratic subject. A

demonstration of the rhapsode's lack of subject sense (of being subject) is given when Socrates

having considered poetry and rhapsody as undeveloped and non-definable technai, arrives at the

explanation of its products, or more correctly, erga. Socrates says further on in relation to this

< O

Tor the god...intended him to be a sign to us that we should not waver or

doubt that these fine poems are not human or the work of men

[6xi o\)K dvGpcojcivd eera xd Ka^d xcruxa noir\\iaxa ouSe dvGpcikcov], but

divine and the work of gods [aXkct 0eia Kal Gecov], and that the poets are

merely the interpreters of the gods, according as each is possessed by one of

the heavenly powers [oi 5e Tcoinxai oi)8ev aXk' r\ epu.T|vfjc etcn xc5v

Gecov, Kaxexojxevoi E% 6XO\) dv eKaaxoq Kaxextixai]."1

Hence, these poems [xaxna Ttouifiaxa] are not the erga or the work of a human author; they are

not the product of a human being. To quote Socrates, "OI>K dvGpcoTuvd"; they do not pertain to

any human faculty, neither to the human itself, rather "they are works of the gods

[dMxx Geia Kai Qec5v]." The authorship of all poems is radically untranslatable if understood in

terms of anthropos; it enters the whole domain of the divine, or what is considered theia. Poets

are merely "interpreters of the gods [epjirivfj<; eicn xcov GecSv]", thus in terms of the poiemata

they have a secondary role of carrying the works, translating the words of the gods to humans as

/<?Ai534el-5
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such. The poets (like Hermes) are the messengers of the gods, or as Socrates refers to them, the

. 2
hyperetais\ the chosen servants of the gods, ministers to their logos. It is immediately clear, that

Plato is undermining the role of the poet-rhapsode. Soon after we are reminded that "the god of

set purpose sang the finest songs through the most inferior poets

5id xov tyavlmaxov itoxrxov to KOAAIOTOV jie[mi/ccx evSeT.Kvujxevoq 6 0eo<; e

fjoev, 534 e6-7]"4 and Socrates farther underscores the distancing of the poet from the poiemata,

not only by devaluing his role, nor by an inequitable degradation of his role as mere interpreter or

messenger of the gods, rather this impropriety in or depravity of the poet's praxis is intrinsically

related to him not being author, a creative authorial figure. The audience5 is left never to doubt

[uf] Siaxd^cojiev, 534 e2] that "these fine poems are not hirnian or the work of men, but divine

and the work of gods [on o\)K dvGpcMtivd eoxt xa Kaka xaxna novf\iicL%a o\)8e dvGpokcov,

a Geia Kai Gecav]," and the poet is supposed to evince [ev5ei£cta9ai, 534 e2] the divine

authorship of the pGiemata.

Socrates references paradigmatically the case of Tynnichus "who never composed a

single poem [o\)8ev rcomox' esio " of deserved mention who produced the 'paean'.

2 Ion 53^ c9
3 The notion of the poet being the servant of the Muses was a conventional description of the poet, particularly

in the phrase MODCTCOV 0epdrccov (e.g. Hesiod's Theogony 100). Gee Murray 1996: 120.
4 to\) §a\ikoi6xoxi Tronycoi) at 534 E7, I translated as "the most inferior poets" and discarded Lamb's

translation "the meanest of poets". Essentially, there is a logic of secondarity (in relation to the role of the

poet) which runs throughout this section of the text. Consider the reference to Tynnichus the Chalcidian,

who though mentioned for having produced the "paean" (which is qualified properly as "an invention of the

Muses") never produced anything of worth, in this context, Tynnichus is considered in the most denigrating

sense as phaulotatos. See Ion 534 d4-8.
5 See 534dl-2, r\iiei<; oi dicoiJovTec; also see 534a7 and 534b2. This suggests the importance of the audience

as the final link in the chain which the metaphor suggests. In the audience (as in the listener or reader) lies

the destinational reception, the apprehension of the divine logos. For 7/>Iato it highlights the "pure passivity"

of reception.
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Paradoxically it is considered (and Tynnichus himself supposedly conceded this) that it is "the

invention or finding of the Muses", [evprpd TI Moto&v, 534 d9]. This example merely deploys

the concept of the author in terms of the divine, that the original find or discovery of the

poiemata, the poems as heurema, as inventio cannot be detached from some sort of divine moira.

It certainly puts into the framework of this discussion the whole question of the deep disparity

between invention [etipTpd] and imitation (mimesis);6 the former is most proper to the gods (the

Muses) whereas the latter, the most intimate essence of mimesis or poetic mimetism is pertinent

to the poets themselves.

The hermeneutic question the Ion orients itself around (along with the hermeneutics of the

dialogue itself) is the nature of rhapsodic hermeneia. Though this may not seem a major

discovery in terms of the thematics which assembles the question of hermeneutics, in any case it

asks that we consider what has been elucidated thus far. Essentially rhapsodic hermeneia has no

epistemological motivation, it does not orient itself towards some dianoetic telos and this

obviously is a critical (philosophical) consideration which bears entirely on the essence of truth.

But when Socrates states that "the rhapsode ought to make himself an interpreter of the poet's

thought to his audience" [xov yap pa\j/cp86v ep^rnvea del TO\3 noir\iov xf\q Stavoicu;

yiyveaGai xoiq dKotioaxn, 530 c4~5]" he is determining the role of the rhapsode as an

intermediary, who transmits what is present to the understanding as the poet's dianoia. In other

words, Socrates anticipates a hermeneutic engagement that fundamentally lends itself to a

metaphysics of presence, since the rhapsode should access within an ordered apprehension a

6 The difference in terms of the mimetic nature of inventio and what is purely imitatio (that is, the most

technical, non-original sense of mimesis) in Book X of Quintillian's Institutio Oratorio will be discussed in

conclusion, in the summation of what can be ascertained as a detour in Plato*s concept of mimesis

particularly since Aristotle in later literary criticism, this is more discernible in the Pseudo-Longinus' Peri

Ipsous ("On the Sublime") and obviously Latin literary criticism (particularly Quintillian).
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pregiven, originary logocentric or a dianoetic presence within the work.7 However we reach an

interminable paradox here, as the propriety of the poet's logos still remains in question. The

poet's composition (that is, the poem) is nothing other than the articulation of the divine logos

and the interpretive pronouncement or enunciation of this divine logos. Socrates, as we noted in

the previous chapter, originally argues that xd Xeyo îeva \mo %ov no\r\xov, that is, "what the poet

says"8 corresponds to what the poet thinks, the dianoia of the poet. This essentially should be the

object of the rhapsodes hermeneutic exercise. Though it is at the aforementioned turning point of

the dialogue, that is, when Ion's techne is held in disputation, that the problem of the poet's

legomena is essentially that of knowing or grasping the dianoetic essence of ta legomena of the

gods (or of the Muses), Socrates clearly states that it is not in fact the poet who speaks but rather

"the god himself is the speaker [6 0eo<; cnkog eaxiv 6 ^eycov, 534 d]." What is in fact

apprehended in the poet's voice is really another voice; the divine voice is articulated in all

poetry, a dynamis or power (divinational in essence) altogether foreign to the poetic subject.

The hermeneutic engagement therefore entails an engagement that is foreign to, other to

the supposed author of the poem. There is no object of dianoia to present or make immanent

within an interpretive act. So how sufficiently does rhapsodic hermeneutics correspond to our

understanding of hermeneutics, of interpretation as such? Does hermeneia actually involve the

interpretation of some hidden meaning or allegorical content of the divine logos? If the god

speaks through all poets, particularly as Socrates recognizes poets like the rhapsodes, as a passive

7 See Janaway 1992: 1-2
7 La Driere argues that the Ion is oriented around whether Ion can speak on Homer, whether he can provide

an epistemic ground for any discourse on Homer's work. If Socrates questions Ion's competence on

"talking about Homer" [keyeiv rcepi' Ouiipoi)] as LaDriere argues, then possibly we should consider more

carefully Ion's epideictic competence and how Socrates bypasses Ion's offer for an epideixis of Homer's

poetry, as an illustration that rhapsodic techne is not strictly epistemic but rather a performative one, alas

the comparison to the hypokrites. See La Driere 1951: 28-9.
8 Ion 530 c3
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mouthpiece of the gods, what now of the dianoia of the poet? Does hermeneia involve, as in the

case of the rhapsode, interpreting in the logos of the gods, a divinely dispensed truth? Or is there

another more original possibility, does rhapsodic hermeneutics entail the theatrical or

performative enunciation of logos as such? Does it involve a hermeneutic participation in the

logos which becomes altogether transformative, other to any originary dianoetic essence? Is the

hermeneia of the rhapsode translatable only insofar as we can rigorously recognize its

performative dimension? What is drawn from all this, besides the performativity of logos or what

we may discern as a performative poetic, is an etymological criterion that affirms another

possibility of hermeneutics.

6.2 The Double Meaning of Hermeneia

Rhapsodic hermeneia most probably is related to the role of the messenger god Hermes. It is

possibly all about delivery, the deliverance of the divine logos to man (via the poet and

subsequently the rhapsode) and the possible interpretive participation in this logos within the

hermeneutic chain that the "Magnet Metaphor" denotes. Guthrie in reflection on the meaning of

the word hermeneus and its cognates in the Ion clearly states that the word in this context refers

to the "messenger or go-between", who is "simply reporting what he is told".9 The word more

appropriate in this inteipretation of hermeneia is 'transference', that is, it refers to something sent

and thus transferred.10 Heidegger in his "A Dialogue On Language", actually highlights the

9 Guthrie 1975: 203
i 01 would not decline the possibility that hermeneia in the context of the Ion could possibly connote some idea

of poetical-rhapsodic "transference", particularly in relation to words such as xoepumov (a godsend,

something which is reputed to be the gift of the gods), and particularly in the role of Hermes as a messeng^ of

the gods. Though I do not deny its meaning as "interpretation", this however is complicated by the nature of

this interpretation whether it is reduced to an interpretation of meaning, to the content of signs or words or

more notably reducing something to signs and words, as in "putting into words" and in "giving utterance to".

See under Epw; Liddelland Scott 1989: 315.

I
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importance of the two meanings of hermeneia, especially converging upon the meaning of the

word in the Ion,

Inquirer: The expression 'hermeneutic' derives from the Greek verb

hermeneia. The verb is related to the noun hermeneus, which is referable to

the name of the god Hermes by a playful thinking that is more compelling

than the rigor of science. Hermes is the divine messenger, He brings the

message of destiny; hermeneia is that exposition which brings tidings because

it can listen to a message. Such exposition becomes an interpretation of what

has been said by the poets who, according to Socrates in Plato's Ion (534 e)

hermenzs eisin ton theon-^are interpreters of the gods".

Japanese: I am very fond of this short Platonic dialogue. In the passage

you have in mind, Socrates carries the affinities even further by surmising that

the rhapsodes are those who bear the tidings of the poets' word.

Inquirer: All this makes it clear that herrneneutics means not just the

interpretation, but even before it, the bearing of message and tidings.11

Thus the "bearing of message and tidings" specifically refers to the poet's and

rhapsode's hermeneutic practice, as it is they who "put into words" and "give utterance to" the

message of the gods. It is their words that resonate and transmit the message of the divine logos,

more specifically they direct this logos and transfer it to a receiver, the audience. Within the

history of philosophy it becomes in some sense a divine missive and "the message of destiny"

which appraises the very possibility of logos, of discourse as such and most importantly a

hermeneutic possibility. Thus hermeneia is important insofar as the logos is transferred by this

divine dynamis and subsequently finds its destination in the listener, in the audience who tends to

11 Heidegger 1971: 29.
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the logos transferred. It is also in this respect that it is dispensed by the god to an ineluctable

destination. This essentially is the relation of theia moira to the logos itself, that it becomes

destinational, the logos is foreordained as a directive, a missive. And it is from this notion of

hermeneia that an inadequate interpretive operation will be exposed as Socrates is unable to

speak directly about, make palpable within some sort of hermeneutic clarification, the logos

which the poet-rhapsode approach unless, as we will see in the epilogical moment of the

dialogue, Socrates resorts to an immense trope of rhapsodic identification.

Everything here rests upon the presentation of the "lodestone metaphor". What Plato

announces or proposes, by resorting to this operative metaphor, is that to a larger degree

hermeneia attests to the passive nature of poetic-rhapsodic logos. The poet and the rhapsode are

understood within a hermeneutic relation. Socrates earlier states, that if the poets are the

interpreters of the gods, the rhapsodes are the "interpreters of interpreters"

[epuT|vecov epu^vfjq yiyveoGe, 535 a8]. The poet and rhapsode within the hermeneutic relation

are suspended links in the chain, dynamically related. In this chain of hermeneutic relations we

can discern the contamination, the mixing and also paradoxically the differentiation, conflict,

incommensurability of voices, discourses, logoi. Each performative or interpretive intervention

involves the grafting of one performative enunciation, voice, discourse to another and the poetic-

rhapsodic hermeneutic relation subsequently divulges in the transferential event interpretive

supplements and dynamic re-inscriptions; the proliferation of logoi.

Rhapsodic hermeneutics does not ultimately make immanent an original, pre-given

thought. It is not even dependent on an ontology of prior understanding, it does not inhabit or

locate the object of a dianoia; it does not even deliver with epistemic and technical assurance any

axiological, epistemological and theological essence of thought. As we will see poetic-rhapsodic

hermeneia disrupts and fractures the conditions, processes, the fundamental mimetism of the
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hermeneutic circle. The "lodestone metaphor" aversely proffers an alternative hermeneutie motif

since hermeneia can never proceed from the assimilation of dianoia but rather permits the

rhapsode to disengage his performative logos from the origin.

Plato's criticism of the poets and his redoubled denouncement of the rhapsodes (Ion, as

the representative of this genos) is based on the fact that poetic and rhapsodic hermeneutics does

not engage in the clarification of the meaning of the divine logos. Rather it steeps itself in the

articulation of the divine logos in the multiplied forms of various poetic logoi. Rhapsodic

hermeneutics tends towards a generative multiplicity of logoi, a disseminative discourse. One

recalls the "genres" of the dithyramb, of lyric poetry and tragedy as an exemplification of this

multiplying of discourses, of voices, of all that transpires as generic forms of these logoi.

Socrates states "this man sings dithyrambs, another laudatory odes, another dance-songs, another

epic or else iambic verse, but each is at fault in any other kind [xa 5' dAAa <|>a\&o<; amcov

eKaaxoc; eaxiv]."12 Socrates claims that the rhapsode's articulation of the divine message is not

consistent, it contaminates the divine logos through a fragmentation which characteristically

descends to man, the realm of mortal beings, as a timorous plurality of logoi. This plurality (in

terms of genre forms and poetic conventions) attests to the differential specificity of literature as

such. Plato is interested in a normative poetics, he would like to consider poetry as a "whole", as

science [7tovnriKf|...T6 6Xov, 532 c8] and not in terms of its polytechnical properties and

discernible "genre" differentiations.

Thus in the Republic Plato can begin his epistatic exercise and censorship of poetry by

formulating within his criticism a "genre" of mimesis to strategically establish its normative and

epistemic generality [TO 6XOV]. Plato effects in his philosophical poetics an obvious

homogenization of these different logoi (i.e. lyric, dythyrambic, tragic, epic etc.) under the

12 Ion. 534 c3-5
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catchword "mimesis". Plato's indictment of mimesis is an arraignment of whatever it is poietike

or literature encapsulates, that is, a pernicious plurality of logoi. And what Plato recognizes in

rhapsodies by immediately reducing it to a hermeneutic problem, is that its logos or its mode of

hermeneia would not have any hermeneutic puissance. The performative nature of rhapsodies

inscribes within its logos the possibility of sustaining a dynamic discursive exchange which as a

consequence resists the codification of hermeneutics as an interpretative activity oriented toward

dianoia.

6.3 The Hermeneutics of Enunciation

Ion deciding he is not the hermeneut [epuvnvrjq] of other technai decides he is the hermeneut of

different voices and subjects; and this is where the meaning of hermeneia (in terms of

rhapsody) shifts by alluding to a performative dimension. It has much to do with the ethological

concerns (i.e. questions of dramatic characterization, prosopopeic identification) that define the

performative character of the rhapsode's hermeneutic engagement. Ion explains he is the

hermeneut of what "befits a man to say, and the sort of thing that a woman should say; the sort

13 See Pappas 1989: 384. Pappas briefly highlights what I have understood in the uniqueness of the Homeric

pronouncement regarding various so-called technai (which I recognize as discourses). Pappas explains,

"What Ion knows, when he understands a Homeric passage about charioteering, is not something about

charioteering, but about Homer on charioteering" I depart from Pappas on what he understands as Ion's

"claim to knowledge" regarding Homer, for the Jon as a philosophical dialogue problematizes the epistemic

grounds of the rhapsode's hermeneutic practice, that is, Ion as hermenes is different to the modern sense of

the hermeneut, our understanding of the role of commentator and interpreter. We mustn't ignore, that in the

art of the rhapsode (that is, if we can conclude that there is something that is known as a techne of the

rhapsode), there is no scope within this art, within the performative (recitive) aspect of the rhapsode's art

for commentary and interpretation. Socrates does challenge in the rhapsode a "mode" of mimesis, that is, a

purely imitative (and representational) recitation of Homer's poetry and this "mode" of mimesis is

extemporized in the metaphor of the Heraclea Stone. We thus do understand that (according to this

metaphor which accents the "mode" of mimesis), Homer's poetry is nothing other than a mimesis of the

divine logos.
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for a slave and the sort for a freeman; and the sort for a subject or for a ruler.' Following

Murray, "Ion's claim that the rhapsode will know the kinds of things that it is appropriate for

different characters to say shows some awareness that knowledge of poetry might be something

other than knowledge about its factual content. Socrates refuses to recognize the distinction

between content and expression which Ion is tentatively trying to formulate".»> 15

But in saying this, Ion is caught in a problematic hermeneutic web, and it is the

duplicitous and dissimulative nature of what he enunciates or says that Socrates denounces.

There is no unity or homogeneity of authorial logos, nor is there a totalizing epistemic

plausibility in rhapsodic hermeneutics. This leads Socrates to class the rhapsodes with the most

criticized genos of the Republic, the hypokritai, the actors who are identified as Ion is, by their

duplicity. However we must consider by contrast, that Ion does not work from any

epistemological presumption and the transformative possibilities of the poetic-rhapsodic

hermeneutic relation remain rich and inexhaustible. Any performative hermeneia certainly

challenges the interpretive authority of the subject as it involves assuming an other prosopon,

appropriating an other voice. Herewith is founded the pernicious nature of rhapsodic hermeneia

which in essence resists interpreting logos but rather resorts to theatrically representing it.

It is for this very reason Socrates brands Ion a Proteus, one who changes character,

changes beings, assumes many personas [7iavxo5a?i6(; yiyvTj, 541 e8]. He does not identify with

the propriety of a single authorial voice rather he is attendant to different and diverse voices, and

this only after abandoning the claim of retaining a penurious knowledge of the epistemic grounds

of other technai represented in Homer's poetry (i.e. medicine, charioteering, generalship etc.).

Ion as hermeneut cannot make a decision about these diverse and multiplied logoi and thus

annuls in principle every claim to a techne and discovers his competence in performative

14 Ion 540 b4-6
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recitations or hypocritical enunciative practices. Ion is always speaking as the other. Ion does not

attend to the techno-epistemological unity organized by a dianoetic telos which essentially

defines the aforementioned technai.

One concludes from this that Ion interprets not what Homer intends to say on these

various technai, it is not completely the object of a dianoia and making a decision about some

general concept or episteme. What interests Ion is Homer's unique pronouncement regarding

these diverse discourses, the staging of these different voices and logoi. It is the splitting of

Homer's voice (that he can be both Odysseus and then assume the role of Achilles) which

pertains to an hypocritic and subsequently ethological interest Ion, as rhapsode, exemplifies.

Hence Ion struggles to make a decision throughout the dialogue, not only between (a) several

technai (i.e. charioteering, medicine, generalship), which essentially involves his exegetical

competence in these technai', but also (b) concerning the nature of poiesis or poietike as a whole,

where he can assure knowledge of a primary epistemic ground for rhapsodies. His hermeneutic

praxis lends itself to the possibility of the other's logos; any transferential hermeneutic play

affirms an originary difference between multiple and inexhaustibly diverse logoi.

This hermeneutic play of any enunciative act suggests that rhapsodic hermeneutics does

not seek to decipher a truth or a dianoetic arche nor does it occupy wholly an eschatology of

thought. Rhapsodic hermeneia involves a performative intervention which guarantees not the

presentation of the authorial dianoia, but within the hermeneutic relation and its dynamic play, it

involves the dissemination of other voices, other logoi; its divine, poetical and ethological

transcriptions. Such a hermeneutic possibility cannot present the unity of a dianoia, there is no

constitution of the subject in the apprehension of dianoia, we rather become aware of how the

subject interminably divides and is differentiated within the chain of hermeneutical transference

15 See Murray 1996: 130
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that unfolds. From one act of hermeneia to the next, the rhapsode gets fiirther away from the

origin of dianoesis. Rhapsodic hermeneia suggests a veritable and transformative hermfriieutic

possibility.

6.4 The Paradox of the Rhapsodic Performance

One cannot help but ask why a rhapsode becomes the other speaker of this dialogue and

'rhapsody' the object of criticism in general. What concerns Plato beyond determining on a

purely philosophical ground the status of rhapsody? Is it simply to determine whether Ion can

lay claim to techne (art) and episteme (knowledge), that there is in rhapsodies a discursive form

or hermeneutics which tends to the content or signified concept of the work? Or is it more

poignantly a question of the status of the rhapsode as an intermediary? Socrates himself in the

"Magnet Metaphor" refers to him as the middle ring [6 5e \ISGOC,GVO pa\|/cp86<;5 536 Al] who

lays claim in his own disputed techne a privileged passage of communication, the transference of

a logos to a corruptible and easily enthused audience or "listeners" [oi dKcuovxet;, 534 dl-2]. Ion

meeting Socrates (who plays his recognizable role as eiron, the ironist par excellence) after

carrying off first prize in a contest of rhapsodes16 is immediately challenged to a new agon which

resonates as the origin of the palaid diaphord between poetry and philosophy which Plato

identifies in book ten of the Republic. Typically the dialogue develops in its ritual elenchus

towards exposing Ion, who frustratingly exposes himself as a protean type, a duplicitous, divided

subject. In this expose we also recognize what Plato's grievance is against rhapsody. Essentially

it is tied to Ion's privileged role of transferring or transmitting to an audience an hermeneia,

performatively playing out what the divine logos causes on the level of entheosis of the poet,

rhapsode then listener. As Partee observes it determines "its pernicious effects on the intellect".17

16 Ion 530 a5
17 Partee 1973: 213. Obviously this is a rudimentary concern in Plato's work, the affectivity of poetry, its

effect upon reason.
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It is a participatory essence of spectacality, of the performance as such, of the theatricalization of

the logos, where Plato ascertains the pernicious influence of the theatre.

6.4.1 The Splitting of The Subject: The Poetics of Subjectal Withdrawal and

Return

In a noted passage of the dialogue, Ion speaks of a doubleness experienced, a subjective

division, at the moment of hermeneutic engagement, an eloquent dissolution of all the Socratic

determinations centering around the question of the maniacal, divinely enthused subject. Ion

states,

"For I look down upon the them from the platform and see them at such

moments crying and turning awestruck eyes upon me and yielding to the

amazement of my tale. For I have to pay the closest attention to them since if I

set them crying, I shall laugh myself because of the money I take, but if they

laugh, I myself shall cry because of the money I lose.

[Sei yap |xe Kai a<j>68p' a\nol<; xov votiv

\)tovq KaOiaco, axnoq yehxGO\iai dpyopiov

amoq KAm>aouxu dpyupiov a

cog eav \iev Kkaio\xaq a

, eav 5e yeT&vmq,

Socrates asks further,

"And are you aware that your spectator is the last of the rings which I spoke

of as receiving from each other the power transmitted from the Heraclea

lodestone? You, the rhapsode and actor, are the middle ring; the poet himself

is the first; but it is the god who through the whole series draws the souls of

men whithersoever he pleases, making the power of one depend on the other.

{Oici0a oi>v on oxnoq eaxiv 6 Becrcr^ TCOV 5aKToX,icov 6 ea%aTo<;, cbv eyco

imo xrjq HpaK^£icon5oq Xi0ou arc' dMijtaov xnv 5\)vauAv
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; 6 5s piaog on) 6 pa\|rcp5o<; Kai moxpirnq, 6 5e npmoq

ainoq 6 noxryvfe' 6 8e Geoq 5ia ndvtcov TOWCOV THV

O7ioi dv

TT|V

xc6v dv9pc67ccov, dvaicpe:u,avv\)<; e£ dAAj

Ion divides himself during performance as does the hypocrites (the actor),19 He

simulates that he is among the scenes he is describing (whether in Ithaca or Troy) paying

"attention" [rcpoaexeiv] to his audience's response, attending to the success of his transmission

of the theia dynamis which makes the moment of hermeneutic transmission and "participation"

[methexis] possible. Ion is complicatedly both £K4>pa>v, that is, "out of his senses" l and E

in his right mind, fullv conscious and aware of the theatrical situation, that is, cognizant and in

complete rcpoaexei. What is at stake in this psychological division, or schizophrenic state of the

rhapsode Ion? How is it that being "in possession" [Kaxexojxevoc;], at a complete loss of control,

disappropriated and alienated from himself that Ion can simultaneously and intentionally be

something other than the maniacal state which seems to dictate him. How is it that he can claim

complete mastery over his performance, his characterizations and paradoxically assume mastery

over the uncontrollable or unmasterable state of delirium, frenzy, possession which Socrates

accuses Ion of?

Firstly, we have to recognize that in some way, Ion like the actor is a declaimer, for he

claims propriety over the performance, the transmission of a dynamic logos to his audience. Ion

seemingly does not succumb to the dynamis described in the "lodestone metaphor" he ostensibly

is not possessed. On the other hand when Ion relates a tale his eyes are filled with tears, and

18 /0A?535al-536a3
19 See Laws book II 659a-d cite for further description of the split sense of the actor as subject of his or her

own performance.
20 Ion 535 c2
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when it is a tale of fear his hair stands on end and his heart leaps,22 a man who seems

involuntarily held by the stories related by himself, he is simultaneously an audience member, an

attendant to his own recitation.

I have already pointed out that the rhapsodic subject hesitates here. The hesitation is

between two representations. One involves Ion's loss of propriety, of being "held" [Kcruexeiv] by

his own performance thereby his self loss, the other involves Ion's self gain, its manifestation in

this self loss as that which has concealed itself in order that Ion might appear. If this performative

paradox is examined, it exhibits the characteristic nature of rhapsody and its relation to mimesis.

As I have indicated the two representations in question are those of subjectal presentation, which

involves the autonomy and ownership of the self and subjectal loss respectively. An overall

effect of subjectal loss is created by hesitation between these two psychological representations

of the rhapsodic subject.

The demonstration of the character of this psychological division is not difficult. First,

the two psychological representations exist, as it were side-by-side. At the very culmination

where Ion asserts himself during the manifest presentation of his performance Ion himself is

concealed. But seen from the opposite side, this subjectal withdrawal becomes a manifestation of

Ion's persona; it reveals a mask. There is in this subjectal withdrawal a process of

defamiliarization which signifies that there is something behind the mask or persona.

This is ultimately the paradox of the rhapsodic performance and its subject, that in the

oscillation between the presented and lost versions of the subject, you have an indecisive

21

22

Ion 535 d7-8

Ion 537 c4-9

1
2&
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oscillation between loss and gain. One might say, that this oscillation happens in the

performative experience and moreover affects the audience's mimetic identification with this

subjectal economy.

6.4.2 Mimetic Identification or Methexis

It is for this reason the rhapsodic subject is condemned because it is his position as middle man

that makes him a more threatening figure insofar as the rhapsodic performance is concerned; it

impinges upon Plato's perturbation of the performance and his criticism of the theatre. As

6 uiaoc; (as intermediary) he is privileged as being the final passage which will transmit to the

audience (within a bespelling performance) his own dynamis over them or perhaps a dynamis

which resembles that which is received as theia moira. The fact the rhapsodic subject can divide

himself, that is, 'being' both ekphron and emphron , reveals his duplicity as he participates and

shares in the audience's experience and can concurrently detach himself and stand outside of this

participation. Ion can assume some distance from his performative epideixis by not being

affected by the dynamic logos which is transferred during the performance to the spectator. This

is the impending factor and most critical in the context of the Ion, something we have already

discerned in the Republic, it is the form of participatory identification {methexis) that is deemed

pernicious. Methexis involves the mimesis of the audience who participates in the performance

and thus are possessed and marked by it in an indelible way. It is this "passive" mode of the

23 Weineck acknowledges the "diametrically opposed relationship" Ion has with his audience instead of

being "magnetically" related to them. She admits that the relationship between poetic text, rhapsodic text,

and the passion of the audience emerges as far more complicated than initially asserted. Weineck 1998: 30.
24 This impinges upon the other oppositional schema interposed in the Ion that is, the relation between

katechein (being possessed, to be held) and prosechein (to hold to, to give heed to). This certainly correspond*

to the rhapsode assuming a state of passivity or a more active performative role. Tigerstedt is correct (ss are

other commentators) in pointing out that complicatedly "possession cannot be Ion's lot" (Tigerstedt 1969: 21)

particularly if Ion has the performative capacity to pay close attention to his audience

(xov vovv Tcpoaexew, 535e4-5].
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spectator, his/her 'passive receptivity' that Plato finds even more deleterious, that is, the passive

and immediate identification of the spectator. One cannot help but think of the "polity of the

soul" its contamination and putrefaction if we consider the context of Plato's criticism of

dramatic poetry in the Republic. The rhapsode's mimesis like the actor's mimesis, is one which is

apparently more active and virile.25 It is in this respect that the mimesis and the hermeneutic

activity of the rhapsode in the context of a performance (in his act of role-playing, in his

dissimulation) is threatening and of pernicious effect as it presupposes and attest to, as Lacoue-

26Labarthe would understand it, "a fundamental disappropriation". Plato cannot help but think

that the spectator's pathetic identification is itself disappropriating, it is related to an

uncontrollable alteration of the spectator's pathos, feelings, and it is possibly in this respect

Aristotle's catharsis has a place in any theory of the theatre. However this pathos (associated to

inspiration in the Apology) is related to enthusiasmos only by way of an unmasterable

disappropriation of the subject. If it is related to mimesis it is only as a fundamental passivity,

that is, through pathetic identification.

What seems to allude to the "utter passivity" of the poet/rhapsode that the "Magnet

Metaphor" reveals early in the dialogue now exposes a duplicitous and disappropriative feature

of the rhapsode's performative and hermeneutic expression. Paradoxical thoughts emanate from

this peculiar response by Ion commenting on his performances, disconcerting enough to have

forced our complete reconsideration and rethinking of Socrates' metaphor insofar as it fails to

25 Nietzsche endeavored to save mimesis from the metaphysical snares of Plato's philosophy; recognizing Plato

managed to appropriate and expose mimesis in terms of an arrant passive assignation. See Lacoue-Labarthe

1994: 107 and 109-110.
26 Lacoue-Labarthe 1994: 110.
27 In Apol 22c5-6, poetical inspiration is considered a 7tdGoq (pathos) to which poets are subjected to

28 Guthrie does make it clear thait Socrates' intention in the dialogue is to highlight "the utter passivity of the

poet". See Guthrie 1975: 203, n.L
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disqualify or make obsolete the active hermeneutic participation of the rhapsode, who by this

stage is likened to the actors, the hypokritai.

A certain movement has occurred, a sudden shift in interest, forthwith the spectator is

considered by Socrates. Rhapsodic influence needs to be curbed. Its performative essence, its

active and virile nature, poses a threat to the audience. Ion paying closest attention to them

[cruroic; tov vow 7tpoce%eiv] ratifies his non-possession, his non-passivity; he rejects being in a

state of frenzied possession. It certainly conveys the possibility for inventio or what is "really

creative" (to use Lacoue-Labarthe's terms) in the performative activity of the rhapsode.

Moreover it highlights the economy of success and failure by infecting, altering, influencing the

pathos of the audience. If successful, and this requires the audience's complete submission to the

tale recited through a discharge of tears, through emotional or pathetic release, Ion will laugh and

run off with the takings; however if he fails, since the audience would laugh given they would

not have been nonplussed by his performance, he shall cry for the money he will lose.

Does this though presuppose that the rhapsode does not simply echo or repeat the

articulated logos of the poet? Does the rhapsode within this plurality of transmitted logoi play an

essentially more active role than the poet? Can he strictly be identified by a mimetic passivity? Is

the activity of the rhapsode more pernicious than that of the poet since he occasions an active

form of mimesis?

There is a founding moment in the criticism of Ion in that he is denied the claim that

poetic texts or poiemata are a source of techne and episteme. The inanity of Ion's opprobrious

claim to techne in particular extends to the folly of his being as such, he not only knows no thing

but further he is no one. Ion is a man who does not recognize properties and subjects (in terms of

poetics) but is also without properties and qualities, and following Lacoue-Labarthe, he could be
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understood as "a subjectless subject, a pure no one". However, if rhapsodic hermeneia does not

exemplify a movement towards the comprehension of dianoia, then the rhapsodic subject (his

madness and paradoxical will, his split, schizophrenic, double nature) ontoiogically enacts or

performs the hermeneutic relation; by bearing the other's voice, the other's logos, the other's

discourse; by "being other'9.

If the audience (or the spectator) is the last ring in the plurality of rings drawn together

by this dynamis (if we understand the metaphor correctly) is the rhapsode's role more important

and thus more threatening for Plato? Is the rhapsode seen to exemplify a pedagogical role rather

than a strictly performative one? Is the Ion more a criticism of rhapsody than of poetry per sel

Or is it in fact a redoubled criticism, that is to say, a criticism which implicates poetry with

rhapsody as such?30

6.5 Philosophical Rhapsodies: Hermeneia as 'Interpretation'

Considering its agonistic structure, one might see the Ion as the text which attempts to

determine the wisdom that resides within the dialogue between Ion and Socrates. It is Ion who

classes Socrates amongst "the wise men [xo5v COCJXDV, 532 d6]" and Socrates in ironic response,

29 Lacoue-Labarthe in his Diderot: Le Paradoxe et le Mimesis, discusses in great detail the entire

differentiation between the active and passive forms of mimesis. Interestingly his reading of Diderot deals

with the paradox of mimesis, in so far as its duplicity is concerned, its double nature. In Diderot ' s "The

Paradox of Acting", Lacoue-Labarthe sees Diderot "converting mimesis" (Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 265),

where the passivity an entire tradition associated with mimesis is relinquished by displaying its active

essence.
30 Tigerstedt at least considers the possibility that the Ion could be a disguised criticism of poetry, however

decides in his reading that their are no direct anti-poetic sentiments expressed. However, it seems necessary

that at least what Guthrie recognizes as Socrates ' desire to expose "the utter passivity of the poet" (See

Guthrie 1975: 207) should be addressed, or at least posed as a question. The Ion is a complex and

ambiguous dialogue, in so far as authorial intention is concerned, it seems likely there is the insinuation of a

criticism of poetry. See also Tigerstedt 1969.
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distinguishes as sophoi the rhapsodes and actors alike. The irony though is inextricably related to

the agon between the philosopher and the rhapsode, even as Socrates refers to himself as a

"simple layman [iSuDtnv dv9pcorcov, 532 el]" who "speaks the plain truth [tdA,T|9fj A-eyco, 532

d9]" Ion the rhapsode will be identified as the lying declaimer of this truth. Yet the irony of the

Ion, and one dare say the entire corpus of Platonic literature, is that the sophia of the others

(whether it be the sophist, the rhapsode or poet etc.) is not only challenged in the name of truth

but furthermore appropriated for the sake of truth. This sophia though exceeds Plato's discourse

as such, it is appropriated, played with and showcased by his own interpreter, Socrates.3!

By the dialogues end, Ion is forced to choose between being ddikos (unjust) or theios

(divine), having been accused by Socrates for playing him false [euoi 541 e3]. It

is against the background of this definition or ontological determination of Ion's subject, that

Socrates achieves mastery and control over the rhapsode's dissimulating and protean nature.

Nonetheless, before such a decision is made possible, before we can actually account for the

possibility of what must be termed a 'philosophical' decision, Plato who even though he stands

outside yet between his two protagonists in the dialogue, essentially has to stage Socrates, make

Socrates assume the role of the rhapsode to illustrate this role, to make a decision about

"rhapsodies" as such since Ion problematically remains coy and evades him and presents himself,

protean like, as incomprehensible. The possibility of this decision belongs to the other's

discourse and is never properly philosophical; there remains that element of indecision. This

indecision belongs to the masquerader, the dissembler, impostor, it belongs to the rhapsode Ion

who is unable to decide upon who he is.

31 If we consider the thematics of the dialogues and their dramatico-philosophical arrangement, Plato is

resolutely wary of all "other" discourses that do not proceed from a consideration of philosophical archai.

In the Ion his association or pairing off of rhapsodes and actors by virtue of certain resembling features in

their performative practice lays bare a new founded critique on the performative and theatrical essence of

their 'genre' mediation.
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Thus the dialogue deliberately raises the problem of hermeneia insofar as it attempts to

determine subjectivity. If the concept of hermeneia governs the oppositions Socrates instates;

emphron/ekphron, episteme/entheos^ techne/theia dynamis, which are encapsulated by the

binarism, philosophy/poetry then we would have to consider its undecidability in terms of its

meaning. For the philosopher it would involve interpretation as such; but on the other hand, for

the rhapsode it would involve performative messaging and dissemination of other logoi,

encapsulating a complex array of divinational or ethological preconsiderations. What

interpretation is to be placed on the recognition of this undecidability concerning hermeneia?

The problem is intricately tied to Ion's subject sense because in the hermeneutic experience of a

subjectal split, Dn's hermeneia is not grounded in the claims of Socrates' metaphor. Ion

problematically resurrects himself as a figure of a subject who possesses consciousness and will.

If hermeneia prefigures the possibility of a decision Socrates, if not the rhapsode Ion,

necessarily has to resort to making, then the only assurance by which a logical or reasonable

conclusion can be arrived at in the dialogue, would require Socrates' resort to an immense trope;

a parodical identification with and o/the rhapsode. Plato thus has to make Socrates present at the

scene of mimesis by mimetically identifying with the rhapsodic subject.

And what of hermeneia? What if it was presented as ambiguous, undecidable insofar as

its meaning is concerned? What if, in the context of the Ion, it had no proper or determinate

meaning? Does this etymological undecidability set into motion the play of these opposites, the

hermeneutic play of Socrates and Ion, the dialogical space or the space of communication which

proffers the possibility of hermeneutics, a hermeneutics which in significant ways effects the

communicative or dialogical movements back and forth? Is the dialogue itself bequeathed by

another hermeneutic problem? Certainly, the contextual double role, function and meaning of

hermeneia undermines and challenges the fixity of these oppositions set up by the Socratic

I
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argument. Socrates depends on the meaning of hermeneia as interpretive act (and not as an

expressive or performative praxis) in order to undermine Ion's paradoxical subjectal will. Above

all, the problem concerning rhapsodic hermeneutics is a problem inherent in the subject of

enunciation, in that the subject who is at once present during his/her performative epideixis,

simultaneously withdraws from that scene, he/she ultimately remains unaccountable insofar as

their mimetic and hermeneutic deliveries are concerned.

There is here then the philosophical exigency of a decision in the Ion and it will have to

be made by the philosopher in a way that will force us to acknowledge Hs self-contradiction.

Thus, if we follow the dialectical trajectory Plato leads us through; it is one which leads us to an

empty topos of hermeneutic possibility. Socrates' lexis or style (resorting to parodical

identification) involves appropriating the role of the rhapsode to interpret the "rhapsodic" as

such. Such parodical identification (and parody or irony cannot be ignored as fundamentally

mimetic tropes) involves capturing the protean Ion, whose role is marked by an unstable

ambivalence, by the fact he is ipso facto, "a no-one".

32Socrates between 538 b9 to 539 d5 does not speak as the philosopher but as the other.

This is where philosophy's assured essence is questionable. Though its search for truth claims

precedence over literature's traditional concern for poetic lexis, philosophy's logos is always

33
contaminated by the other's style. In three cited examples, Socrates wants to decide (Kpivai,

538 d5) whether it is the rhapsode's art to decide on "the correctness of what Homer says

32 Though the irony of the staging of Socrates as rhapsode completely evades Ion, he has to succumb to a

philosophical dynamis, to an epistemological ascendancy and mastery which all hermeneutic play will

remain subordinate to. Ion is completely dispossessed, as Socrates appropriates the very power which Ion is

supposed to possess, he disembodies it from Ion, repeats the very performance of dissimulation which will

fool Ion (as Ion does his audience) into this spectacular methexis. See Wilcox 1987: 158-60 for a detailed

discussion of the metamorphosis of Socrates as rhapsode.
33 Ion. 538 b9-539 d5
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538 c5]" when reciting various passages of the Iliad or that of other

experts who identify with a techne, namely in reference to the doctor's, fisherman's and finally

the seer's art. According to Socrates it is only these experts that can decide on various technical

and epistemic matters recounted in Homer's poetry. Ion is figured as not only a no-one but

moreover as one who knows no-thing.

However Socrates' ascendancy in this dialogue depends upon him having to assume the

role of the other, speak for the other. Socrates' speaking as and for the other involves the

complete and conclusive subreption of the other, the arrant silencing of the other, the

marginalization of the other's logos. Though the relationship between the SocraXic prosopon and

theatricality is well known in the "dialogues", it is this masquerading of the other, this theatrical

ventriloquy which forges Socrates' complicity with the rhapsodic subject. As soon as there is

identification with the other, with the other's discourse, then there is always mimesis.34 And this

certainly proffers itself as the classic hermeneutic moment in the dialogue where Socrates'

interprets the rhapsode (his role, his subject), abandoning hermeneutic difference and

guaranteeing the authority of the hermeneutic motif which has preoccupied the entire history of

metaphysics.

All this raises one important question. Has Plato, yet again, abandoned the problematic

of the subject as it was presented in the Lodestone metaphor and in Ion's description of subjectal

split? Has the question concerning subjectivity and the problems it raises concerning hermeneia

34 Lacoue-Labarthe proffers interesting understanding of theatrical mimesis as an imitation forged through

"identification". The very acumen of Lacoue-Labarthe's understanding of mimesis through identification (the

actor's mimesis) is its pernicious effect on the audience; as they replicate the process of identification. Lacoue-

Labarthe 1994:109-110.
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been marginalized by a reorientation of the hermeneutic question to what can be described as

principally philosophical prejudices and preconceptions?

By dictating the dialogical event, the hermeneutic context of dialogical exchange, Plato

avoids confronting the vagaries and vicissitudes of the subject, of subjectal division. In this

parodical identification resides the philosophical exigency to recover the meaning of herrneneia

as interpretation and not risk the primordial implications of hermeneutics in the endless and

incessant transferential possibilities already presupposed by the deferral of hermeneutical

meaning and the meaning of hermeneutics as such. Socrates, as Plato's hermeneut, returns to Ion

a decided meaning of hermeneia when deciding on Ion's subject. By illustrating clearly his

context (which is philosophical in essence) and annulling the open and generative possibilities of

the rhapsode's subjectal presentations, Socrates proffers a philosophically decided meaning of

hermeneia as "interpretation" which thereby delivers this meaning within a totalizing dialectics,

thereby ignoring the problematic of Ion's subject that marks the dialogue. The philosophical

dynamis which brings about the event of interpretive closure, that is, a closed formalization of

the hermeneutic theme by presenting and illustrating a saturating taxonomy of technai and their

epistemicity, overrides Ion's false pretense.

So the protean Ion exemplifies the failure of the other to make a decision about where he

stands, he is undecidably manifold, pantodapos. In this way he blurs the roles, no longer

permitting a decision between them. However, this condition of being pantodapos, confirms

Socrates' hostility to Ion. Ion is forced to choose being theios (divine) so as to avoid the

indetermination of 'who he is', and risk bei (unjust). And yet again, it is the question of

justice [5iKaiocr6vr|], which inaugurates the criticism of mimetic poetry and its very indictment

in book two of the Republic. This decision (which, as we have determined, is a decision

philosophy requires to be made in regard to Ion's subject) finally leads Ion to assume a proper
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subject sense, to be recognized properly as 'subject' and subsequently rest any claim on techne

and episteme. However, Socrates is not altogether autarchic, he can only claim ironico-

philosophical mastery over Ion by playing, imitating the rhapsode via identification and thus

interpret the rhapsode, through knowledge of Ion's dissimulating techne. In this respect there is a

contamination of the purity of philosophical logos, particularly in the dialogically assayed

hermeneutic participation Socrates and Ion unfurl, the originary difference between philosophical

and rhapsodic interpretive praxis. Thus to interpret or identify the rhapsode, Socrates has to

identify with Ion and engage in an unrestricted methexis, which lends itself as the classic

hermeneutic moment of the dialogue. Socrates thus assumes the role of the rhapsode, recites

Homer himself, divides himself in order to illustrate his argument, to make transparent clarify his

own logos; in order to interpret (and this possibly is intimately related to the bearing of certain

platonic tidings) the discourse or logos of the other, which will amount to the hermeneutic

determinations of philosophy itself.7 35

j 5 The difficulty in discerning Plato's authorial voice or the philosophical intendment of the author (i.e. Plato)

is most certainly divulged by what has been determined within our discourse as <4the problem of Socrates".

Plato's anonymity is topical in any reconsideration of the Dialogues and in the context of the Ion it is made

more obtrusive since "authorial voice", or a propriety of the logos is questioned insofar as the poet/rhapsode is

concerned. Plato should be understood in terms of intricate authorial evasions and prosopopoieic identification

considering that in this dialogue (i.e. the Ion) Socrates is Plato's mouthpiece and essentially the hermeneut of

Plato's Dialogues as such.

S
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Chapter Seven

Orthonomatologies

"The account given by us all must be, of course, of the nature

of imitations and representations."

\i&v yap §r\ xai arceiicaaiav xa napa rcavxcov

ryi&v piiGevxa xpecov nov yeveoBai.

Critias 107 b6-7

7.1 On the Propriety of Names

In the Cratylus we are confronted with two notions of the correctness of onomata and

immediately the delineated theme of the dialogue's subtitle is set within discursive view. Against

the background of this complicated inquiry, in which enormous difficulties are presented to the

reader in determining its nature,1 what I consider to be addressed in this dialogue is the question

of the propriety of language in mythopoetic discourse. From the beginning, it takes issue with

what I call an orthonomatology, a study or a logos concerning the "propriety" of onomata, that is,

in what way they are proper or correct in their signifying function, especially in the context of

the use of onomata within the mythopoetic tradition. The discourse of the poets is nothing ether

1 There has been much discussion regarding the structure of the Cratylus, its style and its composition.

Commentators have tended to be critical of its compository form, noting many ellipses and gaps. This

stylistic problematic (and the mode of discourse) has furthermore elicited a chronological interest in the

Cratylus, more often than not situating it before the "middle period". See Robinson 1969.

* • ; • • .
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than fiction, that is, the very thing against which philosophical discourse claims to constitute

itself.

Whether this is an epistemological orientation or a fundamentally linguistic

questioning, I will not labor at this point to segregate.2 The "orientation" of the dialogue or

doubled logos to certain philosophical or non-philosophical conceptions of language and more

precisely onomata tends to elucidate where both philosophical and linguistic concerns are

implicated in the orthonomatology of the dialogue. The Cratylus seeks to determine the propriety

of onomata in order to ascertain the truth and falsity of logos in general. A fundamental

philosophical matter concerning the question of falsehood overhauls any linguistic concerns.

We might note here that the presentation of two obvious, though characteristically

oppositional, theses, namely, that of Cratylus and Hermogenes and the emergence of a third

mediative (or intermediative) thesis presented by Socrates himself, is not a discursive accident.

2 Many commentators have pursued with interest the epistemological concerns of the Cratylus obviously at

the cost of marginalizing the power of its linguistic interest. The interest in truth statements and predication

theory fuels their commentaries. See. Robinson 1969; Anagnostopoulos 1972; Richardson 1976; Nehring

overtly argues that onomata have an epistemological function. See Nehring 1945: 14 Nehrig insists that

Greek philosopher's interest in language is not linguistic but epistemological or philosophically oriented

inquiry. Nehring 1945: 13. Gerard Genette's reading of the dialogue certainly privileges a linguistic

approach to its key thematic, that of the function of onomata within linguistics, though it is very apparent

that as a linguist (with a structuralist background) he seems to carry through in his Mimologiques a

problematization of reference, what he understands as "mimologism" though committed to the possibility of

reference, observes its inevitable ablution in the linguistic motivation (the "eponymic" motivation as he

describes it) of onomata as such. See Genette 1994.
3 Certainly we would have to begin by pointing out a confusion regarding the use of the word onoma in the

Cratylus. Onoma covers, in the Greek language, two heterogeneous possibilities: (a) that of nomination,

that is, the proper name and (b) as common noun (in which it is worth noting that in the latin nomen both

linguistic possibilities are captured). J. Gould Jr uses "word" in general as translation of onoma. See Gould

1969; 20. Robinson notes that in Plato's use of onoma "there lay undistinguished at least five notions that

are distinct now: the proper name, the name, the word, the noun, and the subject of predication". See

Robinson 1969:222.
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The dialogue can only establish the integrity of philosophical logos if it addresses the terms of an

opposition that ultimately prefaces the orthonomatology at issue. The manner in which

philosophical logos reasserts its priority over mythos, poetic discourse in general again is spelled

out in the cycle of arguments which only Socrates can disrupt.

7.1.1 Nomothetic and Naturalist Orthonomatologies

Firstly we will attempt to simply situate the first thetic propositions of the dialogue, both the

Hermogenic and Cratylic theses, and subsequently devote our analysis to the movement of

Socrates' logos with a regard to what is at stake in the orthonomatologies of both Cratylus and

Hermogenes, In the Cratylic discussion concerning the propriety of the onoma, in the attempt to

determine its proper function, 'reference' is established by nature or physis. According to

Cratylus there is a natural association or reciprocation between an onoma and its referent.

Cratylus argues "that everything has a right name of its own, which comes by nature

[ovoumoq 6p0OTT|Ta eivai eKdaxcov TC5V OVTGDV tyv " and that "a name is not

whatever people call a thing by agreement [KCXI O\) XOWO eivai ovojia 6 dv

, 383 a5]." According to Cratylus, onomata have a natural propriety,

they by nature belong to their objects or referents. That is to suggest, not only do onomata signify

their referents, but they encompass the signified or carry the 'concept' of the thing referred to.

Hermogenes opposes the natural conception of onomata, he questions the natural

commensurability that characterises the Cratylic determination of the propriety of onomata. The

positing of the arbitrary nature of onomata by Hermogenes is based on the recognition of the

correctness of names being determined by "convention" [£\)V0TIKT|] and "agreement"

[6jj.oA,oyia].4 The arbitrary nature of onomata (of words, or signs) is essentially an implacable

4 Cra. 384 dl. The Hermogenic thesis considers the problematic of 'reference' more astutely by

understanding (in Sassurean terms) the question of the arbitrary nature of language. The arbitrariness of
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criticism of Cratylism. Hermogenes insists "no name belongs to any particular thing by nature

[oi) ydp (J)vaei eicdaxcp 7te(|>\)K£vai ovoaa o\)5ev oi)8eviv]" but only by habit and custom of those

who employ it and who established the usage [dMit VOJICO KCCI e6ei xcav eGiadvxcov xe

Kai KC&OVVXCOV, 384 d7]. It is almost certain that the orthonomatological problematic can be

reduced to a fundamental aporia. The two oppositional theses are torn between proper

explication and rupture, for both the naturalist and nomothetic prescriptions are built upon the

"aporia of reference" as such, that is to say, the fundamental problem of the manner in which an

onoma "refers", "references" or postulates a proper referential function.

From the dialogue's outset, Socrates is situated between two theses; he has been asked to

be "a partner in the logos at hand [dvaKoivcoacouxGa xov Xoyov, 383 al]." Now this partnership

presupposes, already, a mediation of the two orthonomatological theses, it represents a dialogical

aporia, where reconciliation, mediation will depend on drawing attention to the notion of

opGoxrrra, which amounts to a consideration of what Genette determines to be at issue in the

orthonomatology, the "propriety of names".5 So what I seek to reassert at this point is that the

aporia, the inability to reconcile this thetic heterogeneity, suggests that the dialogue is less about

the correctness of names stricto senso but a consideration of the properties of an onoma, the

propriety of the onoma insofar it embodies the thing referred to. It appraises fundamental

Sassurean terms, as it engages the issue concerning whether the signifier embodies the signified.6

onomata turns us to questioning the very nature of onomata especially if they supposedly have a natural

propriety.
5 La propriete des noms. Genette understands that what is at issue in the dialogue is not strictly

"correctness" of names, but rather it is really a question of their "propriety". Propriety suggests a

correctness of word choice insofar as words are assigned correctly to things, that is to say a determination of

a words proprietary power in relation to the object it is assigned to or "belongs to". See Genette 1995: 12.
6 The bond between the Signifier and Signified is arbitrary. There is nothing in either the thing or the word

that makes the two go together, no natural, intrinsic, or logical relation between a particular sound image

and a concept. See Ferdinand de Sassure's Course in general linguistics.191 A.
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Though Socrates appears to adopt and defend the Cratylic thesis, it is only to better

address the Hermogenic thesis without disrupting this opposition. He asks Hermogenes who

attests to the arbitrariness of onomata that there is in words a true and a false, as there are true

and false logoi. If a logos is to be true or false, then the parts of a logos may be true or false.

Socrates arrives at the conclusion that if the smallest parts of a logos are onomata therefore

onomata may be true or false. At this point I do not yet want to elaborate on the nature of logos

structure as such but I would like to state here, in suspension, that all onomata, that is, onomata

within a logos structure, are to be conceived, according to Plato, in terms of whether they are true

or false. It seems an onoma is but a little logos and that the onoma seen as logos presumes a

priority for the generation of its onomastic component.

Thus the Cratylus posits two orthonomatological orders that no doubt are modified and

subsequently regulated by this inapparent stricture of the aporia at issue, namely, the problem of

"reference". At this stage the problem presents itself as whether the onoma truly refers or

incorrectly refers to things. The fundamental aporia attenuates the credulity of the

orthonomatologies introduced, for the conception that onomata "refer" or enter into some natural

or nomothetic "correspondence" to things, the object of reference or referent as such, is

obfuscated by the generalization of the property and propriety of onomata insofar as their

onomastic function, or if one prefers, their linguistic motivation is concerned.

What matters in the orthonomatologies at issue is the abstract determination of the

proprietal relation, association or reciprocity of onomata and their referents. It is at this point,

thus presented to us in its problematization, not as a question of if they "refer", but in what

manner the problem of reference is superseded. For Socrates any orthonomatology that takes the

Hermogenic line then would in some way involve the undoing of the relationship between the

onoma and its referent and it is that which Socrates would like logos to effect and that is at the

primary level that an onoma is true in itself. And the fact that logos is raised in relation to the
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orthonomatology considered is no accident as Socrates' object is to establish in what way logos

assures the propriety of the onoma, the commensurability between word and thing.

7.2 The Aporia of Reference

How does one focus on this impossible place, the aporia that has problematized the

orthonomatologies at issue? What now, in what appears to be an overt critique of the

Hermogenic thesis or of the conventialist onomatology, is at stake? Does Socrates' critique of the

arbitrariness of language play a fundamental role in opening another critical space? Does the

Socratic refutation of the Hermogenic thesis present itself as a double critique, that is, of the

Cratylism pursued and, for the moment, asserted in the dialogue? The possibility of a critique

under the title of the dialogue, in the name of this dialogue, is something that truncates itself

through the critical expropriation of the nomothetic prescription of Hermogenes'

orthonomatology. Certainly what ensues from the aporia is a criticism which puts its object in

place, a criticism which tampers with neither its presuppositions nor its prescriptive effusion of

its onomatological framework, in constituting a concept of the onoma as such.7

7.2.1 Onomastic Motivation and the Workings Of Logos

Considering its strictly philosophical interest, Socrates raises the question of truth, asking

Hermogenes whether there is anything in which one could determine a "true logos"

iq]. One can discern here, in what sense this philosophical[Xoyoq ct>LT|0Tiq] and a false one

preoccupation with the logocentric structure of logos solicits the interest of most commentators

of the Cratylus, especially as it presents itself as a compelling resolution of the epistemological

7 The fundamental aporia which preoccupies the orthonomatology incipiently recounts the problematic

concerning the subject of speech, writing or discourse in general. It is an issue intricately linked to the

equivocity inherent in discourse as it has thus far been thematised in the Republic. Moreover it prepares the

ground for the discussion in the Sophist.
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break or dialogical aporia.8 It is the notion that logos constitutes the onoma by assuring it

performs a proper referential function. The linguistic motivation of onomata is clearly

determined within a sentence or statement, within logos as such. For Robinson the motivation of

the onoma rests (and this is contrary to what Socrates asserts, however we shall return to this) on

its function within logos.

Socrates: Is there anything which you call speaking the truth and speaking

falsehood [.,.KaXeT<; xi dfar|9fj A^yeiv KCU

Hermogenes: Yes

Socrates: Then there would be true speech and false speech?

d AS q, 6 5e \|/£1)STI<;;][O\)K0i)v etT) dv

Hermogenes: Certainly

Socrates: Then that speech which says things as they are is true, and that

which says them as they are not is false?

Hermogenes: Yes

Socrates: It is possible, then, to say in speech that which is and that which is

not?

f Eaxiv dpa TO wo, Xoyco 'ke.yeiv xa ovxa xz Kai UTI;

Hermogenes: Certainly.

Socrates: Is true speech true only as a whole, and are its parts untrue?

Hermogenes: No, its parts also are true.

B-

8 Section 385b-c of the dialogue provides for some scholars a determinate discussion of what is at issue,

essentially fulfill there proper linguistic function within a statement or logos and that is a purely referential

function, that is, they designate, name or refer. In a purely logical manner, scholars such as Robinson and

Anagnostopoulos have considered what is discussed at this point as of true philosophical interest and thus

marginalizing the mimetic theory of language (Cratylism) by asserting that the onoma's functioning is "to

refer" and not to describe or represent their referents.
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Socrates: Are the large parts true, but not the small ones, or are all true?

Hermogenes: All, in my opinion.

Socrates: Is there, then, anything which you say is a smaller part of speech

than a name? f Eaxiv ODV 6 TI Xeyeiq A.6yoi) ajiiKpoxepov uopiov

aXko f\ ovojia;]

Hermogenes: No, that is the smallest.

Socrates: And the name is spoken as a part of the true speech?

[Kai TO ovoua dpa TO XOV akrfiovc, ^6yo\) A ŷ

Hermogenes: Yes.

Socrates: Then it is, according to you, true.9

One can discern in Richard Robinson's studies on the Cratylus, in what sense the

orthonomatology involves consolidating the onoma has a referential function within logos.

Onomata will be correct insofar as they "refer" or "name". "The purpose of a name is to refer us

to a thing."10 The epistemological exigency is notable insofar as the aporia of reference needs to

be surmounted. The Socratic inquiry at this point of the dialogue has disrupted and

problematically perverted the onoma's proper linguistic function, Socrates precludes the

arbitrariness that correctly describes onomata and their proper function. Socrates attempts to

situate his discourse within its Cratylic limits. Robinson, though, observes a false reasoning or

argumentation at 385 b-c, since Socrates almost asserts onomata describe, represent their

referents, which suggests onomata perform what logoi perform. But it seems we must take

9Cra. 385 b-c
10 "The purpose of making a name is to have a means of referencing people to something and the purpose of

using the name is to refer someone to it" (Robinson 1956: 334). Pfeiffer believes that the argument at 385

b-c attempts to establish the "correspondence theory of truth." Pfeiffer 1972: 93.
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account that Socrates is, at this stage of the dialogue, pursuing the Cratylic argument; exhibiting,

reiterating, tracing it at the limit of the aporia.

I

One may argue that the Fregean thesis, no doubt, provides Robinson with a scientific

and subsequently "proper" point of departure in resolving the problem of the aporia of reference

in the Cratylus.n The onoma is not to be conceived on the basis of containing by nature or

physis an "ideal" conception, meaning, description of its referent, the onoma is essentially

unmotivated in this sense. It cannot function like or as logos, it should not be conceived as a

"little statement".12 Robinson concerns himself that such a conception of onomata involves

seceding to names a metaphorical function or motivation. According to this conception "all

,13
language is metaphorical" if we admit they can perform what logos does, then a quasi-

metaphoricity of onomastic function is accredited to onomata. However if the nature-theory of

onomata is based on its metaphorical functioning, as Robinson asserts, then this insistence on the

referential function of onomata, which complies with an arbitrary conception of the sign, will

remain wary of metaphorical motivations as it will pervert "reference" pure and simple, since

this quasi-metaphoricity of onomata will involve insinuating things without actually referring to

them. Metaphor is the increasing destruction of the onoma and its proper linguistic function.14

The metaphoricity of onomata infiltrates the medium in which it properly functions within,

11 Gottlob Frege established the conception that sense determines reference. "A proper name (word, sign,

sign combination, expression) expresses its sense when it stands for or designates its reference." Frege

1980:61.
12 Robinson observes Plato has constructed a bad argument at 385 b-c where an onoma is determined to

perform what logos does. See Robinson 1969: 335.
13 Robinson 1969: 335.
14 Derrida, in "The White Mythology", believed that philosophers have attempted to define metaphor on

philosophical terms as a figure that can be explained by its reference to an other, more properly

philosophical language. Derrida explains, "metaphor is determined by philosophy as a provisional loss of

meaning, an economy of the proper without irreparable damage, a certainly inevitable detour, but also a
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namely, logos or to use Robinson's term, the "statement". The role of onomata, accounting for

their quasi-metaphcricity, is made conspicuous at this stage by the discursive deliberations at 385

b-c. However Plato seems more patient, for he wants to discover the work of onomata, their

productivity and function at the root of the aporia, that is, the suspension of referentiality.

.15 ,
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What section 385 b-c has achieved above everything else, is that it exposes the primal

and unsettling contigency of the aporia at issue. To say that it is a defective or unsound

explanation of onomastic function is to ignore the manner in which Plato would like to keep the

question of onomata open to the aporia. If that is the case, the passage in 385 c-d certainly

intensifies the aporia of reference in such a way as to make the issue of orthonomatology much

more complex, by suspending the innocent plenitude of onomata

Socrates approximates onomata to logos, they can correspond to conceptual ity or the

concept of the thing, that is to say, deliver a signified. Since the "onoma is the smallest part of

logos [taryQi) auiKpoxepov jiopiov aXko f\ ovoua, 385 c5]" then as it is possible to utter speech

or make a logos that is either true or false "so it is possible to utter either a false or a true name

p
I
i
i

[dpa ovoua ye'uo'oq Kai c&ri6e<; Xeyeiv, 385 c9]." According to this argument, regardless of the

misconceptions the scholia impose on the passage,16 there is precisely a role or function of

onomata which involves the representation of the signified. Perhaps we could go so far as to

assert that there is the working of the onoma to resemble logos, something commentators of the

m
history with its sights set on,and within the horizon of, the circular reappropriation of literal, proper

meaning". Derrida 1982: 270.
15 Malcolm Schofield disputes that section 385 b2-dl is an insertion and not part of the textus receptus,

which admittedly would resolve many problems scholars would have with its process of reasoning. Though

Robinson believes (though a bad argument) it is posited as a refutation of the Hermogenic thesis (1969:123)

Schofield argues that this peculiar passage violently interrupts the flow of the dialogue and essentially

"irrelevant" to the context. See Schofield 1972: 246.
16 See Robinson 1956: 324-341. Lorenz and Mittelstrasse 1967: 1-20; Weingartner 1970: 5-25. See also

Pfeiffer 1972.
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17dialogue have remained reluctant to accept. Now, I do not want to accept this unitary

conception of the onoma, which asserts that it can serve a representational function, that it is a

container of the signified, but I would rather suspend its motivations within the aporia that the

orthonomatology of the Cratylus is inscribed within. For at this stage the concepts or theories of

onomata, both in the Cratylic and Hermogenic formulations, are founded and paradoxically

suspended in the aporia of reference.

7.3 Onomatopoetics: "Naming" and the Technics of Mimesis

This long theoretical disquisition on the orthonomatology of the Cratylus has produced a

supposedly aporetic limit on the discussion. Socrates obviously repeats and mobilizes the logoi

of his interlocutors within the equivocity of this aporia, it becomes the site of the Socratic

operation. Having refuted the possibility of the arbitrary nature of onomata, that is, their

nomothetic prescriptions18 Socrates create? an impasse, whereby he considers how a conception

of onomata can be sustained other than by pure reference and conceived by naturally

representing the eidos or essence of things.

17 Aristotle in his On Interpretation [flepi' Epurjveiaq] explains onomata cannot be true or false as such but

propositions or statements determine this, thus determining the arbitrary nature of the onoma, "Onomata are

by convention, no onoma signifies by nature" [TO 8e cruvSfiicnv, oxi (jruoei xo5v ovouaxcov o\)8ev eoriv].

"An onoma is a sound having meaning established by convention alone

[Ovoua iievcuveaxi c|)(ovf] crnu.avTiKf|Kaxda\)vOi'iKT|v]...while no part of it has any meaning, when

considered apart from the whole [r\q \LT\§EV \iepoq eoxi OTIUXXVXIKOV Kexcopiauevov, ch.2; 20]. G.S. Kirk

believes that the hermeneutic approach to this dialogue has been heavily influenced by Aristotle's Cratylus

(in his Metaphysics) who is a convinced Heraclitean. We are confronted with the problem of two different

Cratyluses. See Kirk 1951: 253.

I tend to agree that the refutation of Hermogenes' conventionalism occurs earlier, that is, at Cra. 385 c,

though it is heuristically worked through in the discussion of the "shuttle analogy" (Cra. 387 e).

Commentators who propose this; See Weingartner 1970: 15. Lorenz and Mittlestrass 1967: 7. The strategic

criticism of Protagoras' homo mensura doctrine (Cra. 385 e) and Euthydemus Of Chios' "relativism" (Cra.

386 e) forces the abandonment of the sophistic conceptions of truth, creating the path for the theoretical

appraisal of the eidos in this context.
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Socrates explains that "things have a fixed reality of their own, not in relation to us nor

caused by us [oi) rcpdc; ipaq o\)5e \x|>' rpcov, 386 el]" and concludes that "things exist of

themselves in relation to their own reality imposed by nature [&AAa KCXG' aired npbq

xnv ecu-cow ouaiav e T^ep 7Ee<j>i)Kev]." Immediately, what is suggested and considering the

following argument regarding the ethical import in praxeis which are understood as having "their

own separate nature [aXk awcov tiva i5iav <J>\XJIV excuaai;]"19 is an anti-relativist, therefore

anti-conventionalist reasoning and thus there is a consideration of things having their own

essential nature and properties. Socrates considers "naming", the act of designating a name for a

thing or the act of "referring" to a thing by name, as a distinct praxis

[TO ovojid^Biv 7tpd£i<; TIC; eoxiv, 387 c8] with its own peculiar nature and discernible properties.

li

m.
m
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Following the logical trajectory of the argument Socrates explains that "naming"

[onomazein] is a kind of praxis and that the onoma is an instrument, that is, an organon that

facilitates this praxis. Socrates relates the onoma as organon to an analogous instrument, the

shuttle. What is of interest in this formulated analogy is the technical puissance illustrated by

the example of the shuttle. As the shuttle is used to weave fabric, so does the onoma function in

"naming" things. As Socrates explains,

"A name is, then, an instrument of teaching and of separating reality, as a

shuttle is an instrument of separating the web.

i # t/

[Ovo|ia dpa 5i8aaKaX,iKov t i ecrav opyavov Kai 8iaKpixiKov Tfjq owiac;,

arcep KepKic;

19 Cm. 387dl-2
20 See Aristotle On Interpretation [Peri Hermeneias] 16b 33. "Every sentence is significant not as a tool

{organon] but by convention". Language as organon according to Aristotle suggests a naturalist conception

of linguistic functioning.
21 Cra. 388 b9-cl
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The onoma has a bi-organic function; that is to say, as organon it performs two things.

The result of this definition is worthy of note: (a) The onoma serves a diacritical function, it

separates or distinguishes between "essences" and here already the didactic operation of this

definition is overt in its intentions. The onoma is diakritikon in its function, it is a precondition

of its organo-technic operation, that it "separates essences [8iaicpiTiK6v xfj<; cucriai;,]." So its

diacritical efficacity is determined by it being able to differentiate the essence [tfjq owiccc; ] of

things, what Kretzman understands to be a "taxonomic" function;22 (b) The onoma is considered

furthermore as an organon didaskalikon, that is, it performs a didactic role. More poignantly it

communicates proper knowledge or communicates "essences", it becomes a didactic organon.

7,3.1 Onomastic Essence: Onoma as Representation uiouoiccq

However we must remain careful and not suggest that Plato supports the naturalist view of

language, represented by a vibrant Cratylism, that is, that in words are contained the "essences"

of things, Tfjq ovoiag of referents. Plato has Socrates depart from the Cratylic thesis, recognizing

that names are correct if they represent the "interior nature" of things, that is, they bear a

representation of the eidos of a thing. For Socrates, "essences" precede names. Names function

as an addition to "essences". What is discerned as Tfĵ  ouoiaq is ontologically prior to the onoma.

Though Socrates seems to comply with the naturalism of Cratylus, insofar as the question of

language is concerned, by stating that "names belong to things by nature

[((ruoei tot ovouxx eivat xoiq npay\iaoi, 390 d]," he will however problematize this strict

"natural" commensturability of word and thing with the appraisal of the mimesis question.

Certainly mimesis will affect two attitudes of language, both the semantic and semiotic functions

of the onoma. However we shall return to this later, it seems imperative to return to the problem

22 Kretzman understands the diacritic function to be essentially "taxonomic". As he further explains,

"taxonomy may be the employment of names already imposed on real things according to their nature". See

Kretzman 1971: 128.
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of the eidos for it has presented itself within the scholia as the center of the web of concerns,

questions, themes which permeate the Craiylus.

According to the very logic of such a requestioning of the Cratylic logos to the

classically Socratic antilogos, Socrates' concerns, as I would like to note, do not simply

reproduce the traditional Cratylic thesis, the argument from physis, even though Cratylism

remains a model for the ensuing discourse on "onomsita". Such a model is necessary for in it

Plato ronlronts the decision to appraise the exemplary problem of Cratylism, that is, mimesis.

As the shuttle must be made by the carpenter in view of its "ideal form" [TO ei5o<;, 389

b2], in view of the eidos, regardless of its material; "wooi', metal, iron", so the name must be

made in the same way, regardless of its material sign; letters or syllables and moreover whether

in Greek or barbaric/foreign tongue. The carpenter makes the shuttle based on the "real shuttle"

or the shuttle that carries, partakes or properly contains in its interior the eidos

[6 ecmv Kepid<;, 389 b6 or TO xnc; Kepid5o<; e%eiv ei5o<;, 389 b9].23 This suggests that all technai

should properly orient its activities around the eidos and the shuttle analogy already raises the

question concerning a metaphysics of "interiority", given that the discussion at this point has led

to a consideration of the eidos of things.

At this point of the dialogue the conception of the eidos in the shuttle analogy and

mimesis as such have been beckoning each other indirectly. It is certain that the shuttle analogy

begs the question, it anticipates the mimetology of the dialogue's third moment. And yet for

23 Brian Calvert though admitting that the conception of eidos (form) in the Cratylus is akin to 'transcendent

forms' discerns in its articulation (that is, in the context of the shuttle analogy) a plurality "as opposed to the

unity characteristic of the classical form" (Calvert 1970: 26) He develops a genus-species determination of

two types of iSeoti the 'form' proper (which in its generic determination refers to shuttles "whose nature is

to weave") and the "Proper-Form" (TcpocrriKOv eiSoq) (which refers to the species of shuttles "whose nature

is to weave cloth A". He is prepared to concede the transcendentality of the forms only insofar as "the

Proper-Form acts as a Jink between this worid and the world of forms". Caiver? 1970: 34.
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unclarifiable reasons Plato has introduced the notion of the eidos in an rmbiguous and, for some

commentators, paradoxical manner.24 In many respects, one could see how this problem of the

eidos, again is embroiled in the very problematics of language, words and signs which the

dialogue develops. Somehow we have found ourselves in the linguistic lacuna of paradoxicalities

and ambiguities which Plato has already thus far been inextricably bound to, perhaps

unintentionally. However the problem of the eidos is presented already as a problem of a certain

conception of the eidos proper, it is hidden within the structure of the eidos as such. Since the

term eidos contains the motif of its Platonic determination, one cannot ignore its metaphysical

sense. One naturally and by necessity dwells on the problematics of the Platonic lexicon in this

case to consider whether the eidos is that of "transcendent forms", which we note its articulation

and conceptual orientation in the Republic)25 and consider whether, as most commentators have

been prepared to accept, a technical or generic sense in its contextual application. In the case of

the latter, it would undoubtedly presuppose a distinction which ascertains, in the case of its

technical or generic and epistemic usage and determination, a non-metaphysical supposition.

One is compelled to reconsider, and this I believe by necessity, whether the burden of the

metaphysics of the "eidos" modifies the technical sense of the term? Does it eschew its

metaphysical determination, that is, does the determination of eidos escape metaphysics proper in

24 Calvert suggests Plato has distinguished the "transcendent form" in the dialogue with a sense of

"nervousness and hesitation" (Calvert 1970: 35). Luce on the other hand sees a process o f argumentation

which has ambiguated fcie terminological usage of the term eidos suggesting that the Cratylus presents the

theory of forms "in a less complete and less clear way" (Calvert 1970: 24) bearing in mind that she is

comparing the theoretical elaboration of eidos in the Cratylus to its classical conception in the Phaedo and

Republic. See also Luce 1965.
25 Most scholars reading Plato 's dialogue according to the "evolutionistic" and "unitary" approach of

Shorey's Plato or within its historical determination have conceded that the Cratylus prepares the; ground

for the development and formalization of the "Theory of Transcendent Forms" in the Phaedo and Republic

(or in Plato 's dialogues of the 'Middle Per iod ' ) . See Ross 1951: 18-21; Luce 1965: 30 . Calvert 1970: 34-

35. Kahn 1973,
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the context of the Cratylusl Socrates explains in an important passage that the nomothetes (who

is essentially the "onomaturg") must have "his eye fixed upon the absolute or ideal name

[...pX<87covTa7cp6qa\)x6 EKEIVO 6 s o w ovoua, 389 d6]." Certainly here there is a degree of

speculative metaphysics presupposed by the act of "seeing the thing itself or in the looking

toward the "thing itself [P̂ ETCOVTCI rcpdg amo] as it repeats the Platonic schema endorsed in

book ten of the Republic. Everything is possibly opened up in two questions: What is that

which is the name [EKEIVO 6 ECJTIV ovouct]? And following Plato's eidetic prescriptions, one

should furthermore ask "what is the proper form of the name or what is the name's eidos

) v[TO TO\) ex&oq, 390 a7]?"

This problem anticipates many other questions, which we shall treat in due course,

however I would like to slow down for a moment and address the last question. What is the

name's eidos? What is it in the name we have to see, speculatively speaking? Is it it's shape,

form or figure? This would already contradict what Socrates has already warned us against, that

is, the accidental form or arbitrary quality of the organon whether it be the name or shuttle. The

name's form is its intelligible essence or idea and ousia is grounded in the eidos. Ultimately the

ousia of a thing is its eidos. To add to this "metaphysics" of the essence, what is paramount is

that ousia or essence is fundamentally the presence of the eidos, that is, the eidos is present as

essence or ousia. So though eidos is not clearly formulated it nonetheless emerges schematically

as a metaphysical conception, that which is present in the onoma. The eidos as onoma is the

ultimate subject and implicitly designates the ousia itself, that which is the essence of things, that

which purely is without further qualification.

26 At 389 bl, again the carpenter (like the name-maker or onomaturg) has to keep in view the eidos

[npoq eKeivo to eiboq] of the shuttle and never make a shuttle modeling it on a particular one. See also 390

a 1 where tf]v crbxi\v tSeav of an organon (whether shuttle or name) must be reproduced.
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Thus the notion of eidos is metaphysical, in its conception and formulation, to the extent

to which it precedes "representation", that is, to the extent it is copied or reproduced. It is

important to recognize that the eidos as far as the onomaturg is concerned needs to

npoc, ainb, that is, view the eidos, and this assumes in its reflectivity, in the specularity

of the reflective act, a presence of the eidos to epnsciousness. The eidos is fashioned as a

moment of pure presence, thus structurally and ontologically is determined, by what Derrida

understands to be a "metaphysics of presence".

7.3.2 The Eidetic Orientation of Onomastic Mimesis

What is principally at stake, then, is a conception of the eidos attending to the demands of a

metaphysics of presence. Thus the way "the onomaturg 'makes', 'fashions', that is, poiein the

onoma is in view of its eidos [fiXenovxa npbq awo EKETVO 6 ecmv 6vo|xa, navxa xd

ovouaxa 7coieiv te Kai Ti0ea0ai, 389 d5]." We are now in a position to understand how the

eidos of the onoma fulfils itself in its representation, that is, its "onomatopoetic

[TO ovouaxa rcoievv]" or mimetic representation as onoma. The proper eidos of the onoma would

assume that xfjq oixriaq of things is represented purely and simply. Onomata must work by

diacritically determining TTJ<; oixriaq, the essence of things as such. The onoma's functioning is

therefore open to modification, insofar as its functioning is not determined by its capacity 'to

refer' to things alone but furthermore 'represent' the concept, idea, the essence of things.27

What now must be considered in the onomatopoetic concerns of the Cratylus is if

onomata have been 'fashioned' or 'made' in view of the eidos. Paradoxically, the VOU.O0£TTJ<; is

27 Raphael Demos believes that the nature of the name's functioning is "bipolar" in its ability to actually

'reference' or 'refer' and/or contain 'sense' or 'meaning' (that is, contain the signified). See Demos 1964:

600-2. J.Ackrill in his "Demos on Plato*' (which is a response to the cited article) is critical of Demos'

persistence with the mimetic theory (which Demos recognizes causes much difficulty) and restates that

logos/statements necessary condition of language function. See Demos 1964: 610-3.
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spoken of as the maker of onomata, but the nature of his onomatopoiesis must be questioned.28

For there is the possibility, as his name suggests, that the nomothetes "gives" [thetei] or

arbitrarily confers onomata, by way of no*nos rather than "make" them, that is, in an act of

production or poiesis proper. This suggests that it is never in view of the eidos. Though Plato

would see in "making" or any poetic predilection a problematic complicity with mimesis, he is

nonetheless engrossed by its congenital philosophical workability. The nomothetes implicitly is

the arbitrator of language but moreso, like Hermogenes, determines onomata as arbitrary. It

seems unlikely then that "he gives to each thing the proper form of the onoma

[TO TCU ovouaxoq el5oc; &7co5i5cp, 390 a4]."

•30There is a return to the motif emphatically developed in book ten of the Republic of the

relation between "maker" and "user" of organa, given that now onomata have been conceived as

organa. In the case of who will "superintend the work of the nomothetes [TQX> vojaoGexoi) epyco

e, 390 c2]" it is considered by Socrates that the dialectician [5IO:?L£KTIK6V, 390 c8]

that is, the philosopher, which amounts to saying the Socratic subject as such, is only able to

access the truth about onomata or determine an orthonomatology. From this point on, the

philosopher, the dialectician will reinterpret onomastic use according to its mimetic motivations

and subsequent modifications in the etymological exercise, Additionally, the philosopher-

dialectician would have to evaluate the orthonomatology at issue by determining how onomata

function, what work they do. how they signify and this is what has precisely been lacking up

28 At Cra. 424 a6 the ovojiacmicdc; is referred to as the maker of onomata, since the relation presupposes the

art or techne of making onomata [r\ xexVTl *l 6vo|xaariKfJ, which is pursued in the context of its mimetic

disposition.
29 Nancy Demand makes much of this contradiction of the nomothetes' role and function as an onomaturg

who should appeal to the proper or ideal form of the onoma though paradoxically determines their

arbatrariness. As Demand explains "a nomothetes who gives names by (Jwoei is a contradiction". Demand

1975: 106-7.
30 Rep. 598c
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until the prelude to Socrates' etymologies. We must not ignore, however, that what presses

against this aporia of reference is mimesis itself for it disorients the onoma in terms of its

referential function as it, in the first instance, does not assure the identity of the referent and in

the second, the identity of the onoma used to refer to the eidos is moreover not guaranteed.

Mimesis breaches the constitution of an orthonomatology. Its disruptive effects and motivations

in etymology, in liberating onomata, the signifier from its orientation toward its referent, will

lead Plato to ameliorate its onomastic force or dynamis by determining its subordinate relation to

the eidos as truth.
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Chapter Eight

Poetic Etymologies

Socrates: Now what are we intended to mean by discourse [xov Xoyov]?

I think it means one of three things.

Thaetetus: What are they?

Socrates: The First would be making one's own thought clear through

speech by means of verbs and nouns

[f..x6 TTJV cnkov diavoiav eu^avij Ttoieiv 5id <J>COVTJ<; u.exd

pTjumcov te Kdi 6vop.dxcov], imaging the opinion in the stream that

flows through the lips, as in a mirror or water [oxmep eiq Kdiorcxpov f\

xfjv 56£av eicximovuevov ei<; XTJV 6id xou oxofiaxoq pof|v].

Theaetetus 206 c8-d4

8.1 The Onoma as Literary Object

Much has been written regarding what is deemed to be the most philosophically significant part

of this dialogue1 however this occurs at the cost of excluding or subordinating the 'Socratic

etymologies' to the philosophically pertinent discussion on the question of language and truth.

Commentators have chosen to ponder on the etymologies in a haphazard manner, overlooking the

seriousness of the etymological exercise.2 Gerard Genette correctly observes in his Mimologiques

1 Cra. 422a
2 Guthrie describes Socratic etymologies as a "pseudo-science". (Guthrie 1975: 25). Taylor describes the

etymologies as "fanciful" and believes that it is "plain that we are not to find the serious meaning of the

dialogue here". See Taylor 1960: 77-8. For Shorey they are "outrageous etymologies" and serve to parody
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that the etymological section of the dialogue has "a seriousness excluding neither sophism nor a

sense of play".3 However is this sophism motivated by a pure doxographic or critical interest?

Are the etymologies purely an illustration of sophistic studies on language or those pertaining to

the etymologies of the mythopoetic tradition?4 Or does the entire dialogue orient itself around

what could be understood as its title? Is the "Cratylism" of the dialogue what ultimately governs

its enquiry? Now, what the etymologies produce or effect, even in its fictive or poetic

proliferations, potentially and unremittingly has other more serious consequences that are

enfolded within the dilemma of the dialogue; the problem of signification; of meaning and sense

and the aporia of reference.

Our intention here has only been to feed off the idea that something of mimesis is at

stake in this dialogue. Certainly the discussion after the etymological section of the dialogue

places some powerful constraints on the effect of mimesis and moreover on certain mimetic

effects, the playful and poetic convolutions, which the etymologies spill forth. In keeping with a

classical conception of etymology we may lose site of the demands of the etymological section,

in turn we should persist reviewing whether there is in the etymological section of the Cratylus

another movement of the 'etymological', another motivation of onomata? Do the etymologies

Socrates advocates lead to the fulfillment of meaning, the deliverance of the signified or the

etymon as such?

the etymological speculations of Plato's contemporaries. Shorey 1965: 211. Like Shorey, Levinson

describes the etymologies as a "circus parade". See Levinson 1957: 26. Of the commentators who have

considered that the etymologies have a certain purpose in the context of the dialogue's themes and concerns

and for a notably systematic study of the etymologies see Brumbaugh 1957: 8.
3Genettel995:7
4 Susan B. Levin in her study of the etymologies, argues that Plato takes the literary tradition as a central

opponent. See Levin 1997: 47.
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What one can discern in Socrates' etymologies is that the onoma becomes the object

itself, the literary thing as such. It is no longer comprehended in relation to things or objects

purely and simply, but rather in relation to the subject or subjects of mythopoetic discourse as

such. It involves the appropriation and recirculation of the Homeric lexicon. The onoma is

further? >re treated as a diacritic instrument or organon. Beyond objective relations, it is the

fictive or literary onoma that is particular to the intentions of the etymology. For there is a

productiveness in the onomata circulated and diffused within the mythopoetic corpus as they

indubitably have a currency of meaning. Etymology determines the onomastic, rhetorical and

metaphoric force and value of onomata. Here the onomata etymologised become, in fact, the sole

linguistic object, or otherwise, accounting for the poetic effects of the etymologies, the "literary

object" par excellence.5

Socrates ironically first turns to the sophists for aid in seeking the best way or most

"correct manner to investigate [opSoToVrri u.ev xfj<; cnceyeax;]" the problem. Hermogenes declines

the sophistic approach, and agrees "to pursue the inquiry following the lead of Homer and the

other poets [nap' Ouripo'u %pr\ jiavGdveiv Kai rcapa xcov akhav rcornrcttv, 391 d l ] . " By way of

appropriating the vocabulary and atomic onomastic examples of the poets Socrates inaugurates

his etymological exercise, but surely only to locate its effects, its movement at the margins or

limits of discourse as such. Certainly, Plato in all his dialogues has never ceased to mix his

language with that of the literary or mythopoetic tradition. Inevitably this is the double bind of

the Platonic dialogue, it being constantly reinscribed within the field ofmythopoetics.

5 Heath is emphatic about the literary interest the onomata have in the etymology section of the dialogue

explaining that "this part of the dialogue (i.e. the etymology section) stands to the rest much in relation

which the 'myths' in other dialogues stand to the rest in them" (Heath 1988: 201). Levin argues that the

onomata analysed by Plato were also etymologised in literary sources and this according to her is evidence

of the dialogue's link to that tradition (Levin 1995: 98-99). See also Levin 1997.
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8.2 Inspired Etymologies: The Poetics of Syntithetic Logos

One understands better now, no doubt, in what sense, having determined the literary currency

of onomata, the etymology designs itself as a literary rehearsal of productivity and effects of

mythopoiesis. To stress the point, it presents itself as an importunate solicitation of the

"production" or the poeticizing of meaning which subsumes the imminence and indefinite

linguistic motivation of the onoma as proper name. Thus, before beginning an exposition of the

etymologies (which I will say now, will not reconstitute the "order" or "structure" of i

deliberation)6 it seems imperative to note that though the etymologies do not attain the scientific

or philological rigor it purports to (accounting for the fact they take up two thirds of the

dialogue) it regardless revitalizes onomata, exhibits a signifying motivation, but not in the sense

whereby it heals the breach of signifier and signified and closes in on the aporetics of reference,

but to manifest the onoma most palpably and intensely within a network of signifiers, which are

circulated within the internal nexus of mythopoetic lexicon.

We will begin the commentary with Socrates' etymology of Zeus' onoma

[TO TO\) Aio<;6vo|j.a]. Socrates explains that in etymologizing the onoma "Zeus" that its result

brings about a logos, namely that Zeus' onoma etymologized is "exactly like a logos

[eanv oiov taSyoc;, 396 al]." Essentially we divide it into parts, for some call him Zfjvct and

others call him Aia, but "the two in combination express the nature of the god

[ev 8rjta>i TTIV cjruoiv %ov 0eoi), 396 a5]." Thus Zeus' onoma is opened by its divisibility and

subsequent double postulation. As Socrates goes on to explain, Zeus' onoma is the correct and

appropriate name of the god, since the etymology reveals a logos within his onoma which

6 See Brumbaugh 1957-8. Brumbaugh charts the ordering principles at work in the etymologies (in some

instances cosmological, logical etc.) which is worked through by what he determines to be a "dialectical

etymology". Brumbaugh 1957-8: 506.
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adequately represents his nature, for it is "through whom [81/ 6v] all living beings have the gift of

life [Cnv]". The onoma Zeus reveals a series of signifiers which make up, syntagmatically or in

combination [cruvTiQeueva] a logos, namely, cY 6v £fjv ctei naox xolq £a>en.v w d

The meaning of Zeus' onoma is certainly not constituted immanently. It will require

that its logos "represents" the meaningful nature of the god, but the subject Zeus is instituted in

by other signifiers, and bearing in mind the disappearance of the designative function of the

onoma as proper name, the representation will imply a natural motivation of the onoma by

representing the physis of its referent. The Onoma is suspended between its designative function

and its revealed signifying possibility, its ideality as onoma is to contain the signified; the deity's

physis. We can see now what aporiai are attendant on any theory of "reference" or pure

referentiality and essentially they are theoretically imposed on the concerns of the Cratylus. The

onoma as signifier presents the signified which reveals Zeus' physis. This revelation of physis is

dependent however on another signifier within the syntagmatic chain of signifiers. The

contingent linkage or syntithesis which presents Zeus' name as a logos is subsumed by the

onoma.' The proper name Zeus reveals or manifests itself as a syntithetic logos, that is, it

produces significatory effects and dynamic diversions of meaning. Certainly, Plato recognizes

here the indefiniteness of reference, the conundrum of the fundamental aporia that is the arche

problematic of the Cratylus.

Now whether we can admit that the onoma proceeds from the idea that its meaning can

be determined by a semantieism, that is to say, that there is a semantic fertility in onomata, I

7 Derrida's idea of the "signifier of the signifier" seems important to note particularly as it illustrates the

movement of language, though in its origin "conceals and erases itself in its own production. There trie

signified always already functions as a signifier" (Derrida 1974: 7) or as Derrida puts otherwise "the
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would like for the time being to leave open. For though the etymologies illustrate the exigency of

making onomata perform a semantic function, that they become meaningful by way of recovering

an ostensive reference,8 we should suspect, in view of TO TOV AIO<; ovouxt, what it reveals,

discloses, manifests [ev 8Tjta>I] is not a presence of Zeus' physis (that is, a signified) but rather a

chain of other onomata.

That an onoma can reveal itself as logos or present itself as a kind of logos (speech,

discourse, statement, proposition) would seem factitious or evm illogical, at least according to

the presuppositions of the correspondence theory of language or the referential logic. Somehow

the syntactic relationship between the smallest part of logos (the onoma) and the whole (logos as

such) has been inversed and here we necessarily recall the paradoxical ity of the implications of

the passage in 385 b-c. In the example of Zeus' onoma the etymology reveals the index of a

double movement which, in effect, displaces the onoma: (a) that the name as proper name serves

at a primary level a designative function, it refers to a subject and in this what is presupposed is

the nomothetic principle of onomastic function and (b) that on a more substantive level, names

through etymologization, "signify", carry or convey an essential meaning, namely, represent the

physis of the "subject" in question.9 In this sense Socrates' etymologies semantize or even

signified is origmarily and essentially... always already in the position of the signifler". See Derrida 1974:

73.
8 Thomas W, Bestor argues that Plato's Cratylus is preoccuppied with semantics. A number of semantic

systems are considered (especially as they reveal their structure in the etymologies). See Bestor 1980.

'' It is certainly not by chance if, in the purely designative function of the name Hermogenes, Socrates (along

with the Cratylus) discerned a further "signifying" possibility of the proper name. Cratylus disputed

Hermogenes and the propriety of his name as such (that is, that it is not appropriate or proper to him) in the

opening of the dialogue (see Cra. 383 b6); he is not the "son of Hermes" (which etymologically speaking, is

what the onoma "Hermogenes" means). Certainly even in the proper name we encounter the problem of it

being a word as such (an onoma in its more general sense, beyond its nominative sense). And as such it

begins to signify (semeneiri). Certainly the significatory motivation of the proper name as name, word, sign

in general logically stymies the designative function of the proper name, where it ought to purely or
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idealize the significance and force of the onoma, however this double movement does not

apprehend the poetic or playful convolutions of meanings which indicates an irreducible aiterity.

What is of interest here is the dissemination of the proper name which transforms itself into a

common name or other onomata. The operation is notable in the onorna AIOVUGOQ. Etymologized

it reveals two other onomata SiSoix; and o'ivov, an adjective and a common noun.

The quite simple etymological result of the onoma Zeus reveals a syntithetic logos [i.e.

di 6v £rjv dei rcdcrt xolq £a>oiv mdpxei]. It presents itself as a structure greater than the onoma

[Aia], Though paradoxically it is generated by the onoma, it is a syntithesis of signifiers which

emerges from the onoma. However the syntithetic logos is heterogeneous, it reveals a

performative or poetic dimension of logos. It is not syntactically of interest; it is not cruvtc^iq

(syntax) that is properly described.10 It is for this reason contingent compared to the grammatical

syntax or the order of a sentence or statement. It forces us to consider the revelatory importauce

of the poetic or contingent productions of the etymologies. The force of this syntithetic logos

owes much to its figural manifestations, since the iteration of the onoma Zeus (accounting for its

new contextual conditions after its division into two other onomata) leads to a contingent

syntithetic revelation which, in essence, alters the onomastic or significatory force of onomata.

This etymology of TO TOU Axoq 6vo\ia certainly complicates the functioning of the onoma,

transparently designate or reference the namebearer Hermogenes. The Cratylic position which attests to the

linguistic correctness of names signifying the nature or physis of the thing, object, person etc. named,

preempts the motivation of Socrates' etymologies and especially that proper names (and Socrates as we will

soon come to begins with the proper names of gods and heroes) before serving a designative or

nominational role, are already caught up in the network of onomata (Hermes, genos) and it begins to

signify. As Derrida astutely puts it, the proper name as such "is not supposed to signify anything yet it does

begin to signify". Derrida 1974.
10 As opposed to the grammatical function of syntax or cn3vxâ t«; (which governs the "order" of onoma/a

within a statement, proposition or sentence) I want to emphasize (bearing in mind the movement of the
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precisely because it proffers the possible autonomy and sovereign significance of the onoma as

such. There is something like a pure "motivativity" in the onoma to disclose or strew itself as

logos, that is, as a syntithesis of other encrypted signifiers. The syntithetic charge of the onoma

leads to the deferment or suspension of what in a philological etymologism involves the

divulgence of the etymon, the simple, atomic, real or actual and present signified. However

considering the poetic effects of the etymologies, where the unity of signification is not

imperviously concerted, its fundamental conjuncture is certainly the rehearsal of the mythopoetic

lexicon, even as it risks de^-oying the "scientificity" or philological credulity of the

etymological operation. In our present example, what the onoma Zeus evokes irreducibly adheres

to other encrypted or hidden signifiers, which according to Plato, are eponymies, for the

etymological project, though exorbitant, when compared to the mythopoetic adumbration of

onomastic disseminations, narrativized and fictively strewn, endeavors to establish "the eponymy

of the onoma [f| %ox> ovoumoq efi:cDvi>|iia<;, 395 b]," which amounts to a seiiisntization of the

onoma.

The etymological exercise is not automatically or essentially the extension of

inspiration or prophetic revelations. There is rather a dialectical link between inspiration (the

inspired logo?) and the philosophical work which leads to the peculiarities of onomastic

motivation. The eponym incites a point of contact with other onomata or signifiers. In its

elaboration it charges an other discourse, it recirculates onomata within another discursive field.

This is a discourse which philosophy is in constant dialogue with, a discourse in which it is

compromised to, in its borrowings, appropriations and imitations, it is the mythopoetic discourse

as such that the etymologies are led back to.

etymological operation) the structural openness of the syntithetic logos and its poetic or figural

manifestation, its Mberation of the signifier from occupying the place of the signified.
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8.3 Eponymies: The mimetic motivation of the onoma

The word knasvoiiiaq does not bear directly on the idea of "designation" purely and simply;

that is to say, the eponym is not simply a cognomen, an appellative onoma, a surname or

nickname. As Genette correctly observes "it serves to give meaning to a name thought to be

without one, that is to say, to find in it one or two hidden names, themselves hypothetically

meaningful."11 It depends upon a number of determinations of which the most notable conception

is that the eponym is a "significant" onoma. In other words it is a significant name for a subject

or more generally the genos in question, thus it becomes a descriptive "nickname" or "surname".

Orestes' name ("mountain man") bears 'significance' geneollogically for the meaning of his

name is generically and naturally inscribed, it is KCXT& <j>-6cn.v. It is in accordance with his nature

though paradoxically not of his father's genos, that is, of the Pelopidae in general.12 It is obvious

that this type of eponymic motivation, bears significance insofar it is true by way of physis and

moreover geneologically.13

Socrates' explains that "the offspring of each class will be of the same class

[&£,' eKd<JTOi) yevoix; exepov xoiowov eyicovov] and consequently the progeny of a genos

"should be called by the same names [Kfoyceov 5fi xawd ovojiaxa, 394 c5]." So a progeny who

11 Genette 1995: 18.
12 See Cra. 395 a2. B. Rosenstock makes a point of Orestes is Socrates example of a monstrous name since

it eponymically refers to his savage nature (6peivo<;, "mountainous", 394 e7). It is in contradiction to his

father's nature whose name eponymically reveals that he is "awesome in perseverence

[ayaaxoc Kaxa TTJV erciuovriv, 395 a6]". For Rosenstock this reveals the "sophistic" force of the eponyms

since they reveal disinherited and illegitimate meanings, resulting in eponymic ambiguities, it is Plato's

intention (Rosenstock concludes) that the Cratylus is staged as the drama "of a disinherited and illegitimate

son seeking for his patrimony and his legitimate name". See Rosenstock 1992:403 and 415.
13 Hesiod in his Theogony 143-5, refers to the genos of K^KXcajteq explaining that their name is an eponym

referring to their "one round eye" [KVK/mepiiso^OaXuoq]. He explains that the Cyclopes name is an

eponym [KuK ĉorceq §' ovoua riaav erccovouov].
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are "born according with nature [KCXT& tyvaiv yiyvouevoiq] the appropriate or same name should

be given fxa aina anodoxeov ovojiaxa]." Those born contrary to the nature of a particular genos,

that is, rcapd (jmcnv, are deemed monstrosities [ev lepaxoc;] of the genos they belong to. Those

who are by nature evxepaioq "should receive the name of his class

[TO TCU yevoix; 6vo|xa drcoSoteov]" or to appropriate the term used by Socrates, a subject born

contrary to the nature of his genos should take on or hold the eponym (nickname or surname,

xryv 87ccov\)|j.iav E^eiv, 394 d7) of the genos which befits his nature.14 The eponym is significant

only if it correctly refers to a subject or genos (that is, the physis of this genos). The perversions

of physis yields monstrosities, it involves a deviation from the proper nature of genos since it

progenically engenders "monsters". We have come to determine that the eponym obviously does

not properly designate the subject who is rcapd tyvaiv and consequently ev repaxog.1,5

Based on this account, nothing should be left to chance or presented contingently

insofar as onomata are concerned, there is a natural propriety in onomata. Essentially they

encrypt, hide and subsequently through etymological analysis reveal eponymies, which signify

the characteristic "nature" of the genos concerned. And it is the eponymy as a revealed

14 As Socrates explains an "impious son" cannot take the name of his pious father [xox> evaefiovq]. In other

words he cannot take on the eponym "Theophilos" (beloved of god) or "Mnesitheus" (Mindful of god)

since his teratological nature is in contradiction to the name which correctly designates the genos who are

KCtT&

15 Considering the context of this discussion of geneologies and eponymies, it seems to present itself as a

fundamental concern for Plato to be able to segregate, divide or differentiate by genos. In the Timaeus there

is discussion concerning the unclassifiable genos of imitators and in the Sophist (to which I refer the reader)

an urgency is expressed in the inquiry of sophistics to classify, identify again another "unclassifiable genos"

that is, the genos of sophists who dissimulate themselves within the genos of philosophers.
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"significant" name, that is, it presents or brings into presence the nature encrypted in the onoma

as proper name 16

But is there something in the eponym or to put it otherwise in the motivation of the

eponym which alludes to the possibility of engendering "monstrosities" or perversions of its

natural and proprietal meanings which Plato sees as problematic. If we go through the family

scenes or the geneologies of the mythopoetic tradition is there revealed in the eponymies an

implicit invocation of their status as monstrosities of language. The eponym should reveal a

"familiarity" or cohabitation with meaning, that is, insofar as meaning presupposes the physis or

disclose the nature [5TIAX>\)V rfjv <t>\knv, 395 b6] of a family, a genos or the father [TOO Ttaxpi, 395

a2].17

From the foregoing discussion of geneologies and eponymies we should retain the idea

that, along with the account of the problem of reference or its stated aporetic limitation, the

linguistic motivation of the eponym is mimetic in essence. The eponym is engendered in the

"named-after" relation which is essentially a mimetic relation, that is, it can osify be accounted

for in terms of its derivative or derivational constitution. The eponym thus involves the

representation of the thing itself, the representation of physis or nature. The motivation of the

eponymy is mimetic, there is a determinably derivative sense to the word. Eponymy and mimesis

16 Gerard Genette explains that "if the question of eponymy is born on the privileged ground of the proper

name it gains all its value and importance only by being able to transpose, or transplant itself, afterward, to

the more difficult, but far reaching and hence more significant ground of common names and nouns". See

Genette 1995: 17.
17 Certainly the eponym can take on the same status as writing, that is of the bastard or parricide son, and

here I refer the reader to Derrida's discussion of the parricidal scene in Derrida 1981a: 75-84.
18 Susan Levin determjnes the conception of the eponym centers on the fact onomata are correctly assigned

to their referents. This assignation involves establishing the "named-after" relation. Other notable examples

raised by Levin is the use of eponymy in the Phaedo, where particulars participating in the forms are named

after them [...Tf|v ejicovuuAav ia%eiv, Phaedo 102 bl-2]. See Levin 1997: 49-52.
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are on par, since both involve representation in their adequated relation to the physis of things.

The invariable feature of the function of the eponym in the Cratylns sketches cut one aspect of

the mimetic which in many respects constrains the syntithetic openness of the etymologies. It is

commanded by correctness or more correctly truth as such, that is, insofar as the eponym is the

fulfillment of reference. However does the eponymic motivation, given it is fundamentally

mimetic, reveal another liberating performative dimension that breaches its essentialized

referential functioning, its conformity with physis and the world? Eponymies can involve

mimetic lesions that can prove, in their pure "representational" motivation, to unsettle the

propriety of the onoma. The eponym in essence presents itself as something like an arche-onoma

which exceeds the traditional and restricted sense of the onoma as it releases a series of repressed

significations which as a consequence thwart the orthonomatology at issue.

8.4 The Speculum of the Onoma

The task is thus to seek "the eponymy of the onoma [f\ TO\) ovoumaq E7ccovuuia<;, 395 b]" in

Socrates' etymologies. From the determination oi the eponym as a representation by way of the

"named-after" relation of physis or nature of a subject or genos, it preinscribes its ideality as a

locus or container of a present or immanent meaning. One may come to consider that reference

and representation as such would rather present itself as a circumscribed problem. However it is

almost inevitable and at the same time an important step of the etymological operation that the

meaning of the onoma can be extended, since the onoma embodies an inextricable texture of

hidden signifiers, which in their proliferation do not destroy meaning or cede to unpredictable

ambiguities19 but rather that the possibility of meaning as determinate and closed off,

19 Robert Brumbaugh is very much aware that "an ambiguity of meanings confront the etymologist".

(Brumbaugh 1957-8: 508 n.6). Bruce Rosenstock also asserts that the etymologies illustrate the
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consistently remains open. The meaning of an onoma remains open not because it necessarily can

mean "anything" but because there is never a prior determination of meaning. We have in the

eponymic motivation of the onoma further onomastic connections and correlations that can never

be harnessed or saturated by the poeticity of the etymologies. There is always a surplus of

meaning established; a dissemination (to use Derrida's working of the term) arising from th

eponymic motivation of the onoma and it is in this respect that the etymologies are of a seminal

interest rather than purely semantic one.

The eponymy of the onoma, as representation of nature or essence, can be described as

an intelligible ideality which is mimetically bound or tied to the onoma, However does it suggest

a pure unity, that is, insofar as rnv tywnv is eponymically carried and represented, in an essential

way, by the onoma? The problem of the Socratic etymologies, even in their admittedly inspired

and poetic form, do not reveal or disclose [5TIA,GI]20 a pure layer of meaning, a transparent

signified. It is necessary here to point out, again, that the eponymic motivation of the onoma

amounts to representing or at least describing the nature [rrjv ^TXTIV] of the god. Now is this what

is achieved in the etymology of the onoma Apollo f ArcoMxo] and here it should be reiterated that

the fact' AnoXfan is the god's onoma is suspended in the eponymic moment.

Socrates explains that "the name Apollo ['AJCOMXD] is admirably appropriate to the

power of the god [K&XkiGxa Keijievov npoq TTJV 5'6vauiv xou 0eo\), 404 e5]" and as he further

explains,

unmasterability of language (especially its rhetoricjiy) which intensifies ambiguities. See also Rosenstock

1992:415.
20 Robinson argues that the account of the name as SrjA/op.a (revelation, disclosure, description) has led the

discussion to associating it to jiiuTjjia, believing it a fallacy in the argument. See Robinson 1956: 336-337.
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"No single name more aptly indicates the four functions of the god, touching

upon them all in a manner declaring his power in music, prophecy, medicine

and archery.

[ov yap eaxiv 6 xi dv uxiAAov ovojia iipjioaev ev 6v Tercapcyi 8\)vd^eai xdiq

xox> 6eo\), aScrce rcaacov Etyd KCVL xporcov xivd p,o\)aiKT|v xe

Kai |iavxiKf|v Kai iaxpiKTiv Kai

There are subsequently four determinations of the god's physis and dynamis: 1. as god of

purification [dno^otKov- purifies and washes away] and purgations [drcoXucov- delivers from

evil]. 2. Truth as simplicity, as the Thessaiians call him, that is," A7iA,oi)v (simple) 3. Controller of

darts in archery, as in potaSv, for he is "ever darting" [del fkxXtaov] and 4. the alpha in Apollo

signifies "together" [TO 6\IOV] as in "the harmony in song [rcepi rnv ev tfj co8fj dpjxoviav]."

In the last determination of the onoma, Socrates explains that by "changing homo to

alpha [u,£TaPaA,6vTe<; dvil TO\) 6U,O d ^ a ] " when it was originally'0|107EGA*OV, we try to capture

the harmonic meaning of his onoma. A second lambda is added because without it it sounded like

disaster [d that is to say "it presented itself as a homonym for catastrophe

[on OUXOVUJIOV eyiyvexo xco %akzn(o 6v6p.otTt].'

The etymological content revealed in the onoma Apollo may be, in essence* erroneous

but what seems important is to consider how its eponymic effects do not depend on onomata

being orthos (correct, proper). The eponymic effect essentially crosses and even exceeds

etymology, this preoccupation with the etymon. It is the effect of simulacra, the mirroring or

reflexion of hidden, buried and accumulated onomata, which introduce onomastic shadows and

21 Cra. 405 al-4
22

See Cra. 404e~406a for the etymology of the onoma Apollo.
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-;,-VJv:S^vr?W^

images or, if one attends to this movement, traces of meaning. Here, we are alluding to fissures

and breaches in the onoma as a linguistic atom which cannot be dominated by Socrates'

etymologism or for that matter any science or philosophy. With the etymologization of the

onoma 'Apollo' we have the presentation of four other onomata, a reduction into four simple

elements in which an equivocity is inherent therein; arikov (simple), dei pdMovxoq (ever

23darting), anokovovxoq (purifying), o^onolovvToq (accompanying). Meaning does not

homogeneously present itself, even as the etymology of Apollo's name attempts to cease the

movement of meaning, it relaunches it, as it is embodied in the trace structure of the onoma The

onoma 'Apollo' reflexively reproduces other onomata (homonyms, paronyms, and other

onomastic inscriptions) and this is precisely the speculum of the onoma.

The etymological exercise has revealed nothing but supplementary evocations, chains

of signifiers, with no stability of meaning, that is, it does not reveal an etymon. It can be

discounted as poetic or "playful [rcaiSiKccx;]" in its evocation, however it ambivalently suggests a

serious working through of the fundamental problem of referentiality. For this reason an

explanation of this signifying flux is called for. Socrates realizes that "the interpretations run

away with him [410e]" and by the end of the etymological exercise "everything is flowing and

moving and always full of constant motion and generation [aXkct peiv icai ^epeaOai Kai jxeaxd

23 It is at Cra. 406 a 1-3 that Socrates at the end of the etymologization of the onoma "Apollo", reveals four

onomata (as linguistic atoms).
24RepAUb
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7rdcrr|<; <|>opa<; Kai yeveaeax; det', 411 c5j," We note that in the eponymy of the onoma the

multiplied effects of supplementary26 displaces the origin, the etymon and as such the onoma is

marked by an irrevocable absence.

The flux of significations seriously impugns the attempt to supersede or move beyond

the aporia of reference. What now will be performed and made explicit in this new skepsis or

analysis of onomata is the reappraisal of the mimesis question within the horizon of the eidos as

a linguistic ideality. This is a critical moment in the dialogue, since the generalized equivocation

of the etymologies threatens the absolute univocity of the eidetic. The project is to delimit

mimesis; neutralize its generation or etymological propagation of buried and accumulated

signifying possibilities.

25 Mackenzie argues that "the flux doctrine is first presented in the ironical context of the etymologies".

Mackenzie 1986:137. For similar views on the Heracliteanism of the etymologies see also Friedlander

1964:205.
26 In following Derrida's reading of Rousseau concerning the supplementary character of writing, I wish to

follow a similar logic highlighting an effect produced when following the supplementary logic of the

etymological section of the dialogue. Onomata refuse to occupy, even in their eponymic motivation, their

proper, subordinate place in the economy of the orthonomatology. See Derrida 1974: 153-5.
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Chapter Nine

Onomastic Mimesis

"When the representation of things spoken by means

of gestures arose, it produced the whole art of dancing.

[Aio îijiT|ai<; tcov Xeyo êvcov 0% ^nxaci yevo^ievii tfi

e^eipydaaxo -:zy ̂ w <-fc;

Laws VI 816 a5-6

9.1 Stoicheiology: Linguistic Atomism

It is clear that the working of the etymologies, which in its illustration sought to think through

the relationship between the onoma and its referent and thus work beyond the aporia of

reference, proved to be too open to every investure of etymologization. Certainly with the

fundamental problems of the "foreign origins" of words, the subtractions and additions of letters

which has led to the alteration of the forms and meanings of various onomata has led to the

obfuscation of their origins,1 this explains the failure of the etymologies to arrive at the etymon of

any name.

Socrates considers that what the investigation requires at this stage is a more minute

analysis. It has been agreed that attention will be given to "the elements [atoixsia] of sentences

and words [...Xoycov KCU ovouxhcov, 422 a]." The stoicheion is not subject to the field of infinite

substitutions and derivation, it represents the closure of an atomic unit and structure. As Socrates

. 418 a7.
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explains, "for these, if they are elements, can no longer rightly appear to be composed of other

onomata [xawa yap nov u x SiSixaiov $avfjvai e£ akfanv ovo^dxcov £\)YK£i|ieva, dv oi)icoq

i, 422 a5]." The philosophical exigency, as it manifests itself in this renewed investigation of

the orthonomatology, observes that at some point the proliferation of onomata can be halted by

way of disclosing the stoicheion of an onoma. Socrates illustrates this movement of his

stoicheology by explaining to Hermogenes,

"We said just now that agathon was composed of agaston and thoon; and

perhaps we might say that thoon was composed of other words, and those of

still others, we should be right in saying that we had at last reached an

element and that we must no longer refer to other words for its derivation

[...87ii

ovojiaxa ctvac])epeiv].'

i^ xe f)5r| eivai Kai xouxo fp&q 5elv ei<; aXka

The etymologies have ohown that alterity is operative within the structure of the

onoma. Socrates though acknowledging the trace-structure of the onoma believes that the

stoicheion is structurally requisite in the onoma. In other words that this alteration of the onoma,

its proliferation and anaphora, its referencing other onomata, can cease at the revelation of an

atomic unit, namely the stoicheion. The stoicheion of the onoma is for Socrates an atomic unity

within the onoma which is immutable, invariable and permanently present.

Socrates thus has found an arche that would contain the problematics that the

etymologies have spilled forth; an atomic entity which does not retain any permanent traces of

other onomata. The stoicheiology requires that in order to trace the stoicheion of the onoma it

will need to be considered by resorting to "an alternative method of investigation or inquiry

[...5ei tivv low rcpooxcov 6vo|idx(ov opGoTTixa eivai, 422 c3]," a tropos of investigation which will
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rigorously subordinate the work of onomata within the mimetology of the fmal section of the

dialogue which will in essence *.; rH the work of difference in the constitution of onomata. The

investigation subsequently considers the stoicheiology of "the first or original onomata"

[xcov *i;p(jDTCov ovoumcGv], that is5 as opposed to the compound derivative forms of

-uataxa ovouctxa. The stoicheion becomes the substantive atomic unit founded in the original

onomata.

9.2 Hxe Tropology of Mimesis

TSis new tropos of investigation is not necessarily structurally contingent and provisional. The

entire movement of the investigation harbors the problem of mimesis and its conceptual filiation

to the problem of reference or referentiality as such. This new directive of the investigation and

we should account for its tropos as that which will supersede the problems of the initial aporia

which underwrite the orthonomatologies, certainly delimits the problem of referentiality to a

fundamental mimetology. It will be deemed necessary to take into account what this

mimetological limit or presupposition signifies now, beyond its hypothetical presumption in the

"shuttle analogy"? It is clear by now that the concept of stability and permanence presupposed

by the stoicheiology will assist us in thinking the relationship between mimesis and the onoma,

especially in the manner it refers to a metaphysics. Above all, in considering the mimetic as the

natural motivation of the onoma, it proposes an instituted bridging of the aporia founded in the

original orthonomatologies.

By this stage Socrates has become more attentive to the hidden problematics of the

reducibility of the onoma as mimetically motivated. All onomata "have [exeivf a principle of

Cra. 422 a8-b4
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correctness3 which is based upon "the intention of showing the nature of the things named

[...xc5v ovoumcov f) opGoTrjg toiaikri xiq epovXexo eivai, ota §T|A,o'uv OIOV exaaxov ecu TC5V

OVTCOV, 422 dl-2]." The verb 5-n,X6co though it suggests in its general contextual usage in the

Cratylus the intention "to signify or indicate", that is, in pure linguistic terms. It furthermore

presupposes the mimetology. Arĵ oco refers to a natural mimetic actuation, it involves making

visible or manifest, disclosing and revealing the eidos. We can see already how this lines up

mimesis in terms of truth, since the mimetic motivation of the onoma would involve making

manifest, bringing out of invisibility, disclosing, making visible the named thing's ousia. But the

inherent problems in this particular model of language and orthonomatology underwritten by

mimesis, will soon be made apparent, for certainly Plato strategically is working toward the

prioritization of truth, the thing in itself, the ousia of things in order to supercede the mimetic

proliferations of onomata in any consideration of their correctness. From this point on, the

reappraisal of mimesis is prescribed by its "intention" and almost arbitrary motivation.

"What sort of an imitation is a name?

'T| TO odv ulur|O£i<; eiT| TO ovojia;» j

The form of the question to which Hermogenes necessarily has to respond to already

entails the determination of the onoma as a 'representation' or 'imitation' [uiu.Tia£i<;]. It is

posited and considered in terms of mimesis and moreover in terms of a generic type of mimesis.

Already the onoma is determined as a "representation" of something exterior to itself, it refers

generically to something outlying or lying outside, namely, the thing, pragma or 'being' itself

(T& OVTCX). The question of mimesis radically presents the onoma in terms of its separateness, its

distance from "things-themselves". But is the onoma as mimesis a degenerate and somewhat

3 See Cra. 422 d6 The question of propriety is alluded to in the word e
4 Cra. 432 c8
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superfluous entity? Let us retain the schematic and dialogical workings that structures the

mimetology.

Mimesis firstly is grounded in its original and primitive manifestation, given its

mimologicai sense, in the sign language of the body. Socrates makes this point clear explaining

that

"If we had no voice or tongue and wished to make things clear to one another,

should we not try as dumb people actually do, to make signs with our hands

and head and person generally?

[ei (jxovfjv \ir\ 5e

d OJK d c i itd Ttpdyuma, dp OTJK dv, coorcep vvv oi eveoi e7te%eipo<ujievdv arj

jxaiveiv xalc; %epai Kai xfj Ke^aXfj Kai 't& akXco acouxm].

It follows that in the body's signs; what the body, hands, head crnjiaiveiv, is that they

are "in imitation of the nature of the thing in question [jii|ioi)|i£voi a\)Tf|v rr\v ((nxnv

, 423 a3]." It is in mimetic impersonation, that is, in the employment of certain

mimetic schemes or schematic representations that the expression or the intention of making

meaning transparent or manifest is achieved and accomplished as 5f

Another example of mimetic language is that of onomatopoeia, "the imitation by voice,

tongue or mouth [<|>covfj Kai ytaoxTri Kai atouaxi]." Socrates explains that an onoma in this case

would be "a vocal imitation of that which is imitated, and he who imitates with his voice names

that which he imitates ['Ovojx' dp' eaxiv, wq eouce, uiur||j.a <|>CDVTJ EKEIVOI) 6 uajievtai, Kai

6 |xi|iot)jievoq Tfj (j)covTj 6 dv uiu.fvcai, 423 b7]." In onomatopoeia there is an obvious

mimetic correspondence or phonic homoiosis between sound and sense. Thus according to

Socrates

Cra. 422 e2-5
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"People who imitate sheep and cocks and other animals were naming those

which they imitate [xoix; xd rcpopaxa uxu,o\)uivoD<; xowoix; KCCI xoix;

akexipvovaq K<*\ xd 6Xka £coa dvayKa^oi|xe9' dv

vxa dnep

xa

Mimesis is explicitly thematized in terms of its various forms or tropoi. Now two tropoi

of mimesis have been explicated, (a) that which pertains to the body or "bodily imitation

[jiiu,T|aa|ievo'o...xo\)ac6|iaxo(;]" and (b) the expression, communication that involves "the

imitation by voice, tongue or mouth [<|>cGvfj KCCI ytaoxxri m i axoumi]," onomatopoeia proper. In

this notion of onomatopoeia there is the conception that in onomatopoeic expression the thing

imitated is named, that is, 6vou.d£eiv xauxa ctotep ui|ioa3vxai. Thus mimesis here involves more

than naming, it involves "representation" as such. Socrates introduces mimesis to highlight a

fundamental disparity, a certain distance between what is named and its referent or nominatum.

He attempts to illustrate that the mimetic correspondence is not assured by the principle of

identity, by a proximity of sign and its meaning, sound and sense. When Socrates asks

Hermogenes "what sort of an imitation is a name", the question of onomastic correctness

confuses itself with its assured homoiological determination.

The tropology of mimesis insofar as language is concerned enters into a different

thematic plain when considering the nature of musical mimesis, which is related to

communication, expression, evocation since we are contemplating the tropos of vocal

expression, that is, what can be described as the expression by use of the voice or phone.

However Socrates in considering musical mimesis will proffer for the first time a different

schematology of the onomastic techne [f| XEXVTJ f) ovojiaaxiKTi], which as we shall soon see,

presents itself as a faithful image of the ousia of things.

Cra. 423 c4-6
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According to Socrates a name shall never be warranted as having been made if (a) "we

imitate things as we do in music, although musical imitation is also vocal [OVK edv xaQ&nep rrj

uoiKJiKfj |iiut)'6u£0a xa npay\iaxa ovxco p.iuoi3jie6a...Kaitoi <jxovfj ye Kai xoxe uiuo\)|ie9a, 423

c8-b3]'\ So the nature of the onomastic techne should embody a different tropos of mimesis, as it

is a distinctly different form of vocal expression that is peculiar to music. Moreover, (b) the

onomastic techne involves the imitation of a distinct object, thus it does not produce an onoma

"by imitating that which music imitates [oi)K edv cheep TJ \IOXXJIKT\ jujieiTai Kai Tpei<;

uijicojieGa, 423 b4-d2]." In attempting to clarify the nature of musical mimesis, Socrates clearly

states that music imitates the sound [̂ covfj], shape and colour [%po>utx] of things and that

"the art of naming is not employed in imitation of those qualities and has nothing to do with them

xoivuv OVK edv xiq xavxa uiu.fjxai, o\)8e rcepi tamac; ta f|

6vou.aatiKT| eivai].'

The kind of mimesis whose case is thus being considered and thus preoccupies the

onomastic techne does not involve the imitation of the objects peculiar to musical mimesis,

namely, "sound" [<|>oovfi], "shape" [a%fjjia], and "colour" [xpeoua]. Subsequently the onomastic

techne necessarily has to involve imitating an object which is distinct and peculiar to the process

of naming, of nomination as such, so in essence 'mimophony' [uiuriiia (jxovfj] is not purely

onomatopoeic or disposed toward euphonies or musicality. Socrates tries to determine or mark

the difference between the tropos of onomastic and musical mimesis. The latter lends itself to the

imitation of appearances and a phenomenality of things; the former pertains to discourse and

language, to the intelligible eidos of things. The most important development of our

understanding of onomastic mimesis is that it is a mimesis that pertains to techne and it is

brought paradoxically into opposition of what is discernibly a non-technical or rather atechnical

7 Cra. 423 d4
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form of mimesis. The onomastic techne thus is a techne which in its operation involves mimesis

as such. Thus it is determined that the mimesis of onomata does not comprise of pure

representationality, of imitation as such in the purest sense, that is, an imitation of

<|>covii, it is not a pictorial or ornamental representation of the appearance of

things. Essentially, onomastic mimesis is the 'representation' of the "essence" or "essential

nature" [xf|V oixriav] of each thing, the rendering present the ousia of things, not its mere

phenomenality. It is a mimetic practice that supersedes and extends itself beyond the

schernatological and chromatic displays of musical mimesis, Socrates goes on to explain,

"If anyone could imitate this essential nature (or essence) of a thing by means

of letters and syllables he would show what each thing really is

[ei xiq a\)xo TOVTO jiijieiaGai 5i)vaixo eicctorou, rqv otxriav ypduuxxai te Kai

i d OIH ddp oi)K dv 8TJXOT EKCCGTOV 6 eanv;] ."

So there are three determinations of mimesis, three distinct tropoi which the tropology

has considered, which are subordinated to the tropos of mimesis identified as onomastic: (a) the

onomatopoeic or mimophonic [ui|iri|ia <t>covfj] (b) that peculiar to music [IIOUCJIKTI] and finally (c)

the graphic form, which incorporates painting and writing in general [ypa<|>iKTj]. Certainly this

tropology of mimesis announces the internal division of the mimetic and it shows us yet again

how a tropology, the diverse mimetic tropoi, opens up many possibilities of mimesis. Socrates,

without doubt, attempts its circumvention, tries again to contain the many permutations of

mimesis, especially the tropics of its mimophonic, graphic and musical expressions and most

notably its ornamental and supplementary effects.

8 See Cm. 423 66-9
9 Cm. 423 e7-9
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9.3 Onomasiics and the Graphic Metaphor

So what is the Texvn. of the name-maker [6 6vou.aaTnc6<;]? The technical nature of ohomastic

mimesis, as we have so far determined, considers as its object not a certain phenomenality or

exteriority of things, but something interior to the thing, its very essence, its ousia. As an object

of mimesis, the name-maker certainly and accountably has to employ a mimetic practice which

lies outside the primitive order of mimesis which involves the imitation of the apparent and

phenomenal but more importantly lies outside its "imitative" and mimological determinations.

This is possibly the most difficult section of the dialogue to circumvent, as we are still unclear as

to what the nature of onomastic mimesis is, particularly as it involves naming the nature of an

interiority (the ousia) of the thing without yet being sure what this interiority entails. This is the

obstinate direction Socrates would like to take the entire thematics of the question of onomata, to

their epistemological indeterminations. Soc?ates plays on these mimetic resonances, especially in

connecting the question of mimesis to the orthonomatology of the dialogue, in order to bring us

to another epistemological crossroads.

So the problem of onomastic mimesis in the Cratylus is that it is delimited or inscribed

within the order of truth. The object of the name-maker's mimesis is not a phenomenality or what

is apparent in reality, but something more interior. This interiority, the essence or ousia of the

thing has to be represented. The name's representation of the "thing itself measures onomastics

(name-making) in terms of truth. The correctness of an onoma or the onoma's propriety or

correctness depends on how adequately it represents and reveals the object's ousia; the truth or

reality of the object. Onomata as mimetic productions are thus constituted by the order of

mimesis and this sets up a relation of homoiosis or adequation between the onoma and pragma.

"We must in turn give names to things which ought to have them, if there are

any names to which they can all, like the letters [cooTtep xa axoi%eia], be
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referred, from which it is possible to see what their nature is and whether

there are any classes among them, as there are among letters. When we have

properly examined all these points, we must know how to apply each letter

with reference to its similarity or resemblance [Kctxd xr\v ouxHOTrjxa] is to be

applied to one thing or many are to be combined; just as painters, when they

wish to produce a representation [oi ĉoypd<()ot po\)X6u€voi a

sometimes use only red, sometimes some other color, and sometimes mix

many colors [TC5V <j)ap|xdKcov], as when they are making a picture [fj eiKco v]

of a man or something of that sort, employing each color I suppose, as they

think the particular picture demands it. In just this way we, too* shall apply

letters to things, using one letter for one thing, when that seems to be

required, or many letters together, forming syllables, as they are called, and in

turn combining syllables and by their combination forming nouns and verbs.

And from nouns and verbs again we shall finally construct something great

and fair and complete. Just as in our comparison we made a picture by the art

of painting [dkntep EKEI TO £C5OV xfj ypa<j>iKTJ], so now we shall make

language by the art of naming, or of rhetoric, or whatever it be

[evTa\)9a TOV ^oyov TTJ ovop-aaiiKfj r\ prjiopiKfj TI Tyciq ecrriv f] xe%vr|].

As it appears, the onomastic techne bases its mimetic activity by use of the stoicheion

(letter) to create syllables and in combination onomata. Analogically the zoographic techne

employs the pharmakon (colour) to fulfill its imitation or representation. The stoicheion is

correctly applied to things "by resemblance or similitude [KCXT& THV 6(ioi6xT|Ta]" and similarly

10 Cra. 424 d5- 425 a4
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the zoographer or painter is said to make his paintings assuring a mimetic similarity [&<j>on.oio\)v]

to things. Onomata are subsequently based on the mimetic composition of the stoicheia as are

colours in pictorial mimetics or zoography. What now is discemibly "language" in its formation

is based on mimetics, however we should follow Socrates further in this mimetology of

onomastics so as to return to the fundamental problematics of the stoicheion. The stoicheion is a

phonic signifier which is thematized by the insistence on Hat phone. But even in trying to draw

his conception of the stoicheion away from the paradigm of the onomatopoieic or musical

mimesis, Socrates resorts to the scriptual or graphic metaphor to illustrate the function or

workings of the stoicheion within onomastic composition. This movement into graphologies is

interesting as it insists on pursuing the compositional paradigm by reference to graphic mimetics,

which in terms of language or onomastic composition is least resourceful when considered

graphologically.

Though the mimetology of language may seem ridiculous or capricious

[Y£taria,..<l>avEia6ai, 425 dl] in its logic, given what is maintained is that "things are made

manifest through imitation in letters and syllables [ypdujiacTi Kai ovXkafiaic; T& Tcpdyjiaxa

u£Ui|iTi|j,eva Kaxd5T|A,a yvyvouEva, 425 d2]," it is because Socrates remains alert to the problems

the graphic metaphor presents. The analogy of onomastics to zoographics anticipates an

operation that leads us back into the initial aporia. There is a kind of disconcerting similarly that

constitutes the two operations even as one tends toward the representation of "essences" and the

other imitating appearances.11 Yet the two operations are conducted in a movement that is drawn

into the entire field of mimesis. That, of course, keeps the gap between the two open even as

Socrates attempts to institute in onomastics a veritable form of mimesis. This is already a

11 Goran Sorbom understands this to be the discernible feature which separates nominal mimesis and

pictorial mimesis, that in the case of the former the onoma is a mimema only insofar as it represents the
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sufficient indication that the mimetology inherently, in its logical and ontological determination,

unsettles the mimetic hierarchy it attempts to constitute. The problem being that it resorts to the

graphic metaphor which reveals the very schema of mimesis itself. Socrates' stoicheology will

now introduce the phonological prescriptions of the mimetic, it will now reflect upon what

appears to be an appeal to phonologies; thus treating the stoicheion as an elementary sound or

phonic signifier in attempt to move away from the vagaries of graphic mimesis.

9.4 Phonoinimetics or Glossal Mimesis

"The letter pa> (rho), as I was saying, appeared to be a fine instrument

expressive of motion to the name giver who wished to imitate rapidity, and he

often applies it to motion [KCC>X>V eSo^ev opyavov eivai xfjq Kivr\OE(oq

TCO xa ovouaxa xiGejievcp npoq TO dc|>o|ioio\)v rrj ^opg]. In the first place, in

the words peiv (flow) and pofj (current) he imitates the rapidity by this letter

[5id Tomou xouypdujxaioq xf]v <|>opdv jxuieTxai], then in xpojioq (trembling)

and in xpe/eiv (run) and also in such words as Kpoueiv

(strike), Gporueiv (break), epeixev (rend), Gprnxetv (crush)

(crumble) pDjipelv (whirl) he expresses the action of them all

chiefly by means of the letter rho; for he observed I suppose, that the tongue

is least at rest and most agitated in pronouncing this letter, and that is

probably the reason why he employed it for these words.

What one supposes is introduced here is a forgetting of the graphic metaphor and the thesis

which successfully accounts for the mimetic relationship between the stoicheion as phonic

"essence of a phenomenon, its ousia" whereas the latter represents or imitates "contingent qualities, colors

and shapes". See Sorbom 1966: 111-12.
12 Cra. 426 d3-e5
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signifier and the eidos it represents. In the example of ' rho\ the representation of the idea of

"motion" or kinesis is made manifest. Mimesis is advanced, in this context, as the possibility of

pure glossal correctness and thus assuring the emergence out of the primitive exemplification of

onomatopoeia. The tongue or glotta (in the example of the letter 'rho') schematically and in

terms of the sound or phone reproduces or represents the idea of kinesis. This in essence is not a

purely onomatopoeic act or praxis but insinuates into presence of the stoicheion or gramma the

idea or concept of kinesis, it carries or encompasses the signified (the idea of motion or

rapidity).13 The stoicheion 'rho' represents the concept or idea of kinesis. Following this glossal

mimetics, Socrates valorizes the domain of ideality, of conceiving the stoicheion as a

reproduction based on an idea, which is determined phonomimetically. The sound or phone

carries or represents the idea. However we note further the physiological or glossal

determinations where phonomimesis also refers to a schematics of representation, if we account

for the tongue's movement, action and rhythm, similarly carries the conception or idea of motion.

As Socrates explains, "the tongue [vr\v ylxoxxav] is least at rest and most agitated in pronouncing

this letter". The possibility of glossal mimetics, which is "sensible" or physiological in essence,

seems to correspond to the ideality of sound or phone which encompasses the intelligible idea.

We can follow this double mimetism, the two activities of mimesis, in the stoicheology at issue.

The phonomimetic and the glossomimetic are phonologically concomitant. Let us consider what

Socrates says further on,

"lota again, he employs for everything subtle [xco 5e av ic5xa npoq xa 'ke.nxa

Ttdvta], which can most readily pass through all things. Therefore he imitates

the nature of ievai (go) and leaGai (hasten) by means of iota,

13 John Sallis correctly notes the difficulty of this theorization of the stoicheion especially since "rho" is

meant to represent or encompass the idea of kinesis it is a stoicheion absent from the onoma it represents

conceptually. See Sallis 1975.
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just as he imitated all such notions as \jruxpov (cold, shivering), tp

(seething), aeieoGai (shake), and aeiajioq (shock) by means of'phi', 'psi',

'sigma' and 'zeta', because those letters are pronounced with much breath

[on 7CV£"i)|iaTc6§T| xd ypdu.uaxa, rcdvxa xd xoiawa u.euiur|xai avxoic; ovouxx^

cov]. Whenever he imitates that which resembles blowing [Kai oxav nou to

g uijifjxai], the giver of names always appears to use for the most part

such letters [)tavxaxo\) evxavGa ax; to itoXv xd xoiama ypdujxaxa

e7iic|)epeiv <j>aivexai 6 xd ovouma xiGejxevo^]. And again he appears to have

thought that the comprehension and pressure of the tongue in the

pronunciation of'delta' and 'tau' was naturally fitted to imitate the notion of

binding and rest [ftpdq xfjv uiu.r|OTv xov 5eou.o\) Kai xfjq axdaeax;]. And

perceiving that the tongue has a gliding movement most in the pronunciation

of 'lambda' [oxx Se o udXiaxct ev x« tax(}5a i\ yAxoxxa Kaxi8cov], by

resemblance made the words [d<t>onoic5v covouaae:] A^ia (level), 6^ia9dveiv

(glide) itself, Xmapov (sleek), Ko>Ad58eq (glutinous), and the like. Where the

gliding of the tongue is stopped by the sound of gamma he produced the

nature of yKiaxpov (glutinous), yAA)Kt> (sweet), yXoi&deq (gluey). And again,

perceiving 'nu' is an internal sound [xo\> 5' av vi3 XO eiaco aia06|aevr|(;

xfjc; <t>covfj<;], he made the words ev5ov (inside) and evxoq (within), assimilating

the meanings to the letters [ax; d<|>ou.oia>v xoiq ypdfi^aai xd epya], and

'alpha' again he assigned to greatness, and 'eta' to length, because the letters

are large. He needed the sign O for the chief element of the words. And in this

was the lawgiver appears to apply the other letters, making by letters and
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syllables a name for each and everything, and from these names he

compounds all the rest by imitation [...awnOevai &7uojiijiouu,pvo<;].J

Phonomimetics brings language close to voice and breath, appeals to a

"pneumatological"15 conception of the stoicheion. It promulgates a natural mimesis which

involves "breath and voice" as in the example of stoicheia pronounced with much breath

oTi 7tveuu.aTc65rt x& Ypdujiaxa]; 'psP, 'zeta' and 'sigma' phonomimetically represent a

"pneumatological essence [TO <j>\)aa>5e<; uiuijTai]." The phonomimetic depends entirely on certain

glossal workings and functions and it is dependent on the rhythmic and physiological workings

of the tongue in its mimetic disposition to produce the stoicheia. The "gliding of the tongue"

produces lambda and stopping or ceasing the gliding movement of the tongue produces gamma.

The gramma as such is not the written stoicheion which is secondary, it is the naturalized or

idealized gramma as elementary sound, that is, it conveys a phonematic quality. Obviously this

would be one way of forgetting the graphic metaphor which implies a certain distancing or

spacing in the mimetic correspondence produced between mimeme and its object or referent. The

phone, its pneumatological essence, can naturalize mimesis, institute the presence of phone and

idea. Socrates however has not resolved the problems of this natural or mimetic quality of the

stoicheion, for in another theoretical or dialogical intermission he accepts the phonomimetic as

the basis of the correctness of onomata16, which in essence concludes his dialogue with

Hermogenes. However the phonomimetics of the stoicheiology still carries the premises of its

own deconstruction. The turn in the dialogue, the substitution of speakers or interlocutors, the

14 Cra. 426 e6-427c9
15 Derrida works through the metaphor of the "writing on the soul" in the Phaedrus and in the case of

Rousseau a valorized metaphoric writing which is divine and living to illustrate a natural writing (which is

not secondary; writing in the literal or strict sense) is immediately "united to the voice and breath". That

"its nature is not grammatological but pneumatological. It is hieratic." See Derrida 1974: 17.
16 See Cra. 427dl
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substitution of Hermogenes for Cratylus, implies a new victim of the dialogical scrutiny;

Cratylus. Hermogenes was never essentially the target here, for in the founding moment of the

dialogue it is a Cratylism at issue, given its orthonomatology presupposes the mimetic.

We see here in its pinnacle moment the resurgence of the Cratylic problematic, that is,

what Plato now turns to is the trace of mimesis in the Cratylism propounded. Cratylus will enter

the field of this discussion however only to see how mimesis divides itself again to bring us again

within view of the aporia of reference, which again needs to be reiterated is what the Cratylus

portends to theoretically supersede. Socrates advises Cratylus that they must "look both forwards

and backwards a\ia rcpocxxo Kai OTUCGG), 428 d8]" in order to accede to the problems

any orthonomatology proposes. Such is the structure of this dialogue; it appeals dialogically to a

double movement, committed to a mimetic logic, a logic of repetitions and reiterations.

9.5 The Two Cratyluses: Mimesis as Supplementation

Again Socrates, alongside Cratylus, reintroduces the graphic metaphor just as he acceded to the

possibility of a mimesis which seemed to insinuate itself within presence in its pneumatological

prescriptions. Again Socrates revisits the aporia, approaches the gap, the distance, the

unassailable hiatus between the mimeme and its referent by again instituting pictorial mimetics

within his mimetology. The phonomimetic conception of language, may have drafted the

rudimentary linquistic principles of Cratylism, a theory of the natural or mimetic motivation of

onomata. It may have potentially brought the dialogue to a close by prescribing an

orthonomatologieal premise which should have appealed to Cratylus. However it is scarcely

surprising that Socrates is able to Pick out, throughout his mimetological deliberation, the

warnings against mimesis. One is warned again of the foreseeable virulent condemnation of

mimesis; its double tenor. Socrates begins by asking Cratylus,
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Socrates: "You would agree, would you not, that the name is one thing and

the thing of which it is a name is another?" [ap OUK d?Jx> \xz\ dv <j>aiT|<;

\ • ~ T * v

TO 6vo|ia eivai, aXko 8e eiceivo o\) TO ovoud ecrav]

Cratylns: Yes, I should.

Socrates'. And you agree that the name is an imitation of the thing named

[...TO ovofia }iijiT||id TI eivai TOU

Cratylus: Most assuredly.

Socrates'. And you agree that paintings also are imitations, though in a

different way, of things? [KOCI TO £©ypac|>T|uxxTa Tporcov Tivd dM,ov

eivai Tcpayumcov TIVG5V;].

Cratylus: Yes.

Socrates: Well then- for perhaps I do not understand, and you may be right-

can both of these imitations [xama dji(|)6Tepa Td , the paintings and

the names, be assigned and applied to the things which they imitate, or not

[TO T£ £coypa<|>f|iiaTa Kdiceiva TQ ovojiaTa, Tolq Tcpdy^iaaiv (3v

, fi o\)]?

Cratylus: They can.17

The problem raised here is not the mimetological problem concerning whether

onomastic mimesis is similar or concomitant to the imitations of the zoographic arts, the

difference has already been established, insofar as the object of onomastics is the ousia, the

essence or being of things and that of zoographics is a contingent phenomenality. The problem is

the nature of the relation or reference to the thing named or represented, which in essence , if we

try to understand what the mimetology prescribes, is an ontological problem of the relation

between the original and copy, the notation which we have already noted circumscribes and
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underwrites Plato's mimetology in the Republic. What in fact happens here is that onomata are

now considered in terms of their mimetic relation to "things in themselves", rather than "in

themselves". What the etymological undertaking revealed and what Socrates seeks to reestablish

in the dialogue's third moment is a restoration of the problem of reference, the aporia that

connately illegitimatizes the proposed orthonomatologies. Cratylism proposes the unity of

onomata which essentially proposes that the onoma embodies the signified, their propriety is

prefixed; it is prior to any reference, application or referral to things. Socrates again wants to

draw Cratylus to the limit of the aporia of reference, by creating a passage, by way of the

specular-pictorial analogy, to subordinate the Cratylic thesis to the problematics of the aporia. He

does so by propelling the mimetico-relational motivation of onomata, which in this case is

pushed to the extreme, by introducing the paradigm of the "two Cratyluses".

The mimetology is an inevitable passage into the problematics founded in the aporia.

Socrates must try twice to supersede the Cratylism instituted. Of course, this redoubled effort,

and one must concede this, involves Socrates unequivocally affirming that of all that has been

thought on the subject of onomata, on the possibility of onomastic correctness, only a

fundamental impropriety "in" onomata can be discerned. Socrates further on comments on the

nature of this impropriety, opening up the problematic to "truth" as such,

"I call that kind of assignment in the case of both imitations- paintings and

names correct eycoye 8iavouiyv en au^oxepoic; |iev xoiq

, xol<; xe ^cooiq Kat xoic; ovouxxaiv, 6p0r|v], and in the case of

names not only correct, but true [eni 5e xoiq ovojxai npoq xa> 6pdr\v Kai

cdTi0fj]; and the other kind, which gives and applies the unlike imitation, I call

incorrect and in the case of names, false [XTJV 5' exepav, xr\v xov avouoiou

17 Cra. 429a l-b3
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66<nv xe Kax em^opdv, o\)K opGiyv, Kal \|/£v6fj oxav ETC ovouaanv rj].

So the mimetology proposes another conception of mimesis which involves

understanding the mimeme (whether it is the onoma or the zographema) as something applied,

conferred or imposed upon things that is, if we consider carefully what is suggested by the

meaning of £7ii<|>opdv. More problematically it suggests an "addition", a supplementation, insofar

as the mimeme "brings upon" or epipherei on the thing itself something that not only resembles it

but is other and in difference to it, a supplement of the thing itself. However what is "given to"

[Soaiv] things is something exterior, and as it is declared in the passage, it could be something

"unlike" [dvojioico] the thing itself or something "like". What is of interest here is that the

propriety of onomata is inscribed within the order of truth. Because onomata represent the non-

contingent qualities of things, namely their ousia or essence, it implies a more veritable

mimetism which makes onomata either true [dXr|9f|] or false [\j/e\)8fj]. This determination of the

onoma in terms of truth, its installation within the order of truth is no mere accident of reasoning,

it can be supposed as a philosophical necessity; a necessity in light of the aporia. By establishing

a "relational" logic of mimesis, Socrates is able to consider the propriety of onomata in terms of

truth, he considers the possibility of the pseudo mimetic productivity of onomastics and

subsequently alludes to the improprieties and degenerative properties of the onoma, insofar as it

does not properly represent what is appropriate to or in a sense the "properties [xd

of things. The mimetic capacity of the onoma wrenches it from its condition of origin, of being

prior to things in the Cratylic sense, that is, correct "in themselves". Cratylus insists onomata can

never be incorrect and that they are always orthos and he does so even in accepting that paintings

or pictorial representations can be "incorrectly assigned [|xfi 6p0coq 5iav8|i£iv, 430 d9]."

18 Cm. 430 d2-7
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Socrates has set up the mimetism of onomastics in terms of truth, moreover he has

subordinated it to truth by way of the constitutive "relational" logic of mimesis which

presupposes something prior to the onoma as mimeme as such. Again a decision has to be made

about the propriety of onomata, but, paradoxically, it is a decision (as it was the case in the

Republic) about mimesis in general or everything that is subsumed by mimesis. The paradigm of

the "two Cratyluses" in essence brings to a decision and this I understand in the strongest critical

sense the conditions of possibility of any orthonomatological hypothesis. By considering the

paradigm at issue, hence the insistence on mimesis, Cratylus has to necessarily concede that what

is proper to onomata is an "impropriety" which in essence prepares the ground for the

metaphysics of truth or the presupposition of aletheia.

"The image must not by any means reproduce all the qualities of that which it

imitates, if it is to be an image [o\)8e TO 7iapd7iav 8eTj rcdvxa d7io8o\)vai,

oiov eaTiv co eiKd^ei, ei iieMei eiKcbv elvai]...Would there be two things,

Cratylus and the image of Cratylus [dp' dv Six) Tcpdyiiaxa eir\ Toid8e, oiov

KpavbXoq Kai KparuXoi) eiKcov], if some god should not merely imitate your

colour and form, as painters do [e'i xiq 0ewv \ri\ uovov TO adv

drceiicdaeiev okntep oi £coypd<))ot;], but should also make all the

parts like yours, should reproduce the same reflexibility and warmth, should

put into them, motion, life, and intellect, such as exist in you, and in short,

should place beside you a duplicate of all your qualities? Would there be "m

such an event Cratylus and an image of Cratylus or two Cratyluses?

KparuA,o<; dv Kai eiKcbv KparukoD TOT' e'ir| TO TOIOWOV,

St>o
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And Further on,

"Surely Cratylus, the effect produced by the names upon the things of which

they are names would be ridiculous, if they were to be entirely like them in

every respect [Tekoia yox>v...xm6 TCOV ovoumcov n:d0oi dv eiceiva a>v

d Oovouma ecrav xd OVOJKXTCX ei navxa 7iavTa%fj a\>xoi<;

For everything would be duplicated, and no one could tell in any case which

was the real thing and which the name. [Sirrd ydp dv TIO\> rcdvTa yevoixo,

Kai o\)K dv ex0 1

aino, TO 5e ovojia]."19

ei7C8iv o^eiq o\)5exepov orcoTepo earn TO e

The entire reading of this passage, which can only be understood as the endorsement of

Plato's mimetology in relation to onomastics, in fact, proceeds from the assimilation of mimesis

to truth. The onoma has thus far been understood in terms of the rectitude of its iconographic

20production, it has been determined as an EIKCOV. This iconology of the onoma already

subordinates it to its object of reference, it separates it, makes it different. The onoma, as the

"paradigm" suggests, is an EIKCOV, a secondary production; second to the original. The onoma as

mimeme can never be entirely like the thing it represents [ei rcd fj aircou; oumcoGeiri],

the degree of homoiosis achieved will always be in the Platonic sense one of adequation. A total

mimesis will produce an equivocal and troubling double, it will "engender two of the same

[5iTxd yap dv TCOD rcdvTa yevouo]," which paradoxically presupposes an internal division of the

original. The order of truth establishes an order of priority which in essence premises the

question of "propriety" as such. Any conception of the two [Sirca] productions of mimesis

necessarily has to be reinscribed within this aletheic order, where the mimeme is ontologically

nothing more than an eiKcbv, this is, according to the relational logic of the mimetology.

19

20

Cm. 432 b2- d8

See Cra. 431 c2-9
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However there is another possibility, for if there were "two Cratyluses [5T3O KpcrruAxn]"

according to the "paradigm" the entire ground of the mimetology will immediately miscarry what

is schematically represented by the notation "Cratylus and the image of Cratylus

Kai eiKcov KparuXoa)]." Certainly the implication of this supplementary logic of

onomastic mimesis which doubles or duplicates the thing itself, suggests the surreptitious manner

in which onomata work; suspending reference and operating within a logic of substitution.

What is threatening about onomastic mimesis when it is apprehended in terms of this

logic of supplementation is that it can effect a proliferation of onomata, as the etymologies

revealed, and the dissimulation of the "thing itself. This is provoked from the outset by its

linguistic function and constitution, which essentially, in a pernicious significatory movement,

will lead us back to the aporia of reference, which the relational logic of the mimetology attempts

to overhaul. Again, as in all the dialogues which attempt to circumscribe mimesis, a "typology"

is prescribed for onomastics, that is to say, the xwcoq of things; its intrinsic quality is prescribed

for the mimetician. The essential mark or feature of things has to be retained in the mimetic

production of onomata.

Just as there was an urgent need to epistatically purify the logos of mythopoiesis in the

Republic, so here there needs to be a serious purification of language as such, from the

stoicheion to the composite onoma. Socrates by the dialogue's end, by again resorting to the

stoicheiology, discerns the incorrect use, application and subsequent insertion of the iambda',

which represents "smoothness", "softness", in the word CTKXTIPOTTJQ ("hardness"). Cratylus

concedes that he discerns the meaning of (7KX.r|p6Trt<; "by way of custom [6id ye TO e6oq, 434

e4]," admitting that the insertion of the 'lambda' is an impropriety in the onoma

[o\)K opGcoq eyiceiTai, 434 b6]. The admission that "custom, not likeness, is the principle of

21 See Cra 432 e9
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signification/revelation [...xfjv onoiornra 5T|kQ|ia elvai...TO eGoq, 435 b2]," is paradoxically a

22 .23Cratylic admission of the arbitrariness of onomata. In positing the arbitrary nature of onomata

Socrates establishes an impasse, at least insofar as the aporia is concerned, whereby the

necessary link between name/signifier and concept/signified is established. One understands

better now, no doubt, that there is no orthonomatology proposed by Plato. It will be necessary to

confirm that the Cratylus is as anti-Cratylic as well as anti-Hermogenic since the symmetry of

these two orthonomatologies is its central motif, even though it is figured out or figured through

the aporia of reference. It involves, in its ironic oscillations, a questioning of the epistemological

implications of any correspondence or referential logic. This is evident in the fact that Cratylus

hos to admit that it is far better (methodologically and didactically) to learn "from the truth itself

K TTJC; d^T|9eia<-]" rather than from the eikon [£x xfiq eiKovoq, 439 a6-b2] or for that matter, the

onoma. This gives rise to two possibilities of epistemology; moreover it gives rise to a

differentiation within the field of knowledge.

9.6 The Exclusion of Mimesis: The Two Orders of Truth

How is it that we can propose what is at stake in the Cratylus is the theory of

knowledge? The epistemological exigency by necessity establishes the truth of two orders; of an

order of onomata (names) and the order of pragmata (things). To what degree is such a

differentiation generated by the aporia of reference? We have noted that paradigmatically

onomata can arrest the passage of reference, of referencing "things in themselves", that is, "in

showing the nature of the thing" [TITK; ev8ei^8Tai oiov eon TO 7ipayu.a, 428el] as such.

22 Socrates even after this conclusion still ascribes to the arbitrary function of onomata, a mimetic

motivation (as if to incorporate within this orthonomatology the "Cratylism" just denounced). He explicitly

states that "custom indicates...both by the like and by the unlike" [TO e9o<;...Kai 6uoiq> Kai avofioico 5r|Xoi,

435 b3].
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Accordingly the fact of the appearance and onomastic production of onomata is deemed

unnecessary, for in seeking their correctness (6p06xr}xa) Socrates raises a question mark over

whether we can learn, gain knowledge about things through them, especially as they are

engendered mimetically. Socrates warns Cratylus that,

"He who in his inquiry after things follows names and examines into the

meaning of each one runs great risks of being deceived [e'i xiq £n,xcov xd

&Kokoa)9oiTOi<; ovojiaai, CKOTIG&V oiov eKctaxov

etvai, ap evvoelq oxi oi> ouaKpoc; xivSwoc; ecxiv e

It is curious here that, a completely new problem is presented in the Cratylus, which

certainly moves us further from its original interest in onomata as such and toward the question

of the "truth of things [XTJV d^Geiav xoav ovxcov, 438e]." Obviously by discarding the anterior

nature of onomata, Plato wants to consider how they stand in the pretense of the question of

truth. The difficulty presented by this new problem, pertaining to the theory of knowledge,

becomes more acute when we begin to consider the "two classes of onomata"

[xd exepa ovouxxxa] which Socrates alludes to, "those which point towards rest

[xd erci xfjv axdaiv dyovxa]" and "those that point towards motion [xd eni xfjv <|>opdv]." Given

this identification Socrates discovers the difficulties inherent in any propriety of the onoma, he

thus considers separately the true being of things [xcov ovxcov] without resort to language.

The Cratylic thesis is further blown asunder precisely by way of revealing or exposing

the weaknesses of the entire discourse on onomata in the Cratylus. How do we come to "know"

things? According to Plato it is certainly not in onomata. Socrates explains "It is not in onomata"

but "we must look for something else, not names, which shall show us which of these two kinds

23 At Cra 435 b8 the example of numbers [TOV dpi9ndv] is introduced to analogically attest to the

arbitrariness of the onoma.
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are the true names, which of them, that is to say, show the truth of things

[...5eii;avxa 8fjta>v oxi xrjv dXfjGeiav xcov ovxcav, 438 a6-el]."

Socrates asserts by 438e that things, nature, truth, reality, xdovxa may be learned

"without resorting to onomata or 'without' onomata as such [...Suvocov [ictGeiv dveu

ovoumcov xd ovxa]" and resorts to the most natural and straightest or "just manner

[eiKo<; xe Kai 8iKaioxaxov]" of apprehending xd ovxa, that is, "through each other if they are

akin and through themselves [e'i TITJ ty)yyevT\ eaxiv Kai aina 8t aira&v, 436 b6]." So the principle

of identity is presented or posited as the only true means of epistemic accession. However

Socrates does assert that knowledge of things "through themselves [5i avxcov]" is essentially

possible by recognizing difference, by acknowledging fundamental heterological presuppositions,

for he concedes, "whatever is other and different from them would signify not them, but

something other and different [xo yap rcoi) exepov eiceivcov Kai dMxnov exepov

dv xi Kai dAloiov o~njjiaivov, dXka CUK eKeiva, 438e].'

This amounts to the assertion that there is an exterior difference referred to, which is

different to the significatory differences interior to the language system, that being between

onoma and pragma. The theory of knowledge proposed, of knowing things "through themselves"

as opposed to knowing things through onomata, is critically directed against the equivocity of

language and against any assertion of the propriety of onomata. Knowledge of things cannot

possibly be acceded "within" language. Plato identifies a notable infidelity in onomata, in their

mimetic proliferations and substitutions they can never properly or justly represent xd ovxa.

Onomata are constituted by the supplementary logic of mimesis. How the notion of secondarity

is tied to Platos' conception of language, how it is caught in the web of the descriptive appraisal

of mimesis has by now been established by exposing the twofold constitution of mimesis.

24 Cra. 435 e3
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matter

Which is the better and surer way towards knowledge is a preoccupation or concern that

isolates or excludes the mimesis question to another order, that of onomata as such. The real

lying beneath the Socratic description of onomata as eikones (proxys, stand ins,

substitutes) of "things-themselves" is to delineate that knowledge of xd ovxa will have to be

attained outside of language or be arrived at without resorting to onomata, and it is in this way

the epistemological quandary of Plato's suppositions leaves us considering the "form of things

awov ISeaq, 439 dl]." And here it is the subject that is protected from a language that

embodies the differential unrest, flux of its signifying possibilities. In retrospect what was

ascertained in the etymological section of the dialogue was the unreliability of the linguistic and

mimetic practices of the mythopoetic tradition. It is essentially on this basis that the conclusion is

a self protective deciding, not only for the subject in general, but moreover it involves the self-

preservation of the philosophical subject against the equivocity of onomata and language in

general.

We already have a foreboding that mimesis is presented in other Platonic dialogues, as a

form of falsehood, it is derivative and encapsulated by the pseudos (lie, fiction, falsehood,

unreality). Yet in the Cratylus it is climatically asked whether it is more correct to gain

knowledge and learn of realities in every heuristic endeavor from (i) the representation or icon

[EK Tf\q eiKovoq] or (ii) from the truth [EK xfj<; ahf\QEiaq, 439 a7-b2]. "From the truth" amounts

^ ^ ^ • I ™**̂to accessing knowledge of things "through themselves" [ama e£ a\)xd>v] and that whatever is

discerned or apprehended regarding the nature of things through the eikon [EK Tfjq EIKOVO^] is

knowledge gained or things learnt "from names" [EK T.G>V ovoudxoov]. There is an exclusion and

abasement of onomata, for in essence, onomata are mimetically invested; they are essentially

eikones and as such unreliable. The onoma is declared outside the domain of truth, outside of

true knowledge or an epistemicity which is derived "from the truth" [EK xfj<;dkri0£ia<;]. But on
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the other hand onoroastic mimesis escapes the closure of this order of truth, it is able to question

the epistemological hypothesis and obligation. Onornastics appears as another or different order,

which though iconological in essence, that is, it engineers the supplementary work of onomata,

produces the referential limits between these two orders, it inaugurates a referentiality which will

no longer belong to a metaphysics of plenitude and presence.

In the Cratylus we are drawn to the ungraspable limits of the apc/ria. Though onomastic

mimesis is excluded by the dialogue's end, even though Socrates persisted with it for the

dialogue's entire duration, because it affirms and yet unsettles the mimetology propounded, it is

articulated around the division between word and thing. In many respects the aporia is that which

grounds mimesis, In the Cratylus it leads to the closure and condemnation of the philosophical

problematic of mimesis, since it leads us to the aporia. Onomastic mimesis is pernicious because

it conceives the onoma in relation to the thing, though simultaneously alters and withdraws the

possibility of this relation, it unsettles the idea of the onoma as essentially founded on reciprocity

or association to the world, nature or T& ovxa. Always, what announces itself is the inherent

paradox of onomastics, of mimesis in general, it being proper and improper in its linguistic

motivation. On the one hand, it is motivated by a supplementary logic, where it doubles or

proliferates its work and productions leading to a series of figural and signifying substitutions

and displacements and on the other hand, in trying to restrain it within the mimetological field,

works subordinate^ to the origin or original, that is, it remains incapable of origination.

Essentially it is difficult to conceive of the onoma as in any sense supplying a referent. The

orthonomatology of the dialogue has shown how onomata constantly frustrate the desire for some

assurance of onomastic unity and representation of self-present meaning and truth. What we have

rather encountered is an endless series of onomastic inscriptions, a perpetual redoubling of an

25 Cra. 439b4-9
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onoma upon onoma, such that the possibility of reference is incessantly deferred and

differentiated.

Plato's mistrust of language is bound to the inherent equivocity of discourse and the

onomata it circulates.26 Ultimately this distrust extends beyond language and attends to the

subject who uses language as an organon of dissimulation and misrepresentation. In many

respects the aporia in the Cratylus is the aporia that leads us to the crossroads of the sophistic

field. The Sophist, as we shall see, again reappraises the issues brought to an aporetic end in the

Cratylus as Plato seeks to determine the nature of the sophist and his dissimulative use of logos

as a similucrum of philosophy's logos.

26 Derrida has alluded to in his writing on the Phaedrus that for Plato truth presents itself in the form of an

inward revelation, a "writing in the soul", that makes itself visible "reflectively" to the mind as a pure

presence. See Derrida 1981a.
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Chapter Ten

The Sophist as Aporon Eidos

Stranger: Then those who participate in all those governments -with the exception of

the scientific one- are to be eliminated as not being statesmen, but partisans

[6XK6. axaoiaaxiKo-uq]: and since they preside over the greatest counterfeits

[KOI eiScoXcov u.eyiaxcov rcpooxaxaq ovxaq], they are themselves counterfeits, and since

they are the greatest imitators and deceivers/cheats [ueyioxoix; 6e ovxo^ uxur|xa<; Kai

yorixaq], they are the greatest of all sophists [^leyiaxotx; yiyveaGai xcov ao<j>icxcov

ao<j>iaxd<;].

Socrates: This term "sophist" seems to have come round quite rightly to the so-called

statesmen [eiq xovq noXixu:oi)q].

Stranger: Well, this part has been exactly like a drama [xomo uev dxexvcoq %uv

champ 8pap.a]. Just as we remarked a moment ago, a festive troop of centaurs and

satyrs was coming into view [KevxoopiKdv 6pao8ai Kai Zaxupiicov xiva 0iaaov],

which we had to separate from the art of statesmanship [6v xcopiaxeov and noXuiKf\q

eiTixexvn/;]; and now we have succeeded in doing this, though it has been very

difficult.

Politicus 303 cl-d2

10.1 Authorial Apocryphy: The Xenos as Unnamed Subject

It is by now well established that what has been imputed to Plato as a philosophy of apocryphal

dimensions, insofar as the authorship of the dialogues is concerned, is but a philosophy coming
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out of the death of Socrates.1 "Platonisrn" is essentially the rehearsal of the Socratic scene or

moment; Socrates the philosophical figure par excellence. Things are far from being as simple

as that in Plato's Sophist. A new prosopon is introduced within the dialogue, a. prosopon which

literally takes the place of Socrates in a remarkable figural substitution. The Sevo<; Eke.&rr\(; (The

Eleatic Stranger), as the chief prosopon of this dialogue is Socrates' substitute, he wears the

Socratic mask.

In order to explain this substitution of roles, it is perhaps necessary to ask why the

Stranger ? Why is he granted in this dialogue such a position of prominence and

importance? He is described by Theodorus as "a real philosopher" [ctv8pa <|>iAx)ao<l>ov, 216 a6]

and Socrates shows a sense of ironical concern that maybe Theodorus has brought to their

company some god and no mere stranger [o\) ^evov &M.d xiva 0e6v, 216 a9] a god of refutation

and elenchus [Geoqcov q, 216 b5] since they may be worthless or inferior

in the elenchtic discourse.2 Though Socrates will not feature prominently in the

ensuing discourse on the sophist and thus is given a passive and secondary role in the dialogue,

this figural substitution is significant insofar as it remains implicated in the issue concerning the

problematic of the subject in the Sophist as it doubly distances Plato's authorial voice. The

distance between Plato and the Eleatic protagonist has now been doubled. The Eleatic

philosopher is a 'stranger' not only because he is a foreigner but more significantly because he is

the unnameable, the other which Plato speaks through. The Platonic voice is heard in the other,

in the foreigner and most significantly in the figure or person that cannot be named. The distance

'Derrida 1981a: 163.
2 In Republic 381 d Socrates is critical of a Homeric line where god's are described as disguising

themselves and thus appearing to mortals as Strangers or xenoi. Is this suspicion of disguise a suspicion

toward the Stranger's Subject? Is the Stranger the Philosopher or the Sophist?
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elicited by this masquerade is not simply a form of duplicity nor is it of dramatic relevance it

highlights the problematic of the subject that, in an incipient manner, Plato remains attendant to.

Though Heidegger correctly discerns it is a dialogue which is "Socratic" in essence,3 the

Stranger's reception presents to the reader a fundamental authorial problematic, which is

adumbrated by the withdrawal of Socrates from the critical scene, given what is being posited

here is the inauthentic philosopher, the fabricated [riknamq, c6] philosopher who is represented

in the dialogue in a concealed way. This presupposes an apocryphality which in essence points

not only to the title of the dialogue, that is, to the sophist (to what Heidegger understands to be "a

mere playful imitation of sophistry"),4 but to Plato as such. Therein lies the exigency of the

question that poses the ovxcoc; <|)iX6ao<|>o<;, the "real philosopher"; the Socratic philosopher par

excellence, the truly divine [OeToq] philosopher.5

The Stranger is an enigmatic and unclassifiable prosopon. All we know of him through

Theodorus is that he is from Elea. And though he does not consider him a god, as Socrates

assumes in jest, he is nonetheless described as Geloq an epithet Theodorus ascribes to all

philosophers [xovq §iX6co$ovq, 216 cl]. However, the Stranger remains unidentifiable, for

Socrates remains suspicious knowing very well that it is not any easier to recognize the genos of

philosophers as it is to recognize the genos of gods [xomo jievxoi KivSuveTjei TO yevoq o\)

3 Heidegger 1997: 164
4 Heidegger 1997: 160
5 Friedlander reminds us that much must be made of the dramatic scene, alluding to the fact that though

Socrates is formally absent, he is listening and implicitly present by way of the ear, even though it is without

any form of discursive participation. What does this suggest? What do we make of what Friedlander's

constant references to Socrates being attendant to the discourse though in silence. The discourse is

conducted in Socrates' shadow who is "silently listening", attendant to the Stranger's logos. Friedlander

1969: 251, 254-5 and 257.
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J xi pdov...eivai 8iaKpiveiv fi xo TO-U 0eoi), 216 c5]. In fact, Socrates' suspicion of the

Stranger refers to the very problematic the dialogue itself endeavors to clarify, the ability to

identify, segregate and select lineages or genoi [TO yevoc;...5iaKpiv£iv]. Socrates does not fail to

attend to this, further on he explains:

"For these men-1 mean those who are not feignedly but really philosophers-

appear disguised in all sorts of shapes [ovcoi TtavxoToi <|>avxa£6|i£voi...

oi \ix\ Bq akX oakX ovxcog <|>IX6GO<|>OI], thanks to the ignorance of the rest of

mankind, and visit the cities, beholding from above the life of those below,

and they seem to some to be of no worth and to others to be worth everything.

And sometimes they appear disguised as statesmen and sometimes as

sophists, and sometimes they may give some people the impression that they

are altogether mad [icai TOTE fxev TCOX,IXIKOI <|)avxd£ovxai, xoxe 8e ao^iaxai,

xoxe 5' eaxiv oi<; 86^av 7capda%oivxo dv cog 7iavxa7taaiv uxxviKcog]."6

Beyond the mistrust Socrates displays toward the Stranger (beyond this declared

suspicion toward the Stranger's anonymity) it is obvious that the Stranger who appears1 to show

himself as a philosopher represents the moment in the dialogue where the status of his subject is

deeply implicated with the status of the sophistic subject. The Stranger, at this stage, occupies in

reality no place, he remains double— statesman, sophist, madman— and in these three lineage's

resides the specter of the philosopher. This is tied to the rudiment question this thesis tries to

6 Soph. 216c5-d2
7 At Soph. 216 c5-d2 tyavxa^oiizvoi, <j)avxd^ovxai highlights the distinct lexicon of Plato's mimetology for

what "appears" or the forms of pretension alluded to in this passage again highlights the issues concerning

the subject.
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address, the problematic of the subject. The Stranger' anonymity or his unassignability is here

even more formidable, he remains unidentifiable and without a proper lineage.

We may accept that the Stranger is literally a foreigner (a non-Athenian) and not pursue

the matter further. Hov/ever we would have to naturally ask where does the Stranger dissociate

himself from Socrates, and moreover, where does the Stranger depart from the philosophy of

Plato? Should we ask who the Stranger is, rather than why Plato pays him such reverence in the

dramaturgy of this dialogue? Is there a doxographical exigency to name, identify, that is,

establish the identity of the Stranger, as the philological credulity of Marsilio Ficino confirms?8

It is obvious that we are not simply dealing with the problem of who is speaking but

rather that the enunciative subject is (in terms of a sophisticated and artful "apocryphality")

possibly two "beings", the philosopher or more radically the sophist in disguise. It goes without

saying that the introduction of the Stranger does not explain this double pose nor does it

elucidate the nature of his apocryphy. Is the Stranger Plato's mouthpiece? Is the Stranger the

organon of the philosopher, who speaks in place of Socrates? Is this name tpvoq an eponym of

sorts, the eponym of the philosopher and sophist equally? The Stranger as the nameless and the

unnamed—god-foreigner-stranger—could radically be considered the surrogate voice of two

subjects, both philosopher and sophist. Another explanation, which of course is not so explicit in

its testimony, is that the Stranger is the arche-philosopher; the archetypal or "model" figure of

the philosopher, the exemplary philosophical subject. Since no proper name can be marked in the

dialogue, the Stranger can thus be viewed, in the context of the dialogical enquiry, as an

anonymous figure that dissimulates between being a philosopher or sophist in an attempt to arrest

8 If we consider the commentaria of Allen's study, Ficino states that the Eleatic Stranger was Melissus and

his entire commentary certainly remains consistent in his reference to the Stranger as Melissus. Allen 1989:

221
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the nature of the subject in question. In this final possibility the Stranger doubly displaces Plato

from his text, as the mask worn by Plato is nameless, it has no character and no being

The issue concerning the Stranger's anonymity needed to be if not rigorously pursued, it

at least had to be acknowledged given the nature of the subject in question in the Sophist. What I

have illustrated is that the Stranger's anonymity is complicitous to the sophist's anonymity. The

question why the Stranger takes charge in the Sophist, and why Socrates remains silent and is

literally absented9 remains inscribed within the dialogue's structure. For though the Sophist is

essentially an enquiry on sophistics and a determination of the sophist's eidos and genos, it

seems that the Stranger's anonymity is in some way implicated in the subject of this enquiry. The

Sophist also seeks to determine the philosophical genos by default. So the Stranger who is

represented as the enunciative subject is an obscure and neutral subject and his marked

apocryphality is an issue already implicated in the search for the unnamed and unknown beast,

the sophist. However his subject is also marked by the search for the philosophical subject in

general. The Stranger as mask or disguise will present himself as a formidable threat insofar as

he is already surreptitiously confused with the subject of this inquiry. The sophistic and

philosophical subjects are irremediably or even vertiginously engulfed in the equivocation of the

Stranger's subject. It is for this reason we pay attention to the Socratic suspicion, because the

Stranger is both the philosopher and sophist, that is, "either one or the other" or "neither one nor

the other". Thus the Stranger as subject becomes the prosopopoiesis of the dialogue's subject.

9 In the Politicus the Stranger is the dialogue's main enunciative subject. Socrates though is a principle

participant (and interlocutor).
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10.2 On Diaeretics: The Paradeigma for the Philosophical Hunt

In order to catch a glimpse of what this dialogue seeks to posit in its investigation, it is

necessary to name the object of investigation, designate it by name, make it subject to the

enquiry. Obviously the investigation proceeds "with the sophist [dfto TO\) , 218 b9]",

but the Stranger discerns that he and Theaetetus "share only his name in common

[...a\)Kdyo)TO\)XO\)7ieptTO'OvoM.a^6vov e%ou£v KOIVTJ, 218 c2]." The philosopher and sophist

are not yet distinguishable, they are in some way identical insofar as their designation by name is

concerned. Both by nomination are akin and affiliated. We can understand now how the

• ioderivation sophist is carried out; it proceeds from a concept or notion of sophia which both

sophist and philosopher partake of.

However we must bear in mind that this similarity is only granted insofar as both

philosopher and sophist share a common name and the Stranger takes numerous precautions to

initiate a logos or argument which will ascertain the difference between these two figures of

sophia. The Stranger initiates a logos which will lead to "an agreement [avvoiAo^oyf^aaaGai]"

about the subject or determine "the nature of their subject [rcepi TO 7tpdyu.a awo]." However he

will not entrust what is named or nameable without exposing it to logos as such. This is

10 See Rep. 428 a9ff. The conception of sophia is that it is something achieved (or gained) independently

from a techne. Sophia is distinct from techne, yet interestingly enough the Stranger in trying to hunt the

sophist is first attempting to apprehend his techne or determine what sophistics in general entails. Socrates

explains there are manifold epistemes (or knowledges) which do not determine sophia as such, sophia is the

property of the subject who encompasses all forms of knowledge [TGOV dXXcov eTiionuicov ao<j>iav

Ka^eiaBai, 429 a4]; episteme in general. This paradoxically is a sophistic propriety, sophia is possibly the

propriety of the sophist (in the same way it is a philosophical propriety). The Stranger needs to determine

where the impropriety (in terms of sophia) lies within sophistics, for both philosopher and sophist share the

name in common.
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essentially a logos which appeals to the constitution or restoration of what would be the very

essence of the philosopher and the sophist, it approaches the fundamental question concerning

the subject of sophia. The Stranger expresses this with much urgency;

"We ought always in every instance to come to agreement about the thing

itself by argument rather than about the mere name without argument."

[5el 6e del

JIOVOV cruvou,oA,oyr|0acrGai xcopiq AxS

epi TO Ttpayuxx axno \iaXkov 8id Xoycov f\ %ovvo\ia

Having agreed upon the method of their logos, that they approach their subject not by

name alone but by way of logos or proper argument [5id Xoycovj, the Stranger proceeds

identifying a twofold objective. They are to posit the tropos (manner, character) of the sophist

and determine his phyle (tribe, race) and as a result arrive at a determination of the philosophical

subject. What will be played out in the "ontology" of the Sophist is what Gilles Deleuze

described as the logical subjugation of the phantasm or the similucrum}1 Though we are going

ahead of ourselves here, it needs to be pointed out that the Stranger's logos is an epinoesis (a

search and seizing in the form of knowledge) of the sophist's equivocal nature. Ultimately the

object of the enquiry, the quarry to use the hunter's metaphor, needs to be determined as subject,

it needs to be predicated. However, the Stranger forewarns Theaetetus of the quandary that they

are approaching, as he explains clearly

"The tribe which we now intend to search for, the sophist, is not the easiest

6 \ ething in the world to catch and define [TO 5e §\)ko\ 6 \v\

uSoph. 218c4-5
12 See Deleuze 1990.
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£T|TEIV oi) Tidvicov pdcrcov ouAAajteTv ti TCOT' eaxiv, 6 ao<j>icrrf|<;] and everyone

has agreed long ago that if investigations of great matters are to be properly

worked out we ought to practise them on small and easier matters

before attacking the very greatest. So now, Theaetetus, this is my advice to

ourselves, since we think the family of sophists is troublesome and hard to

ov Kat SvaG^pe-urov T\yi\ca[iE\oi(; eivai to xov GO§IOTOVcatch

yevoq] that we first practice the method of hunting in something easier.

The Stranger discerns that the sophistic genos is difficult to trail, it is troublesome

because there is no track to follow, no easy 686<;, no easy pathway that could lead to the sophist.

However it is because there is no proper place wherein the sophist resides that he is in essence

like the Stranger, that is, an anonymous and empty subject, and for this reason is considered to be

atopos. So the sophist has no property at this stage and what seems more difficult, he resides in

"no place" in particular; he does not reside in a place or topos that makes him visible to the

enquiry.

In order to provide a discursive departure, the Stranger begins by seeking a paradigm that

would hopefully provide the method by which the sophist can be approached. The search for the

sophist and his genos will be gathered by way of "the simpler example [ev dXXxo pdovi rnv

u.e9o8ov]", which amounts to saying the scientific and elementary method. Notably, the

parad-igrn sought for is that of the angler [aanah-exyriy;] which the Stranger hopes will offer

himself and Theaetetus the "method" [u,£0o5ov] which will prove suitable for the purpose of

their logos.14

13 Soph. 218c6-9
14 See Soph. 218 e-219 a. The paradeigma sought for becomes the metaphorical name of the sophist, it at

least anticipates the nature of his techne; being the "acquisitive" art. The Stranger states the sophist is
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10.3 On the Sophistic Techne: The Impropriety of Polytechnics

.1 "15"What is the sophist's art? [dXld xiva Te%vr|v avrov;].

How should one go about determining the sophist's techne? Everything which sophistics

falls under cannot simply be consigned to the determination of a single techne. And now it is

obvious that it is a problem of techne and not the sophist (his figure, visage and moreover his

genos or tribe) that has stalled the Stranger's logos. Beginning the search by way of considering

techne involves acknowledging that there is never any pure and simple techne which defines

sophistics in general.16 Consequently there is for this reason no simple figure of the sophist that

one can bring within view. In spite of the enormous range of the sophist's techne, the whole

machinery of the diaeretic method brings the sophist and philosopher closer together. Diaeretics

has yet to distinguish the legitimate and authentic philosopher from his imitation. The

philosopher is still implicated with the dissembling sophist. As we shall soon see, when arriving

"related" [̂ -uyYevfi] to the angler (221 d7), that is, of a related or similar genos or family, as both are sort of

"hunters" [Bripemd].
15 Soph. 221 d5
16 John Sallis though interestingly points out that this beginning is "curious" in terms of attempting a

determination of sophistics, especially since Socrates denies techne to the sophist (Sallis refers to the

Gorgias). It should be said that in the Gorgias it is piycopiKTi (rhetoric) at issue and not sophistics, though

admittedly this distinction would pose similar problems for the philosopher since both rhetoric and

sophistics are theoretically related, that is, they resemble one another. In the Gorgias Socrates pursues a

vast political question regarding public speaking and confined within the sphere of the political. Socrates

does contend that "rhetoric is an image (semblance or similucrum) of the branch of politics

[ean f] pTiTOpiKrj...7toXiTiKfj<; uoptoi) ei5a)Xov, 463 dl]". In the sophist an unclassifiable and enigmatic

figure is pursued, the most pernicious kind who portends to be a kind of "philosopher" or more

problematically the philosopher as such (the archetypal figure of sophia). See Sallis 1975: 468. For a

similar argument which questions the proclamation of sophistics as techne, See Chadwick. 1984: 93.
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at the eristic art (epiatiKov) and the diacritic art (8iaKpuciKf|) the philosopher is found to be like

those who make a trade out of mimesis, that is, those who simulate the philosopher's techne.

The Stranger clearly explains to Theaetetus that with regard to the sophistic techne, the

class or its generic configuration "partakes of no simple/mean art, but of a very many sided one

[o-u yap TI <|>cn3XTi<; UETOXOV eon xex.vii<;...dM' EX> udtax TCOIKI^ , 223 cl-2]." Further on, the

Stranger clarifies that techne appears to belong to a particular genos, "it presents an appearance

or phantasma of being [...$avmo)ia nape%emi, 223 c3 ]." So techne essentially is the property

of "another genos [c&X etepov eivcti xi yevoq]" and it is in essence simulated by the sophistic

genos as rcoiKitaic;. In appropriating the techne of another genos (the Stranger incipiently refers

to the philosophical genos here) the sophist withdraws into the simulacrum of the philosopher's

genos. What was shared in common between the philosopher and sophist by way of techne,

suggests it is only phantasmatically true in the sophist's case, and thus the sophistic subject

misleadingly identifies himself with the philosopher's genos.17

Now if the sophistic techne (which the Stranger considers in order to discern the genos

which the sophist belongs to) is a techne par excellence, it is only a techne of the simulacrum or

the (i)rivTaGuxx. At this stage his techne TTOIKIATIC;, that is, his many-sided or "mixed" and impure

techne (which we might add overtly suggests an impropriety) prevents the sophist from

belonging to a particular genos because the Stranger cannot assure the verity of his techne and

eidos as such.

Behind the approach to the question of sophistics, which is still dependent largely on the

method of diaeresis, we observe one thing, that the sophist is related to a techne . Martin

17 Sallis 1975: 472
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Heidegger correctly questions this designation, asking how does a single techne that which is

subsumed by a single name be 7tondA,r|c;?19 The Stranger appraises a little further on this issue

and questions the sophistic techne for being arguably "a single techne [uig xexvn]".20 and it is

here perhaps that the problem of the sophist (though the Stranger in the dialogue's opening

acknowledged the difficulty of this particular examination) is brought to our awareness insofar

as his relation to simulacra, phantasms threatens to essentially divert the diaeretic appellation of

classes to what is apparent, to the phantasma as such. But on the question of the sophist's techne,

it is suffice to say that if his techne produces the phantasma then it is, as techne, phantasmatic in

essence, given it simulates or imitates another genos' techne.22

The Stranger finally arrives at a definition of the sophist which is multiple and

subsequently multifarious. It is certain that the Stranger had already had a hint of the sophist's

polytechnical ability. However the concern for the philosopher is that it arguably feigns to be

encompassed by the law of a single techne, and this contributes to the difficulty of identifying

TOV ao^ioxiKov yevoq.23 The Stranger explains:

"The sophist is nothing else, apparently, than the money making class of

disputations, argumentative, controversial, pugnacious, combative, acquisitive

fj; 6v xeart [0\)5ev akX r\ TO %pT|umicmK6v yevoq, <hq eoiicev, 8pionKfj<; 6v

xfjc; avxiXoyiKfjc;, xfjq d|i(|)iaPriTnTiKfj<;,

KnyciKfjc; eativ, co<; 6 Xoyoq av ueptjvuKe vw, 6 co<j>icrrfjq].

, xr\q dycoviaxiKfiQ, tfjc;

z.~i "24

18 Heidegger 1992: 271.
19 Soph. 232 c2
20 Soph. 233 d9
21 Soph. 217 d
22 Soph. 223c3-4.
23 Soph. 224 c8
24 Soph. 225 e5-7
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It goes without saying that the Stranger's principle concern is to explain this multiple

position the sophist assumes taking into account the polytechnical nature of his techne. The

Stranger warns Theaetetus that "he is a many-sided creature [TO 7COIK1AOV elvai xomo to Gripiov,

226 a6]" and thus should be approached with caution. This issue concerning the polytechny of

sophistics goes beyond a moral or philosophical questioning of what is heterogeneous and

discordant within the diaeretic order. It is preoccupied with a fundamental difficulty that the

order of diaeresis cannot clarify, that is, firstly, who is the sophist or the sophistic subject? What

is his phyle or gerios? And secondly what is the subject of sophistics or sophistry as such? One

notes that in these two questions underlies an order of philosophical privilege, clearly the

Stranger's diaeresis is preoccupied with the subject of sophistics, that is, the "what is" which is a

paradigmatic epistemological question, neglecting to see how it is intrinsically bound to the

ontological question of "who is" the sophist. The sophistic techne is pursued in the first diaeresis

out of philosophical necessity but the difficulty here is that in being 7COIKIA,TI<; it is thus difficult

to classify. Any possible classification of the sophistic techne is dependent upon, in a restricted

way, a clarification of the question of the sophistic subject as such, which involves addressing

the problematic regarding who the subject in question is. The Stranger acknowledges the

philosophical difficulty inherent in the multiplicity that governs the sophistical techne. Seeking

an affirmative acknowledgment of this very difficulty from his interlocutor, he asks,

"Do you see the truth of the statement that this creature is many sided

[TO 7ioiKiA,ov eivai TCUTO TO Giptov] and as the saying is, not to be caught

with one hand?:>25

25 Soph. 223 e8
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The duplicity of the sophist, the simulacrum of his polytechny plays on identifying with

the philosopher. The sophist "plays" on belonging to a proper place, that is, the philosopher's

topos. It is only by way of simulating the philosopher's techne that the sophist can legitimate his

polytechny. And by identifying with the place or topos of philosophy the sophist is able assure

the truth of his techne TIOIKUTIC;. It is here, more than elsewhere, the Stranger seeks to determine

the impropriety of the sophist's techne, it needs to be chartered by the truth of the logos at hand.

This legitimation of sophistics, polytechnics and mimetics essentially is derived from a common

techne the sophist and philosopher partake of, namely, the elenchus.

As the greatest and most efficacious of all discursive purifications, the elenchus is

common to both philosopher and sophist, it has shown itself as a property of sophistics, as a

fundamental propriety of the sophistic techne, and the Stranger acknowledges this commonality

but he makes the admission with fear ao^iaxdt; c()dvai, 231 al] , in case he and

Theaetetus have granted the sophists "too high a mead of honor"

[Mfi jiel^ov amoiq TcpocjdTcxcofiev yepaq, 231 a3]." Certainly we cannot discount the avowal of

fear and horror to what the diaeresis disclosed as merely an ironic denouement.26 The timorous

commonality of the philosopher and sophist alludes us to the issues concerning the problematic

of the subject in the dialogue's opening. The art of the elenchus is the logocentric propriety of

both philosopher and sophist and this commonality of technics of logos (and most notably the

fact that it is in a paradoxical relation to the antilogies that described sophistics immediately

before this identification)27 does not lead to an assimilation of the sophist genos of

26 Taylor and Cornford consider \ii\ \ie\C,ov amo\<; 7cpoad7iT(Dfiev yepaq, as ironic. (See Taylor 1926: 381

n.l; Cornford 1935: 180 n.2). However this in all seriousness suggests that we have encountered a passage

where a real fear of resemblance and similitude has been admitted to between philosopher and sophist.
27 See Soph. 225 b8 ff. The dviikoyvKov is a determination that properly identifies the sophist yet somehow

the sophist has become embroiled in a classification of the diacritical which has made the sophist a

practitioner of the elenchus, the Socratic techne par excellence. Certainly we have reached a boundary or
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philosophers. The sophistic subject does not belong to this genos he merely resembles the

philosopher. As the Stranger explains further on,

"Yes, and a wolf is very like a dog, the wildest like the tamest of animals. But

the cautious man must be especially on his guard in the matter of

resemblances, for they are very slippery things.

[Kai yap KDVI XVKOC,, dypicoxaxov fuiepcoxaxco. xov Se da^aXfj 8ei rcavrcov

xaq 6u.oi6xnxa<; del icoieiaGai xfjv <j)\)XaKTjv 6Xia9r|p6xaxov

yap TO yevoq]."28

Although the elenchus is established as a common techne of both philosopher and

sophist, the question of assimilation, of belonging to the same genos is, of course, not yet

admitted. But if it is not admitted as such, it gestures and points toward a commonality by means

of resemblance, that is, by homoiosis. However the philosopher must keep his guard "on matters

of resemblance [rcepi xd<; 6\io\6vyzac\"9 and he must protect, guard [<t>\)taxxx(oaiv] a boundary or

limit [opcov] which, diacritically speaking, separates, distinguishes, differentiates the "like from

the like" and "the worse from the better" which is essentially what diacritics seeks to

accomplish, that is, it seeks to differentiate the philosopher from the sophist. The Stranger

30
necessarily needs to preserve a generic and tribal boundary or border. So resemblance does not

horon which the sophist has violated, especially as he has appropriated the diacritic and kathartic techne

which is peculiar to the field of Socratic philosophy.
28 Soph. 231 a 3-5
29 Cornford 's translation of Soph. 231 a7-8 suggests that the issue of the boundary between the sophist and

philosopher, that is, the tribal boundary is of no small matter.
30 See Soph. 226 c5 ff. AiaKpitiKTjv or the art of discrimination accomplishes two things. The diacritic

determination of separating the "worse from the better" [ to u£v %eipov tirco petaiovo*;] involves a kathartic

function, and furthermore the "separation of like from like" [ to 8' duotov &<}>' ouo iou] .

I
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admit assimilation, there is rather a point of difference that as a matter of urgency needs to be

preserved.31

It seems important to point out the duplicity of this exclusion of the sophist from the

legitimate genos of the philosopher. Paradoxically the Stranger acknowledges the philosopher's

identification with the most improbable genos by way of homoiosis or resemblance. The

Stranger's strategy operates from the place of the sophist, and what makes this an alarming

situation, so disconcerting that it requires a revaluation of the masquerade that moves the entire

logos, is the confusing legitimation of philosophy as sophistics. The elenchus, the Stranger

asserts, directs us to the "legitimately born art of sophistics [fj yevei yevvaia co<j)iGTiKTi]", and it

directs us to a lineage of proper practitioners of sophia, which both philosopher and sophist, it

seems, belong and are akin to.32

It is precisely the question of lineage, and Deleuze is very astute in pursuing this

33
problematic of geneology with regard to the Sophist, which retains no clear boundary or limit

which point toward distinctions by diaeretically identifying two distinct genera. Both philosopher

31 Kerferd makes much of the phrase rcepi xac, ouoioTiycaq arguing that Plato is making reference to

Speucippus whose treatise"Ouma used e^oiorriTa as a principle of grouping (that is, to use our term, of

assimilation). However, it is important to note that the elenchus (in its diacritic-kathartic function within

discourse) proves wary of the assimilationism of homoiology. Resemblance points toward difference.

Kerferd 1954: 85-6. See also 86 n.l.
32 See Soph. 231 b5. Kerferd makes much of this line suggesting that it is evidence of a sophistic method

"which if used in the right way could prepare the ground for a true understanding of reality based on Forms.

It is in this sense that Plato could speak of the art of sophistry which is of noble lineage'" Kerferd 1954: 90.
33 Deleuze correctly points out that the Sophist selects lineages, but it is achieved by amphisbetisis (what

Deleuze describes as a "dialectic of rivalry, a dialectic of rivals and suitors". I might add that it is interesting

to note that the confusing and multiple determinations of the sophist begin at the point when

the tin<j>iapTyniTiK6v is discovered at 225 bl which the diaeresis in its many reinscriptions of types discloses

the elenchus. Deleuze's prognostication is not at til audacious or heedless to the dialogue's unfolding, but

rather explains through the process of specification. See Deleuze 3990: 254.
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and sophist can only be characterized by the absence of a proper genos, of propriety, economy

and a fixed and established domicile. Theaetetus intimates the geneological aporia even as he

overtly comments on the aporia of the sophist,

"But the sophist has by this time appeared to be so many things that I am at a loss to

know what in the word to say he really is, with any assurance that I am speaking the

truth, [drcopd) 6e eycoye TI5T| 5id TO nolla 7ie<|>dv6ai, xi %pr\ rcoxe coc;

Xeyovxa KCCI 5na%\)pi^6jievov eiTceiv ovxcoc; eivca xov ao((>iaTr|v].

The discourse continues, by necessity I might add, to proceed from an aporia, from an

unmarked or unrecognizable passage. The passage or poria is affected by "resemblances" or a

fundamental homoiology, and this ensures the assimilation of the sophist to the legitimate genos

by way of a common lineage that the sophist and philosopher share. The sophist and philosopher

share the same inheritance; both implacably advocate and maintain sophia.

10.4 The Six Sophists: Towards a Metaphoric Figuration

As we have thus far observed, in detailing the genealogy of the sophistic genos, the

Stranger trails the very same genealogical line of the philosopher and this particular genos of the

sophoi introduces itself and permeates the dialogue with all its ambivalence. The search for the

sophist problematically leaves the Stranger and Theaetetus with six figural determinations of the

sophist.

(1) A paid hunter after the young and wealthy [...vecov K<xi TtXouoicov euui

(2) A merchant in articles of knowledge for the soul, [epjcopcq xiq nepi xd xfj<;

35

34 Soph. 231 b9-c2
35 Soph. 231 d2-3. In this first determination we can see the uncanny resemblance to the philosopher (if we

consider the figure of the Stranger) as he is a hunter as well, tracking down throughout his diaeresis his

quarry; the sophist.
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uxxGfpaxa].36

(3) A retailer of these same articles of knowledge [...nepi xccoxa xavta KOTUIAXX; dve<])dvT|].37

(4) A seller of his own productions of knowledge l..awon(aXr\q rcepi xd naGfpaxa f]ulv T|v].38

(5) An athlete in contests of words who had taken for his own the art of disputation

[...Tfjq yap dycoviaxiKfjg jcepi Xoyovq riv nq aQXr\vi\q, rip epiaxiKf]v xe

(6) A purger of souls, who removes opinions that obstruct learning. [6o^(3v eu.7co5icov rcepi

r\v Ka0apTf]v, ].40

36 Soph. 231 d4
37 Soph. 231 d5
38

We note that the sixth sophist elicits complicity to the philosopher. However the Stranger

Is concerned that the sixth sophist has been ranked within a genos he does not properly belong to,

that is to say, the sophist pretends to belong to the genos of philosophers. We must however

recognize that the sixth sophist is paradoxically the philosopher in disguise.41 Bermdete correctly

observes that "at the end of the sixth definition the sophist has turned out to be a kind of

philosopher (Socrates in fact)".42 Let us for the moment hold the problem of this simulated genos

Soph. 231 d6-7
39 Soph. 231 el-2. Tf\v epicuicfiv xexvrjv is a technic of argumentation which involves "seeking victory in

argument" or the appearance of such a success, as is suggested in Theaetetus 167 e3-6. See Kerferd.1981:

62-3. Also see Sophist 225 e5-7. The fifth determination overlaps with the function of the heuristic logos,

which remains in Plato the legitimate techne of the sophist even as it produces illegitimate "doxastic"

inferences within logos.
40 Soph. 231 d2-e5. The sixth determination is possibly the most philosophical in essence if we consider the

Platonic project in all the dialogues which is oriented around the constitution of the subject by eliminating

doxa (opinion) and banishing mimesis
41 See Sallis 1975: 488. Sallis points out, that the activity of /catharsis of the soul (of doxastic views or

opinions) is an "unmistakably Socratic activity" in which the sixth sophist is engaged in. The sixth sophist

as the disguised philosopher elicits a fundamental question regarding the propriety of the kathartic techne.
42Bernadetel96Q: 138.
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that the Stranger understands the sophist has been able to deceptively identify with and consider

the importance of the figural descriptions of the sophist in the six definitions identified.

In what way does the sophist resemble the philosopher? As we have noted already by

employing the elenchic method as an art of reasoning.43 It is by way of a techne shared between

these two figures of sophia that they are thus gathered into the same genos. On the condition that

we understand clearly and do not rest comfortably with such a conclusion, the Stranger in

referring to these two figures of sophia resorts to a figural metaphor to avoid a contaminative

44genealogical relation, the philosopher and sophist are like the dog and wolf.

9
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Following these six figural determinations of the sophist, we see that the figures

presented to us by the Stranger are metaphoric figurations. The sophist is identified as a hunter

[Gripe-oiTiq], merchant [eunopoc;], retailer [YL&KT\KQ^ seller [ainon6Xi\q], an athlete [d0A,ivni<;]

and finally a purger [KdGapxriq].45 The sophist is thus represented as a practitioner of polytechny

and thus is viewed as a multifarious subject. Already these figurations make the sophist

complicitous to the developed distrust the Stranger and Theaetetus have of his dissimulation and

prosopopoeic apocryphy. The indictment of the sophist and his business of play and mimesis

later in the dialogue is caught up in his dubious charade as duplicitous figure. The sophist

presents himself as a figure of dissimulation. As a result his acclaimed knowledge of many

*3 Soph. 231 al
44 Does the dog metaphorically refer to the "philosophic dog" of the Republic. See Rep. 375a-376c
45 Cornford suggests that the first five definitions are satiric descriptions, however he argues that by the

sixth definition "the satire is dropped" (Cornford 1935: 173). Kerferd also discerns that the sixth definition

"is very different" accepting Cornford's diagnosis. (Cornford 1935: 84) The seriousness of the sixth

definition is related to the sophist having been discerned as resembling or bearing a likeness to the

philosopher. Taylor argues that the passage describes six different aspects of sophistics. (Taylor 1926: 379)

However in all this, it is the metaphoric figuration which is of interest, the attempt to make the sophist
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things, his polytechny, is condemned and questioned. However let us consider what are the

consequences of these six figures of the sophist uncovered. There is obviously a nuance that

exists within these discovered figurations, that is, of mimesis at work. The "figure" (Lacoue-

v46
Labarthe reminds us) is the most important word in the lexicon of mimetology as it alludes to

the fictional, the pseudos or the untrue, that which is not real or that which is not or non-being in

general. The consequences of this figuration of the sophist I would like to return to later, suffice

to say that the point of resemblance is the real subject disputed.

In hunting the sophist we see in what way he has been dispersed, masked, obliterated and

rendered almost unpresentable not only by the imprudence arid philosophical authority of the

Stranger's diaeresis, but first and foremost by the redoubtable and irreducible difficulty of

mimesis. He has many faces and figures himself differently and it is precisely for this reason

mimesis (and the sophist as such) will bring us to the limits of the problematic of the subject.

10.5 Antilogies: The Delimitation of Sophistics as Phantasmatic

Techne

"Then do you see that when a man appears to know many things

[OTCXV 87tiaTfyj.cov Tiq noKk&v <|)aiviycai], but is called by the name of a single

art [uidq 5e ovojiaxi Ttpoaayopewjxai], there is something v/rong

about this impression [w <j>rivTao~|ia uoiko ax; o\)K ea9' uyieq], and that in

fact, the person who labors under this impression in connection with any art is

clearly unable to see the common principle of the art, to which all these kinds

of knowledge pertain [aXka df(kov ax; 6 rcdaxcov auco Tcpoq xiva Texvnv o\)

present by representing his "figure", it involves a figuration which is further testimony to his duplicitous

nature.
46Lacoue-Labarthel994.
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8i)vaxai KaxiSeTv eicelvQ awfjq eic o rcdvxa xd u.a9r|]iaxa xawa parcel], so

that he calls him who possesses them by many names instead of one?

[816 KCCI noXkolq ovo^iacnv dvG' evog xov ex 0 V T a ccoxd 7ipoaayope\)Ei].

Having taken this precaution with regard to "resemblances" and homoiosis, it is

TO <|)dvxaau,a of the sophist's techne—that it feigns being "singular"—that both gathers and

authorizes these polytechnic traits of the "one" techne [u\id<; xexvrjq]. It is obvious,

TO <t>dvxacjjLia TOVTO refers to \xiaq, xe%vr|<; and it takes into account the semblancing of a

principled techne. It does not only involve the difference separating the phantasmatic techne

from the "true" techne (or separating the subject of the one from the subject of the other), but

also reveals the fundamental dissymmetry of the theoretical doubling of techne effected by

sophistics, which ultimately reveals the technical efficacy of the sophistic subject. The

theoretical consequence (though it remains at the limit of this discourse on the sophist) is one of

"naming" this polytechnical or what is in essence a phantasmatic techne by either one or many

names.
48

However the Stranger attempts to give one single name to the sophist's techne that is, it

ov, 232 b4]. Yet this also leads the discussion intois considered a form of antilogies ['

a consideration of the subject matter the sophist engages with, which involves exposing the "field

of dvxiXeyeiv",49 which is a field which again resembles that which the philosopher inhabits.

However, the analogical, according to the Stranger, reveals the topography of sophistic

discourse, its subject and subject matter specifically. Essentially antilogies deals with: (a)

47 Soph 232 al-8

48 This certainly refers us back to some fundamental problems of the discourse on onomastic propriety

discussed
49

Heidegger 1997: 265
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"Divine things which are invisible to others [7tept tcov Oeicov, 6& d<|>Gvfi xolq noKkolc]," that is,

the sophist makes visible the divine which is essentially d<|>avfj, non-phenomenal or invisible. He

brings into visibility all that concerns the divine, (b) "Visible things of earth and heaven and the

like [oca <|>avepd yfjq TE Kai oupavov Kai TCOV rcepi xd Toiaika]." Which suggests all that is

c|>avepd, apparent, immediate or within view, (c) "Generation and being in general

EGE&q xe Kai ovaiaq Ttepi Kaxd TKXVTCOV]," which is overtly linked to the aforementioned

subjects (of the divine and the earthly), thus the sophist constitutes an "ontology" in terms of

yeveatq and COGICK; and finally (d) "Laws and public affairs [rcepi vô icov Kai TCOV

." Apart from the notable philosophical propriety over subjects which the sophist

engages, the propriety of the statesmen or the politicus is infringed upon here. The sophist claims

propriety over the issues of vop-oc; and whatever concerns the polis.50 The "field of dvxiXsyeiv"

conceals the sophist even further, since he again is inscribed within the opening problematic of

the dialogue, the difference between the philosopher, statesman and sophist.51

The polytechnical competence of the sophist presents itself as a problem for the Stranger,

since he has already presented himself within the "field" of both politics and philosophy. It

suggests that the sophist's relation to his subject matter is not itself a singular relation but rather

manifold. It is agreed that it is impossible [d8i)vaTov] to know all things [ndxxa erciaTaaOai] and

that "it is a sort of knowledge based upon mere opinion [8o£acmKfjv] that the sophist has been

52
shown to possess about all things, not true knowledge [OVK dXf|0eiavj".^ It is not difficult to see

how the Stranger's accusation is aimed less at the sophist himself (since he has yet been

50 Th i s sense o f philosophical propriety is legitimized both in the Republic and the d i a l o g i c on the

Statesman which of course can b e read as a prelude to the problems considered in the Sophist.
51 It should be assumed that the Statesman or Poli t icus has already been identified (that is, in te rms o f his

genos) in the Theaetetus. T h e Sophist essentially needs to diacrit ically determine the difference be tween

sophist and phi losopher , moreover to work o v c ; certain homoiological t rai ts .
52 Soph. 233 c6
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captured, made present or rendered presentable) but rather at a particular kind of practitioner of

antilogical discourse; the antilogician. However the Stranger attempts to designate the

antilogical discourse as a sophistic property.53 It could be said that, either out of prudence or

rather, let us say, philosophical "autarchicism", the Stranger is seeking to chase the sophist out of

the philosopher's terrain or topos. However, it is necessaiy to ask, how is it that the antilogical or

what is understood in the word dvcikoyiKov that we come within view of another resemblance

with the elenchus? 54 In what way do these two technai resemble each other, a relation which

Kerferd argues "applies equally well"?55 How, in fact, does the sophist find himself associated

with two fields of techne? 56

10.5.1 Sophist as Mimetician: The Art of Jugglery and Play in Logos

Having agreed upon the fact that it is impossible to know all or many things and that antilogical

reasoning is the effect of this polytechny, the Stranger again asks, "what is then the magical

power of the sophistic art? [TO fjQ GuvdGuvduxax; Gcroua;]" and here there is, as it was

the case in the Republic when accounting for the mimetic subject, that an immediate relation to

the thawnatopoios, the juggler and trickster is discerned. It is against the background of this

53 SeeTheaetetus\54df.
54 In the Phaedrus (261 c4-e5) Socrates designates 'antilogies as a practise of the Eleatic philosopher

Palamedes (Zeno of Elea?). However it Is a techne of discourse or logos (contradictory in its movement,

contrary to 'dialectics') which Plato conclusively argues the sophists above all employ. ' H ctvxiXoyiKfi is

described as a techne of logos which is able "to produce a resemblance [OUXHOVV] between all things, which

is achieved through disguise and dissimulation [drcoKp'OTCTOuevoq]. Yet conclusively 'antilogies' is

described in this passage as dtexvov, that is to say, artless, a non-techne.
55 Kerferd makes much of the results o f the fifth definition applying equally well to the me thod described in

the sixth definition, that is, antilogies and elenchus. Kerferd 1954: 89.
56 Plato has warned us of h o w it is possible to mistake ' an t i log ies ' for dialectics. In Rep. 4 5 4 a 4 - 5 , Socrates

makes issue o f h o w the power o f antilogies [i\ bvva\iiq xf\q avxiAoyiirite t e x v n d can diss imulate itself or

misrepresent itself as dialectics, when it is not [ov
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delimitation that the sophist's techne is associated to the thauma, to the juggler's tricks and

magical conjuring. The sophist will be identified—like the poet, rhapsode, painter before him—

with the mimetic genos, a family of imitators. In point of fact, it is because the imitative arts

(beyond their expression of being a form of artistic and charming play)57 are diverse and

differentiated [7CoiKita6rai;ov, 234 b3] that the sophist is associated with it. His proficiency and

skill in many things renders and presents him as most adept in mimesis, in the making of copies

and simulacra. The Stranger goes on in the chase for the sophist, having located him in another

terrain or topos altogether, there within the world of simulacra and phantasms.

"And so we recognize that he who professes to be able by virtue of a single

art to make all things will be able by virtue of the painter's art

[cwiepya£6|i£vo<; xfj YpcuJuKfj texvi]], to make imitations which

have the same names as the real things [6|xc6v\){xa xcov ovxcov], and by showing

the pictures at a distance will be able to deceive the duller ones among young

children into the belief that he is perfectly able to accomplish in fact whatever

he wishes to do.»5S

This is precisely, mutatis mutandis, the type of analogy that the Stranger wants to instate.

The sophist is submitted to the schema of mimesis which the "painter's art [TP, ypa îKfj Te%vn]"

paradigmatically subscribes to. By reference to the painter the Stranger goes beyond the limits of

what philosophy has circumscribed within the mimetic realm; every art and discourse which is

mimetically invested. The zoographic or graphic arts are designated no* Dnly as paradigmatically

mimetic, but furthermore they form the principal paradigm of what the mimetic involves.

Unceasingly Plato refers back to painting or zoography (the purely mimetic art) to essentially

51 See Soph. 234 b 1-2
58 Soph. 234 b2-9
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propose and translate mimesis in its specular sense, that is, it is eidetically determined. It is clear,

at this point of the dialogue, that what is at issue is the question of representation, that is, strictly

speaking of mimesis. The sophist will be topologically inscribed within the mimetic, moving

always outside and beyond the eidos and philosophy as such. The sophist is determined (through

his constant evasions and many guises) as a subject of non-presence and non-truth and the

incompatibility between mimesis and the truth can never be more clearly asserted through this

repeated reference to the painter's art.

The fact remains however, that though this analogy proposes the sophist as mimetician or

05 mimetic subject, he is different to the painter in that his mimetic investments are far removed

from the visible, eidetic or purely representational nature of the painter's art. The sophist uses

logos and not the painter's colors, shades and lines, that is, he uses a linguistic medium to make

his representations and does not appropriate the fundamental media of the zoographic techne. Let

us consider how the Stranger conceives this difference;

"May we not expect to find that there is another art which has to do with

words [jiepi xovq Jioyoix; dp' o\) 7tpoa6oKo5u.ev eivai xiva 6Xkr\v TEXVT\V]

virtue of which it is possible to bewitch the young through their ears with

words while they are still standing at a distance from the realities of truth, by

exhibiting to them spoken images of all things [SeiKvuvxaq

Kepi rcdvxcGv], so as to make it seem that they are true and that the speaker is

the wisest of all men in all things?

This reference to false legein or to an eidoblogic discourse [eiScoAxx Xeyou-eva] brings us

in close proximity to the sophist and his techne. Foremost it asserts the close relation between his

techne and mimesis, especially in relation to legein. Indeed, the Stranger explains that these
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discourses are sophistic in essence as they bewitch [xoig Xoyoiq yor|X£'6eiv] and are exhibited as

"spoken images" [etScotax

It is immediately clear that there has been a change in the way we must approach the

sophist's techne. The diaeretic moment of the dialogue has been unable to successfully inscribe

the sophist within the genera and species so far identified. How does one approach the sophist?

Hov does one identify him, if not by identifying his constant appearance at a break or incision,

that is, between the fork, the bifurcation of the diaeretic strategy. At 235 a 2, the Stranger

contends the sophist is "a kind of juggler, an imitator of realities" [XCGV yoTjxcov ecrri. xi<;, uauT|Tf|<;

d)v xc5v OVTCOV], he vacillates between two possibilities. Now it is precisely as yoT|xa<; and

as ric; that we can comprehend the many evasions of the sophist between numerous

bifurcations. The juggler and imitator always moves in his praxis towards dissimulation,

apocryphy. The sophist who howls out enchantments, who is a sorcerer of words, of logoi, the

enchanter of the ignorant and the young constantly presents himself as double. He can never be

identified, made present. Through his juggling acts and many guises he evades, absconds

ontological identification. The sophist is the principal master of "play", his business, as the

Stranger asserts, is "play" [xc5v xfjq 7cai5ia<; M,ex£%6vxcov ecrxi, 235 a6].

It is clear that a different recourse should be taken now in order to approach the sophist,

and the Stranger's new approach involves adopting a different stratagem which will entrap the

sophist in the "encircling net" [ev dji<j>i(&TiaxpiKc5] of their logos. This suggests a hermeneutic

trap will be set up that will make the captured sophist present before the philosopher, victim to

his analytic scrutiny. The Stranger explains to Theaetetus:

"Look sharp, then; it is now our business not to let the beast get away again

59 Soph. 234cl-8
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["Aye 5T|, V D ^ fjuexepov epyov TI5T| XOV Br^pa urjicex' dvelvai], for we have

almost got him into a kind of encircling net of the devices we employ in

arguments about such subjects [oxeSov yap amov 7i;epieiX,fi<j>au.£v ev

d|i.<j>if$j|axpiKa> TIVI xcov ev xoig Xoyoiq rcepi xd xoicmxa opydvcov], so that he

will not now escape the next thing." [cocxe OVKEX eK<t>e\J£exai X65E ye]."

There has been a generic identification made by the Stranger and Theaetetus when

submitting to the definition of the sophist as yorixaq and UIUTJXT|<;. The sophist is said to belong to

"the class of conjurers [...xov yevoix; eivai xoti xcov 0a\)|aaxo7toicovx£<; uq eiq], the class of the

makers of thaumata, miracles, apparitions and phantoms. Another diaeresis is necessary before

we are able to identify the sophist who now apparently belongs to the genos of thaumatopoioi;

the class of conjurers, jugglers and wonder-workers.

"It is decided, then, that we will as quickly as possible divide the image

making art [Ae5oKxai xoivov oxi xd%iaxa 5iaipeiv xf|v ei5co^o7coiiKf]v

wm$. go down into it [KQI Kaxapdvxaqeiqa-uxriv], and if the sophist

stands his ground against us at first [edv \iiv T\\iaq evQxtq 6

\mou.eivi;|; we will seize him by the orders of reason, our king, then deliver

him up to die king and display his capture [cruAAapeiv atixov Kaxd xd

£KEOxaX\ieva \)?c6 xoft XXoyov, KaKeivco 7iapa56vxaq ano§T\vcn xf̂ v

dypav ]. But if he tries to take cover in any of the various sections of the

imitative art [edv 5' dpa Kaxd \iepr\ tf\q uajJ.TyuKfj<; 8\)r\xai TCT\], we must

follow him, always dividing the section into which he has retreated, until he is

caught [£i)vaKoA,oD0eiv amcp 8iaipoi)vxa(; dei rnv mo8e%ouevr|v avxov

60 Soph. 235 b5
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jioipav, eaxmep dv A^Gfj]., For assuredly neither he nor any other creature

will ever boast of having escaped from pursuers who are able to follow up the

pursuit in detail and everywhere in this methodical way."

[rcavTcoc; COTE omoc; cute aXko yevoq o\)8ev ufj TIOTE EK -̂uyov znevfy\xai try

TO5V OUT© Svvauevcov uexievai Ka9' eKaaxd TE xal em Ttdvxa UE0O8OV]."61

Up until this point of the dialogue it is noted by the Stranger that the sophist is constantly

appearing and disappearing within the sections [jiEpT]] the diaeresis has so far identified. It is by

realizing that it is in the ontological determination of the sophist's being (how he figures or

appears within every bifurcation) that the Stranger is able to methodically pursue him every time

he retreats within the nexus of the philosopher's diaeretic strategy. The ontological problematic

{who is the sophist?) is pursued with an effectiveness which is not at all discrete and one can

suggest absolutely brutal, as there is an insistence to track him down, capture him and present

him to kingly reason [TOV PaoiAiKot) Xoyoi)]; deliver the sophist as victim before the sovereignty

and illustrious authority of the philosopher. Again in the pursuit of the sophist, the method of

division [Tporcov TTJC; Siaipeaecoq] is applied to determine which of the two classes of mimesis

[8I)O...EI8TI rr\q uiuriTiKfjc;] the sophist belongs to. It is precisely this inability to locate and name

the sophist within one of these two forms or EISTI of mimesis that the Stranger and Theaetetus

adjudge a philosophical necessity to return to the method of division originally appealed to.

10.6 The Two Eide of Mimesis: The Internal Division of Eidolopoieke

There is tied to this potential abortion of the original diaeresis, a final division made, that of

mimesis. It attempts to determine which of its two forms the sophist is subs^ned under. How is it

possible to reconstitute the network and logic of Plato's concept of mimesis in the corpus

platonicum. In the Sophist the concept of mimesis presents itself as an extremely complex idea

61 Soph 235 b5-c7
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and especially in terms of its designated subject; that is to say, when we attempt to constitute it

or understand it in relation to the sophistic subject as such. Though the sophist remains a

dispersed figure whose identity escapes us, there is in effect a belief that possibly we have

arrived at a final bifurcation. It is neither pure accident, nor a kird of simple transition, that the

question of mimesis will finally aid the Stranger and Theaetetus in the ontological determination

of the sophistic subject. The diaeresis up until this point obviously remains very schematic

(identifying genus-species relations within a pyramidal schematization) and having not yet taken

into account the impasse the diaeretic operations of the dialogue has now inscribed, the Stranger

precariously gets caught up in the tangle of the sophist's mimetism which he endeavors to

classify. In spite of the growing distrust of the sophist and his genos (namely the thaumatopoioi),

the Stranger is guided by an unequivocal affiliation with the metaphysics of identity and

presence, which obviously the sophist altogether eludes and subsequently belies. The efforts of

the Stranger lead his search to a suspect topos, outside and beyond philosophy, that is, within the

topos of copies [eikastic] and simulacra [phantasmatic].

i
w,

The two eide of mimesis have weakened the first diaeresis and despite the Stranger's

admonitions of the sophist given he cannot make out which eidos of mimesis applies to him, the

problem, as I shall later illustrate, is bound to the problem of "the tropos of diaeresis

[...Tpo7iov xf\q 5ioapeG£G><;]" which the investigation employs. Essentially it is a tropos which

cannot identify or clarify the nature of the sophist. The tropos it will be noted is not fueled by

dialectics, it is not regulated by a dialectical conception. Certainly the Stranger's avowed plan is

to avoid the aporetic crossroads that mimesis has revealed at this stage of the dialogue.

What exactly is the difference between these two eide of mimesis discovered? Is it a

difference founded on the classic Platonic notation of original and copy? The first eidos of

62 See Sop/?. 235d2-4
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mimesis; the eikastic [rr\v eiKaoxixfiv xexvuv, 235 d6] Is most certainly dependent on this

Platonic binarism, since by rule, the eikastic (the likeness making art) is an imitation or

representation following the proportions (length, breadth and depth) of the original; of a referent

model or paradigm [TOU . Among all the traits of this eidos of mimesis is the

eikastic reproduction of a likeness; it produces an icon (an eikon) keeping within view the

paradigm or the eidos. In other words, it is a homoiological relation to the paradigm (model or

original) that determines the nature of the eikon produced. The eikastic involves "copying" pure

and simple; it follows the principle of homoiosis.63

An analysis of the second eidos of mimesis remains. Though indispensable, it appears to

radically work outside this classic Platonic notation. The phantastic [<t>avTaaxtKf|v, 236 c4]

appears like or bears a semblance to [tyaiveim] the paradigm; it does not bear a true likeness or

eiKova. It cannot be properly classified among the copies or productions which bear a

resemblance to the original. The phantastic is common to the paradigm with the exception of

detail, for the artists of phantasmata "give their figures not the actual proportions but those that

seem to be beautiful [KO&OV]." The Stranger describes the phantasma as that which "appears to

be something without actually being similar to that something [eiceiicep <|>aivexai u£v, eoiKe 5e

o\), (jxxvtaajia; 236 b]. "

Certainly there is an internal division in eidolopoieke\ a duplication of mimesis as such.

In both the eikastic and phantastic forms of mimesis we see the paradox of both being like and

unlike their referent paradigm, since for obvious reasons both mimetic productions are not the

original as such. Yet the Stranger decides and maintains that one eidos of mimesis, namely the

63 Sorbom actually contributes an important insight regarding the two kinds of mimesis, expressing that it is

a homoiological relation maintained by the eikon with respect to its referent paradigm that differentiates it

from the phantasma. The eikon follows the precepts of being like its model, it carries a pure relationship of

resemblance. See Sorbom 1966: 157-8.
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phantastic, is ontologicaily more problematic for it is something other than the paradigm, it is

indistinguishably or unidentifiably an appearance or phantasma. The phantastic presents to us

something which in essence is other, unlike and dissimilar to the paradigm. So in the phantasma

we may observe a very strange ontological relation to the paradigm. The phantasma is essentially

the supplement of the original precisely because it does not assure a relation of homoiosis, of

absolute similitude to the paradigm; it is not eiKoq, like or similar.64 In a definition that leaves no

room for doubt, the Stranger decides that the phantastic is "the art which produces & phantasma

(an illusive appearance or simulacrum), but not a likeness [Tnv 8TJ <|>dvxao|j.a aXX O\)K eiKova

, 236 c3]."

The Stranger has already invoked as a proper conception of mimesis the proper

representation of a paradigm in the eikastic illustration. The eikastic entails a re-presentation of

the original following an ontological order of similitude; of homoiosis. Whence mimesis has now

been subsumed by a techne. The technical term ei5co)i07touKfi<; has placed or confined mimesis

within the order of a techne thus follows the law of adequation. Mimesis is used at this stage of

. . 65
the dialogue interchangeably with the eidolopoieic, it is subsumed by techne, that is to say, it

follows a prescribed technical order and structure. But is that the propriety of mimesis? Is

mimesis limited to the injunction of a techne? Is it properly, in its onto-mimetological

determination, presupposed by the homoiologicall Should the Stranger be asking why the

eidolopoieic divides itself? Is this an impropriety of mimesis, that it repeats itself in its

representations?

64 T o eiKo<; suggests that something (and in this case the image) is not "likely or probable" that is if we

measure or determine it in terms of the model , paradigm or the actuality/truth of things as such. It suggests

the image is apparently fitted to or seemingly appropriate to its model . Again, as always is the case with

mimesis, it is a question o f propriety.
65 Stanley Rosen suggests that mimesis and eidolopoieic are used interchangeably. Rosen 1 9 8 3 : 3 1 2 .
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This paves the way for an interrogation of what exactly it is the sophist produces?

However with the introduction of this ambiguous term eidolon (image), we are forced to consider

more carefully its ontological relation to the paradigm, which in the Platonic determination

becomes the intelligible eidos. The eidolon is an impoverished product. The Stranger describes it

as aberrant and even deceitful precisely because it is able to supplant the original. Once again

determining the ontological nature of ei5(oX,a is to enter into a determination of sophistics, and

because the eidolon (and especially one type of eidolon, the phantasma) remains unclassifiable

and anomalous insofar as its ontological status is concerned, it problematically makes the

"maker" of e'iScotax, that is, the sophist, who by this stage is classified as an eidolopoios, an

incredulous and questionable subject.

It is nonetheless true that mimesis moves and transforms the sophist to a number of

figural determinations; it opens up many ontological possibilities insofar as his subject is

concerned. If we argue that the paradigm of the zoographer is introduced to discuss the question

of eidolopoieke one might suggest that the question of the figure, the image {eidolon) in a very

intricate manner raises the problem the Stranger encounters in positing the figure of the sophist.

This is only so because the sophist evades him as a phantasm or phantasmatic figure. It is this

figuration that unfolds in this adoption or appraisal of the new paradigm. The stranger wishes

ultimately to achieve making a portrait or a portrait sketch and figuration of the sophist. Could

there be a moment where having arrived at the portrait of the sophist (at the end of the diaeretic

exercise) that we have rather confronted the figure of the philosopher? Is there a complicity or

even figural contamination of the figure of the philosopher? Could there have been such a

denouement whereby the effect of representing the sophist almost always delivers before us the

philosopher instead?

66 See Soph. 234 b4
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By this stage a distinction has not been achieved, as if to suggest the philosopher and

sophist belong to the same family or genos. The question of eidolopoieke is embarked upon or

appraised hopefully to achieve what the method of diaeresis failed to accomplish to delineate,

the distinction between the philosopher and sophist and this is overwhelmingly a moment of

identification, that is, identifying within the same, the philosopher, and in the other, the sophist.

The diaeretic confirmation of ei8cotamouiKfi, given it is presented as a technical circumvention

of mimesis proceeds from the assimilation of techne, making it accessible to conceive or interpret

mimesis in terms of the eikastic. However the internal division of ei8co?io7coiT|K^ delivers the

phantasiic and the sophist is brought subsequently within the horizon of the phantastic, which in

fact displaces the position of the sophistic question. The sophist is caught in the graft of this

internal division and it is this diaeretic juncture that presents the logic of the double bind, which

in Cornford's words becomes "the problem of the ei5a)X.ov".68 Certainly what the internal

division, and the resultant double bind of this diaeresis, invites is for us to think that the

philosopher must always confront at least two figures of the sophist or one figure that is always

already "double". Everything seems to point to the fact that this "internal division" of

69n muddles the distinction between two sophists. It is for this reason that the

division of the eidolopoiec is connected to the philosophical compulsion to discover the

philosopher.

i

s
I

67 See Rosen 1983.
68 Cornford 1935: 322 -323 . Cornford bel ieves that at this point o f the dialogue Plato is merely "shelving

the eidolon p rob lem" (and it arguably and unconvincingly in my case) appears again in the final diaeresis

and resolved (for most commentators) when the "falsity" o f eidola is proven. Cornford argues that the

eidola p rob lem "is meant to recall the contrast o f reality and appearance as set forth in the Republic".
69 Richard Bluck argues that the inability to situate or locate the sophist within one of the two eide of

mimesis is related precisely to the problem of eidola. "Image making as a whole is baffling". See Bluck

1975:60.
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How this problematic of the sophistic subject can be overcome has more to do with

determining the terms and language of the enquiry as already the philosophical quandary is

caught up in absence, non-being and the otherness of the sophist. Given the nature of the aletheic

determination of the first diaeresis, how can the Stranger supersede this aporia or caesura in the

discourse on the sophist? Would it not involve a consideration of the shortfalls in their own

logos and thus in a renewed manner approach the nature of logos in general?

44
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Chapter Eleven

The Caesura within Discourse

is
P

m

Stranger: Then those who participate in all those governments- with the

exception of the scientific one [xf\q £7iiaTfju,ovo<; ct^mpeteov]- are to be eliminated

as not being statesmen, but partisans [OUK ovcaq 7toXmKO\)c; ciXka oxaamaxiKovq];

and since they preside over the greatest counterfeiters, they are themselves counterfeits

[KCCI ei8c6Xcov jieyioxcov npoaxaxaq 6vxa<; Kal cruxo-û  eivai xoiouxoDq], and

since they are the greatest of imitators and cheats, they are the greatest of all sophists

i 5e 6vxcc<; uxu,nxa<; Kai yor\XQLq iizyicxovq yiyveaGai tcav oo^iaxcov

Politicus 303 b9-c3

11.1 The Double Biud in the First Diaeresis.

1

It is this abandonment of the diaeretic method that needs to be examined now. Why this most

commented section in the scholia on the Sophist has been given such philosophical import and

prominence most probably comes down to the incomplete and inconclusive results of the first

diaeresis. The Stranger himself acknowledges "the difficult nature of the skepsis or investigation

j aicexyei]" for we hava been led to a strange and puzzling bifurcation[sv Tiavcdbcaai

within the discourse on the sophist, which remains indistinct and almost impossible to logically

render intelligible. But again what evades us is the figure of the sophist or a certain figuration

which is left untraceable. And could this be precisely the nature of the ontological determination

See Soph. 236 e ff.
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of the sophist, his being as such? In seeking the sophist are we merely trailing a phantom, an

eidolon?

Since the Stranger's first diaeresis takes into account the sophist in his doubling or his

dissimulation, which in many respects determines how necessary it is to "double" the diaeresis,

to repeat it or reintroduce it and fill this lacuna, the philosopher himself subsequently cannot

avoid becoming caught up in this double act. This loss of the sophist within the double bind of

the first diaeresis (which undermines in advance any constitution of his genos and determination

of his subject) essentially constitutes the real problematic of the dialogue. Since the sophist is

strictly indissociable from the philosopher, the internal division of eiScoXorcovrpcfi is essentially a

division or splitting of mimesis, which "doubles" in its process of constitution and appropriation.

But what should be noted here is that there is a constant though obscured breakdown of the

phantastic, of all the resources of the phantastic techne in general. The phantastic deconstructs

at least as much as it helps construct, it dissimulates as much as it simulates, it conceals as much

as it reveals. More precisely, the phantastic continually alters what it constructs, so much so, that

we might suggest that the diaeresis2 is the phantastic mechane which has thus far fulfilled the

specular doubling of the sophist's figure.

Obviously the diaeresis in the dialogue's first moment was not totalizing or

homogenizing in its division of genuses. It concedes in its interruption that the question of the

sophist remains open, so much so, that the sophist even presented himself within the most

legitimate genos, the philosopher's tribe or family. We could possibly suggest that the most

difficult moment of the dialogue, after the abandonment of the philosopher-hunter's tropos of

diaeresis, is that it has encountered an interdiction where the diaeresis is interrupted by a

2 The logic of diaeresis is one which in essence brings it into the field of the mimetic, since it is mechanized

or put to work by virtue of homoiologies and heterologies.
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methodological limit; the limitations of its own method. This interdiction has not failed to lead us

to a more genuinely Platonic moment in the dialogue, what Platonists and other philosophers

would recognize as the more philosophical moment of the Sophist. It is connected to the first

diaeresis only by way of reinstating its subject. To designate the sophist within the last division

of eidolopoieke (that is, in either eikastike or phantastike) it is necessary to prove that non-being

[UT| 6v] and falsehood [\|/e\)56<;] in some way exist, which is a philosophical position that exceeds

and contradicts Parmenides' ontology. And what is fundamentally exceeded here is the

Stranger's filiations with the logos of the father, the founder of the Eleaticism he initially

identified with.

11.2 First Aporia : The Sophist's Eidos and TO |if| 6v

At this stage we have seen (with the interruption of the first diaeresis) that the sophist has

withdrawn etq arcopov etSoq, that is, he resides within an aporetic, impenetrable eidos. And we

know that it is the problem the philosopher has encountered; that in not being able to identify or

determine a proper sophistical techne, so as to better understand the nature of the sophist's

productions, he has failed to effectively penetrate the sophist's eidos. For above all, the sophist

does not order his activities, his poiesis according to the imperative of a techne. But all the same,

the sophist paradoxically lays claim to a techne, however it is problematically linked to a

phantasmatic content that remains insubstantial, unidentifiable and philosophically spurious.

3 Some commentators of the, Sophist have remained sceptical over philosophers' (especially modern

logicians) methodological diminution of other questions posed or themes investigated in the dialogue

(namely the ontological problematic). Such a "scalpel" approach (to use Tigerstedt's expression for

reductive hermeneutics, see Tigerstedt 1969) subsequently overplays and accentuates this particular section

of the dialogue (259 e) however to more or less foreground issues in modern logical theory (i.e problems of

identity and predication or more radically "the self-predication of forms'* etc.). See De Rijk 1986: 9-10. De

Rijk expresses skepticism to the modification of the "Theory of Ideas" by modern logicians.
4 Soph. 262 d2
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However the sophist will be sublated in and through philosophy for in being a subject who

A

"speaks falsehood [\|/e\)8fj keyeiv]" and moreover "opines that falsehood really exists

[8o%d£eiv OVTOX; eivai, 236 e5]" he will thus be exposed by the dialectics that undoes

enantiologies (discourses of contradictions), for what this aporia problematically implies is that

non-being exists [...6 X-oyoq o\noq wo6ea6ai TO UTJ OV eivai, 237 al].

Let us beware of opposing philosophy to sophistics, for what we discover in the

dialogue's unfolding is that both the improbability of non-being and the difficulty of such a

hypothesis (which is enantiological in essence) refers this discourse on the sophist not to

sophistics as such, but back to philosophy, and more specifically to Parmenides. From this

moment on the Stranger takes leave of the sophist and the classic Parmenidean maxim is recanted

to conceive the ontological problematic; the problem of TO \n\ ov, in terms of the history of

ontology.

"Never let this thought prevail, saith he, that non-being is

[eivai \ir\ eovta]. But keep your mind from this way of

investigating."5

Traditional philosophical (Eleatic) discourse founds itself on this particular

understanding of ths problem of non-being. It seems imperative to the Stranger to examine the

premises of this Parmenidean position. The Stranger will discover, of course, that not only is

there no ontology free from the problem of TO [ii\ OV, but moreover he discovers that the idea of

TO ov (being as such) reveals itself and uncovers the truth of TO [ir\ ov. Careful philosophical

consideration and reverence is first given to the Parmenidean maxim. Addressing an important

question which deems the ontological problematic a problem inherent in the Eleaticism

examined, the Stranger asks, "To what is the designation non-being [TO |if\ ov] to be applied?
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Logically the answer is negative; it cannot be applied (a) "to any being

[XCGV OVTCOV em xi TO jxf] 6v OUK oiaxeov]" nor (b) "to something [o\>8' ercl to xi, 237 c5]."

The reference to Parmenides' maxim can be read as a denouement in the dialogue, since

the paradox constituting the conception of being and non-being needs to be retracted so as to

promulgate the ontological problematic. "The first and greatest aporia yet remains

[xc5v drcopicov r\ jieyiorn, 238 a2] which affects the very beginning of the matter

[jcepl ydp ouxfiv a\)xo\) xfjv dpx^v ouaa ruyxavEi, 238 a9-c5]." There is, according to the

Stranger, another attribute added to the thing that is, some "other being" [xodv ovxcov exepov].

There is therefore a relation between a being and another being and the conception of number is

raised to illustrate this relation, for there is an ontological relation when adding an attribute of

being(s) (both singular and plural) to one thing that is [TOL/JVXI].6 What is the significance of

this "great aporia"? It perhaps anticipates the "ontological problematic" in a way that the

discussion is forced to consider in what way non-being "is". It is precisely for this reason that the

Stranger was not able to capture the sophist in the first diaresis because the phantasmatic topos in

which the sophist retreated was seen to not exist in terms of truth.

i*

if
1

One can recognize the proximity to the ontological problematic throughout this

discourse, and that the difference between Eleatic ontology and that propounded by the

anonymous Stranger (who comes out of the Eleatic position) is significant. For admitting the

possibility of a relation between being and non-being will lead our reasoning to an enantiology

and the Stranger is aware that there is no way to absorb "non-being" into any logos without

falling into contradiction. If we take into account the description of the sophist's logos as

, as the presentation of simulacra, we note that this is precisely the charge that

5 Soph. 237 a6
6 Soph. 238a9-c5
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would have been brought against philosophy, given it engaged in the logos the sophist engages

with. The Stranger explains to Theaetetus:

"That it is impossible rightly to utter or to say or to think of non-being

without any attribute...it is a thing inconceivable, inexpressible, unspeakable,

irrational.[Ztovvoeiq o\iv cog owe ^QeyfytaBai 5i)vax6v 6p0cog oik' ei

o\ke 8iavoT|0fjvai TO \ii\ 6v auxo Ka0' aiuxo, aXk' ecxiv aSiavoTjxov xe KCXI

apprycov Kal a<j>0£Y"nxov Kai

The essentially irrational dimension of this interrogation of non-being becomes clearer.

It seems to anticipate what is at stake in the discourse on the sophist. The Stranger finds it

difficult to speak correctly about non-being, that is, he cannot demonstrate "an orthology of non-

being [xfjv 6p0oXoyiav rcepl xo (in, 6v...239 b5]." The question of non-being disallows the

Stranger's discourse or logos any purity or propriety. The Stranger warns of the possibility of

falling into an enantiology or of producing ei5co?ia. His discourse has complicated this elenchus

by remarking complicity between non-being and logos. Thus the Stranger's logos cannot situate

itself in an external and critical position with regard to its subject; xo |if| 6v, he cannot provide an

orthology of non-being without embarking on a discourse operating on contradiction, that is, a

discourse operating on sophistic terms. The Stranger's logos wants to retain a certain purity as

thought, especially with respect to the question of being as such, it wants to retain orthological

credulity. Certainly the Stranger is forced to consider xo \ii\ 6v in terms of logical correctness and

rectitude and aver a mimetic or phantastic contamination of logos which constitutes the

enanti ©logical.

- . •

i

'i

i
1 Soph. 238c7~9
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11-3 Second Aporia: Sophistic Eidola and to fifj 6v
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There is not a hint of belief that we are coming closer to the sophist. The Stranger and

Theaetetus confess that the sophist has in most dissimulative fashion "hidden himself in a place

or topos we cannot explore [.. .eiq drcopov 6 aoyicrfv; xorcov Kaxa5e5i)ic£v, 239 c7]." There is

nothing surprising in this aporetic position the sophist has led the elenchus to. The Stranger

admits to the weakness or impoverished conceptual orientation of their discourse

M s XPsta? t(^v ^oyrav] and it is therefore not at all surprising that the sophist will be able to

"overturn their discourse [aTtoorpeyei xouc; Xoycuq]" and subsequently ask the philosopher,

having named him ei5cok>7touo<;, "what he exactly means by ei8coXov or image

[xl TCOXG TO rcapdrcav e'iScô ov Xiyojiev, 239 d2]" given the enormous etymological conundrum

this term presents to the Stranger's discourse.8

Since the question of mimesis has already been introduced, the Stranger's allusion to

the question of etScoXa is made with the quite conscious intent of reintroducing mimesis in

relation to the ontological problematic. The term eidolon is interpreted within the general

structure of mimesis. The essence of mimesis is the production of eidola in the broadest sense

and it is in this way that it will be definitively circumscribed within the ontology of TO \XX\ 6V.

However we shall return to this determination a little further on, for now let us consider the

working definition of the eidolon, that is, the generalized meaning of the eidolon.

Replying to the sophist's question "what is an eidolon?" Theaetetus explains that they

are "the reflections in water and in mirrors and those in paintings too, and sculptures and all the

other things of the same sort [...xd xe ev xoiq ̂ a a i icai KaxoTtxpoiq ei5coXa, exi KC& xd
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eva xmTdi;eT\)7cco|ievaKaiTd?iX.a6aa nov toiam ea9' exepa]." So the eidolon is

defined essentially in terms of the mdetic (the visual or the visible), it is purely an appearance, a

semblance; it is, to use Heidegger's terminology here, an "idol", that is to say, "the semblance

{ansckeiri) of pure outward appearance," The determination of the eidolon thus presupposes the

eidos, it shows itself to be the reflection or appearance of an exteriority or "superficial" being; a

"little eidos,"11 This however does not suggest that it is small in stature, but rather as a quality of

representation (insofar as it remains a copy of the eidos) it is slight, small or negligible in value

precisely because it is a representation of the eidos only in a superficial and generalized way.12

The question of eidola however would require extremely delicate analysis if Theaetetus

wished the sophist to see its different eidetic modalities. The Stranger warns Theaetetus, the

sophist will profess blindness or that "he has no eyes at all" [o\)K e%exv 6\i\iaxa] and that "he

will question you only about that which is deduced from your words

[TO 8' EK tcov loycov epootfiaei ere jxovov, 240 a3]". Thus everything is limited (in the sophist's

mind) to the consequences of the philosopher's words or logos or what emerges or comes out of

his discourse [£K TCDV ^o

8 The ei5coXov in Homer is an "insubstantial" semblance of the real. Odysseus sees the eidolon of his

mother whom when he embraces escapes him like a shadow or dream [Od. II 206-14]. Also the eidolon of

Aeneas deceives the Greeks and Trojans [//. 5 449-53].
9 Soph. 239 d5-6
10 Heidegger 1991: 186. In book ten of Republic we already noted how the "idol" is measured against the

order of truth or the eidos, since it is assumed by the paradigm of the mirror, water reflections and the

graphic and typographic representations that it is insubstantial and enters into being (as non-being) by the

presupposition of an eidos.
11 See Rep. 598 b5-8 where the e'i5coXov is described as auiKp6v...ei8coXov.
12 Much is made by Lacoue-Labarthe regarding the diminutive quality of the e'lScoXov especially because it

is conception based on the theory of forms, the e'iSoAov presupposes the eidos, it is secondary to it. See

Lacoue-Labarthe 1989: 87.
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What we might conclude from this is that the definition of eidolon presupposes the

commentary on what follows Theaetetus' "paradigm of the mirror"13 and other such graphic and

typographic presentations. The commentary involves fastidiously deciding upon the ontological

status of the eidolon, that is, insofar as its relationship to logos or discourse is concerned.

Clearly, the eidetic example will not ratify Theaetetus' definition by example and the sophist will

demand how the eidolon relates to logos or discourse properly speaking.14 Within logos it would

be difficult to expose the eidolon to the presupposition of an eidos by way of the eidetic example

and, as I have previously stated, this is precisely what affects the interruption of the first

diaeresis.

Theaetetus restates his explanation of the eidolon by definition, rather than by referring

to its exemplars.15 The eidolon in Theaetetus' second definition is essentially "another such

thing fashioned in the likeness of the true one [ei5(oXov...eivai nkr\v ye TO rcpdq T&XrjGivov

,16
a^ouxcojievov exepov TOIOWOV, ]." There is certainly no ambiguity here, if we consider that in

this second definition the commentary in book ten of the Republic reappears, the question of

mimesis; of "representation" as such, that is, of mimesis in relation to the eidos or aletheia. This

second definition of eidolon certainly constitutes a hiatus since it forces upon the discourse a

final contradiction, that is, if the eidolon "is like the true [TO akTjGivov]" then it logically follows

that it is nothing other than the untrue or that which is not true [TO \IT\ &A,T|0IV6V, 240 b2], it is

opposite of the true [...evavciov d 17 It is clear though, that the nature of this

contradiction allows for both the Stranger and Theaetetus to abandon traditional ontologies (i.e.

13 Similar use of the "paradigm of the mirror" in Rep. 596 d9-e4.
14 See Theaet.206 e8- d4 for a specular description of logos.
15 The example by definition is denotative of the structure of mimesis, since the or any "example" as such

provides a model or indicates the thing as such, as is the case of the "mirror" being an instance of or is

mimetically indicative of what an eidolon is.
16 Soph. 240 a8
17 Thus "not true" ufi aXtiGivov. See Soph. 240 b6.
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Eleatic ontology) and point toward a purely Platonic terrain which brings into their discourse, out

of necessity and in a restricted way, the conception of the Platonic eidos.

It is certain that the ontological problematic has marked the discourse. The problem of

TO UT| 6v and whether it "is" cannot by definition be completely subsumed by a rigorous

ontological order. We are made aware, by way of the Stranger's observation that yet again "non-

being" has got into an entanglement with being [... nv TO UTI 6V TOO OVTI, 240 c l ] . At this

point, having observed this symploke of non-being and being, it should be clear that the entire

question of the eidolon (and consequently the entire investigation regarding the sophistic subject

and his genos) is caught within this symploke. What has made the philosopher atopos on this

question? Essentially, in admitting a likeness or eikona "really does exist [OVTCDC; eadv]" the

philosopher is forced to concede that "non-being exists in a way [TO JLJLTI 6v...eivai Ticoq, 240 c5]."

The eidolon subsequently is still caught in the tension that entangles TO 6V and TO JITJ 6v and for

this reason there is no solidarity in the conception of the eidolon as "non-being" pure and simple.

For though traceably it is non-being, in effect "it is in some way or manner of speaking.

Now the question posed for the philosopher is how to confront the many-headed sophist

[6 7io>A)Ke<|>a?iO(; ao^iatfy;] within this classical problematic of the subject. At stake is, of course,

an enormous question which is fundamentally the main question of this dialogue, and Heidegger

repeatedly reminds us of this in his laborious commentary on the Sophist. Who is the sophist?

What is his nature? And what of his genos? And this is no "irrelevant question" as Jason Xenakis

wants us to believe, impertinently redirecting the thematics of the Sophist from the ontological

problematic so as to better assert the so-called "logic" of the main section. The question of the

18 The problem of the eiScoXov (as Cornford has coined it) is that it both is and is not what it is the image of

(i.e the eidos or original or paradigm). As Sallis and Cornford before him argue, it is the undecidable

ontological status of the elSoAov which problematizes the enquiry. See Sallis 1975: 488.
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sophist and his genos is certainly the decreeing subject of the dialogue, as it is a question of the

subject as such, it is entangled in the whole problematic of the subject.

The question of the sophistic subject cannot be elucidated, according to the Stranger,

unless the more abstruse question of how can we define the sophistic techne without falling into

contradiction or an enantiology is contested.19 The enantiologies so far encountered are

completely rooted in the diaeretic method which sought to delimit "sophistics". The Stranger

cannot ignore the traditional ontologies appraised for the ontological problematic was revealed

by the first diaeresis. Discussion concerning the section which commentators ascertained to be

» 20the major section of the dialogue; "the metaphysical kernel of the dialogue", indirectly

concedes to the fact that the question of the sophist cannot be subordinated to the philosophical

concerns of modern logicians.21 This would marginalize or misapprehend the importance of the

inquiry into the sophist and his genos as such. What rather must be ratified is how the question of

sophistics is measured against the question of ontological truth, a truth which refers precisely to

the metaphysics of being and presence. What is found in such a situation is a concern which

poses itself problematically in all attendant discourses on the Sophist.

19 See Soph. 240 c8
20 See Cornford 1935:188. There has been a structural division of the sophist that in essence delineates the

"philosophically serious" part of the dialogue (on the question of non-being) which separates it from what is

considered the dramatic exterior (the question of the sophist). Heidegger points out this traditional division

in H.Bonife: who first used the metaphor of the shell/kernel structure of the Sophist, however argues (and I

concur) "can breed pseudo-problems" and pleads his reader to free themselves from this "extrinsic

division". See Heidegger. 1997: 160-162. Also Friedlander moreover discovers a similar structural division

of the dialogue except he introduces a new metaphor; "frame/picture (content). See Friedlander 1969: 258.

Chadwick also accepts the traditional structural division of the dialogue. Chadwick 1984: 95.
21 I particularly refer to how the question of the symploke is seen as preempting modern logical theory about

"truth statements" or predicative statements. See Owen 1971: 223-267; Ackrill 1955: 31-35 and 1957: 1-6.

Also See Kahn 1966: 245-265; Moravcsik 1962: 23-78 and Malcolm 1967: 130-146.
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It is hard to see, under these conditions, what the sophist's techne or art involves or on

what rules or precepts it is based on. The Stranger nonetheless does retrieve an original

philosophical suspicion of sophistics; that it is an art of deception [cwtaTT|Tiicnv, 240 dl] and in

eesence is founded on "false opinion" [\|rei)5fj 5o£d£eiv, 240 d3]. However the Stranger and

Theaetetus are still left designating to the sophist a techne which really "is not" a techne in the

manner which all technai are, that is, a techne incorporating proper technical principles which

produces substantive unfeigned and non-mimetic logoi. By inscribing "falsehood" [)i|/£i>56<;] and

"opinion" [56^a] in the sophist's techne the Stranger is still forced into the admission that both

falsehood and opinion are assignable to "non-being" and subsequently entrapped within another

enantiology.

The Stranger states urgently the necessity to make a withdrawal from this issue

concerning the sophist in order to aver the sophist's unfaltering polemic against the

22philosopher. He thus requests a reconsideration of the Parmenidean position. The philosopher's

atopic relation to its subject evidently augments the gravity of this caesura within the discourse

23on the sophist. The sophist cannot be caught; his place, his status and his genos remain

indistinct and undetermined. Since the ei8coXov is caught up in the problem of TO \LX\ 6v, it is the

proliferation of ei5coXa which makes the task of catching the sophist difficult since e'i5coX,a are

infinite [cmepdvtcov] in their productions, so much so that the sophist remains inscribed within

infinite topoi.

11.4 Philosophical Parricide: The Father's Logos as Mythos

•i

I

What obstinately keeps together the philosophical exigencies stirred by the first diaeresis

would seem to be (within the scope of the dialogue) an enantiology, a discourse or logos founded

22 Soph, 241 c9
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m

on contradictions and which furthermore promulgates contradictions. The opening of

contradiction by way of discussing the status ofTojrnov appears analogically as a familiar

Platonic opposition that is endorsed in the opposition between the original and the copy. The

copy would be reduced to the negative and unreasonable conclusions of Eleatic ontologies. What

is the status of the image or the eidolon in the history of ontology? Perhaps the maintenance of

the eidolon's "being", that is, in the way it "is", ontologically speaking, in some way resists the

metaphysical opposition of the cave allegory in book seven of the Republic? It seems necessary

to ask ourselves under what conditions the Stranger (an Eleatic philosopher we must remind

ourselves) goes beyond the determinable principles of traditional ontologies. Ontology is

uprooted both from the authority of the father's logos (Parmenides) and from the all-powerful

constraints of the "unity of being" founded by the philosophy of the father. The Stranger's bold

request to test and limit consequentially the authority of Eleatic ontology ensconces a concern of

being misjudged or misinterpreted as "a sort of parricide" [Mr| ue oiov naxpaXoiov imo'ka^r\(;

yiyveaGai xiva]. By exposing the vulnerability of the Eleatic position, by determining its

disposability, we may argue the Stranger violently dissolves the classic episteme of ontologies,

seeking an alternative path to clarifying the ontological problematic, the problem which in

essence defines the dialogue's working. The Stranger explains,

"In defining myself I shall have to test the theory of my father Parmenides,

and contend forcibly that after a fashion not-being is on the other hand in a

sense being is not." [Tov xov naxpoq Ilap(ievi6o\) Xoyov avayicaiov

23 Soph. 240 c2
24 The Stranger is not only a ytvoq e£ *'Ekkcu; but moreover a companion of Parmenides

etalpov 8e xcov riap^eviSnv. See Soph. 216a 2-3.
25 Soph. 241 d3. Heidegger argues that the fact the Stranger is "capable of patricide" is linked to the higher

possibility of him being a "god" not as a "disguised Eleatic" and it is pending on this that he presents

himself as a philosophical man "to be taken seriously in the matters at issue". Heidegger 1997: 166.
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fijj.iv eaxai pasavi^eiv, xai pid^eaGaixo xe |x*n 6v cog eaxi Kax

»26dxt Kal to 6v ax) n6Xi\ cog OUK eaxi 7crj].

The possibility of parricide, of what will be rehearsed within the Stranger's logos as a

philosophical parricide, is imported inside the Platonic context. And it is the prevalence granted

to the Parmenidean logos, to the unity of its ontology, which opens up the space within the

dialogue where it will be tested [Paoavi^eiv] by means of a violent departure. It goes without

saying that this philosophical parricide emphasizes a movement or departure that informs the

path of ontological engagement. Though it is done in a discontinuous and irruptive manner, by

brutally examining or testing the father, it affirms an absolute difference between traditional

ontologies and the new ontology revealed in the ensuing so-called "middle section" of the

dialogue. However we must be wary to what degree this affirms an absolute break and whether

the Stranger's ensuing logos restates the new ontology on the father's ground; on the most

traditional and oldest ground.

li

What does the act of philosophical parricide consist of? What is suggested in this

overturning of the paternal logos? Theaetetus confirms the necessity of the parricidal act; it is so

plain "even to a blind man". 27 Though the Stranger has set down traditional ontology in its

inaugural contradiction, he has furthermore set down its critique, by way of a complete reversal

og or irrational, soor metabole. There is sufficient reason to believe he has become

extreme is his critique that it resulted in "the overturning of his own discourse

ov ejicroxov avco Kal Kdxto]." This metabole is only possible if we "challenge the

paternal logos [ercixiGeaGai xcpTtaxpiKco Xoyco]." According to the Stranger, a metabole withi

discourse (a philosophical metabole) carries out (and we are thinking here after Plato and

according to him) the parricidal act, that is, after having abandoned, or let us rather say killed the

26 Soph. 241 d8
27 Soph. 241 d7
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figure of the father. In anticipating the parricidal act, the Stranger has furnished the premises of

an ontology that will no longer be simply dominated by the father's Unitarian conception of

being. As Derrida correctly asserts, Parmenides is condemned because he neglects mimesis 28

Yet, what does this neglect involve? This criticism of Parmenides' "ontology" can as such be

judged according to his inattention or theoretical disregard of mimesis, this systematic omission

or oversight of mimesis in his ontology. Parmenides fails to attend to or account for the mimetic

proliferations of icons, eidola or the phantasma. Undoubtedly this amounts to instituting a logos

which avers contradiction or systematic incoherence on the question of being and non-being. The

Stranger does explain that,

"Unless these statements are either disproved or accepted, noone who speaks

about false words or false opinion [rcepi Xoycov i|/£i>8d)v X&yoov r\ 56

whether images or likenesses or imitations or appearances [eixe ei8(6Xcov

eixe eiKovcov eixe uiuruidxcov e'ixe <t>avxaa^dx(ov]- or about the arts which

have to do with them can ever help being forced to contradict himself

[TO; evavxia d avxcp Xiyeiv] and make himself

ridiculous/laughable".29

What is implicit in the ontological problematic which Parmenides' ontology divulges is

not only a noted neglect, but I will add, the continuous suppression of mimesis. It ignores and

overlooks the very thing the sophist has proven himself to hide within by prohibiting the

circulation of mimesis In his ontological theory. The authority of the Parmenidean logos is

challenged precisely because the problem of mimesis has remained unnoticed. The paternal logos

does not account and furthermore inhibits the elenchus of mimesis and its ontological

supposition.

28 Derrida 1981a: 186.
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It is certain that the impoverishment of the entire discourse on ontology is also forcibly

repelled. The most elementary ideas of traditional ontologies, and it is the early Ionian school,

Herakleitos and Empedocles who are furthermore vehemently challenged, are founded

carelessly.30 According to the Stranger, his philosophical forefathers have promulgated

philosophical mythoi, "every one of them seems to tell us a story, as if we were children

[Mu06v xiva eKaaxoq <j>aiveTai uoi SuiyeioBai rccaoiv co<; ovaiv fpiv, 242 c8]." From this

situation, the child's logos (the 'son' if we recall Derrida here)31 depreciates the logos of the

father. The father's logos is presented or displayed to the son as a narrative, as a mythos, that is,

not founded on truth and tainted by many and diverse modalities which disserves the dialectical

rigor which the Stranger will later paradigmatically display. Subsequently the ensuing logos (the

son's logos) not only imparts a suspicion of the paternal thesis it furthermore sets the ground by

which to rectify the effect of sophistics. It is interesting to note that Plato legitimizes a different

form of epistasis here; it has emerged in a similar manner to that inaugurated in book two of the

Republic where the maternal logos is denounced and censured. In the context of the Parmenidean

logos, the description of the father's logos as mythic in essence given it overlooks and neglects

mimesis in its ontological logos, beyond its literary and rhetorical effect, again legitimizes, as it

did in the Republic, the censure and the severing of lineages.

11.5 Being as Third Something [xpixov xt]

Having ascertained the problem of to UTJ 6V, the Stranger furthermore recognizes that it harbors

implicitly another problem, namely of TO 6V. We also recognize now that according to the

29 Soph. 241el-4
30 Sop/*. 242 c6
31 Derrida's Pharmacy suggests that the Phaedrus would already be sufficient to exhibit the Platonic scene

as the origin of a fundamental difference between the father (speech) and son (writing). Derrida 1981a.
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Stranger some irreducible complicity lies between TO UT| 6V and to 6v, and from this symploke we

also see again that what is furthermore articulated within this ontological problematic is the

lineal and tribal relationship of the philosopher and sophist.

ft

II

, oiov amc5v rcapovxoov dvaTruvGavouivoix; (55e, 243c9].

Certainly the Stranger's critique of Parmenides and other fathers of philosophy is aimed

only in some way at the proper restoration of its weakness and defects. The Stranger suggests

that the method by which they can perform this critique and establish the critical scene is by way

of questioning their forefathers directly, as if they were present [Xeyco yap 5TJ taxnr\ 8elv

7coielo0ai xf\v ne

Theaetetus, who so far has been the passive respondent throughout this dialogue, takes on the

position of the absent father, he speaks in place of the father, he becomes the representative voice

of the father's logos; he speaks and answers for the father. The ensuing critique is intimately

bound to the absence of the father. Theaetetus plays the father, he wears the father's prosopon,

and he assumes the Eleatic mask. Certainly this mimetic recitation of the paternal logos is

committed to fulfilling the parricidal act and the method is mimetic in essence.

The Stranger begins by asking his forefathers, "what do you wish to mean or designate

when you say 'being'? [xi rcoxe pouXeaGe arpaivew orcoxav 6v ̂ GeyyTjaGe; 244 a4]." It is from

a certain representation of the ontological arguments of the men of "ideas" [TCOV ev ei5eaiv] and

the men of matter or bodies (the atomists) [TG5V eiq acojia] that the Stranger takes recourse to the

propositions of the "aboriginal sons of the dragon's teeth" the sons of Cadmus, namely the

atomists, who in some way admit within their ontology that both the incorporeal (the invisible,

aoraton) and the corporeal (the sensible) exists.33 The Stranger developing further this

proposition that "both exist" [d^oxepa eivai], suggests their argument has been able to arrive at

32 The Discourse on Ontologies resembles a gigantomachy that is in terms of who has resolved the

ontological aporia. See Soph. 246 a4
33 Soph. 247 d5
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an opov that is to say, a rule, standard or measure, whereby they can set up a working definition

of being, "that it is nothing else than power [xiGeuai yap opov opi^eiv xd ovxa, ax; eaxiv OUK

I iikr\\ 8<uvaux<;, 247 e4]."

However this opov sets the limit or the boundary which allows for a cogitation of the

more peaceful philosophers [fpepcoxepoi, 246 c9], that is, the "friends of Ideas or Forms

[TO\X; XCOV el5d)v <t>iAo\>q, 248 a 3]." The dynamis which is being certainly challenges the manner

by which they differentiate or set apart "generation or birth" [yeveaiv] and "essence or being as

such" [cuaiav]. The former is designated as the reality of the corporeal or of bodies and the

latter the reality of mind, life or soul. Again further contradictions are met with the application of

the opov by which we are to consider being. If one abides by the ontology of either Herakleitos

or Parmenides (who in argument we retum to), if one accepts the necessary or a priori value of

their propositions, one must immediately submit to an inherent contradiction. What Theaeietus

constantly recognizes in the Stranger's sophistic questioning (and I say sophistic as the whole

manner of discourse is an effect of rhetoric and the function of prosopopeic identification) is

another enantiology.

What is contained within this sophism is the transformation of a language (a

philosophical language or vocabulary) and particularly what it designates. In the regulated

exchanges between the Stranger and the history of philosophy (its language and founding

concepts) what takes place in an infrastructural sense is a working around its own blind spot (its

own contradictions and enantiologies), that is why the Stranger calls on Theaetetus to resort to

the child's ev%r\v (prayer) and vow that "all things are immovable and in motion"

[oaa dKiviyca Kai KeiavTUieva, 249 d3]. This delivers a knowledge which is not a knowledge at

all, which in essence encompasses a sophistic resolution. The child's EV%T\V legitimately

transgresses the logos of the father and this leads us toward something other than the father,
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namely, the bastard sons; sons without lineage or tribal filiation, sons without a proper genos.

With the parricidal act this presents a similar philosophical problem for the philosopher as he has

altogether denounced his lineage, his genos.

It would not be easy to demonstrate the ontological problematic without setting within

view and at the horizon of this critique the sophist. Fundamentally this type of analysis of being

neither begins or ends with philosophy, that is, it cannot be confined within the retrospective

analysis of the history of ontological discourse. The analysis attempts necessarily, and ultimately

one might add, to entrap the sophist within the internal and inherent contradiction of the child's

e\)%T|v. Surely to 6v cannot be confined to the dogmatic philosophy of the father— which one

might add is inevitably a "unitary" conception of TO 6V— as the history of its meaning (its

application and usage) is contradicted by the work of mimesis by way of positing TO \LJ\ 6V. The

full presence of TO 6V cannot be endorsed. Mimesis has affected the withdrawal or disappearance

of the originary unity and presence of TO 6V.

: =*&

Now, if we ask ourselves, as the Stranger asks Theaetetus, what is the essential predicate

of the difference between kinesis and stasis, we should logically argue "being". Again this

presents itself in logical terms as a monstrous enantiology, for if we say both kinesis and stasis

"are" (logically and furthermore existentially speaking) we are saying they are the same

[amd dux|)6Tepa elvai, 250 b4]. Essentially, the Stranger proposes that being posits itself as a

third something [TP1TOV...TI TO 6V, 250 cl]. What then is thisTpiTov...Ti, which being "is"?

Certainly it is a third entity irreducible to the ontological dualism of kinesis and stasis, that is, it

does not absolutely determine their ontological relation so we still are left with the problem "that

being has emerged outside of both these classes [TO 8e 6v fijilv vw eyczoq TOWCOV d
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dvaTceydxai, 250 62]." This realization opens up the common aporia of being and non-being,

one neither can nor should ignore that the ontological problematic is reinstated by both, given

"being and non-being participate equally in the aporia at issue [TO xe 6v KCCI TO UTJ 6V droplet*;

u.eT£ikr|<|>aTov, 250 e4]." Certainly with the history of ontological discourse we have encountered

a history of irrefutable reinscriptions and generalizations of the philosophical meaning of being

and non-being, most notably its significations and designations within logos. The Stranger and

Theaetetus now have to mediate upon the aporia which makes being and non-being cross or

weave into one another indefinitely. The investigation will enter into the symploke which

determines their signification.

11.6 Dialectics: The Science of Symploke

One might assume that the meaning of TO 6V has been limited by the imposition of

TO \ii] 6v within ontologies. Certainly the symploke of TO 6V and TO \ii\ 6v leads us back to the

very opening of the problematic space that traditional ontologies has divulged. According to the

Stranger the idea of the symploke permits us to make some inroads or allows for a "clear path"

[euporoteron] by which we can embark upon the ontological problematic.

Obviously the three questions posed by the Stranger seek to establish a decision

concerning the type of symploke of being and non-being,34 particularly within the doctrines or

philosophical systems of the forefathers. However, an absolute privilege will be granted (as we

34 In referring to the entire problematic of ontologies, the Stranger asks three questions which essentially are

posed to clarify the conditions of possibility of any symploke. We shall go through them methodically, (a)

Shall we attribute neither being to rest and motion...shall we assume they do not mingle and cannot

participate in one another [otiX cbq ajxiKxa ovxa KCCI dStivatov ^.etaXauPdveiv dXXf\̂ cov...] (b) Shall we

gather all things together, believing that they are capable of combining with one another?

[f\ Ttdvxa ei<; TCCVTOV £ovdycou£v ax; 8vvaxd emKoivcovelv dM.fiXoi<;;](c) Or are some capable of it and

others not? [r\ xa uev, id 5e jifj;]. Soph. 251 d5-8.
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shall see) to a certain kind of symploke, that which ultimately describes the operation of

dialectics.

The positive operation of the science of the symploke is illustrated by the fact "that some

things will mingle and others will not" [xauev e6eXeiv, xa 5e \ii\ auujtiyvDaGai, 252 e2]. The

form of interlacing posited seems to defy criticism or analysis, especially as it illustrates its

condition of possibility as dialectics. The science of the symploke fruitfully exhibits the forms

and kinds of interweaving or interlacing that can be achieved without leaving the mimetological

35problem unacknowledged.

The concept of techne (insofar as it regulates any symploke), bears the character of

scientificity, there is a supposition of the epistemic. The Stranger essentially admits a symploke

of the genera and classes [xd yevn,] recognizing that some commingle or interweave and others

do not.36 However it is with the aid of some science [£7tiaxf|UT|q] and by way of logos or

discourse [5ia xc5v tatycov] that the philosopher can proceed towards determining (and it is the

figure of the philosopher assumed here) the proper harmonization or sound agreement of genera

[rcoict rcoioic; ot)|i(()cov£i xcov yevwv, 253 b8]. What is presupposed in the descriptive itinerary of

this necessary science or episteme, which determines which genera mingle and which separate

35 The art of grammar or the rules that define grammatics [xx\<; ypa.[i\iaxiKf\<;] exemplifies the properly

logical functioning of the symploke. The Stranger explains using the example of the grammatical sciences

that things "are in much the same condition as the letters of the alphabet; for some of these do not fit each

other and others do" (Soph. 253 a2). It is apparent from the example of grammatics that a techne is

presupposed that determines or establishes the rules of relation and connection between vowels and

consonants; a techne which clearly determines the proper interweaving (that is, symploke) of letters or

grammata. Similarly the symploke of "high and low sounds" presupposes "the art to know the sounds which

mingle and those which do not" and that is the techne of the UOUOIKOI; (See Soph. 253 bl). The Stranger

obviously begins to delimit the forms of symploke that occur and he achieves this by excluding forms (and

this I might add implicitly) not regulated by the limitations of a techne and reducing the functioning of any

symploke to the intrinsic rules and values of techne.
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[oSaxe auuuiYv\)CF0ai 8\)vaxd eivai, KGI naliv ev t a r Siaipiaeaiv, 253 c2] is that the symploke

is fundamentally dialectical in its workings and for this reason can only function "by way of

logos [5id xcov Xoycov]." Theaetetus admits that the "greatest of sciences" [xnq uEyiarnq, 253 c4]

is needed, and admittedly the philosopher's episteme has been discovered, which in the

Stranger's retort suggests having discovered the figure of the philosopher as such, "just as it was

the sophist that was being sought for [£ryco\>vTeq xov ao<t>icrcf|v rcpoxepov avrj-upriKevai TOV

<|>I.AX)GO$OV, 253 c9]." In order to set forth the sophist's techne the Stranger has to recur to this by

way of the philosopher's episteme and what certainly will bring together and moreover guide the

Stranger's logos is the science of dialectics. The demonstration of dialectics that follows alleges

>. 37a new manner of diaeresis, a diaeresis regulated by the science of the symploke. What is

subsequently appraised as the greatest science leads the discourse to another direction and this I

suggest in terms of the manner of its investigation, that is, a new tropos of diaeresis. The

Stranger indicates what links the possibility of diaeresis with the science of dialectics.

"Shall we not say that the division of things by classes and the avoidance of

the belief that the same class is another, or another the same, belongs to the

science of dialectic. [To Korea yevrj 8iaipe!o9ai Kai UTJTE xauxov el5oq

etepov fyyrjo0aa9ai ufjxe etepov 6v xawov |io5v o\)

c|)T|ao}iev e eivai].'

36 Soph. 253 b6
37 Wha t the Stranger is in fact trying to assert is the mode or instance o f logos, its very possibility. T h e

Stranger suggests that " the complete separation of each thing from all is the utterly final obliteration of all

discourse [TeXecoxdiii rcdvxcov Xoycov eaxiv d<|>dviai<; xo SiaVueiv eicaoxov drcd rcdvxcov]" and that "our

power of discourse is derived from the interweaving o f forms or Ideas with one another

[5id y a p xnv dMii taov xcov ei8cov avu.7cA.0Kfiv 6 a,6yo<; yeyovev fiuiv, 259 e5-9]M .
38 Soph 253 dl-3
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Finally, having identified the ontological problematic, having discovered the philosopher's genos

by denouncing his historical lineage, the Stranger is able to resume his diaeresis with the aid of

dialectics and address the problematic concerning the sophistic subject.

11.7 Philosophical Topologies: Philosophic and Sophistic Topoi 39

Between the philosopher and the sophist what is at stake is knowing the techne of each; it is

also knowing what the properties of their techne entails. This is more notable now that the

philosopher has discovered his epistemic ground. Certainly, the dialogue is at this moment giving

into dialectics and leading the interlocutors beyond the aporia the sophist has led them to.

Having discovered in TO 5iateKTtKov the philosopher, according to the Stranger it is "in some

region or topos like this that we shall always, both now and hereafter, discover the philosopher

[Tov [lev 6f\ $ita>ao<j>ov ev TOICUTCO tivl TOTCCO KCCI VUV KQI eneixa dveupfiaojiev, 253 e8]" and

by default we would also have encountered the sophist. The opposition of philosopher and

sophist will never be one of simple symmetry, for we can recall how out one stage in the original

diaeresis they were confused in the same genos. However by positing or introducing dialectics

and submitting the logos to the epistemic order of dialectics the Stranger has not only discovered

found the philosopher by erratum, furthermore he sets up the passage beyond the aporia of the

originary diaeretic inscription and by recourse to dialectics (to the science of the symploke)

undoes that geneological web and the improper mixing of two genera given that they cannot

properly commingle. In asking how the sophist and philosopher differ,40 Theaetetus, lays open

the possibility for the Stranger's dialectical separation of the sophist and the philosopher. The

Stranger enucleates the difference,

39 For a discussion on the problem of place in the Pla to ' s writings, see Howland 1986: 21-55.
40 Soph. 254 a2
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"The sophist runs away into the darkness of non-being, feeling his way in it

by practice, and is hard to discern on account of the darkness of the place

IO jiev &rco5i8pdoKcov eiq Tfjv TOU jrn 6VTO<; cFKoxeivoTnra, xptpfj

7cpoaa7tTOU€vo<; ccuxfig, 5id TO OKOXEIVOV xou TOTCOI) Kaxavofjaai

But the philosopher, always devoting himself through reason to the idea of

being, is also very difficult to see on account of the brilliant light of the place;

for the eyes of the soul of the multitude are not strong enough to endure the

sight of the divine. \O 8e ye <))tX6ao(()oq, xfj xov ovxoq del 5id Xoyicrjxdiv

a, Sid xo taxunpov ai) xfjq %(&paq otioajiax; eimexry;
s

6<|>9fjvai xd ydp xfjq TOOV noTJk&v WU%T\C> ou^aTa KapTepelv Tipoq TO 6eiov

d<(>op(5vTa dS-ovaTa].

ft

The Stranger's answer suggests the impossibility of any full presence of the sophistic or

the philosophic subject, and more appropriately their eidos is difficult to "see". Whence the

sophist, who hides within TO OKOTEIVOV, and the philosopher, who resides within TO A,au,7ipdv,

though difficult to "see" both sophist and philosopher can be conceived in terms of the

opposition between the sensible and intelligible. The sophist "feels his way through the

darkness of non-being by practice [xpipfj TcpoaanTouevoc; awfiq]" the philosopher on the other

hand by way of reason devotes himself to the idea of being [TTJ TO\) 6VTO<; dei 8id

Ttpocnceijievoc; i8ea] that is to say, his reasoning inclines him towards the intelligible eidos.

Knowledge of falsehood will aid the philosopher toward differentiating eidolologic

productions, which involves distinguishing between good and bad eidola. Such knowledge

41 Soph. 254 a5-bl
42 It is interesting to note here that Plato refers yet again to the heliotropical metaphors used in book seven

of the Republic to differentiate the subject of ascension into the upper world of light and those who reside in

the dark cavern amidst a world of shadows. See Rep. 514a-521b.
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assists in the process of philosophically differentiating between the eikastic and phantastic

technai. The ontological interrogation of the being of non-being and falsehood from 237a2 to

264c allows for the resumption of the diaeresis and it directs us beyond aporia or the aporetic

limit which the sophist cunningly has lured the philosopher into.43

11.7.1 The Double Symploke and the Simulation of Philosophical Logos

Before I investigate this turn in the dialogue, a consideration of the way the discourse on

the sophist has changed is imperative as this new philosophical directive promises a resolution of

the problematic of the subject. The question remains to determine what is the nature of logos? Is

it strictly the scholastic or logical formulation that is implied? In fact, we know that up until this

point of the dialogue, logos suggests another model altogether and not strictly that of formal

"logic". Martin Heidegger constantly reminds us in a manner analogous to that which he presents

in his introduction to Being and Time, that logos as it is meant and intended by Plato is not

44reducible to the doctrinal determinations of modern logic.44 With respect to the

43 Within the sys tem o f this ontological argument, the man w h o is ultimately accountable (and this is the

object o f the phi losopher's critique) is the one "who says the other is in a sense the s a m e or that the same is

the other [oxav xe n q exepov 6v Tin, xauxov e i v a i <j>fj Kai oxav xavxov 6v exepov , 2 5 9 c 9 ] , w h i c h within a

given logos involves separating everything from everything else or bringing forward opposites [xdvavxia,

2 5 9 d8] in their logos . Such a man (and the Stranger presupposes the sophist at this point o f the argument)

is uneducated [duo\)ao\)] and unphilosophical [a<j>iX6ao(|>ot), 259 e l ] .
44 Heidegger alerts us to the fact that the signification o f logos is discourse and means the same as

5TIAOO>V as it involve making manifest what one is talking about in one's discourse. (Heidegger 1962: 55 -

56) . The distinction between the copula and the existential can thus only in all rigor b e established at the

point where w e lose sight o f the figure o f the sophist, by making truth fully present (by privileging the

argument o f the copula) a logical prophylaxis o f the "Platonism" modern logicians and philosophers attempt

to ascribe to Plato's dialogues. The study o f relations between classes and genera in the dialogue's first

diaeresis is excluded, that is, the diaeresis which attempts to define the sophist. Ackrill extenuates this

exclusion arguing it is a relation which is not properly pursued by Plato, asking us t o consider only the

relations considered and scrutinized (at that moment of the dialogue where w e lose sight o f the sophist and
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Heidegger has discovered two fundamental questions in relation to the interpretation of logos in

Plato's Sophist.

By reiterating these questions we may possibly find where "logicians" have floundered

in their interpretation of logos and thus prescripted certain logical formulations of the problem in

the Sophist. To return to Heidegger, it is important to see what he sees at issue with regard to

logos. Heidegger asks, "(1) To what extent is a G"O\UOJOKT\ or Kowcovia of 6v and |rf| 6V possible

in the structure of Xoyoc, as such?" and "(2) To what extent is a O\)UTCA,OK7| or Koivcovia possible

between %6yo<; and the 6v it addresses?"45

With regard to the first question, Heidegger finds within the structure of logos

a symploke that is, an internal symploke peculiar to logos, which defines its structure. In so far as

logos addresses something, that something is addressed as ti. This understanding of the structure

of logos finds its example in grammar or the grammatical sciences whereby a certain s>*icax

characterizes the symploke, but moreover a semantic qualification. Obviously the symploke of

the noun [6vo|xa] and verb [pfj|j.a] paradeigmatically elucidates this form of the symploke within

the structure of logos as such.

The second question seems to be most fundamental in that it elevates the question of

logos to a strictly Platonic level, that is, if we bear in mind the nature and problem of literary

form and the dialogism which characterizes Plato's discursive tropos. Heidegger discerns what

he characterizes as "the double a\)jiTcta)Kf|."46 Logos has a relation to the 6v, that which it

addresses and speaks about but moreover is an 6v as such.

his figure) which commits us to a full intuition of the paradigm of classical ontology. See Ackrill, 1971:

217
45 Heidegger 1997: 351.

•4 46 Heidegger 1997: 351.
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To be precise, what is at stake here is an analysis that can account for the possibilities of

logos and its possibility is reinforced by it being determined as a genus of being. The Stranger

explains to Theaetetus that "our object was to establish discourse as one of our classes of being

[rcpoq TO TOV taSyov Tpiv TO>V OVTCOV ev xi yevcov elvai, 260 a4]," that is to say, logos does not

only address onta but furthermore it is an 6v ontologically speaking. Logos, however, is possible

if it functions under certain conditions, namely, the condition of possibility of a symploke ton

eidon. In this way the diaeresis takes on a new methodological value as it functions according to

.«>» 47"the diacritical principle of the symploke". This diacriticity is motivated by the science of

dialectics, given that it is dialectics which determines the compatibilities, union and furthermore

the incompatibilities, exclusion of eide, it regulates and controls the system of differences within

logos as such. The symploke is the essence and genesis of discourse and without it the Stranger

4

reminds us we would be deprived of philosophy. Yet it is in the dialectical conception of the

symploke that we no doubt see the governing pattern of the Stranger's logos whereby philosophy

does not only institute itself as an aletheic logos (a discourse on truth as unveiling) but

furthermore determines its opposition to sophistic logos as the pseudes logos which simulates

and imitates the logos of philosophy.

The first diaeresis has failed only because it floundered at the moment when the sophist

needed to be identified within a particular genos. Hence he was found within a generalized class,

that of eidolopoieke. Bluck correctly pinpoints the problem in the Stranger's pursuit for the
«

sophist's techne is that "he has taken refuge in a class which baffles investigation".49 Thus the

genus of eidolopoieke proposed a number of problems. Essentially the double symploke suggests

that the sophistic being is able to simulate the being of logos. Given the logos of the philosopher

47 Derrida 1981a: 166.
48

49

Soph. 260 a9

Bkck 1975: 60.
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is an 6v then the sophist can simulate it and present it in the form of the internal symploke that

will make his logos appear like the philosopher's logos. The sophist is able to produce an eidolon

of the philosopher's logos thus his logos will always appear to be like it in its simulated form.

The Stranger having embraced the logic of the symploke after the philosophical parricide

believes now that the introduction of the ontological problematic is a sure route back to

identifying the sophistic subject and with the aid of dialectics they have discovered the method

which will lead into the second diaeretic moment of the dialogue.

i
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Chapter Twelve

Doubling Mimesis

"Not that I disparage in any way the poetic clan [oiS xi TO HOITITIKOV dTip.d£<tflv yevo^],

but it is plain to all that the imitative tribe [TO JLIUTITIKOV eOvoq] will imitate with the

most ease and success the things amidst which it has been reared, whereas it is hard for

any man to imitate well in action what lies outside the range of his rearing, and still

harder in speech. Again, as to the tribe of Sophists [TO 8e TCGV ao<J>iaT<Sv yevoq],

although I esteem them highly versed in many fine discourses of other kinds, yet I fear

lest haply, seeing they are a class which roams from city to city and has no settled

habitations of its own [<J)Opo\)um 8e ufj nox;, are dv 6v Kara 7c6̂ ei<; oiKf|aeiq

TE iSia<; o\>8auTJ 8iq)KTyc6<;], they may go wide of the mark in regard to men who are

at once philosophers and statesmen [doTOxov a\ia <{>iAoa6<]>cov dvSpcov rj Kai

Timaeus 19 d3-e6

12.1 The Resumption of Diaeresis

The sophist, at this point of the caesura within the discourse, is determined as a putative pre-

figural subject, rendered as unrepresentable and lost to itself within the first diaeresis. The

sophist has always been fleeing into non-being and with the determination of the possibility of

non-being "being" in some way, by way of the science of the symploke, the way is paved for the

figuring of this subjectal withdrawal of the sophist. The second diaeresis will hopefully lead to

the entrapment of the sophist; the ultimate figuration of the sophistic subject. The sophist can

now be identified or "figured out" and will be subject to decision. Indeed, it seems that having
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II

established the possibility of non-being and falsehood, that now the Stranger will be able to

identify the sophist within the form of mimesis that is phantasmatic in essence as it is structurally

related to non-being.

In the last division we observed that eidolopoieke (the image-making art) was divided

into eikastike (likeness-making art) and phantastiken (fantastic art) and that the Stranger and

Theaetetus stopped at this division for they "did not know to which of the two the sophist should

be assigned".1 The Stranger and Theaetetus are in a position to understand that Parmenides'

doctrine (that no eidola exist at all "because falsehood never exists anywhere in any way")

caused the perplexity [drcopo'uuivcov, 264 d8] which led them to an aporia or an aporetic limit in

the first diaeresis. The aporia presented itself in the form of subjectal withdrawal, for in the

diaeresis of mimesis the sophistic subject absents itself "from itself becoming unpossessed by

the mimesis which transforms it. In other words, within the confusion of eidolopoetics, between

eikastics and phantastics, the sophistic subject withdraws between this bifurcation as a producer

of mimesis, but in this, also withdraws "into itself to allow mimesis free play. It is no surprise

that the sophist appears as the philosopher or if we were to be more precise, the philospher

(within the diaeretic moment) encounters that strange mirror that reflects its own image.

Things resume, then after having proven falsehood and non-being exists in some way and

that "imitations of realities" [|iiM%aTa xcav OVTCOV] and an "art of deception" [d exist

also.2 The Stranger decides to pursue the sophist from "the right hand part of the genos divided",

namely from within the phantastic class. It is presupposed that the sophist resides or belongs

there and this branch of the fork now confirms what it originally was unable to discriminate, that

is, the genos of the sophist and the techne he partakes in. The Stranger advises Theaetetus to

approach the sophist and his genos by

Soph. 264 c5-6.
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"...Clinging close to the company to which the sophist belongs, until, having

stripped him of all common properties [ia xoivd Tcdvxa Ttepie^ovxeq] and left

him only his own peculiar nature [TTJV oiKeiav...(|)'6aiv]."3

Obviously this identification of certain "common properties" the sophist possesses is

nothing more than the mimetic mirror that the philosopher encounters in identifying

commonalities or similarities between the philosopher and the sophist. Any attempt to strip the

sophist of common properties "shared" with the philosopher will require the philosophical

subject, to some extent, to refuse or renounce itself. The philosopher, in fearing sophistic

complicity, has something to give up. In stripping the sophist, the philosophical subject is

stripping itself of certain "common properties" also. In this case the philosopher as subject is

figured as choosing to remain separated from the sophist's mimetic deliveries, in other words, the

philosophical subject has to be separated from the sophist by avoiding, within the diaeresis, a

specular entrapment.

0

All this sharpens my original question concerning the distinction and interplay between

the two types of subject canvassed in the dialogue. The philosopher now obtains as a figure of

dialectical will that desires to separate itself from his work, but still becomes represented through

it. Such a figure is "Plato", that is, Plato as an authorial figure external to the dialogue and the

Stranger as a figure represented en abyme within it. The Stranger or the philosphical subject

feigns not belonging to the sophistic genos, the philosphical subject like the sophistic subject is

also atopos; has no place. The philosophical subject (as presented by the Stranger) is at best an

imitation of the sophist, what he endeavors is to escape hunting or chasing his own image.

2 Soph. 264 d5.
3 Soph. 264 e 2-3
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What is expected in the final diaeresis is a kind of preinscription of the sophist's nature,

a propriety that derives from the identification of the sophist's oiic£iav...<|n3cjiv. The sophist who

originally is identified by his polyteckny is pursued within a singular determination as belonging

to a single and unique genos. The sophistic subject who is identified with many technai, who has

identified his discourse with the discourse of others is now articulated in terms of his peculiar

and unique nature. The Stranger believes that he can no longer be dispersed, lost and splintered

within the cleavage of the eidolopoieke techne. He will be stripped of all commonalities or

common properties [xa Koivd rcdvxa] that made it so easy for him to be confused with the

philosopher. Though this is an expression of extreme philosophical will, this act of "stripping" or

discarding xa Koivd rcdvxa is in many respects an unaccompanied act. The Stranger finally faces

a mirror hoping to discard the sophistic mask.

Dialectic at this stage has been identified as a proper or more philosophical method of

diaeresis. It does not only "sift", that is, "set apart" or set in relief two different gene, but also

determines a SidKpioiq, as Heidegger understands it, that is, diaeresis now involves "a setting off

and distinguishing of something from something else"4 and moreover it methodically and

scientifically extracts the better from the worse, the true from the false; and as we shall soon see,

good mimesis from bad mimesis. It takes on another terminological meaning, essentially as a

form of sifting which "purifies" [Kd0ap<Jiq]5. Thus the tropos of diaeresis applied or appraised

by way of dialectics sets up a different methodological, and as a consequence structural moment
r

which can be described as a diaeresis which has the "character of katharsis"6.

The transformation to which the Stranger subjects his discourse on the sophist thus

moves in a direction that removes itself from the pure classificatory and scientific motivations of

4 Heidegger 1992: 249.
5 Heidegger 1992: 247-49.
6 Heidegger 1992: 249.
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the first diaeresis. The purpose of diaeresis can no longer be purely evolved around the

differentiation of "like from like," that is, by way of dividing a genus into its species. The second

diaeretic moment is motivated by ethical judgments, it has a purificational or cathartic function;

a segregating of the bad form the good, the copy from the original, the authentic from the

inauthentic. This is no doubt Deleuze's suspicion, observing that the method of diaeresis selects

lineages7, it ultimately seeks to distinguish pretenders from the authentic practitioners of sophia.

And it is fundamentally sophia at stake here given the genos of the philosopher and the sophistic

genos are in contention, they are insinuated within a dialectic of rivalry [amphisbetesis].

It is extremely clear that recourse is still being taken here to the dialectical approach, for

it is dialectics that will show forth the sophist and simultaneously the philosopher. Dialectics

tends toward an epideictic orientation. We may recall that the Stranger, before beginning the

division of techne in general, says to Theaetetus that in the final probing into the sophist's being

that "we shall show [emSeî couEv] him plainly first to ourselves and secondly to those who are

most closely akin to the dialectic method [KOI xoiq Eyymdxio yevei xf\q Toiayyvx\q u.e068o\)

7te<|n)K6Giv, 265 al-2]". It is clear that xr\q Toicnkriq |ie968o\) refers to the dialectical method, for

the diaeresis is resumed principally because a dialectical conception has been laid out which will

guide the second diaeretic moment.8 What must we understand here? Essentially that there is an

epideictic motivation in the last course of events, it is about showing forth, figuring out, making

present the sophist, "illuminate the place in which otherwise the sophist can conceal himself'.9 It

is hoped that the diaeretic junction of the eidolon no longer becomes a point of deceptive

confusion and paradox. For as we approach the topos of simulacra or phantasmata, what is

7 Gilles Deleuze further points out that the "method of division is employed paradoxically, not in order to

evaluate the just pretenders, but, on the contrary, in order to track down the false pretender as such, in order

to define the being (or rather than nonbeing) of the simulacrum" Deleuze 1990: 254.

8 See Soph. 253 el-3
9 Sallis 2000: 46.
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shown forth can be mistakenly seen or erroneously mediated to the clarity and certitude of the

eidos, to what is seen and made visible. This is why the operation of the dialectic, its methodical

regulation of the second diaeresis, could expose its own fragility as an epideictic discourse.

Dialectics operates successfully within what Deleuze understands to be "the world of

representation" that is, the binary system of essence-appearance or original-copy; a system

contingent upon the subordination of everything to the eidos. Thus, it is believed by the Stranger

and Theaetetus, that only the passage through dialectics will allow them to decide upon the eidos

of the sophist and then as a consequence determine his genos. Crucial to this determination is to

show the %(oq of TO \XT\ 6V which amounts to showing how the sophist resides in it.

12.2 The Problem of Eidolopoiekt The Doubling of Mimesis

The whole mimesis question inspires a new inroads to the sophist's topos. As logos (especially

as a tropos of dialectics or a dialectical logos) it has been described as a discursive procedure

which "gets you somewhere [TI rcepaivei, 262 d]." It has allowed for this singular movement

toward the sophist and his genos, that is, beyond the aporia at 231 cl-2. In fact, it is rigorously

possible and necessary to meet with the Heideggerian clarification of the question of sophistics

by way of understanding how the manifold aspects and figural determinations of the sophist can

only be approached in a unifying way from the matter of techne. It is necessary for the Stranger

(in the second diaeresis) to reduce all sophistic technai, that is, the polytechny of the sophist, to

the integral system of a single techne. The multiplicity of the sophist's techne renders the sophist

ontologically ungraspable; the figure of the sophist cannot be represented and thus remains

unpresentable. Before we turn to this subjectal division, it is important we consider further the

movement of the second diaeresis and in what way it moves toward the problematic of the

subject in terms of mimesis.
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12.2.1 The Supplementary Diaeresis: The Modification of Poiesis as Mimesis

The division of techne [Texvr|v...8iaipo'6|xevoi], which is the first division that sanctions the

proper resumption of the second diaeresis, implies a shift in the methodological preinscription of

its generic subject. This supplementary diaeresis, attempts an effective resolution of the problem

of the sophist; it attempts to unveil or unmask the sophist as a single entity and within a single

ontological determination, and that is, to identify the sophist with non-being.

Techne is divided into the poetic (productive) and ktetic (acquisitive). However what the

Stranger properly points out is that though the sophist originally showed himself in the ktetic

class, he was problematically effaced within that genos. The sophist has incessantly dislocated

the critical hold of the first diaeresis and destabilized the modicum of philosophical assurance the

diaeretic method exemplified. This was achieved by way of being identified with a genos he

never properly belonged to, by way of subjectal mirroring, by feigning to be like the philosopher.

The Stranger in the second diaeresis discovers that the mimetic art [UIUJ|TIKT|] has seized the

sophist within a proper ontological order. Mimetics literally "has taken him over"

awov xexvTl> 265a9],

It is at this moment that the Stranger allows for the resumption of this supplementary

diaeresis, he abandons the sophist's identification with the ktetic and places him within the

10horizon of the poetic. The poetic as a matter of fact is something like the mimetic.10 The sophist

fi. The strangernow has come to be properly identified with another techne, namely

himself makes a point of the theoretical accord between poietics and mimetics explaining that

mimesis is a kind of "poetic production [fi ...|xiu.rjcn<; noi/natt; uq eaxiv...]" however the nature of

its productive activity is fundamentally different from that of the craftsman or the demiurge

proper. Mimesis is a kind of production "of images [ei5(6kov uivxoi] and not of real things
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[&XX OVK aurov eicacrccov, 265 bl-2]." However one can be suspicious of how the Stranger

interprets what seems to be a disputable theoretical accord between poetics and mimetics.11 In

fact, if the entire strategy of the second diaeresis consists in trying to go one better than the

sophist in order to master him, if it is a question of circumventing the sophist's genos, how

would it be possible to end this hunt if the sophist is again identified with the phantastic? Does

not the phantastic resist showing, revealing, and unveiling the "being" of things, the eidos of

things? Can the phantastic or the phantasma be organized within the theoretical realm of the

visible? Does it pass through the eidos or Idea or does it conceal dissimilarity and difference?12

Can the sophist be hunted within the dark topos of the \xx\ 6v (non-being)? Is there truly an eidos

for the sophist? And furthermore, does not this invisibility, this specter of the sophist correspond

to the world of the cave in the Republic, that is to the world of the (jKoxeivov? How can the

philosopher distinguish himself from the sophist when for each shadow there is an image cast

behind one's view? The sophist's eidos still will remain tenuous and possibly the resolution of

the ontological problematic is a successful incursion to the topology which confined the sophist

to darkness and invisibility, the world of shadows and non-being [[ir\ 6v]. The passage into the

poetic will inevitably reveal the sophist within the philosophical specularization which will make

his eidos known, and most importantly brought within view. But will not this be in the form of

iissimulation, as something other than what comes within our view as being?

Following the schema of the consequent generic divisions we observe there is a

submission of all poetic genres to the entire thematics of mimesis, that is to say, that the generic

offshoots of the poetic elicit fundamental mimetological presuppositions. Any treatment of

mimesis and its poetic nature involves a description of the particular modification of truth as

10 See Soph. 265 a3
11 SesSoph. 265a
12 Deleuze 1990: 257-259
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Being or Idea. The clue to this modification is the association of the word mimesis with Plato's

mimetology, in so far as mimesis is eidetically determined. Thus the exposition of mimesis in the

Sophist incipiently expounds the link between the essence of representational poiesis - mimesis -

and the (re)presentation of the eidos. The modification of poiesis, in this final section of the

dialogue, moves from it being understood as "production" as representation of the eidos to

production as its dissimulation: the degradation of the eidos. Both modifications in the Sophist

presume the poetic as the productive copying of the eidos and its creative dissimulation. The

Stranger at this point moves from discussing poiesis as producing and representing properly

speaking, to considering the relationship of poiesis to mimesis as dissimulation. However, this

consideration is made of mimesis only, as if mimesis now uniquely represents poiesis. Certainly

such a theoretical coupling of poiesis with mimesis conspires to assimilate (as it has already been

shown in book ten of the Republic) mimesis to truth or the eidos as degraded or disinstalled.

Poiesis is subordinated to the question of mimesis, and thus the artistic product, the poetic, is

always simply the representation or the copy of what "is" because mimesis is consistently

apprehended as a representation of what precedes it. Within the Platonic schema mimesis is

always a retrospective appropriation of the eidos.

12.2.2 Theiopoetics and Anihropopoetics

The division of the poetic differentiates between the mimetics of divine [Oelov] productions,

which is considered to be a more veritable mimetic practice and the human [dv0pco7civov]. In

both cases, the "thing itself [awo] and the image [EISO&OV] are produced.13 Divine mimesis

involves "divine reason and knowledge [tayyou..Kal emorrpiv; Geiaq, 265 c9]," it is the work of

logos and episteme and thus has scientific credulity. Though divine mimesis does not imply the

absence of a producing subject it still, in some respect, refers to the self-invisible transcendental

13 Soph. 265 c7
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divine self that is the subject. The defining character of the theiopoetical is that its mimesis is

founded as "pure production"; "it produces nature [<|)'6oei...7ioi8ia9ai0eiaTexv'rj5 265 e3]."

Nature (physis) or all living things (the bios) come into being through "god's demiurgy

[r\ Qeov 5r|M.un)pYoi3vTo<;, 265 c4]". Divine mimesis involves producing the idols of sleep

(dreams) and the phantasms of the day (shades and reflections).14 Whatever the nature of the

mimesis of the divine, its effect is to reiterate the subject as the telos of nature.

Logically, according to this division, human mimesis is the imitation of divine

mimesis. Divine mimesis is autopoetic in essence15 and given human mimesis is imitative of the

divine example it is understood to be eidolopoeic. in other words it produces eidola. According

to the Stranger, on each side there is the autopoetic, that is, the creation or poiesis of things in

themselves or a poiesis of the same, and on the other the eidolopoiec which involves the poiesis

of idols. The Eidolopoios is yet another name given to the sophist. But the comparison to the

autopoetic character of divine mimesis suggest that in sophistical mimesis, in the work of the

eidolopoios, there is by implication the workings of the divine or more appropriately the

eidolopoiec slips into the demoniacal, it is presented as the work of a mechane or contrivance,

the trick of a demon. Though we have noted that human poiesis involves an imitation of divine

poiesis it paradoxically involves a poiesis that is similar or equal to divine mimesis because it is

demonic, that is, it is able to produce kinds of dreams (images, phantoms) and the dream is a

divine creation/?<?>' excellence.

14 Soph. 266 b3
15 See Dionysius of Halicarnassus Flepi Aeivct̂ xoi) Section 7. The autopoetic sense of the divine and

natural form of mimesis is further developed by Dionysius when he refers to "xoiq dpxextmoiq cruxo<t>'uf|<;"

According to him the cruxocjj'ofi*; refers to the auto-produGtive, self-generative aspect of the model's type as

arche-lype, being dpxexwcov. It is most importantly that which is 'self-produced' and autonomous in its

creation - what is natural (cjruoiKoq eaxi) as opposed to what is artificial, a product of artifice, that which

ultimately refers to the contrivance [e7titexTi8e^evov] of technical production as it is the case with the

sophist's techne.
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The poetic import of the amo and the eidolon is well founded especially because it is

based on a homoiological principle, since the image created (say in the example of human

poetics; the products of painting or ypacjaKTj) is "a likeness [TO o^oicojicraov]." Though what

subverts this homoiology is the further division of the eidolon into (a) the likeness-making art

[eiKaaxiKov] which retains a sense of the homoiological, and (b) the fantastic-making art or the

making of similucra or phantasmata [<|>avTaaTncdv,265 d9] which strays from the eidos, Deleuze

correctly observes the phantasma "places in question the very notations of copy and model."16

Thus it is the homoiological principle of the eikastic techne which follows the principle of

sameness; referencing the eidos of the "thing-itself' or the awo, that is indubitably undermined

because its techne prescribes pure "copying".

The question why the Stranger abandons the first diaeresis and modified the manner of the

second diaeresis obviously is linked to the contradictory structure of the eidolon and it presents

itself continually as a critical problem in the dialogue.17 This contradictory structure is insinuated

by the problem of mimesis insofar as the mimetic relation between the auto and the eidolon

proposes a difficulty with regards to eidola in general. In any case, it is the supposed resolution

of the ontological problematic that evidently permits the final definition of the sophist in the

second diaeresis, however it seems at a cost of a certain subordination of sophistics or could we

possibly discern a dialectical conception which essentially directs itself to a reversal of Platonism

by Plato himself.18 It will be seen that the problem of mimesis impinges upon the whole of the

second diaeresis, that is, both structurally and dialectically. The sophist cannot be captured and

held down, and no dialectical or diaeretic operation could possibly achieve this unless a strange

16 Deleuze 1990: 256.
17 Rosen 1983: 147.
18 Deleuze 1990: 256.
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proximity between the philosopher and sophist is arranged, that is to suggest, unless the diaeresis

sets the passage into the phantastic, the other and non-being as such.

The opposition between TO 6V and TO \ri\ 6v is entirely ascertained and inscribed Vvithin

the structure of mimesis in general and in many respects delineates the logic of the syrnplokL

To 6v and TO |x*n ov are both species of repetition which effects a supplementation where what is

supplied is another unity (the eidolon) which fills and relieves the lack of plenitude and unity of

the "thing itself (auto); the eidos of the thing itself. So in effect mimesis discovers in the eidos

the possibility of its repetition, its simulation and representation as eidolon. Though the eidos

gives rise to mimetics and dialectics as such, they remain two incongruent technai whose

movements in relation to truth are different. On the one hand, dialectics brings or discovers the

eidos in the thing itself or in the auto, on the other hand, mimetics initiates a movement of non-

truth and non-being for the eidos is dispersed and multiplied through the mimeme, simulacrum,

eidolon and phantasm. As one may suspect, the focus is none other than that from which Plato's

entire theorization of the eidos proceeds and to which, in the orthodox "theory of forms", all

philosophy is referred to in order to constitute itself. Ultimately it is this theory and the

dialectical movement toward the eidos that delimits the power and influence of the mimetic and

forbids its proliferation of eidola within discourse.

123 The Eidolon as mise en abyme

It is difficult to see, under the conditions set by the dialectical conception of diaeresis, what the

eidolon and more problematically what the phantasma brings into play, assuming at least that the

possibility of establishing a philosophical position with regards to the sophist concedes a certain

limit that dialectics must lead beyond. Thus the difficulty consists entirely, as one might have

expected after the interruption of the first diaeresis, of determining the nature of the eidolon. In

other words, what constitutes the difficulty of the sophist—and subsequently the difficulty of
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accessing his topos— is the inability to identify the kind of mimesis he engages with and the

nature of his mimetic productions. In its very character mimesis (even in the Sophist) remains

infinitely ambiguous. Having encountered mimesis in its generalized sense in poietiken (the

productive arts) as mimetiken [265 a3], it appears again within the other sub-divisions derived

from the phantastikon with its (a) discernible zoographic or reproductive sense as "copying" and

(b) its hypocritical and mimological sense.191 will return to this unprecedented double inscription

of mimesis but firstly we need to consider the Stranger's diaeresis and ascertain what

determinations the divisions of the fantastic techne produces.

And this is precisely what is at issue in the sophist it is the question of the subject, the

problematic of subjectal representation. What I have hoped to have shown is that the ambit of the

problematic is not restricted to its manifestation in the Sophist. Rather, as it has become evident,

that manifestation is pivotal for questions regarding subjectivity that spread through to all of

Plato's dialogues considered in this thesis. The Sophist more than any dialogue revises the terms

of the received problematic of the subject as it is conceived in Plato's mimetology. It does the

same with the question of the mimesis and with the question of the "split" in the subject by way

of the paradox of subjectal representation.

12.4. Miming Sufejectal withdrawal

The dialectical intention of the second diaeresis divulges a further division of the

phantastic art20 and the instrument or organon of mimetic productions is defined. The phantasm

can be produced in two ways, (a) by instruments as such [to...6p7dvo)v yvyvou-evcov] and (b) by

means of the producer of phantasmata when offering himself as the instrument

[...EQ-UXOV opyavov] of representation. Having decided to let go and not pursue further the

19 Soph. 267 a9
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division which identifies the zoographic and other forms of graphic technai leaving it for

someone else to "unify and name appropriately",21 the Stranger decides to look at the

potentialities of the organon within the mimetic.

The Stranger is obviously coming within view of the sophist and pursues him in the

form of phantastic art where the producer uses himself as an organon. It remains for us to

comprehend what the Stranger understands to be the form of mimetics which involves using "the

self as organon [ecruxov opyavov]." Considering this, it is important to determine what is at

stake in the difference maintained between a mimesis which employs organa as such, and on the

other hand, a mimesis which employs the self as an organon. To pursue our first concern, the

Stranger argues that mimesis which involves the subject using ecruTov opyavov is the mimesis of

the actor, the dissimulator and feigner, it attests to a hypocritical essence. According to the

Stranger, the subject using eawov opyavov involves an individual "employing his own person as

his instrument, makes his own figure or voice [TO C?6V uq T<5 eawov xpcou€vo<;

[TO GOV TC5 %p(tyievo<; acou-cm rcpoaouxuov TI <|>covf|v <j>covfj <t>aiv£a9ai rcoifj,

267 a6-7]." What this subscribes to, de facto, is a type of mimesis which the schema (figure,

attitude, gesture) and phone (voice, sound) is used as an organon to make [rcovfj] certain

representations. It is a mimesis founded on a primitive and original essence of the mimetic, that

is, it is mimological in essence. For since the mimos (mime) and hypokrites (actor) employ the

schema of the body to make figural gestures or representations and the actor uses his own voice

as if it is an other's voice, he does not imitate objects as such, but mimics individual subjects.

This is a mimesis where the subject represents him or herself as other, it involves a complete

withdrawal from self-presence.

20 Soph. 267 a
21 Soph. 267 bl-3
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Thus the mimesis that involves using the self as organon is condemned to a poetics that

is deprived of verity and authenticity and is determined by dissimulation and non-being. For the

self as organon resorts to masquerade and mimetic apocryphy, it is fundamentally a mimesis of

the mask and thus ultimately involves subjectal withdrawal or the complete subreption or

dissimulation of the subject. The question of authenticity is confined to the veritable ground of

"being", and like the mimos or hypocrites, the sophist schematically or figurally presents himself

as other, and furthermore employs his voice as if it is an other voice, he is thus caught up in a

mimesis which is dependent on fraudulence and mimetic imposture.

Hence the question informing the dialogue as a whole pertains not only to the sophistic

subject, but also to the subject of philosophy. At issue in the withdrawal of the former subject is

also the withdrawal of the latter. So the whole thrust of the Stranger's enterprise corresponding

to this subjectal withdrawal is the claim that the event of figuration (or "figuring out" the sophist)

is the event of the withdrawal of the subject of philosophy who is the agent of this figuration.

22The subject present and detectable, but always as other to itself, is the subject of philosophy.

The subject of philosophy cannot be presented except mimetically and again it is the Platonic

dialogue as the medium of this representation that most interests me here. The dialogue both

makes and breaks philosophy, producing its subjects as writers and the written, but always as

other than themselves.

The Sophist thus repeatedly concerns itself with tracing in its dialogical unfolding the

places where the subject of philosophy—its figure or typos— works relentlessly to reassert itself

within this endless mimetic movement. As it were, the subject occupies, with an ultimately

unsustainable substantiality, the site from which mimetic production is launched, preventing this

22 This is the subject represented successively to and through philosophy as Cartesian cogito, Kantian

transcendental ego, Hegelian dialectical subject and Freudian armigam.
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site from being more than an empty topos. As subject, it constitutes itself as a final aporia to non-

subjectivity and the forces of untraceabie mimetic productions. The second diaeresis and the

mode of its manifestation during mimesis, is of some interest, it presents as figuring and

approximating for view a subject, which, since it repeatedly presents itself within various

cleavages, in actual fact is rendered unpresentable. What the figuring and the approximation

signify, and how they signify, is the question at hand.

This is essentially the logic of mimicry that though the sophistic subject disperses

himself or herself into other personages (figures, characters, prosopa) he or she paradoxically

enough accentuates the identities of different prosopa. Subsequently sophistic mimesis is a

presentation of non-being, but paradoxically this non-being is a representation of a being. This

underscores the logic of the symploke as the sophistic subject presents himself or herself as a

third something, an unclassifiable and dissimulated being. Thus the Stranger has offered the

subject of mimesis as no one, but the Stranger has done this by way of discussing a subject that

uses the "self as organon [eawov opyavov]." The sophistic subject productively figures itself in

detachment from its "producing self and it is for this reason that the diaeresis highlights the

return of the incipiently figured subject as a "non-being" that is.

r f t

It seems mimesis no longer conveys a meaning consonant with its definition at 235c2

and 235dl where its poetological essence is assured. Mimesis at this point is seen as claiming a

poetic essence, distinct from nature or physis. Implicitly, the purity of the idea of mimesis as

essentially a poetic or "productive" force is lost in the conception of the phantastic techne. The

dissimulation of the sophist suggests that the determination of mimesis is one of impropriety.

23 See Dionysius of Halicarnassus Ilepl Aeivctpxoi) Section 7. Like Plato, Dionysius argues that there are

two different tropous of mimesis [8i3o xponou^ TTI<; 8ia<j)opa<; |ii|ifjoea)g]." What is established is that the"

tropos differs; one being (JWCFIKOQ, that is, the form of imitation is turned towards the direction of (jn)Gi<; and

the other subscribing to certain precepts [xcov nu.payyz'k\idziCN\ of techne.
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The effect sophistic mimesis produces is proportional to its freedom from attachment to a proper

eidos or form. This sophistic subject best houses the pure productive mimetic energy by itself

becoming other. So, here, we have the connection to paradox in general, as that exchange

between nothing and everything. For the more the sophist dissimulates himself by using the self

as organon, the more he can be anything, even appear to be like the philosopher. Now though the

Stranger offers a description of the sophist as, one might say, ipso facto•, a philosopher, he also

offers a prescription for what is a proper form of mimesis, which remains consonant to its eidetic

orientations.

Now, having determined the pseudos as something associated, or more appropriately,

founded in phantastike, mimesis can now be defined in terms of subjectal dissimulation and in

this respect the sophist becomes now a pernicious figure in two ways. Firstly as an already

withdrawn subject who resides in an empty or dark topos, as noted in the first diaeresis, and

secondly, as one capable of shedding his identity by consciously becoming a different subject,

that is, by becoming other than himself, always appearing to be like the philosopher.

There is in the final diaeresis (or in the resumption or repetition of diaeresis) a question

of the splitting of mimesis itself, its redistribution between subject as empty topos of process and

subject as organon. Equivalently there is a suggestion of a point of suspension, of hesitation,

perhaps of a repeated caesura, between the subject who has never been present at the scene of

mimesis and the subject who withdraws from that scene, perhaps in mimicry of the original

withdrawal. This mimicry, of course, will be evoked in the very same gesture where Socra^s

repeats and imitates this very withdrawal in the opening scene of the dialogue, deliberately

dissociating himself from the Stranger and the problematic that has overcome the enquiry. What

does Socrates' decision or will to withdraw suggest here? What of Plato himself, who has already

doubly withdrawn himself as writer? However it is imperative to follow the Stranger's lead and
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see how the original withdrawal of the sophist in the first diaeresis is repeated again in the

second.

By 265alO-b3 the sophist having been defined as eaviov opyavov indicates that one of

the most salient aspects of the sophist is that in his mimicry or mimological representation his

withdrawal into darkness or non-being is mirrored or repeated in this active withdrawal by way

of dissimulating himself in repeatedly seeming to be like the philosopher. This mirroring might

even correspond to a mirroring of the distinction itself as a mise en abyme. The sophist becomes

an eidolon. The sophist in the final diaeresis is a subject absent from himself. This leads to a

more ambitious, general claim the Stranger makes when acknowledging the subjectal

dissimulation involved when the sophist treats his self as organon.

The sophist as eidolon absents itself, from itself by treating himself as organon, he

becomes unpossessable by the diaeresis which repeatedly transforms him. In the original

diaeresis when the sophist's eidos is pursued or configured he withdraws from the scene as a

mimetic producer, that is, as a producer of imitations. In the second diaeresis we have arrived at a

subject that deliberately withdraws "into itself becoming organon and allowing mimesis endless

free play and as a consequence "being his own product or creation" is figured as choosing to

remain separated from its mimetic deliveries. The sophist presents himself at a site where no self

now exists to displace "himself and thus in this self-representation he can again coincide with

the philosopher. Certainly what collapses in its most pernicious manifestations is the distinction

between sophistics and philosophy and their respective subjects.

More fundamentally the mimesis that resorts to using the self as organon is mimesis in

its most authentic form and as a consequence its most pernicious form. It is authentic precisely

because it is a mimesis that is performed by use of one's own self; one's own voice, one's own

body. It involves this phantasmatic return of the self from otherness to sameness. It is a mimesis
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that is autopoetic in its most purest sense as it does not employ foreign instruments or organa to

make its imitations, it employs the "self pure and simple. The imitator, the sophist in this case,

is the whole being or subject, the imitator becomes himself what is other to him. Paradoxically, it

means the imitator becomes the same as he becomes other. This is, in essence, the phantasmatic

logic of the symploke that it will always combine its same and its other.

12.5 Doxomimesis: The Final Withdrawal of the Sophistic Subject

It remains to be seen what the Stranger is aiming at under this division of' phantastike. There is

a repeated inscription —which in essence is a redoubled inscription—of the sophist's techne

within the generalized poetological character of mimetike.24 Again, dividing the mimesis of the

mimos who uses his body and voice as organon, we arrive at another tropos of mimesis no longer

generalized in terms of its generic correlation to poietike, it is, what the Stranger names

uiurruKov. This tropos of mimesis according to the Stranger "also has two parts"

[Kai tomo en Sinhovv, 267 b3] and this division largely impinges upon a determination of the

nature of sophistic mimesis and its proliferation outside the realm of techne and poetics. The

Stranger recognizes that it is certainly a matter of sophistics and its relation to philosophy and

more specifically the relation between the mimesis of the sophist—the doxomimetic— and its

relation to eidos. According to the Stranger,

"some who imitate do so with knowledge of that which they imitate, and

others without such knowledge [TOv u.i|xo\)(ievcov oi u.ev eib&teq o \ii\io\)vxa.i

TOWO npdTTODOiv, oi 5' OVK eiSoieq].

24 See Soph. 265a-b.
25 Soph. 267 a9.
26 Soph. 267 b5.
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What is, in fact, revealed in the juxtaposition of the forms of mimesis in the Stranger's

diaeresis is a complete and greatest division [fieî co 5iaipeoiv]; that of knowledge [yvcoaecoq]

and ignorance [ayvGxria<;]. We know, in an ineluctable manner that this further division of

mimesis is skewed by an overt philosophical prejudice, since by fact, what has preoccupied and

to a certain point constituted the second diaeresis is without doubt an epistemological or

gnoseological motivation. Assuredly there exists in Plato a prominent critique of agnosias

(ignorance) in all the dialogues and certainly the science of dialektike orients itself, teleologically

speaking, to the ends of gnosis or self-knowledge. This critique -—whether in the Protagoras,

Theaetetiis or Gorgias—is directed toward the sophist and his lineage; the sophistic genos as a

whole. The sophist feigns gnosis he teaches under the appearance and illusion of knowing, he

simulates knowledge. However a paradox again emerges in this final diaeresis because though

the sophistic subject feigns and simulates gnosis he does so "knowingly", his mimesis is based

on knowledge [ei86TCQv...|iiuT|u.a, 267 b8]. As the Stranger explains to Theaetetus, "a man who

imitates you would know you and your figure" [TO yap aov o>xfju.a xai ae yiyvcoaiccov dv TIC,

uiuTjaaiio, 267 b9] thus the sophist basis his knowledge of another schema or figure on his

ability to imitate the other.

What has already singularized itself in the name of the 3ophist is the doxomimetical

and this is due to the fact the Stranger questions the basis of the sophist's knowledge of the

other. Subsequently the sophistic logos is considered counterfeit; a discourse of simulation, that

is to say; the doxomimetic is based on imitating things the sophistic subject opines to know

about, an "imitation which is based on opinion" [Tnv jiev uexd 56£TI<; uiiiticiv, 267 d8] and since

the sophist has been identified among those "who imitate" but "not among those who know"

[6 yap aotjucrrfiq OVK ev toig ei5oenv fjv, aXX ev toic; fiiuo-ujievou; 5r|, 267 e6] he is said to

imitate by pure ignorance, by way of pure naivety or by way of irony, that is, by knowing that

27 Soph. 267 b6.
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28
which he does not know/6 It is underlined that the form of doxomimetics that is coloured by

irony, in its turn operates in either the political or demological forms of discourse.29 But it is in

this space, if we hark back on the great Socratic judgment in the Apologia, that the confusion of

the philosopher and sophist is inherently preinscribed. Is not "irony" a Socratic propriety; is not

Socrates the iron par excellence? In this final diaeresis something of the philosopher appears and

again the sophist withdraws by way of dissimulation, that is, by appearing to be like the

philosopher. Moreover he appears to be like all those subjects—statesman, rhetor, poet and

rhapsode—who occupy the political and demological topoi. In other words, to the end, the great

science of the symploke collects nothing without dividing it, in other words it could not reveal the

true eidos of things without diagrammatically setting side by side the eidos belonging to others.

So why does mimesis further divide itself in the Sophistl Why does this division of other

presumed species of mimesis create such a disparity and fundamental difference to mimetics in

general? In mimetics the acclaimed unity of its technical and poetological order is endlessly

disrupted by a division that reveals an incongruent non-poetic mimesis which is identified by the

plurality of subjects, beings, gene. The doxomimetic thus effectuates the endless proliferation of

the mimetic in general. The doxomimetical occasions the improper symploke of the ov and \ii\ 6v.

This is certainly the pernicious nature of the sophistic logos; nevertheless we shall return to the

sophist's doxological orientation shortly, it seems necessary to raise some vital questions with

regard to the doxomimetic.

Firstly, is the doxomimetic congenital to the techno-pottic essence of mimetics as an

assumed species of mimesis in general, ton mimetikonl Following this question, we must ask,

whether or not what is differentiated in the division of the mimetic genus is the lack of a techne;

28 Soph 268 a

29 Soph 268 b
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that is, it is to determine whether the sophist can lay claim to a techne in the way a craftsman or

painter does. In this final diaeresis we can only surmise that the sophist essentially lays ciaim to a

techne that cannot be found and subsequently defined by the philosopher; a techne that cannot be

properly classified under the technai that are defined according to well-founded technical

precepts and rules which amounts to technai which properly keep within view the eidos of its

representations. Thus the doxomimetic is not really a techne in the strict sense since its

representations are founded on collecting and dividing simultaneously, it is essentially atechnical

in the sense it simulates techne, it feigns the work of a techne.

In the proliferation of mimemes (given the endless potentialities of reference) an

asymmetry appears. What is made double in ^CXVTIGTIKII is the manner of mimesis—its tropos—

and what mimesis is supposed to represent or reproduce. So the doxomimetic, in fact, divides

mimesis into two and subsequently recounts the problem of mimesis in the history of its

interpretation. The doxomimetic imitates nothing pre-existing but nonetheless it involves

imitating, however it does so without reference to the eidos. So the sophistic phantaxma becomes

not a derivative of the eidos, but it becomes ontologically a being: it is not. The doxomimetic

subsequently involves the fundamental reversal and affirmation of Plato's world of shadows.

Since the doxomimetic is founded on the determinations of phantastike, dianoia, doxa it

peculiarly works outside the classical or Platonic schema of mimesis. The doxomimetic has at

any rate produced an effect of incessant fluctuations between two possibilities, two meanings and

its inherent double tropos. Thus in pursuing the sophist—or whatever pertains to sophistics or

the sophistical arts—the philosopher's logos is found to be in constant symploke with the non-

truth and non-presence of the sophistic logos.

By the dialogue's end, we have seen nothing of the sophist or of the real philosopher. And in

the absence of the unwritten fourth dialogue, the Philosopher, one is unable to determine both
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antipodal figures, however it is undoubtedly subsumed in the accounts of the other dialogues,

including the one on the Sophist. Now what follows from the absence of the fourth dialogue is

that the philosopher is already on the scene of all the other dialogues and interestingly enough in

this dialogue that anticipates the Philosopher the philosopher announces himself in the name of

an unnamed Stranger or xenos. Doesn't the Parmenidean father have a voice, and why is it

simulated, made audible or discernible by an outsider, a Stranger?

We would have extreme difficulty attempting to pin down mimesis within the method of

division or diairesis which Plato promulgates. There would not be a single or homogeneous place

or class where mimesis or techne mimetike could be consolidated within. The impossibility tends

to reveal to us the impossibility of presenting it as a concept which will always amount to the

philosophical (that is to say, Platonic) determination as representation proper. Such a conceptual

determination assigns to it a closed meaning or function. However in the Sophist we tend to

acknowledge the impossibility of such a determination, that mimesis, even if we consider its

technic essence, cannot be assigned a single place within the diaeretic logos, it will endlessly

simulate itself and this may be the essence of the mimetic mechane.

One can only symplekein the name of the sophist by weaving it in with the name of the

philosopher, a name forged out of sophia. It is at this point that dialectics or the science of the

symploke will always combine the same and its other as the dialogue does combining the sophist

and the philosopher. We can only admit that the final diaeresis revealed the dual place of the

sophist and the Stranger has ingeniously drawn attention to the fact that the sophist's

doxomimesis has yet again made the sophist ungraspable. The sophist is an eternally displaced

subject and is doomed always to be doubled and for this reason in mimicking the withdrawal of

the first diaeresis the sophistic subject yet again figures itself to match his rival. The final

diaeresis resurrects the figure of a subject possessing a will that makes him indistinguishable
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from the philosopher because the sophistic subject has never been present at the scene of

mimesis as he is the subject who constantly withdraws from that scene.

The sophistic subject as the producer of mimesis deliberately withdraws into itself to

allow mimesis free play thus escaping the philosopher's dialectical trap. Hence the problematic

informing the Stranger pertains not only to the sophistic subject, as there are two types of

subjects canvassed here, moreover it pertains equally to the subject of philosophy because given

the sophist has to be "figured" and "represented" the Stranger can only present the sophistic

subject within mimesis and in this figuration there is endless dissimulation that draws the second

diaeresis to the aporia that preeminently describes mimesis in general. The Stranger in essence

encounters the eidolon of the philosopher at the moment when the sophistic subject detaches

himself from the eidolon that the Stranger's final diaeresis delivers.

12.6 Conclusion:

It has been my intent here to show in what way the question of mimesis and Plato's rigorous

mimetology is embroiled by a fundamental ontological problematic concerning subjectivity. In

many respects the four dialogues considered involve an attempt to arrive at the anti-mimetic

decision, the decision to banish mimesis in order to preserve the self-identity of the subject and

its proper constitution. In many respects, the endless deferrals and postponement of a decision

concerning mimesis and subjectivity in Plato's dialogues has much to do with the way mimesis

deprives any ground by which a decision capable of structurally engendering the subject might

be made. Mimesis in its most pernicious sense undermines the eidos and in essence any

possibility of establishing a ground for the possibility of a decision is dependent upon

consolidating the eidetic orientation of mimesis.
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Given mimesis is seen in its most pernicious manifestation as a mise-en-abyme, which

stretches the potentialities of reference to the point where it structurally comprises infinite self

reference—and here we account for the structure of the eidolon and phantasma—Plato's eidetic

determination of mimesis will ultimately fail to productively affix itself within the mimetology.

Lacoue-Labarthe's reading has led him to the conclusion that "the decision (regarding mimesis)

never takes place"30 and certainly this is true if one acknowledges the ostensible theoretical

purpose of Plato's mimetology. However, what I hope to have shown is that dialogically the

decision is always being made; even in its endless deferrals and postponements there is in every

attempted determination of mimesis a decision that refers or calls upon another decisive moment

in ail the dialogues. Essentially, the decision regarding mimesis and its expulsion, is dependent

upon the problematic of the subject given the mimetology depends on the separation of the

subject with what is mimetically external to it. Thus the eidetic reduction of the mimetic

stumbles on its ultimate evasion of who is the subject of representation remaining persistent with

a "theoretical" conception of mimesis that organizes itself within its eidetic limitations and leads

Plato, and Aristotle after him,31 to appropriate mimesis in such a way that it serves its eidetic

orientation and epistemological delimitation. In conclusion it raises the fundamental problem

which is radically pertinent to the problematic issued in this thesis, that concerning the endless

return of mimesis which confronts Plato's work and the loss of the subject who cannot coincide

with him or herself in his or her endless engagement with mimesis. Inevitably the problematic as

30 Lacoue Labarthe 1989: 136
31 See Appendix 1: 325. In this brief outwork, I consider how the question of mimesis in Aristotle is a

deliberate avoidance of the problematic of the subject considered in this thesis. Like Plato, Aristotle's

mimetology attempts a poetological reduction of mimesis, that is, identifying it as a representation of

universals in so far as the poet's activity is concerned. The so-called apologist of the mimetic tradition also

orients his criticism around the subject of representation and more specifically the hypocritical subject.

Thus Aristotle's mimetology dictates a poeto-ideological reduction of mimesis as he condemns ths

hyperbolic play of the actor, the excesses of his or her mimetic deliveries.
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such is not confined to the dramatization of subjects in the extant dialogues but moreover extends

beyond the text itself, implicating Plato as such in the mimesis that ultimately delivers his logos.

In conclusion, what has not been decided by Plato is rather caught up in a continual process of

deciding through endless deferrals, detours, interruptions and repetitions. Though Plato's call for

decision concerning the subject and mimesis inherently presents itself as a philosophical

exigency in its Cartesian, Kantian, Hegelian and Freudian manifestations, it moreover reflects a

subject that presents itself as aphantasma (specter, phantom, ghost) that has since Plato, haunted

western philosophical writing.
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Appendix

Aristotle's Mimetology:

Hyperbolic Mimesis and the Actor

Aristotle's Poetics develops a theorization of one of the most problematic terms of recent

philological and philosophical interest- mimesis. The impropriety of this word in terms of its

meaning, its application as a concept in ancient literary criticism has always been apparent and

its redoubtable and equivocal nature still remains an etymological problem for scholars in the

field of ancient literary criticism. The history of mimesis within philosophical and philological

discourse is complicated and heterogeneous in itself and Plato attempted unsuccessfully an

exhaustive formalization of its meaning within his literary criticism. Aristotle is the first to have

embraced the term and impugn the pejorative sense assigned to it by Plato. In the Poetics it is

endorsed as a homogeneous concept insofar as poietike as a whole is concerned, that is, in terms

of the episteme of poetry; and it has been generally discoursed by the philological tradition (from

Butcher, Else, Halliwell even within philosophy Paul Ricouer) as a mimesis which is originally

creative. That poetry is radically mimetic—a copy of a copy of the eidos— is underwritten by

Plato's metaphysics, since poetry is mimesis only in terms of the eidos. Aristotelian mimesis is

moved outside the context of the "theory of ideas" and is understood as a mode of poiesis,1 of

1 The Poetics influenced a subsequent tradition in ancient literary criticism by defining mimesis in terms of

an originative creative praxis. In Hellenistic literary criticism (See Dionysius of Halicamassus' tropology of

mimesis in section 7 of riepi Aeivapxou, Chapter 13 of Pseudo-Longinus' nepi'Tvj/oix;) mimesis is

understood as a mode of poiesis which adopts its model from nature, physis. With the Romans imitatio is
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pure production, of what is "properly creative;" it is, to quote Paul Ricouer, a "creative

imitation".2 Mimesis for Aristotle accomplishes its aim when it seems to function as poiesis.

In the Poetics, the productive predilection of the poet is oriented around what Aristotle

considered to be an imperative element in poiesis; mythos (the plot). The primacy accorded to

the construction or making of plots or mythoi is no more exemplified than in Aristotle's

ruminations of the genre of tragedy. In the Poetics, mythos essentially is rigorously conceived as

the "first principle" and "as it were the soul of tragedy" [apxtj u,ev cuv Kai oiov \jn)xfl 6 [ivQoc,

Tfjq TpaycoSiac;, 6, 1450a 39-40]. Mythos as the arc/ze-principle, as the unimpeachable basis of

the poet's activity reveals the apophantic essence of the poet's mimesis; namely that in the

construction or making of mythos, which to quote Aristotle is "the end of which tragedy aims"

an unmitigated creativity is founded.[tiaxe 6 UA)Goq xeXog xfj<;

Aristotle essentially proposed a twofold analysis of tragedy, [a] of tragedy "in itself—

T£ Ka€f awo3 and [b] in terms of the theatre, or stage- rcpdq to. Gectxpa.4 However, the

critical matter in the context of the Poetics is the consideration of what tragedy is

a\)io T£ KaG' CLVTO, as it is properly of 'philosophical' significance and value to assay tragedy's

bound to the imitation of the ancients, however it is exercised as a veritable form of invemio (cf. Oratorical

mimesis in Cicero's De Finibus and De Oratore, book X of Quintillian's Institutio Oratoria , Seneca's

Epistulae Morales LXXXIV where mimesis is understood in terms of appropriation and a creative form of

contaminatio).
2 Ricouer 1984: 45
3 Aristotle considering the evolution of tragedy alleges it began originally or originated in improvisation

(arc' apx^S aurooxeSiaariKTi) and gradually evolved and "found its own natural form" (rfjv avvqc, (jwaiv),

that being its dialogical or conversational mode. An interesting description of this evolution is a metrical

difference, where the tetrameter (more suitable for dancing and performance) was abandoned for the "most

conversational" meter being the iambic. According to Aristotle "nature itself discovered the proper meter"

(f| tyvoiq TO oiKeiov jiexpov e^pe) and suggests that TTJV ai)xr\<; (Jroaiv of tragedy its most natural form or

essence is its conversational or dialogical mode, which essentially merges with a philosophical privilege and

interest in speech and dialogue since Plato.
4 Poet IV, 1449a 7-8
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essence or its requisite properties. Tragedy npoq id Gedxpa as we shall see is almost a subsidiary

concern and outside the realm of Aristotle's most philosophical consideration, that is, what

tragedy is "in itself, according to its essence. The spectacle is definitively assured to be the least

important property of tragedy within Aristotle's hierarchization of its qualitative elements in

chapter 6, 1450al9-50b28. Whatever pertains to the spectacle is extraneous and essentially

ornamental. Yet it seems imperative to ask how is it that the spectacle, the domain of theatrical

6\\nq, becomes a marginalized concern in any theory of tragedy, since tragedy (generically

understood) would have been apprehended in terms of performance, in view of its theatricality?

Evidently, what is an endorsement of mythos leads to the subordination of the spectacle to a

philosophical poetics or theory of tragedy. Clearly, Aristotle's theory of poetry cannot be strictly

separated from philosophy; it is a theorization within philosophy and in the Poetics attains

philosophical significance. According to Aristotle, poetry deals with universals or general truths

[id KaQoXo-o] it is "more philosophical" [<t>iAoaoct>c6T£pov] and "serious" [cnco^atoTepov]5 and

on this basis, how tragedy proffers itself as a philosophical model (in terms of its thematization

of universal subjects) becomes obviously manifest. The extent of this subordination of the theatre

would fundamentally elicit our understanding of theatrical mimesis (i.e. the actor's mimesis) and

how it subverts Aristotle's attempt to rectify, even to a certain extent refine tragedy. Aristotle

explains that the

"Spectacle while highly attractive is yet quite foreign to the art and has

nothing to do with poetry. Indeed the effect of tragedy is independent of

performance and actors, and, besides, the costumier's art has more scope than

the poet's for rendering the effects of spectacle."

[T| 8e oyiq \jruxaycoyiKdv u.ev dxexvoxaxov §£ Kai OIKEIOV Tx\q

-T) yap Tfj<; Tpayco5ia<; 8i»va|ii<; Kai dve/o dycovoc; Kai \moKpvrc5v

Poet. IX, 1451b 6
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ecxiv, exi 5e icupuoxepa rcepi xfjv drcepyaoiav xd>v oyecov f| xou

GKeWKOWV T6%VT1 TTJq XGOV TCOlTjXCOV EtfXlV, 1 4 5 0 b l 6 - 2 0 ]

The spectacle is considered dxexvoxaxov (inartistic) and Aristotle only concedes its

one patent property by invariably saying it is xjruxaycoyiKov (attractive, persuasive). In a single

gesture Aristotle devalues the importance of performance or the play's performativity by (a)

explaining that the spectacle does not pertain to techne that is, it is atechnical, "without techne"

(this point we shall return to) and (b) alleging that the power of tragedy, its dynamic quality or

effect, its dynamis can be realized even without the agon and actor's performance

[r\ yap xfj<; xpaycp5ia<; Suvauiq Kat dvei) dycovoq Kcti iwioKpixcov eaxiv]. To be perfectly

consistent with Aristotle's context, tragedy's dynamis (what we understand and has been

philosophically determined as the "tragic" essence) can be realized in reading [dvayivcocnceiv].

It is possible to see how Aristotle's Poetics could have been grafted into the

philological tradition. Richmond Lattimore, in his Story Patterns in Greek Tragedy, accords the

autonomous rights of the text; its narrative structure. In his deliberations on tragedy, the

importance of the "order of events", institutes the primacy of mythos, essentially repeating the

Aristotelian notion of mythos as xfjq croaxdaecix; xwv rcpayuxxxcov. If, as Aristotle insists, tragedy

is essentially a form of poiesis, Lattimore reiterates this Aristotelian formalization stating purely

and simply "Greek tragedy is poetry".6 Evidence would indicate that "tragedy" remains a

regulated idea by what I call a philological Aristotelianism. Whatever the position of the

"theatre" in relation to this tradition, mythos (plot), dianoia (thought), ethos (character) are

discursively privileged and the semantics of tragedy's exemplary texts brings under exclusive

dictatorship what is the accorded non-poetic, theatrical essence of tragedy. This subsequently

ensured the marginalization of the spectacle or theatrical opsis and the discursive prominence of

the text.
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Before developing our critique, we must consider how Aristotle establishes the primacy

of mythos in the Poetics. Aristotle explains that there are two ways to experience "fear and pity"

(which amounts to tragedy's effect or dynamis)', (a) from the actual spectacle [EK Tfj<; 6\|/£co<;]

and (b) from mythos itself [E£ croxfjq xt\q cuaxriaeax; ta>v rcpayudTOov]. In chapter 24, 1453b, he

explains,

"Fear and pity sometimes result from the spectacle and are sometimes aroused

by the structure of events which is preferable and the mark of the

better/superior poet. The plot should be so constructed that ever wk ?out

seeing the play anyone hearing of the incidents happening th-vills ; J-UI fear and

pity as a result of what occurs. As one would feel when hearing tl^ plot of the

Oedipus. To produce this effect by means of an appeal to the eye is inartistic

and needs extraneous aids, while those who by such means produce an effect

which is not fearful but merely monstrous have nothing in common with

tragedy. For one should not seek from tragedy all kinds of pleasure but that

which is peculiar to tragedy, and since the poet must by representation

produce the pleasure which comes from feeling pity and fear, obviously this

should be built into the events."

[Ecrav |X£v o5v TO <|>op£p6v Ken. E^EEIVOV EK xtfe 6\|/ECOC; yiyvEcGai, screw be

Kai it, aimfe xr\q a\)aTdaEcoq TC5V TipayjidTcov, O7t£p sa f i TipoTEpov Kai 7COITJT

oi) diiEivog. 5ET yap Kal avev xov opdv O\3TCO cruvEOTdvai TOV (X\)6OV OSGTE T

6v aKotiovxa Td 7ipdyu.axa yivojxEva Kai <j>pi.TTEiv Kai E^GEIV EK TCOV

dv 7id6oi TK; dKovcov TOV XQX> Oi5i7co\) ^i\)6ov. TO 5 E 5id

6\J/ECD(; dT£%voT£pov Kat xopT|yia(; SEOJJ-EVOV

ECTIV. oi 5 E \ii} TO <()o(j£p6v 8id Tx\q TO ovov

Lattimore 1964: 115
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^ovTe^ ovftkv xpaycpSig KOIVCQVOOKXIV ®i) yap naoav Set £n.T£iv

T|5ovf]v drco xpayco8la<; aXka xf|v oiKeiav. enex Se tfjv ano ekeov Kai (j>6po\)

5id 5£i f|5ovrjv xov 7toir|XT|V, (j>avepov cog xotixo ev

xot<; 7cpdy|xaaiv eov, 1453b 1-18]

Thus tragedy's dynamis is embodied in the plot, that is, what occurs

xo5v crujiPccivoTcov] in tragedy and what happens [xd Tcpdyixaxa yivojieva] is occasioned by

the plot. It is a quality of the better or even superior poet who can arouse "pity and fear" from the

plot as opposed to the spectacle and not only is this preferable for Aristotle, it furthermore attests

to mythos preceding or being ontologicaily prior to the spectacle. To produce fear and piiy by

means of the spectacle or an appeal to the eye [5s.d Tfjq 6\j/£co<;] is not only inartistic

iaq Seojievov eaxiv); something[dxe%voxepov], it requires furthermore extraneous aids

foreign or outside the art of poetry is required to assist in its theatrical realization.7 As Aristotle

clearly states, instead of the fearful (which mythos naturally produces or arouses) the monstrous

[xo xepaxcoSet;] will be viewed in all spectacular representations. The monstrous exceeds the

proper tragic arousal of fear as it functions on the basis of a renunciation of tragedy's poetic

expression. The pleasures of tragedy must be peculiar to it, pertain to its restricted economy (its

generic laws), it is produced entirely from within itself, from within the structure of events

Everything in terms of the affective responsivity or pathetic identification that tragedy produces

is submitted to the determinations of mythos. This is the only way by which Aristotle can mark

(as we shall see) that which separates tragedy from its excess.

7 The (for example) beyond referring to "choral aids", is appropriately more suggestive in this

context if we accept Butcher's translation as referring to the "extraneous aids" of the theatre (193). Since

the spectacle is inassimilable and not pertinent to Aristotelian poetics as it is beyond the artistic and techno-

poetical concerns of the poet, its orchestration is consummated by the skeuopoios or stage-designer whose

influence is outside of the creative praxis of the poet.
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Thus, tragedy's dynamis as a source of pleasure [fiSovfjv] is only possible and can only

appear if the poet produces it [7tapaaK£i)d£eiv TOV 7coiT|tr|v] and builds it into the events or

happenings of the plot [EV xtiic, 7tpdy|iaaiv k\ .iGiiyceov] and not the representation of these in the

spectacle. The very acumen of this insight is that in ihe Poetics tragedy's dynamis or the "tragic"

effect must be philosophically appurtenant and proper to tragedy's essence. It is a particular kind

of tragedy Aristotle prescribes which proffers particular effects and pleasures, and it is perfectly

clear here how pertinent the question of Katharsis or the katharsisfrage is to philosophical and

philological discourse is> general.8

It is alnost certain that the Poetics represents tragedy in such a way that it seemingly is

under philosophical surveillance, in other words, what is presented as tragedy "in itself is

protected against what is extraneous to or outside what Aristotle determines to be its poetico-

philosophical essence. And it is through a criticism of the actor that Aristotle is able to relay a

criticism of the spectacle as such. The indictment of the actor's mimesis or representation of the

poet's work is fundamental to his theoretical animadversion of spectacality. Aristotle's

approbation of Plato's criticism of the actor's mimesis is unequivocal, one could even suggest

that the Poetics accentuates it because it accords an autonomy to a poetics which marginalizes

the spectacular or theatrical apprehension of tragedy. Moreover, Aristotle employs a

8 Gerald Else's understanding of Katharsis is bound to the notion of tragic hamartia and it is in this respect

that a catharsis of the incidents is related to peripeteia or anagnorisis as a "clarification" of the events

unfolding. Leon Golden's "clarification theory" (See Golden 1992) and Harvey D. Goldstein's belief that

katharsis has "an aesthetic rather than a psychological meaning" (Goldstein 1966: 573) are consistent with

the new hermeneutic appraisals regarding the Katharsisfrage. Philologists have come to privilege an

interpretation of katharsis which lends itself to what Segal understands to be a moment of "intellectual

clarification" (Segal 1996: 153) rather than a hermeneutic reading of the catharsis clause which suggests the

psychological purgation or purification of the audience's emotions through spectacular meihexis (i.e an

affective and pathetic participation or identification with the character or narrative happenings). The

Katharsis question is no longer purely understood in terms of the psychology of the audience (as in Butcher
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comprehensive critical vocabulary; certain terminological differentia which thematize the rift

between mythos and opsis, text and spectacle. In reference to mythos Aristotle speaks

of rcpcraovTet; (agents of action) and not of the \moKpiTT|<; (the actor; which he appraises only in

relation to the spectacle) and furthermore if one is to ponder on Aristotle's eclectic use of a

critical vocabulary he refe-- +o npafyq in relation to the "agent" or "man of action" (and that the

plot represents this praxis) and in relation to the actor, Kivrjcn.*; (movement) is overtly

commented on. The Poetics formalizes a generic limit or propriety of the poet-tragedian's poiesis

and essentially creates a homogeneous field which organizes poetic praxis. A poetics of closure

highlights the manner in which Aristotle sharpens the distinction between poiesis as such (what I

call a mimetopoetics) and what exclusively remains outside this formalized homogeneous field,

1 I

i

> 7

that is, the non-poetic, atechnical quality of the spectacle.9

By chapter 26 (the final section of the Poetics) Aristotle turns aside the question of

poetic mimesis and critically appraises the question of the actor's mimesis and how it manifests

itself in the spectacle is especially problematic. How it presents itself as misrepresentation,

flawed semblance, ostentatious play, particularly as a form of excess, as a hyperbole within the

genre is more resolutely examined. Aristotle explains that "it is not a criticism of poetry, but of

A

acting [ov Tfj<; 7covn.TtKfj<; fi Korryyopia 6XKa rf\q woKpmicfJs, 26, 1462a, 4-5]" that he appraises.

It is not surprising then, that this criticism is at work with respect to mimesis as it reiterates a

10well-established Platonic criticism of the hypokrites.10 Aristotelian mimesis, though it is a

and Bywater), but in terms of the unfolding of mythos, that is, it's function or operation remains interior to

the text; within the structure or order of the narrative happenings.
9 Gerald Else attests to the productive essence of Aristotelian mimesis, explaining that "the mimetic process

is the activity of poieiike, its locus is not in the performance or representation, but specifically in the

drafting of the plot". Thus the locus or even the "essence" of Aristotelian mimesis is the "production" of

mythos. Else's insight, that the locus of mimesis is not "performance" but rather the "plot", places emphasis

on an important distinction between the mimesis of praxis which is the poet's endeavor and mimetic praxis

which is what the actor exhibits within a performance, it involves "imitating action by action" (1963: 12).
10 See Plato's Gorg. 502-503, Laws Bk II, Rep. books two and three and the Ion.
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delimitation of mimesis as poiesis which undertakes to extirpate the equivocal nature of mimesis

problematically still conceals a fundamental paradoxy in its conceptualization as a stable

aesthetic term. It divulges a differentiation between presentation (in poiesis), that is, as pure

creative praxis and representation (in opsis) as theatrical or dramatic reproduction. However, this

differential schema (as we shall see) reveals the fundamental paradox of mimesis, and it is this

paradoxy which essentially underscores what Stephen Halliwell discerns to be Aristotle's

equivocal position in relation to the theatre.11 Aristotle's criticism is of paramount importance

insofar as deciding the fate of the theatre or of the theatrical arts is concerned, however he is

unable to escape the trace of the pejorative sense assigned to mimesis by Plato especially in

terms of the theatre. Mimesis etymologically carries the trace of its original mimological sense,

its performative aspect, even as Aristotle attempts to introduce it in the Poetics as a poetico-

aesthetic concept.

, * - •

Approaching the actor's performance by way of intuitively considering a presumption of

the actor, that being, that he necessarily needs to add [7ipoa0fj] something of his own in the

performance in order to deliver and translate effectively to the audience the meaning of the play,

Aristotle explains,

"And indeed actors think the audience do not understand unless they put in

something of their own, and so they exaggerate their movements, as you see

bad flute-players whirling about if they have to represent 'the discus' or

mauling the leader of the chorus when they are playing 'the Scylla'."

V:

ft

[(hq yap O\>K aiaGavojievcov dv UTJ ainoq TipocGfj, noXXr\v

Kivo-uvxai, oiov ot tyavkoi aMryrai KVXIOUEVOI dv 8icncov Ser\

Kai ehcovxeq xov Kopix()aiov dv IxvXkav a\)Xd)aiv, 1461b 29-33].

11 Halliwell 1987: 97
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So it is an impropriety in the actor's performance of the play which Aristotle detects, an

impropriety which in essence is disappropriative, insofar as the poet's text is concerned. The

actor assumes that the audience would not apprehend or be affected by [OVK aiaGavouevcov] the

play if the performance is not seasoned by his creative prosthesis, that is, if he did not "add" to

the play [av|nf| awdqTtpocrGfj]. Such additions are considered to be in excess or excessive

insofar as the poet's text is concerned and this performative excess is denounced in the most

manifest way by Aristotle. The actor's kinesis and schemata or semeia; the actor's performative

A

language in general poses problems for any delimitation of mimesis. The peremptory declaration

that the actor essentially "adds" [ftpooOfj], engages in a performative prosthesis leads his

criticism to consider the nature of the language of the theatre only in terms of excess, insofar as it

exceeds the techno-poetical concerns of the poet.

•i

One necessarily needs to ask what is the nature of this excess? Is it strictly bound to the

theatre, to the actor's performative epideixisl According to Aristotle the actor exaggerates his

performance with "too much movement" (noXkty KIVTICFIV], as in the case of Callipides who

"exaggerates" [imepPdXA,ovta] or overstates his physical actions. This criticism is echoed by 1

Mynniscus who dubbed Callipides an "ape" [TCIOTIKOV]; his excessive style was considered a

form of "aping" and how aping is related to mimesis is manifest; as we consider a most primitive

mimesis; mimicry and an unconscionable form of impersonation.12 Epic is not excluded from this

criticism, as a rhapsode (as in the case of Sosistratus) may "overdo his gestures"

[jcepiepyd^eaGai ToTq cmjieioK;], engage in unnecessary and excessive gesticulation during a

rhapsodic performance. Logically then, for Aristotle, "the art which represents or imitates

everything and anything is utterly vulgar" [Aiav 8fjXov on fj anavxa uAu.o'ou.evTi <|)opTiKTi, 26,

1461b, 29] as it functions inordinately outside the economy and natural laws of tragedy. When

considering various performative examples, Aristotle judges a hyperbolic mimesis; his criticism

4
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is oriented around the language of gestures {schemata), signs (semeia) and movement (kinesis).

Antonin Artaud in his Theatre and its Double, suggests the nature of the actor's language is

censured and reproved as it "is less able to define character, to narrate man's thoughts, to explain

conscious states clearly" it is heterogeneous to mythos, to the text the poet produces. Mythos

(and subsequently the poet's text) essentially is presented as the autotelic exegesis and closure of

Aristotle's treatise on tragedy. Theatrical opsis is subsequently, the inessential and poetically

non-functional remainder .vhich Is in excess of the unity, order and structural wholeness of the

plot. ft

The comparative appraisal of epic and tragedy in the Poetics only serves to determine a

commonality of literary proportions that they share; mythos, narrative, story. In considering

which literary mimesis is better, Aristotle initially decides on epic, as "it has no need of the

actor's gestures" [o\)3ev 8eovTai T(Sv oxriudxcov]. What is insightful here, is that Aristotle

introduces tragedy in terms of epic, only to negate the importance of performance and highlight a

different schematization, that of mythos as such. This is the only manner by which Aristotle

(within his treatise) can emphasize that which separates "tragedy" from its excess, that is, what is

outside its proper generic essence. It allows Aristotle to conclude that though tragedy's only

defect is performance, this defect is not necessarily "inherent" in it. According to Aristotle,

"Tragedy fulfills its function even without acting, just as much as epic,

reading makes its qualities clear. So, if it is in other respects superior, this

disadvantage is not necessarily inherent."

c<!

X

•ri

12 Else ascertains that mimesis (mimeisthai) was etymologically related to

to the performance (1958: 74-6).
13 Artaud 1989: 93

and demonstratively related

i
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[exi r\ xpaycpSia Kai avea) Kiv^aeax; rcoieT TO aurife, cocmep f| enonoxia' 5id

yap iox> dvayivcocnceiv (j>avepd orcoia tig ecmv ei cuv ecra id y' dM# Kpei

txo)v, ye o\)K dvayicaTov ai)Tfj , 1462a].

Thus acting, performance; the staged spectacle, the performative epideixis of the poet's

text is not necessary [OUK dvayKoiov], it is not an inherent or generic property of tragedy.

Moreover for Aristotle it is an indecorum within the genre which attests to an absolute

impropriety of its prescribed and circumscribed quality and generic essence (its effects, its

pleasures). Again the significance of a verbalized or oral reading of the text, of dvayivcocnceiv

privileges a particular and almost renewed relation of reader and text (as opposed to the relation

between spectactors and spectacle) and almost certainly determines a philosophical relation. The

sense of hearing through reading aloud are vested against the sense of seeing the performance.

Listening is privileged to the extent that it is necessary within Aristotle's emphasis on "reading"

[dvayivcocnceiv] to consider it as a metaphor of philosophical comprehension. Considering this

undeniable difference (between listening and seeing) the philosophical imaginary (i.e the

imaginary or specular tragic scenario) ultimately sanctions what is at stake in Aristotle's venture,

namely, a philosophical tragedy, which ascribes to the text a literary autonomy.

1 i

Now, according to this surveillance of a poetics which is not tainted by the excesses of

the theatre, which in essence is a philosophical regulation of mimesis as poiesis, Aristotle

introduces an already familiar Platonic moral concern to enhance the viability and efficacy of his

criticism of acting. The question of vulgarity (<JK>PTIKTI) is raised and all of this amounts to the

assertion that Aristotle was able to subscribe to the moral and pedagogical concerns which

inaugurates Plato's epistasis of poetry in books two and three of the Republic,

And one could not ignore the close relationship between "vulgarity" and the theatre in all

discourse of moral and ethical thematization. Vulgarity since Plato has always been understood

v t
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in terms of theatrical mimesis and it always considered the audience's apprehension and

reception of the affective behavior of inferior [(jxrutaov] and immoral man as pernicious in every

way imagined, infecting and marking in an indelible way through spectacular methexis the polity

of one's soul. Aristotle clearly states, that tragedy is vulgar in two ways (a) since it appeals to an

inferior audience

inferior subjects [fyavfaov, 26,1462a, 8-10].

, 26, 1462a,3]and (b) in terms of the actor's representations of

What Plato discerned to be the dissapropriative quality of the actor's mimesis, that is, his

epeideictic competence in dissimulation, in masquerading, in theatrical apocryphy, led to

Aristotle's assertion that mimesis must pertain to techne and principally be regulated by techne

to avert the theatrical proliferation of hypocritical excesses. And jis techne is fundamentally the

highest feature of poiesis, it regulates the mimetic disposition of the poet and it is only within

this limit that Aristotle condones mimesis.14 As the Spectacle and acting are inartistic, and do not

pertain to techne perhaps this clarifies one thing, at least in terms of the way Aristotle regulates

his criticism here, that techne is what dictates and organizes poetic mimesis, that is, delimits

mimesis. It precludes certain hyperboles and excesses from emerging in any creative praxis. In

acting, on the other hand, the absence of techne or of prescribed technical precepts leads to the

excesses of the actor's mimesis; it unveils what I have called a hyperbolic mimesis, which is

uncontrolled and unmanageable, a mimesis which represents the text by adding to it, by

supplementing it and more dangerously supplanting it; a mimesis which in all respects would

unsteady the philosophical poetics extemporized by Aristotle. This is what is seemingly so

paradoxical about mimesis within both Plato's and Aristotle's discourse, the paradox of mimesis

(within all discourse) is that it is both active production (Aristotle's conceptualization) and

***,

i ,

A
Is

14 The spectacle has already been referred to as "inartistic" (ctxexvoxaxov) and this is consistent to what

Aristotle states in his Art of Rhetoric that the actor has a natural talent and "no art"

(Kaiean<j)'6aecs>;x6'U7to>coiTtK6veivai, Kaidxexvoiepov) which is congruous with his view of the

spectacle that it does not pertain to art or techne. See The Art of Rhetoric, III, 1404a7.

'i
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passive reproduction (as in book ten of the Republic); however this paradoxy is magnified in our

deliberation by the actor's mimesis which is curiously both simultaneously, which makes

theatrical mimesis all the more pernicious as it subverts the economy of mimesis which Plato

pioneered and Aristotle desired to stabilize.

The actor's mimesis involves an impropriety, that is, a misrepresentation of the poet's

text through prosthetic excess and it furthermore entails an artistic propriety, that is, a

supplementation, an actualization of the text as theatrical ergon; which presents itself as

tfwtopresentation,15 as an autonomous presentation. This ^representation of the spectacle marks

the limit of the actor's mimesis as the effect of a representation as repetition; a repetition bound

to the logic of the supplement which proffers the possibility of a theatrical or performative

presentation which is not passive in its aesthetic effusion but rather autonomous and active.

Subsequently, the actor's propriety is an impropriety of sorts, he creatively delivers the play to an

audience as a creative and active "subject" and his performative prosthesis ensures a degree of

creative autonomy; however paradoxically he is a "character", a theatrical prosopon which

attests to a fundamental passivity.

If one is to proffer a faithful reading of Aristotle's Poetics one could actually detect an

almost subtle perversion in his work, insofar as his mirnetology is concerned. Mimesis is two

things at once in terms of the actor; it is incontestably both production and reproduction and it is

in this respect that Aristotelian mimesis ultimately inhabits the inherited theoretical topoi of

Platonism. But its paradoxy, its essential ambivalence as a double postulation within

philosophical discourse resists etymological reductions. Mimesis as the philosopher Philippe

Lacoue-Labarthe correctly observes is without property, "it has no proper to i f (1989: 116),

essentially there is no etymon in mimesis, even within the Poetics Aristotle's attempt to

circumscribe mimesis, to situate it as proper (in poiesis) and improper (in terms of opsis) fails. In

k
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16this "disastrous word" (as the eminent philologist Willamowitz-Moellondorf observed) there is

a realization of never being able to philosophically master mimesis, particularly to master its

play.

.'ft

15 Derrida 1981a: 238
16Willamowitz-Moellondorf referring to mimesis as "Ein verhangnisvolles Wort" (1919: 479) is a response

to the philological and etymological difficulties encountered in Plato's deployment of such a fundamental

concept. Plato's philosophical appropriation of mimesis has obviously delimited the field of all

interrogation on the word.

V
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